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Part I -- Literature Review: 
Scaffolding reasoning skills in the science classroom 
Introduction 
One problem for science educators is the lack of a clear sense of what students should 
learn in an introductory science course (Kuhn, 1993). The National Science Education 
Standards (NSES) (National Science, 1996) is a guide that aids teachers in planning their 
curricula by listing the general topics and skills that students should know, understand, and 
be able to do in science. This document serves strictly as a guide and does not explicitly 
describe all of the content objectives nor does it present a list of all procedures teachers 
should utilize to reach these objectives. Science teachers therefore, are forced to interpret 
these guidelines from their own perspectives in order to develop a program in which students 
will succeed in science. According to the NSES, science teachers should plan an inquiry-
based science program in which they play the role of facilitators, guiding the students' 
learning while students perform the role of investigators. This program, in addition, should 
be one that demonstrates theories in current education, including topics that meet students' 
interests, prior knowledge, needs, understanding, experiences, and abilities. In order to attain 
these goals in education, teachers must promote scientific exploration in their students by 
allowing them to develop the skills needed to be able to design and conduct their own 
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scientific investigation. Not only does this include gathering, analyzing, and interpreting 
their own data, but it also involves learning how to utilize the appropriate tools and 
techniques for exploring science. If students are to become successful in science, what must 
teachers do to plan a curriculum that involves scientific investigation and reasoning? 
Theoretical Perspective 
The incorporation of argumentation in science classrooms is advocated by many 
researchers and educators who believe that this approach to science aids students in 
developing the skills they need in order to become thoughtful, productive members of 
society, long after they graduate. Kuhn, for example, suggests that teachers should present 
science as a way of thinking within a social context, where in the classroom "ideas are 
articulated, questioned, clarified, defended, elaborated, and indeed often arise in the first 
place" (Kuhn, 1993, p. 321). She believes that concepts such as fact, theory, hypothesis, 
inference, interpretation, cause, variation, co-variation, analogy, evidence, pseudo-evidence, 
explanation, reasoning, discount, conclusion, metacognition, reflection, and all combinations 
[of these] can be experienced by students in a social setting and can be used during 
constructive argument to assist conceptual change. This approach, according to Kuhn, 
indoctrinates students into a "scientific mode of thought" and promotes the development of a 
way of thinking that students may take beyond the classroom. 
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Articles that promote scientific argument often include educators who practice 
scaffolding, an instructional approach that supports students in learning content in order to 
gain knowledge, but only to the point where the job can be mastered on their own (Pressley, 
1995). The purpose of scaffolding is to provide "supports that enable students to build 
powerful thinking strategies and conceptual understanding" (Hogan and Pressley, 1997 p. 
74). Students are given help only when they need it and are led in what Vygotsky has termed 
the "zone of proximal development (ZPD)" (1978; 1986; cited in Hogan and Pressley, 1997). 
The ZPD describes a hypothetical "pyramid" where the lower portion represents the 
current ability of the student, and the upper portion represents the individual's capability with 
assistance from someone else (the trainer) who is already able to perform the task 
(Vygotsky, 1978 cited in Diaz et al., 1991). During the scaffolding process, the trainer 
facilitates the student in performing a task that can not be accomplished alone, and only 
. provides enough assistance until the desired goal is reached. The trainer is not limited to the 
teacher or another educator; in fact, skilled peers who have already transitioned across their 
own ZPD can scaffold someone else. 
Pressley (1995) has explained that the scaffolding approach involves continuous 
interaction between the trainer and the student to determine what students know and are 
capable of doing so the trainer can provide support to move the student through the ZPD. 
Once students begin to show that they can perform the thinking skills or processes necessary 
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to complete the desired task, the trainer removes the support. The role of the trainer is 
similar to that of a coach; the task involves leading the students through the development of 
understanding by providing support in the form of suggestions, hints, prompts, clues, or 
directive questions. The nature of the support is vital because the trainer is walking a 
tightrope between providing just enough support to the students, yet not so much that the 
students are totally dependent on it. After all, the ultimate goal of scaffolding is to help 
students develop skills independently (Pressley, 1995; Hogan and Pressley, 1997). 
Successful scaffolding not only depends on the trainer, but also on each student. 
Playing the role of tutees, students are personally responsible for their own learning. This 
includes being expected to articulate and clarify ideas by relating them to their own prior 
knowledge obtained, and negotiating and reflecting upon the ideas of themselves and their 
peers. Students must be able to observe and respond to the tutor's coaching, which may be a 
difficult task because critical thinking and concentration are necessary. During an effective 
session, students become aware of their own thinking [what they are thinking and how] as the 
teacher scaffolds not only the understanding of a topic, but also assists in developing the 
student's metacognitive ability (Pressley, 1995; Hogan and Pressley, 1997). 
This metacognitive approach to instruction involves social constructivism, uniting the 
perspectives of both Vygotsky and Piaget (Driver et al., 1994). According to Driver et al. 
(1994), students must be introduced to concepts before they can change their ways of 
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thinking. For instance, when learning how to debate an issue, students are trained to 
construct their own knowledge by interacting with teachers and peers through social 
negotiations. While the teacher scaffolds the content, thought, and reflection to students, 
debate unfolds where students share their tasks and problems with peers, furthermore 
developing their own understanding. Throughout the process, students have addressed prior 
knowledge, faced disequilibrium, and moved through the zone of proximal development and 
toward conceptual change (Driver et al., 1994; Hogan and Pressley, 1997). During peer 
debate, students may encounter the need to support their claims with evidence so they can 
reason scientifically, explain theories, evaluate these theories based on the evidence 
presented, and emphasize the theories that can be generalized. Learners are, in a sense, 
socialized or "enculturated" into the scientific mode of thinking (Driver et al., 1994; Kuhn, 
1993). Reasoning skills are important for conducting argumentation, which is required 
before conceptual change can occur. The teacher's role in the reasoning process is unclear, 
however. What do teachers need to do to help students develop the reasoning skills they 
need for success? 
Research in Scientific Reasoning 
McRobbie and English (1993) performed a case study on one seventh-grade female to 
determine how her beliefs impacted her reasoning strategies. The student was given 
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information about four experiments that involved the topics of: the conductivity of metal 
rods, characteristics of toothpaste that result in good teeth, information about the 
manufacturing of frying pan handles, and dry-cleaning solutions. After the information was 
presented to her, she was interviewed and asked to determine the effects of variables, to 
interpret given evidence, and to generate her own evidence to support or refute her beliefs 
about the experiments. She was also asked to explain all combinations of variables that 
affect the results of each experiment. 
The results indicated that the student was better able to present evidence that 
supported her own beliefs than to present evidence to disprove them. When asked to 
evaluate the evidence, she often mixed evidence with beliefs and was unable to separate 
theory from belief. In addition, she was unable to reflect on theory in a metacognitive way. 
McRobbie et al. (1993) concluded that when individuals are unable to reason and reflect on 
an issue or they are unaware of the need to change their own ways of thinking, then 
conceptual change can often be difficult. In conclusion, students must develop rational 
reasoning skills before they have the ability to debate an issue. 
In Spain, Jimenez-Aleixandre and Bugallo-Rodriguez (1997) observed ninth-graders 
participating in scientific argument during a Genetics course. In this setting, students 
previously were exposed to small-group problem solving and they were encouraged to 
express and defend their own opinions about various topics. The teacher gave students a 
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scenario to debate that involved an unexpected color change of chickens. The class was 
divided into small groups of four and then discussions were observed and taped. There were 
no instructional interventions, however the teacher did use scaffolding techniques by asking 
questions to stimulate their explanations. The purpose of this investigation was to determine 
what elements of Toulmin's argument pattern (Toulmin, 1958 cited in Jimenez-Aleixandre 
and Bugallo-Rodriguez, 1997) and what epistemic operations (such as explanation, causal 
relation, analogies, and predictions) students used during their discussions. 
Researchers found that students asked their peers for additional information that 
would support their claims, further enabling them to justify and develop theories that would 
support these claims. Two-thirds of the students used claims, followed by justification, data, 
and backing. In addition, many students used causal relation and analogies to justify and 
support their claims. The researchers noted, however that this might have resulted from the 
problem given, as they were asked to identify the causal mechanism for a color change in 
chickens. This study provided evidence that high school students have the ability to debate 
within a small group to solve problems. Another possible investigation would be to compare 
the reasoning elements of students working within groups to those working individually for 
the same amount of time. 
Several studies have demonstrated elementary students' reasonmg skills during 
argumentation. During one investigation, Mason (1996a) studied five Italian fifth-grade 
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classes to determine whether students were aware of their own conceptual change. 
Previously, Italian students have not been encouraged to ask questions, provide evidence, 
reason ideas, discuss conceptions, or support assertions, and this lack of opportunity has most 
1ike1y prevented them from gaining the ski11s they need to be ab]e to reflect and debate a 
scientific idea. 
Jn Mason's study, however, the teachers were trained in constructivism so they cou]d 
encourage students to explain, criticize, and evaluate ideas. Before this investigation, 
students were interviewed to determine their prior knowledge of science concepts. Using 
scaffolding techniques, the teachers intervened by providing information to students, asking 
questions to guide their thinking, and asking for clarification and explanation when 
necessary. Qualitative observations and transcriptions of small group (4-5 students) and 
whole-class discussions were analyzed for "argumentative operations". In other words, 
Mason recorded a description of the students' methods for supporting their claims, thinking, 
and reasoning. Additionally, discussions were analyzed for "epistemic operations", 
describing how they had explained their reasoning, definitions, identification of variables, 
generalization, application, analogies, and metacognitive reflections. With excerpts from the 
discussions, Mason analyzed how students had achieved their learning goals - they had 
discussed their ideas using previous experiences and analogies to explain scientific concepts 
in order to relate new information obtained to prior knowledge. Students also created and 
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compared hypotheses before an experiment, usmg variables, causal relationships, and 
analogies. 
To discuss the results of an experiment, students used evidence, causal explanations, 
and analogies to interpret their theories. Mason found that some students were even aware of 
their own misconceptions, acknowledging the need to make adjustments to their own 
thinking. While discussing possible solutions to a particular problem, students demonstrated 
metacognitive awareness by explaining that their initial conceptions were influenced by 
presuppositions from the media. 
According to Mason, "conceptual change is more likely to occur when learners are 
required to explain, articulate, or defend their own positions to others as well as to 
themselves at a metaconceptual level of thinking during a collaborative process of knowledge 
building" (1996a; p. 412). Kuhn (1993) described that prior knowledge may not necessarily 
result in conceptual change right away, but making connections from our day-to-day thinking 
may assist in gaining more knowledge overall. Kuhn had previously highlighted the 
fundamental importance of metaconceptual awareness with, " ... what children or adults need 
to be able to do is to distance themselves from their own beliefs to a sufficient degree to be 
able to evaluate them, as objects of cognition. In other words, they must have the capacity 
and the disposition to think about their own thought" (1993, p. 331). 
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The abilities to think about one's own thought, reason rationally, and analyze 
critically depend greatly on age and development (Kuhn et al., 1992). For some students, 
however, language deficiencies can be barriers that prevent the development of rational 
reasoning ski11s and critical analysis. If students can't express their own conceptual 
understanding because of a limited vocabulary, then they may not be able to effectively 
reason and debate an issue. 
In one investigation, Astington and Olson (1990) tested the critical-thinking skills of 
100 Canadian students (in grades 6, 8, 10, and 12) to determine whether there was a 
correlation between vocabulary skills and metacognition. Students were given a multiple-
choice test in which they were asked to replace "say" and "think" verbs (for the actions of 
characters in twelve stories) with more specific words such as imply, predict, interpret, infer, 
hypothesize, and conclude. Scores from 78 adult undergraduates were used as the control 
[the correct answers reflected how an educated adult would respond]. Results indicated that 
there were differences among all the grades. Those students in grades 10 and 12 earned 
much higher scores than those in grades 6 and 8, demonstrating that metacognitive and 
metalinguistic skills were more developed in the high school students. Scores from 
standardized reading vocabulary tests and critical thinking tests were also obtained from 
students in grades 8 and 12, both of which correlated with the story test scores. Their scores 
indicated that vocabulary is extremely important for critical thinking, a skill that develops 
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with an individual's age. Astington et al. (1990) suggested that knowing one's own language 
[vocabulary words] helps increase an individual's ability to clarify meaning and 
communication and this may promote students' understanding in various knowledge 
domains, particularly those that are difficult, such as the abstract concepts in science. 
In an investigation done by Mason (1996b), 18 fourth-grade Italian students were 
studied to determine whether they were aware of their own conceptual change. To begin the 
investigation, she interviewed students to determine their understanding of atmospheric 
pressure. They were asked to describe three scientific phenomena related to this topic, to 
"think of something similar" that would help them understand it better (for instance, 
analogies), and to think of ways that these phenomena are in common with each other. The 
teacher, favoring social constructivism, arranged students into four-or-five-member groups 
based on their opinions about the topic. 
Each group had members with different opinions, which allowed for peer debate. The 
teacher enhanced each group's thinking, reasoning, and argumentation by asking them 
questions about their ideas; this helped scaffold their ways of thinking and reasoning, which 
eventually lead to conceptual change. After students shared their explanations with each 
other, they evaluated their existing analogies already presented on a poster, and arrived at a 
consensus. Any necessary modifications were made before they explained their conclusion 
to the entire class. 
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At the end of the investigation, a second interview was given in which students were 
asked again to explain the three phenomena and make comparisons between them. To 
measure each child's metaconceptual awareness, researchers asked if any ideas had changed 
at all, in what way they had changed, and why they thought their ideas had changed. 
Small group and class discussions, as well as student interviews were transcribed and 
analyzed using both qualitative and quantitative methods. Students had produced 27 
analogies to explain the three phenomena, demonstrating that they were able to create 
analogies to communicate scientific ideas. Analogies produced during the first session had 
surface similarities, reflecting their alternative conceptions of air, while analogies produced 
after the group discussions were more reflective of structural similarities, explaining 
atmospheric pressure (expressed as air pressure by students). Many students even criticized 
some of their initial analogies and used more appropriate ones to communicate their 
understanding. Mason noted that more students explained air pressure after their group 
discussions than beforehand, and their explanations were similar to explanations given by 
professional scientists. In addition, more students could relate atmospheric pressure with the 
three phenomena. AU but one student reported changing their initial beliefs, further 
explaining why their beliefs had changed. Not all children, however, made the transition at 
the same rate. Mason noted that " ... a more knowledgeable and competent student could be 
successful in scaffolding the group process of scientific understanding, helping his or her 
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classmates recognize the limitations of the representations through which they interpreted 
facts" (Mason, 1996b, p. 344). 
While discussing the topic of atmospheric pressure, students not only shared 
analogies and explanations with each other, but they also communicated a need to change 
their conceptions while evaluating and modifying their own analogies and explanations. 
Mason explained that collaborative discourse reasoning in this social setting distributed the 
"thinking burden", and the scaffolding process occurred among the students themselves. 
Interestingly, because this investigation never mentioned that the students were formally 
trained to scaffold another classmate, these techniques were most likely developed through 
observation alone. 
In another study, Mason (1994) investigated 15 Italian fifth-grade students to 
determine their abilities of collaborative discourse reasoning, analogy use, metacognition, 
and conceptual change. The teacher provided a constructivist environment where students 
were encouraged to question, criticize, and evaluate information through group discussions. 
Mason and the teacher, however, only provided scaffolding when necessary. The experiment 
lasted ten sessions and began when the students were interviewed; researchers wanted to 
determine students' pre-conceptions about how plants obtain their food. The following 
sessions included studying the topics of respiration, transpiration, light, air, and chlorophyll. 
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During the sixth session, the teacher presented an analogy between photosynthesis and 
making a cake. 
The students were asked to identify all relationships between both processes, and 
Mason consolidated all responses at the end of the lesson. Interviews were conducted to 
determine if successful analogy use was related to students' understanding of the analogy 
itself and if they understood that the purpose of using the analogy was to change their 
conceptions about photosynthesis [metaconceptual awareness]. Levels of cognition were 
evaluated by assigning students to draw, write, and participate in multiple-choice tasks. 
Comprehension of the topic, analogy, and metacognition were also ranked. 
Results from this investigation indicated that more than half of the students 
understood the similar process of change in the analogy. There were high correlations in the 
following areas: understanding the analogy and understanding the topic (r = 0.845; 
p<0.001), understanding the analogy and the students' metaconceptual awareness of the 
analogy's purpose to promote conceptual change (r = 0.906; p<0.001), and understanding the 
topic and the students' metaconceptual awareness of the analogy's purpose to promote 
conceptual change (r = 0.906; p<0.001). Mason noted that the results do not indicate causal 
relationships, but concluded that, " ... there is an interaction of cognitive and metacognitive 
aspects in conceptual change by analogy" and metacognition may support or be supported by 
conceptual change through the use of analogies (Mason, 1994, p. 288). 
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In conclusion to the investigations mentioned above, before conceptual change can 
occur, students must be able to explain, articulate, and defend their own positions to others as 
well as to themselves at a metaconceptual level of thinking. The ability of students to think 
about their own thought, reason rationally, and analyze critically, however, depends not only 
on one's age, but also on the mental development of that individual. If students have limited 
vocabulary ski11s and can't express their own conceptual understanding, then reasoning and 
debate can be a difficult task to accomplish. 
Research in Writing and Reasoning 
In another investigation, similar to her previous studies, Mason (1998) interviewed 
and observed 12 Italian students in order to determine the impact that collaborative reasoning 
has on conceptual change. In addition to the methods she used in her other investigations, 
students were asked to perform some writing activities after participating in peer discussions. 
Mason wanted to determine whether students would reflect on their group discussions and 
use reasoning and revision of their pre-existing ideas. Students could choose any style of 
writing, as long as they reasoned, reflected, and communicated their understandings from the 
arguments, while providing explanations about the topics being discussed. 
Thirty-eight percent of the writings were classified as expository, in which students 
explained concepts but not understanding, and sixty-two percent were reflective, in which 
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almost all students mentioned that they had changed their initial conceptions. Only a few 
reflections described what students did not understand. There was evidence in both types of 
writing that students were successful at constructing knowledge as a result of their socio-
cognitive interaction. 
During final student interviews, two children said that writing helped them remember 
concepts better, while five children said that writing helped them reason and understand ideas 
better. The remaining five felt that writing enhanced their reasoning skills and made them 
aware of changing ideas. 
Although writing itself can be improved with scaffolding techniques, writing tasks 
can also be a tool for scaffolding conceptual change. In his review of the influence of writing 
on the reasoning process, Applebee (1984) described several roles of writing that help 
promote thinking. These roles include: 
+ Writing is a permanent record of thought that enables the writer to record, reflect, revisit, 
and revise thoughts. 
+ Writing requires clarity, which encourages the writer to attend to meaning and coherence 
of the words. 
+ Writing is an active process, which facilitates self-examination of ideas and assumptions. 
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Applebee (1984) quotes E.M. Forster, "How can I know what I think until I see what 
I say?" in order to emphasize the relationship between writing, thinking, and metacognition. 
According to Applebee, research in the 1970's and early-1980's viewed the writing process 
as a tool for rational thought, the procedures of which were outlined by Aristotle, who 
organized them by topics. These topics describe the organized process of writing and are 
themselves tools that help organize evidence for argument. These topics have been included 
in the procedures of composition textbooks, and some of these topics include definitions, 
compare/contrast, causal relationships, time sequence examinations, ratio relationships 
"moving from parts to the whole", and "formulating alternative courses of action'' (Applebee, 
1984). More current studies have refined writing as a process of problem solving, where the 
writer reasons through new material by revisiting the procedures of writing during a 
personally-constructed approach that is often dependent on an individual's interpretation of 
the task. 
Hand et al. (1999) studied two tenth-grade classes (22 students in each) during a 
genetics unit to determine if writing-to-learn strategies would result in higher student 
performance. Both classes were assessed using a two-part exam. The first part of the exam 
consisted of true/false, multiple-choice, and short-answer questions. The second part 
included an analogy in which students were to compare and contrast genetic cloning and 
photocopying. Students in one class were asked to write an explanatory letter of these 
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genetic concepts. After thorough analyses (both quantitatively and qualitatively), the 
investigators found no difference between the two classes on the performance of the first part 
of the exam. Students in the letter-writing class, however, used more high-order concepts to 
explain the analogy than did students in the control class. In addition, students who wrote the 
explanatory letters used more scientific terminology while students in the control group used 
less reflective responses and used the teacher's terminology in their explanations. 
In a second study, Hand et al. compared the performance of two ninth-grade classes 
(with 24 and 27 students) that were studying reflection and refraction of light. Once again, 
students were assessed with a two-part test, similar to the exam format described in their first 
case study. The analogy in this study, however, required students to compare and contrast 
the outcomes of a bullet and a laser-beam when they each entered a body of water. One class 
was asked to write an explanatory letter to describe these outcomes. 
The data from the exams were analyzed and interpreted. The writing-to-learn class 
completed five science writing heuristics (SWH) and wrote an explanatory letter. The SWH 
was designed to assist students with constructing explanations of laboratory concepts by 
prompting their thinking with guided questions. By using the SWH, students were required 
to generate questions. make claims, provide evidence for their claims, compare their results 
with others, and reflect on their initial ideas and questions about the topic. Hand et al. (1999) 
found that the students in the writing group had trouble identifying evidence for their claims 
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(1.7 vs. 4.8 respectively). Although this was not the purpose of the investigation, these 
results do indicate that students may be deficient in displaying the types of reasoning 
processes that they need for understanding scientific concepts that are emphasized in 
laboratories. Nevertheless, students in the writing-to-learn group outperf onned students in 
the control group on the entire test. This indicates that the writing process helped promote 
conceptual change, and because this group wrote multiple times, writing-to-learn tasks 
provided cumulative benefits. Students from the writing group were interviewed to 
determine impacts of the SWH on conceptual change. Girls expressed their opinions of the 
SWH template in supporting their knowledge construction of the topic. Boys, on the other 
hand, were more concerned with reporting exactly what happened when a bullet and laser-
beam entered the water. 
Several implications exist from this study. First of all, teachers should consider using 
several writing-to-learn tasks so students may experience the cumulative benefits from 
multiple writing tasks. Second, teachers should be aware of any differential response to tasks 
between boys and girls so they can respond to cues from students that need more guidance, 
resulting in better understanding of claims and evidence by all students. Third, teachers 
should scaffold the understanding of the SWH during the laboratory activity; this would 
likely promote a better understanding of the tasks involved in the SWH [providing questions, 
claims, and evidence]. 
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Researchers have illustrated how assigning writing tasks, and scaffolding reasoning 
skills may result in conceptual change (Keys, 1994). During this study, Keys evaluated 
laboratory reports of six ninth-grade students [written collaboratively] over a four-month 
period in order to determine whether there was evidence of improved reasoning ski1ls. 
Students were chosen based on gender and ability and they were allowed to choose their 
partners for this study; this resulted in two pairs of girls and one pair of boys, a11 of whom 
received a grade of C or better during the previous six-week period. Keys and the teacher 
used scaffolding techniques to guide students' use of scientific reasoning while students 
followed guidelines designed for their reports. During this time period, students participated 
in small group discussions and wrote ten lab reports (including one pilot report, which 
provided feedback about the report guidelines to further guide the process of scaffolding). 
Keys collected data from observations and written reports, in addition to transcribing 
information from the discussions and interviews. 
Results indicated that students included a description of methods, made observations, 
and constructed inferences early in the study, demonstrating that they were proficient in 
reasoning skills. In addition to these proficiencies, by the end of the study, students' written 
reports demonstrated that they selected and processed relevant information, retrieved prior 
knowledge, explained predictions, interpreted data, drew conclusions, formulated models, 
and compared and contrasted information. All but one student's work showed evidence of 
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knowledge gain. Keys explained that the instructors contributed to the development of the 
reasoning skills in each student by encouraging the students to explain their own 
observations, furthermore providing guidance in the form of written feedback on reports, 
asking for evidence consistently to support their claims, and requiring logical argumentation. 
The verbal interactions between students helped them to understand that the purpose 
of prior knowledge and the textbook was to "activate resources for their sense making" and 
were eventually able to understand that, " ... the construction of reasonable explanations was 
valued more highly than obtaining the desired answer ... " (Keys, 1994, p. 1019). This study 
provided evidence of the importance of social interaction for conceptual change in science. 
In addition, these results demonstrate that the writing tasks assigned were valuable and 
fostered the development of reasoning and scientific understanding. To expand on this study 
further, researchers should investigate whether certain writing types are more appropriate for 
learning particular scientific concepts. 
According to the investigations mentioned previously, writing tasks are valuable tools 
that enhance reasoning skills and scientific understanding in students. When students are 
given the opportunity to share their ideas with other peers, then they are much more likely to 
become proficient in explaining their own predictions, interpreting data, drawing 
conclusions, and comparing and contrasting ideas. These skills, furthermore, are necessary 
to becoming life-long problem solvers. 
\ 
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Research into Fieldwork 
Investigations in classrooms have demonstrated the positive impacts that laboratories 
have on learning science. Tobin (1986), for instance, studied fifteen science teachers from 
two high schools in Perth, Australia. Throughout his study, each teacher was observed 
teaching several lessons to three or four classes. The data collection involved three different 
phases. 
Phase one involved observing nine teachers from one school for six weeks. This time 
period was split into two three-week periods. During the first half, two trained observers 
visited five eighth-grade classes that were studying "liquids". At this time, descriptive 
summaries and time logs of these activities were recorded. Throughout the second half, 
observations were made in the ninth-grade science classes, in addition to eleventh-grade 
chemistry, physics, biology, physical science, and human biology. Phase two involved 
fourteen weeks of observations of six teachers from the second school. Tobin followed a 
specific teacher, rather than a certain grade level, and the observations lasted approximately 
half of each day. 
During the first and second phases, students and teachers were interviewed. They 
were asked questions about their laboratory activities and the responses were recorded as 
field notes, which were later interpreted with the descriptive data from direct observations. A 
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database was created that consisted of field notes from about 200 science lessons in addition 
to the interview results from students and teachers. 
Phase three involved formal interviews of 86 students (45 males, 41 females) and 15 
teachers. The students and teachers were asked questions about the laboratory activities and 
their abilities to learn science. At regular intervals during the data collection phase, 
observers discussed field notes and formulated hypotheses from their observations. 
The students' interviews provided many interesting insights into the popularity of 
laboratory activities. Teachers and students mentioned that laboratory activities were an 
effective method to learning science. In fact, 30 of the 86 students felt that labs were the 
most well-liked activities in science, 15 reported that learning science resulted from 
participating in labs, and 20 said that the science curriculum would be improved if the 
number of laboratory activities were increased. One public school teacher commented that 
the labs helped students succeed because they taught organizational skills and how to 
cooperate with others. In fact, from the teacher's perspective, discovery learning was the 
most valuable role of laboratory activities. Providing students the opportunity to investigate 
in the science field resulted in a strong motivation to learn. 
Because professional scientists learn in laboratories, providing students with an 
environment that allows investigation often assists them in solving problems. Sometimes, 
however, scientific investigation does not occur in a laboratory, but rather a real-world 
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environment where reasoning, argumentation, and problem-solving skills often develop. One 
approach to instruction that encourages discovery learning is fieldwork, which is defined as 
any practical work that occurs outside the science laboratory, such as the schoolyard, park, or 
a sports field. Field experiences give students the learning opportunities that laboratories 
often can't supply alone (Lock, 1998). For instance, the outdoor environment where plants 
and animals live and grow, is fundamental to studying ecology. Crime scenes and laboratory 
environments in addition, are essential for studying forensic science. 
Killerman (1996) described a German study by Scherf (1986; as cited in Killerman, 
1996), which was performed to investigate students' knowledge and attitudes toward plant 
types. There were 305 students involved between ten and eleven years of age, all arranged 
into three groups; two were experimental and one was the control. Experimental group one 
involved participating in formal lessons inside, followed by outdoor fieldtrips to accompany 
these lessons. Experimental group two, however, only received the lessons. The control 
group received no formal lessons on plant forms. 
The results indicated that the students that experienced fieldwork and lessons learned 
much more about plants than those that learned their lessons indoors only. According to the 
researchers, the students that actually experienced the plants growing in their natural 
environment were better able to make connections and remember pertinent plant traits. 
Researchers also found a positive correlation between the knowledge of plants and students' 
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conservation attitudes (coefficient = .36 in pre-test and .22 in mam study). This 
demonstrated that students who can recognize particular plants tend to have a more 
conserving attitude about nature. 
Results of these studies may not always be clear from quantitative analyses, but the 
application for students becomes obvious during qualitative analysis when students provide 
overwhelming support, emphasizing the benefits of field experience. Students should be 
expected to gain the same rewards from fieldwork as they would receive from 
apprenticeships. For this reason, educators should create a curriculum that combines 
scaffolding, argumentation, field experiences, and writing tasks; this obviously helps 
promote the development of problem-solving skills in students. 
Research into Forensic Science 
Hurley (1995) used an innovative and creative approach to instruction for his high 
school science class in Waverly, Iowa. On the first day of the course, while explaining the 
expectations and outline for the semester, a serious-looking gentleman in a black suit 
appeared at the classroom door. Dressed in official attire, he asked to speak to the teacher in 
private ... The students were wondering what this man wanted. After visiting with each other 
in the hallway, both had returned to the classroom. Mr. Hurley turned to his students, saying, 
"This man has asked for our assistance in investigating a theft that has just taken place in the 
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student parking lot" (Hurley, 1995, p. 34). The man then identified himself as a detective 
sergeant and told the students the kinds of evidence that they might expect to find throughout 
the crime scene. The entire class became extremely motivated to solve a crime that had 
taken place in their own school's parking lot, so they went to the area where the crime had 
taken place for further investigation. 
Soon the school newspaper photographer arrived at the scene, snapping many pictures 
of the investigation that was taking place. Only then did the wide-mouthed class members 
realize that the situation was not a true crime, but merely an attention-getting device. For 
Hurley's high school Criminalistics (or Forensic Science) class, this was the perfect way to 
attract attention to the science field. No other class in biology, chemistry, or physics 
generated as much interest or enthusiasm in problem solving as this one had. Students had 
become engaged in exploration, concept development, and application. They had the 
opportunity to use hands-on investigation of evidence, followed by class discussions of their 
results, and eventually the formation of conclusions. 
Not only did this course involve collecting, analyzing, and interpreting crime scene 
evidence, it also allowed students to solve problems in "real-world" situations. After 
investigating a mock crime scene and analyzing the provided evidence, students then 
defended their test results by participating in a mock trial, acting as prosecuting attorneys, 
judges, and a jury. For the students enrolled in this course, not only were they given the 
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opportunity to perform scientific-inquiry by analyzing and interpreting data, but they also 
gained stronger skills in collaborative reasoning and argumentation by defending their 
opinions in a mock trial. 
For students of other ages, however, different approaches may be taken to study 
forensic science. In Burlington, Ontario, Canada, for instance, Dickie and Percival (1986) 
reported that a sixth grade mystery unit began with a description of the connection between 
the roles of forensic scientists and law enforcers. This icebreaker gave the students 
enthusiasm and suspense about the crime that would soon take place. Each pair of students 
then received an envelope with an imaginary case history involving a theft of chemicals from 
"Skool-Kem Laboratory", along with a set of exhibits found at the scene of the crime and a 
set of exhibits retrieved from the suspect. As forensic scientists, these students were taught 
how to maintain continuity of evidence so they can be preserved in integrity throughout the 
entire investigation. Finally students performed laboratory work, which included the use of 
tools that may be used by those in the field, such as a hand lens, stereoscope, and microscope 
(Dickie and Percival, 1997). While the approach to instruction described here involved more 
of an introduction to the field of forensic science, basic problem solving, and the 
manipulation of lab tools, Hurley's course integrated more related fields such as the criminal 
justice system and debate. 
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As mentioned m the previous investigations, students gam enthusiasm towards 
learning when they are given the opportunity to participate in classroom activities that 
provide real-world experiences. Not only do they engage in scientific exploration that 
involves hands-on activities, but they also learn new scientific concepts and problem-solving 
skills. 
Concluding Statement 
Although the main goal of education is to develop student thinking, reasoning, and 
problem solving skills, the major emphasis of instruction is more or less the transfer of 
knowledge. Many opinions have been expressed about the appropriate type of instruction 
that actually promotes thinking. There is one point that most educators agree with, however -
students cannot develop their own thinking without participating in activities that allow them 
to be active learners. 
A science educator should design a curriculum which includes scientific 
investigation, where students actually become engaged in thinking about science content 
rather than merely participating in physical or manipulative activities "just because". These 
activities must encourage students to make use of their own thinking processes so new 
scientific ideas can be absorbed and constructed. These thinking processes are the links that 
connect students' procedural and conceptual understanding. When teachers plan activities 
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that involve laboratory settings or fieldwork, then students become drawn into learning 
environments with "real-world" situations. There can be problems, however, with planning 
inquiry-based activities frequently. Several factors must be carefully considered before 
selecting a science investigation. These include: additional effort and planning time by the 
teacher, extra cost for resources, available class time to perform the investigation, and 
appropriate safety (involving equipment). If these barriers could be overcome, then many 
more educators could design a curriculum where learning would be student-centered. 
Participating in a group discussion is an alternative style of learning that is quite 
successful... that is, when students actually receive learning. The effectiveness of this 
activity ultimately depends on the quality of the discussion in which all students participate. 
The only problem with science as argument is that it omits the "peacemakers". Quotes from 
Kuhn (1993) described how a peacemaker felt about rebuttal, "'I don't think I'd even try. 
(Why not?) He wants to believe it, that's fine. I'm not argumentative."' Problems when a 
student doesn't participate, however, can possibly be overcome by giving additional attention 
and encouragement to the individual. 
Student's thinking ability during activities is also influenced by the prior knowledge 
of the subject matter. Prior knowledge and the student's proficiency in thinking are essential 
for learning new content and developing productive thinking. While scaffolding is beneficial 
to many students, problems may also exist with this method of instruction. For instance, 
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teachers have many tasks to attend to at the same time, and only a few people may possess 
this ability (Copeland, 1987, p. 184; as cited in Pressley, 1995). Second, the teacher is 
required to identify all needs of students, many of whom have varying abilities. Third, the 
individual who is being scaffolded can't always decipher hints from the teacher, resulting in 
a time-consuming event that takes enormous effort to complete. In order for students to 
develop productive thinking, they must be actively engaged in learning; this includes inquiry-
based activities, group discussion, and teacher-scaffolded content. 
More recently science teachers have adopted a student-centered approach to learning 
where individuals in the classroom have been given many opportunities to defend, debate, 
and explore their own conceptual knowledge. In these situations, classroom teachers have 
focused mainly on students' levels of understanding of various topics under study, and 
furthermore, this type of assessment can not always be done through pencil-and-paper testing 
(eg. multiple choice, matching, or fill-in-the-blank tests). 
The research reviewed above suggests that an integrated curriculum involving 
fieldwork, laboratory investigation, writing heuristics, discussion, and argumentation would 
facilitate student learning best, however. For this investigation, a seventh grade Life Science 
teacher in the Ankeny Community School District, Ankeny, Iowa has developed a forensic 
science unit that integrates all of these components. Within this unit, several activities were 
performed to enhance each student's understanding of the anatomy and physiology of the 
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human body. In addition, the unit was designed to determine the various reasoning patterns 
displayed by the participating students. The purpose of this study was not only to determine 
the impact of the forensics unit on students' conceptual understanding [of the human body], 
but also on how students utilize evidence they obtain in order to solve problems. Each 
student learned several laboratory techniques for gathering and analyzing scientific evidence 
while performing the investigation. This forensics unit was performed to answer the 
following research questions: 
1. What types of scientific reasoning patterns do students demonstrate in the essays 
they have written? 
2. Are there any relationships between the students' performances on the forensics 
activities in the unit and the patterns of reasoning displayed in their essays? 
3. Do students better learn and understand the content of the anatomy and 
physiology of the human body when that content is embedded in a forensic 
science unit? 
4. What are the students' affective reactions to the forensics activities? 
5. Is there a relationship between the students' interest and motivation in the unit and 
the patterns of reasoning displayed in their essays? 
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Part II -- Methods 
Participants: 
At Parkview Middle School in Ankeny, Iowa 143 seventh-grade students (68 girls, 75 
boys) participated in a semester-long forensic science investigation while studying the human 
body; there were five science classes who participated in this unit (28, 29, 30, 27, and 29 
students in each class respectively). Of these students, permission to Include their data in the 
study was received from 102 students and their parents. A sub-sample of 20 students also 
participated in in-depth interviews and 30 student essays were randomly chosen to analyze 
various reasoning patterns. 
Teacher: 
The seventh grade science teacher has been teaching Life Science for six years; five 
of these years have been in the Ankeny Community School District (Ankeny, Iowa) teaching 
seventh grade and one year was in the Canton RV School District (Canton, Missouri) 
teaching eighth grade and high school science. The teacher has a bachelor's degree in 
biology and a minor in chemistry. In addition to this, she has had an additional college major 
in criminology. Her experiences and knowledge in biotechnology, microbiology, and the 
forensic sciences is very strong. 
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Curriculum: 
The curriculum consisted of a semester-long forensic science investigation. The 
activities in the unit were designed to help students acquire knowledge of the anatomy and 
physiology of the human body as well as to develop scientific inquiry skills. During this 
unit, students utilized biotechnology and other laboratory techniques to study the human 
body and investigate how a crime was committed. The forensics activities were integrated 
throughout a semester-long study of topics involving human anatomy and physiology (see 
Appendix A for laboratory manual.). The content covered throughout the semester included 
genetics, in addition to the human body systems - skeletal, muscular, circulatory, respiratory, 
and the integumentary. 
To begin this unit and grab each student's attention, a male "stranger" in a black suit 
appeared at the classroom door and walked into the room, introducing himself as a crime 
detective; the "stranger" was the teacher's graduate advisor from Iowa State University. This 
serious-looking stranger mentioned to the class that a crime had been committed in a small 
town in northern Iowa, and the Department of Criminal Investigation (DCI) needed our help 
to solve this case (see Appendix Al for scenario). Students showed enthusiasm as they 
raised their hands and started asking questions about the case. 
For the first topic in the unit, students began studying the Skeletal and Muscular 
Systems, in preparation for the bone analysis of the victim. Students learned to identify 24 of 
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the main bones in the human body, in addition to analyzing any signs of trauma resulting 
from fractures or other types of injuries (see Appendix A2 for Information on the Skeletal 
System). They participated in a laboratory activity where nine x-rays (from the victim) were 
placed around the room, each with some sort of bone damage. Within groups of three, 
students were asked to make a list of each bone appearing in the x-ray and what type of 
injury had been sustained (see Appendix A3 for X-ray Lab). The following day, the teacher 
discussed with the classes which bones were shown in the x-rays and the injuries that had 
possibly been sustained by the victim. Later that day, the teacher asked her graduate advisor 
(who was disguised as the detective) if he would email her the correct results from the x-ray 
analysis. She sent him an email with the correct lab results (bone identification and injuries) 
listed on it, and he sent the message back to her (as if the email was written by him). After 
the teacher received his message, she read the classes the official lab results from the "DCI" 
(see Appendix Bl for X-ray Results). 
A few days later, the teacher let each class listen to the police interrogation tape of the 
suspects; the voices on the tape were faculty members from Parkview Middle School. 
Students listened to these tapes so they could decipher any discrepancies in the stories of 
each suspect (see Appendix A4 for Suspects' Statements). 
The next unit to occur was the study of genetics, in which students took a one-day 
field trip to Iowa State University (a half-hour bus trip from school) to perform numerous lab 
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tests on campus. There were six groups of twenty-four students; one teacher and three parent 
chaperones were assigned to each group. Every group participated in a different 37-minute 
activity before rotating to the next room; these included four laboratory stations and two 
enrichment activities. The enrichment activities were not part of the forensics unit, but were 
related to genetics. One of the enrichments involved completing a genetics worksheet with 
Punnett Squares (see Appendix A5 for worksheet). The other enrichment involved reading a 
few scenarios of genetic diseases, discussing them within a small group, and answering 
questions about the various diseases (see Appendix A6 for worksheet). During the 
enrichment activities, students ate their lunches on campus. These enrichment activities were 
provided so that all would be occupied with an activity during each time period. Fifteen-
minute intervals were added to the schedule to allow travel time between buildings and 
laboratories. 
One activity involved extracting DNA from a kiwi fruit (performed at the 
Biotechnology Outreach Education Department, Iowa State University). The instructor of 
this activity has had several years of experience in biotechnology, and teaches laboratory 
courses at the university. Students were able to see the structure of DNA, evidence that is 
commonly found at a crime scene (see Appendix A7 for Kiwi DNA Lab). 
In the other biotechnology lab nearby, another group of students were participating in 
"Jelly Genes", an activity where individuals added peanut butter and jelly to crackers in order 
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to represent a sandwich. Following a protocol, certain steps were left out to making a 
complete sandwich (see Appendix A8 for Jelly Genes Lab). The purpose of this activity was 
to draw an analogy between omitting steps in the protocol (of the recipe), and mutations and 
deletions that occur in DNA. This instructor taught high school biology for over twenty 
years, but he currently is the coordinator of the biotechnology department at Iowa State 
University. He not only teaches courses at the university-level, but he also instructs school-
age children who attend field trips at the biotechnology labs. 
In the chemistry lab across the street, five trained chemists assisted in three lab 
experiments; one scientist was a chemistry professor and four were graduate students (one, 
who is pursuing a career in the forensic sciences). One mini-lab that was performed included 
a paper chromatography test on six notes left at the crime scene; students learned to identify 
the type of pen that wrote each message (see Appendix A9 for Ink Chromatography Lab). 
Two other mini-labs involved students testing pH and density of the soda found at the 
victim's house and comparing it to various types of known colas. Students used a 
hydrometer to find the density of the sodas to determine how long the drink had been open. 
In addition, they performed pH tests on the soda to determine if anything unusual had been 
added to the victim's drink (see Appendix AlO for Cola Test Lab). 
At the microscopy lab, students analyzed hair and thread fibers with the Scanning 
Electron Microscope, Compound Light Microscope, and Stereomicroscope. There were 
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three groups of eight students with one trained scientist per group. Rotating at ten-minute 
intervals, each group viewed the hairs and thread fibers with the three different microscopes. 
Students created sketches of the hair fibers that they observed (see Appendix All for Hair 
Fiber Analysis Lab). 
Additional activities completed back in the classroom included a thread-burning 
demonstration. In small groups, the teacher burned the threads found at the crime scene and 
the students compared the bum rate and the ash color with known threads (cotton, wool, 
polyester, and polyester blend). In addition, students viewed the threads under a Compound 
Light Microscope and made sketches of these threads. Both activities allowed students to 
determine which types of fibers were found at the crime scene (see Appendix Al2 for Thread 
Fiber Analysis Lab). 
The following day, the teacher demonstrated DNA fingerprinting of the fluid found 
on the victim's leg. The teacher began by asking students to brainstorm what the fluid 
could've been on the victim's leg. Each class agreed that the fluid most likely was dog saliva 
and should be tested; plasma was used as the saliva (supplied by the Biotechnology Outreach 
Education Department, Iowa State University). The teacher displayed a poster of four 
suspect dogs (poster loaned by the Iowa State University Extension Office). The night 
before the DNA demonstration, the teacher poured 6 gels (one for each of the five classes 
and one as a spare). During each class period, the following day, she used a pipette and 
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sterile pipette tips and she placed a small amount of the saliva from each of the four dogs in a 
different well of the gel. The culprit dog's saliva was also placed in a well. Using an 
electrophoresis box, the gels were run overnight. The following day, students analyzed the 
gels. In small groups they were given photographs of the gels so they could compare the 
saliva samples from the culprit and the four suspects. They recorded the results in their 
laboratory manual (see Appendix A 13 for DNA Fingerprinting Lab). 
During the circulatory and respiratory unit, students became familiar with the 
components that make up blood, in addition to learning the different blood types. The Aloha 
party sign that the victim was lying on included many traces of evidence such as bloodstains; 
the blood found on the party sign was actually a mixture of red paint and water. Using a 
Compound Light Microscope, Scopecam, and TV/VCR connection, the teacher demonstrated 
blood typing from the samples of the suspects' and the victim's blood; blood typing was 
performed with the fake blood included in a forensics kit purchased from Carolina Biological 
Supply. The teacher compared the clotting of the blood samples from each suspect and the 
victim in order to determine whose blood was found at the scene (see Appendix Al4 Blood 
Typing Lab). Making observations from the television screen, students answered the 
question, "Whose blood could it be, the suspect's or the victim's?" 
Next students wanted to answer the question, "What kind of injury produced these 
blood droplets?" The class watched a demonstration of the teacher dropping the blood from 
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various heights and slopes. The students created blood droppings on a sheet of white paper 
on the front lawn of the school. Students dipped the handle end of a fork into the "blood" 
and dropped it from 1, 2, 3, and 4-foot heights on flat ground, hilly, and steeply-sloped 
surfaces. The teacher created a hilly surface by placing a board on two stacked textbooks. 
The steeply-sloped surface was made by placing the board on five textbooks. Students 
compared the droplets [from each height and slope] to those found on the Aloha party sign in 
order to determine how the individual was injured (see Appendix AlS for Blood Drop 
Analysis Lab). 
Next students learned about the Integumentary System, in which they were given a 
sheet of paper with ten fingerprints from each of the four suspects and the victim. Students 
were also arranged into groups of four and were given a magnifying lens and an item to 
examine for fingerprints. The seven pieces of evidence included: a broken drinking glass, 
test tube, pliers, scissors, beaker, large tongs, and small tongs. In their lab manuals, they 
drew pictures of the fingerprints and made comparisons between the ones on the items and 
those on the sheets of paper (see Appendix Al6 for Fingerprint Lab). 
Then students examined the footprints found on the party sign to determine who had 
walked across the paper on the day of Felix's murder. They focused on tread markings, 
length, width of shoe, and walking stride between each print (see Appendix A17 for 
Footprint Analysis Lab). After recording their observations, they analyzed the dirt from the 
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footprints to determine whose yard it came from. They compared the dirt samples found at 
the crime scene with those found in each person's yard and compared their results with those 
from the footprint analysis (see Appendix A18 for Soil Sample Lab). 
Students performed a handwriting analysis by examining the six paper towel notes 
found near the victim. The notes had already been cut and used in the Ink Chromatography 
test at the university, so photographs had been taken of these notes prior to the handwriting 
investigation. Pictures of these notes were shown to the students (organized into small 
groups) so they could make sketches for future references. They were also shown 
handwriting samples of the suspects and the victim so they could compare the styles of 
lettering on each note with the signatures of each person (see Appendix A19 for Handwriting 
Analysis Lab). 
Students were shown four pictures of the cnme scene and were asked to make 
sketches of each of these locations on a sheet of paper. These crime scene sketches were 
created for future references to help students in their final essay (see Appendix A20 for crime 
scene sketch activity). 
To analyze the bite marks found on the victim, students were shown drawings of the 
imprints from the four suspects, four dogs, and victim; these drawings represented the actual 
jaw imprint of each individual. They were also given drawings of the imprints that were 
found on the victim's leg. They took measurements of each suspect's jaw, looked for 
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missing or unusual teeth, and compared the imprints to each of the eight suspect's teeth [four 
people and four dogs]. Then they made comparisons between the imprints on the victim and 
those made by each suspect. Their results were recorded in their lab manuals (see Appendix 
A21 for Dental Analysis Lab). 
Next students learned about drug dogs and their excellent sense of smell by 
participating in a smell test themselves. Students were given the paper towel that had the 
scent on it at the crime scene. They were also given five aspirin canisters with each of the 
suspects' and victim's names labeled on them. Inside of each canister was a cotton ball with 
samples of each person's cologne. The students were supposed to smell the paper towel and 
the cotton balls, making comparisons between each person's scent. This smell test could help 
determine which suspect had left the paper towel on the victim's kitchen counter on the day 
of the crime (see Appendix A22 for Smell Test Lab). 
To prepare for their debate activity, students created a large poster from the sketches 
of the crime scene that they had made earlier in the unit. Using their perceptual ability, 
students created one large poster of the crime scene; this poster was used as a visual aid 
during the debate activity in addition to assisting students in their essay assignment. The 
teacher evaluated their poster using a scoring rubric (see Appendix Cl for Poster Rubric). 
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Writing Assignments: 
After students had completed all lab tests, they were given a pre-writing assignment 
with questions about the case (see Appendix A23 for Pre-Writing Assignment). This 
assignment was given about three days prior to their essay assignment and was intended to 
help students gather and organize all of their lab results before writing their papers. 
Students were assigned to write an essay with the task, "As a forensic scientist trainee 
for the Department of Criminal Investigation, you are to explain how the crime happened (or 
if it even did). In 3-4 pages, defend your own side, including all pieces of evidence and the 
exact details of the case. You must also include all results from the lab tests that we 
performed so you can have a strong defense." Students were also reminded to include a11 
details of the case as if they were defending a client in court; deductive reasoning was a 
prob1ern-so1ving skiH that students used to form their conclusions. 
Debate Activity: 
After writing their essays about the case, students were placed into a group of 2-4 
students based on how they believed the crime was committed. They participated in a mock 
trial in which one group argued against an opposing side; the trial lasted for about ten 
minutes and was videotaped for additional analysis. The teacher acted as the judge while the 
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other members of the class were the jury. Students' arguments during the debate were 
assessed using a scoring rubric (see Appendix C2 for Debate Rubric). 
Data Sources: 
Unit Tests. The students completed paper and pencil tests on bones, the skeletal and 
muscular systems, and the circulatory and respiratory systems (see Appendix E for quizzes 
and tests). These tests were the same as the ones given the previous years. The bone quiz 
consisted of a diagram of a human skeleton with lines pointing to 24 bones. Each answer 
was worth two points - one point for appropriate bone identification and one point for correct 
spelling (possible score of 48); this quiz involved memorization as students filled in the name 
of each bone on the lines that were provided (see Appendix El for Bone Quiz). The 
skeletal/muscle test consisted of 25 multiple choice, three short answer, and four fill-in-the-
blank questions. The multiple-choice questions were worth one point each and were 
primarily factual in nature. The short answer questions were worth a total of five points and 
required students to critically think about the relationships between all of the organ systems 
in the body. The fill-in-the blank questions were one point each and required students to 
view four pictures of skeletal joints and write the name of the joint on the line (see Appendix 
E2 for Skeleton I Muscle Test). The skeleton I muscle test was worth 34 points. The 
circulation/respiration test consisted of 40 multiple-choice questions (worth one point each) 
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and one essay question (worth ten points). The multiple-choice questions were factual in 
nature and the essay question required students to explain the pathway of blood throughout 
the body (see Appendix E3 for Circulation and Respiration Test). The circulation/respiration 
test was worth 50 points. Comparison of the unit tests from 2001 with those of 1998 aided in 
answering research question 3. 
Writing Assignment. Each student's writing assignment was scored using a rubric that was 
given to each student prior to the writing assignment. The scoring rubric was developed to 
assess the students' writing and reasoning skills on the assignments (see Appendix C3 for 
Writing Rubric). Thirty essays were part of a sub-sample that was analyzed in-depth to 
determine specific reasoning patterns of students. This sub-sample consisted of writing 
assignments from the twenty students interviewed in addition to ten other students. This data 
source provides for the in-depth analysis of specific reasoning patterns with respect to 
research question 1. 
Laboratory Manual. All laboratory worksheets were scored and analyzed to determine 
students' comprehension of each activity performed. Each student was given a score based 
on the number of correct answers recorded for each lab activity (see Appendix C4 for 
grading sheet). The lab manuals of the thirty students (in the sub-sample) were analyzed 
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further and mean scores from the lab activities were calculated for each reasoning pattern. 
This analysis is discussed further when answering research question 2. 
Attitude and Reaction Survey. In order to determine each student's attitude and 
comprehension throughout the forensic unit, every student was given a survey that asked for 
their opinions of each laboratory activity they participated in (see Appendix Fl for survey). 
Students were asked to respond to 36 statements such as, "I enjoyed participating in the x-ray 
lab, looking at the x-rays with the viewing box." Using a scale of 1 - 5, students recorded 
their responses on a machine scoreable answer sheet. Answers were coded: 1 =I strongly 
disagree, and 5 = I strongly agree. The numbers in between represented the middle of the 
spectrum. 
The questions consisted of: 
1. thirteen that asked about students' enjoyment 
2. thirteen that asked about students' comprehension of instructions 
3. four that asked about difficulty of tasks 
4. two that asked about helpfulness from instructors throughout the tasks 
5. two that asked whether students could see the demonstrations clearly 
6. two that asked about adequacy of time allotment 
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Students were then asked three questions that allowed them to specify ways that the 
forensics unit could have been improved in the future. For instance, questions were asked 
such as, "Are there any activities that you would 'give up' if this unit occurred next year?" 
After all surveys were completed, they were scanned into the computer and students' 
responses were analyzed in order to describe their attitudes towards the forensics unit and to 
determine whether their attitudes were related to their understanding of the human body and 
their scientific reasoning skills. The survey provided an assessment of the students' interest 
and motivation, and was used to address research questions 4 and 5. 
Interviews. Twenty students (ten high-achieving, two middle-achieving, and eight low-
achieving; eleven male, nine female) were interviewed by the teacher to determine scientific 
understanding, motivation, and clarity of instructions throughout the forensics unit (see 
Appendix E2 for interview questionnaire). Each interview was audiotaped and the responses 
were handwritten and transcribed for clarity. Each participant was interviewed either before 
or after school, or during their study hall period and occurred in the back room of the science 
classroom. Students were asked twenty-eight questions such as, "If you had one thing to 
change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be?" The interviews provided an in-depth 
examination of how students viewed the forensics activities, what they perceived about their 
learning, and their reactions to the activities (see Appendices F3-F22 for student responses). 
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The interview information was used to provide a context for interpreting the patterns of 
reasoning displayed in their essays. 
Data Analysis: 
After the essays were collected, the teacher used a scoring rubric to determine the 
various reasoning patterns of the thirty students in the sub-sample. Comments and questions 
were written in the margins of their papers to indicate where particular patterns were present. 
During the first phase, the essays were read for content; if the student included the lab tests, 
then the teacher put a check mark next to the lab that was mentioned. During the second 
phase, she read the essays to determine if students formed a conclusion about the crime, 
based on given or discovered evidence. During the third phase, she read them to determine 
any indications of reasoning skills that were present (see Appendix C3 for Writing Rubric). 
Reasoning patterns were identified while the essays were being read and analyzed. A data 
table was created to record any indications of a reasoning pattern (see Appendix Dl for table 
of reasoning patterns). 
After the teacher scored their essays, she added up the total number of points on each 
individual's paper. The essays were then grouped according to the number of points they 
obtained and she rated the students on reasoning ability (high reasoning = above 85, middle 
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reasoning = 60-84, and low reasoning = 30-59). The various reasoning patterns are discussed 
further in this paper, when answering research question I. 
To determine whether there was a correlation between students' lab performance and 
the type of reasoning patterns displayed, each lab manual (from the sub-sample population) 
was scored for correct answers. The questions answered correctly were analyzed and 
matched with similar comments on their essays. For instance, if a student did not record 
accurate results when performing the blood type analysis, then possibly the reasoning skills 
were weak throughout this section of that individual's essay. Student performance on 
forensics activities is discussed when answering research question 2. 
To assess students' comprehension of the human body after participating in the 
forensics unit, test performances on the unit exams were compared between the 2001 and 
1998 classes. The 1998 class was chosen because of similar abilities with the 2001 group. A 
comparison was made to determine whether the forensics unit (performed with the 2001 
class) increased students' conceptual understanding of the human body. The data were 
analyzed by conducting a t-test between the performances on each of the three unit tests 
(bone quiz, skeleton/muscle test, and circulation/respiration test). Results from this test will 
be discussed further when answering research question 3. 
All transcriptions from the interviews were analyzed to determine students' 
conceptual understanding, motivation, and clarity of instructions throughout the forensic unit. 
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Students' comments [from the surveys and interviews] were then reviewed in order to 
determine whether their cognitive ability, motivation, and comprehension during the 
forensics unit impacted their scientific reasoning patterns in their essays. These results are 
further explained when answering research questions 4 and 5. 
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Part III - Results 
Chapter 1: 
Reasoning Patterns 
Research question 1 asks, "What types of scientific reasoning patterns do students 
demonstrate in the essays they have written?'' To address this question, the teacher analyzed 
thirty essays to determine the different types of reasoning patterns of students. Nineteen 
essays were written by students who were interviewed, and eleven essays were randomly 
selected from all other papers. Thirteen essays were written by high-achieving students, nine 
were from middle-achieving, and 8 were from low-achieving). The teacher read and 
analyzed each essay three times using a scoring rubric to assess reasoning skills (see 
Appendix C3 for Writing Rubric). The rubric was given to all students beforehand so they 
were aware of the teacher's expectations throughout the assignment. 
The rubric was designed to evaluate each student's performance in problem solving, 
using a 1-5 point scale (five is the highest and one is the lowest). Students were rated on four 
categories: information about the case, spelling, grammar, and punctuation. Each of these 
categories had a weighted value (information about case = 12, spelling = 4, grammar = 3, 
punctuation = 1) and were then multiplied by their score [for that category] to calculate a 
final score. For instance, if a student included all lab results into the essay and supported the 
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conclusion well, then the score would be a five. The information included in the essay was 
weighted as twelve points. Therefore, the final score for that category would be 60 (12 x 5). 
A similar procedure was done to calculate spelling, grammar, and punctuation. 
During the first phase of the analyses, the teacher read the essays for content. The 
checklist at the bottom of the rubric assisted the teacher in counting the number of lab tests 
and results mentioned by each student. During the second phase of reading, the teacher 
looked specifically at how the students defended their solution to the case. For instance, did 
the student say that the victim broke his femur and tibia when he was being attacked or did 
the individual only mention lab results [the femur and tibia were broken]? During the third 
phase, the teacher read the essays to determine various reasoning patterns of the students. 
The term "reasoning pattern" was defined as a style of learning where someone attempted to 
form a conclusion, based on given or discovered evidence. To determine the patterns of 
reasoning, questions were asked such as, "Were there any inconsistencies or contradictions 
throughout the paper?" The teacher, in addition, searched for any indications of students 
defending their conclusions with the evidence obtained. 
A data table was used to record reasoning skills displayed in each essay (see 
Appendix Dl for table of reasoning patterns). The reasoning skills were identified while the 
essays were being read and analyzed. When the student discussed evidence, formed a 
conclusion, or stated a theory, the students' comments were recorded. Next to each 
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comment, the type of reasoning skill was identified. Each student's identification code (a 
four-digit number) and the individual's scientific ability were also recorded (high, middle, or 
low). Their scientific abilities were based on their performances in science class; high 
achievers received an A average in science, middle achievers received B or C, and low 
achievers received D or F. After all comments were recorded, two more tables were created 
and organized based on evidence mentioned and by the reasoning skills displayed (see 
Appendices 02 and 03 for data tables). After all comments were analyzed, the entire essay 
was examined to determine holistic reasoning patterns in the individual student. Within the 
thirty essays, eight reasoning patterns were identified. These patterns included: 
1. Lab results were mentioned, but no supported conclusion 
2. No theory mentioned, only information from scenario 
3. Formed a theory based on prior knowledge 
4. Legitimate theory, but lab results were inaccurately analyzed 
5. Formed a theory, but little connection between parts 
6. Many unclear details and somewhat contradictory 
7. Conclusions supported well with evidence 
8. Analyzes the case thoroughly while noting discrepancies 
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All reasoning patterns are described more thoroughly in the following sections and 
are presented below. Some students demonstrated an essay with more than one reasoning 
pattern; these are mentioned in each of the appropriate sections. The writing samples are 
presented the way they were written by each student; no changes in grammar or spelling 
were made. In each student profile, a fictitious name has been given to each child 
participating in this study. 
Pattern 1 - Lab results were mentioned, but no supported conclusion 
Students who demonstrated reasoning pattern 1 wrote an essay in which they included 
only the results from their lab tests, but they did not form any conclusions. One such student 
was Justin, an intelligent male who was involved in the Ankeny Extended Learning Program 
(AELP) at Parkview Middle School. AELP is a program designed to challenge all students' 
learning by encouraging problem-solving skills and creativity in projects. Justin was taking 
advanced mathematics and he demonstrated good reasoning abilities in his math and science 
classes. He participated regularly in class activities and discussions while behaving 
appropriately in class. In addition, he had strong parental support at home. All of these 
factors contributed to his becoming an A student in at school. 
Although Justin displayed good problem-solving skills at school, his essay did not 
demonstrate scientific reasoning, as displayed in Sample 1. 
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Sample 1 
"First of all we know that Felix suffered from trauma, for many of his bones 
were broken. He had a fractured tibia, cracked ribs, a broken femur, and he 
was also missing teeth. All this indicates that he got into some kind of 
struggle." 
In this example, Justin speculated that Felix had undergone some type of trauma 
[based on the x-ray lab], but he did not theorize what type of struggle had occurred or who 
was guilty of the attack. Although Justin stated which bones were damaged [tibia, ribs, 
femur, and teeth], he did not speculate what type of struggle had occurred (see Appendix Bl 
for X-ray Results). 
In writing Sample 2, Justin explained the footprints in a similar manner to his 
descriptions in Sample 1. For instance, he stated, 
Sample2 
"On the Aloha sign there were four shoe prints, all of which came from the 
same shoe, which happened to be Vera's. We also measured the stride of the 
shoe prints, which, as you guess it, matched with Vera's stride. The mud from 
the shoe prints was from Vera's house, which probably means that she did not 
break into the house." 
Sample 2 suggests that Justin accurately conducted and analyzed both laboratory tests 
[the x-rays and shoe print analyses]. He also formed a legitimate theory of how these events 
occurred. For instance, in Sample 1, he stated that trauma caused injury. Likewise, in 
Sample 2, he speculated that Vera did not break into the house. His latter theory, however, 
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was based mostly on the mud that was found at the scene; Justin did not fully elaborate his 
reasoning and what he meant by the last sentence in Sample 2. Readers, therefore, can only 
infer his meaning ... If Vera had broken into the house by climbing in through the window, 
she would've probably stepped in Felix's mud, therefore tracking his dirt into the house 
rather than her own dirt. Justin also implied that because the dirt was not from underneath 
Felix's window, Vera could not have broken into the house. What Justin did not consider is 
that Vera could've still broken into the house without stepping in Felix's mud. 
Justin should have justified his theory with more supporting evidence; just because 
Vera's shoe prints had mud from her own yard, does not imply that she could not have 
broken into the house. If he had included other statements such as, "The photos did not show 
any footprints coming from the area of the window," then he would have justified his theory 
of why Vera did not break into the house. 
Although Justin formed several conclusions in his essay, he did not articulate or 
justify them completely. He mentioned the results from the x-ray lab (in Sample 1) and the 
footprint analysis (in Sample 2), but he did not theorize how the crime could have happened. 
Because his essay lacked a supporting conclusion, Justin was identified as a student who 
demonstrated reasoning pattern 1. Like Justin, Joe is also an intelligent boy who displayed 
strong abilities in math and science. In writing Sample 3, he interpreted the tooth imprints 
and the liquid found at the scene. 
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Sample3 
" ... There was fluid and teeth marks on Felix's leg that matched exactly to the 
dog Sasha. This was determined by taking DNA samples from all four dogs, 
testing their DNA and then matching it to the DNA found at the crime scene. 
I think that when Gene Poule was taking a nap with his dog Sasha, Vera stole 
her to frame Gene." 
Similar to Justin's essay, Joe explained whose tooth imprints and DNA were found on 
the victim [analyzed from each dog's DNA]. He never mentioned, however, why Sasha 
would have bitten Felix or how it could have happened, other than claiming that Vera stole 
her. In fact, in his last sentence, there is an indication that Joe is not even confident in his 
theory; he used the words "I think" when explaining Sasha's kidnapping. 
In all three writing samples, both boys formed conclusions about the crime based on 
evidence they had examined [x-rays, tooth marks, and DNA]. Neither of them, however, 
explained in detail how the injuries had occurred. In Sample 4, Joe continued by explaining 
the blood drops found at the scene. 
Sample4 
"When at the crime scene blood was taken from all four suspects and the 
victim. There appeared to be no blood left from the victim but blood from one 
of the suspects was found. The type of blood found at the the crime scene was 
blood type A. The only suspect that had blood type A was Vera at Felix's 
house sometime before or at the time of his death." 
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The blood analysis demonstrated by the teacher indicated that Vera and Felix both 
had type A (see Appendix B2 for Blood Typing Results). Because Felix did not show any 
signs of bleeding at the scene, the analysis suggests that the blood must have been Vera's. In 
writing Sample 4, however, Joe did not directly state whose blood was found. Instead, he 
only implied that the blood was Vera's by saying, "The only suspect that had blood type A 
was Vera." Obviously, Joe used deductive reasoning to form this conclusion. In his first 
sentence of this sample, his description also appeared weak. He stated, for instance, that 
blood samples were taken "at the crime scene" from the suspects and the victim. "Crime 
scene blood" can not be taken from individuals because the samples are found only at the 
location of the crime. Blood samples, however, can be taken from individuals after the crime 
has been committed. Joe might have used the expression "crime scene blood" to refer to that 
latter process. Although he implied that the blood was Vera's, he did not speculate how it 
had appeared at the scene or why she had bled. For one thing, he should have formed a 
theory of how she was cut, based on other supporting evidence. For instance, he could have 
theorized that one of the items in the kitchen [such as the scissors seen in the photograph] fell 
over and cut Vera. This statement would have justified why she was bleeding at the scene. 
As writing Samples 3 and 4 show, Joe did not justify how the crime was committed 
using evidence that was found at the scene. Rather than clearly explaining the bite marks and 
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the blood found, he only mentioned the results from the lab tests. This is why Joe has been 
classified in reasoning pattern 1. 
Yolanda, another bright student analyzed the blood drops similarly to Joe, however 
she added one other detail to her explanation, as depicted in Sample 5. 
Samples 
"There was also blood at the scene of the crime. That was type "A." Only 
Felix and Vera had type "A." There was one open wound on the victim's 
body so it had to have been from Vera. She must have been holding the knife 
and cut herself were no one could notice." 
In Samples 4 and 5, Joe and Yolanda indicated that Vera's blood was found at the 
scene. Although Joe did not directly say that the blood was Vera's, Yolanda commented that 
" .. .it had to have been from Vera." In addition, she also said that Vera probably cut herself 
while holding a knife. This theory suggests that Yolanda made an assumption about Vera's 
cut [she was holding a knife]. She never said, however, why Vera would have been holding 
a knife [as a weapon or as a kitchen utensil]. Rather than assuming that a knife cut Vera 
[since there was no knife found], Yolanda should have included other evidence to support her 
theory [i.e. scissors, broken glass, pliers]. For instance, she could have claimed that Vera cut 
herself while moving the scissors on the kitchen counter. In this case, Yolanda would have 
supported her theory somewhat better if she had mentioned items that were actually found. 
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In Yolanda's essay, she also described the results from her laboratory tests, however 
she did not state a definite conclusion about the case. As a result, she has been classified as 
demonstrating reasoning pattern 1. Although most of Yolanda's essay displayed this type of 
pattern, there are also indications of her portraying a second type of reasoning skill, pattern 8, 
which will be discussed in a later section. 
Pattern 2 - No theory mentioned, only information trom scenario 
Students demonstrating pattern 2 did not form a theory of how the crime was 
committed. Instead, they began their essays by stating only the information they received (in 
a scenario) from the teacher. In the last paragraph of their essays, they briefly mentioned 
how the crime occurred without ref erring to the results from the lab analyses. Susie, for 
instance, wrote an essay in which she described Kendra's testimony, information that was in 
the scenario that was given prior to the unit (see Appendix Al for scenario). Sample 6 
displays part of Susie's essay. 
Sample6 
''Kendra Goode was an Artist. Kendra had been painting on canvas since 
6:00a.m. That morning. She had left work early about noon. She had splatter 
paint all over her clothes and hair. She had remembered that she needed to 
help Felix decorate his house. When she arrived at his house she saw him 
drinking a cola by himself on his back porch. At 1 :00 p.m. she walked in and 
they finished putting together the rest of the party stuff. She left at about 1: 15 
p.m. She heard screaming coming from that neighbor hood. When they 
arrived back at his house Alfredo was yelling for help when they got there." 
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In this sample, each event she mentioned was in the scenario given by the teacher 
ahead of time. This information was somewhat repetitive and did not need to be explained in 
her essay because it was already known. Instead, these events (from the scenario) should 
have been described in more detail, which would help her draw a more supported conclusion. 
The only part of her essay that included a theory was the last paragraph, as displayed in 
Sample 7. 
Sample7 
"Personally I think that Vera Cruse murdered him, because Vera's shoes 
match the prints found at the crime scene shoe prints, but Genes dog Sasha's 
bite marks match the ones on the lower left leg on the body. It shows that the 
blood drops, they had fallen 2ft. The body had not been brushed or damaged, 
there was a dried up matter on the tile floor. Basically Vera killed him. But I 
think the murder was fake or not real." 
Rather than simply discussing the results from the lab tests, Susie should have 
described in detail the events of the crime. This, furthermore, would have helped her draw a 
more supported conclusion; instead, her theory was based on one piece of evidence - the 
shoe prints. She did not consider the fingerprints, blood drops, hair samples, x-rays, or tools 
when making her claim. In addition, she never stated how the crime was committed or why 
the shoeprints were the main focus of the investigation. She only stated that the blood had 
fallen two feet and there was dried matter on the floor. Then she claimed that Vera was 
guilty of the crime without justifying her theory with any supporting evidence. At one point, 
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she made an incorrect claim, stating that Felix's body was not damaged. This claim was 
incorrect, however. During our x-ray lab session, the class discovered that there were many 
injuries to the victim's bones, including a broken jaw and fractured leg bones (see Appendix 
Bl for X-ray Results). Because Susie did not include a detailed description of how the crime 
was committed, her theory could not be defended well. 
At the end of her essay, she declared, "But I think the murder was fake or not real." 
She was not specific in her opinion of the murder. There are two ways that readers may 
interpret this statement. First of all, they may feel that Susie was contradicting her initial 
theory [Vera Cruise murdered Felix]. In this case, she may appear uncertain as to her final 
conclusion [the murder was either committed by Vera or it was fake]. The other possibility 
may be that Susie was stating that the entire mystery was not real. Susie's main deficiencies 
include a lack of expression in the classroom. Although she was an extremely creative 
individual when making science projects, she was a weak student when writing reports and 
putting ideas on paper. Because she had difficulty clarifying herself in her essay, interpreting 
her theory was quite difficult. 
Another student, Vince wrote most of his paper in a similar style to Susie's essay. In 
his essay, he included a lot of the teacher's scenario without stating any type of solution 
whatsoever, as shown in Sample 8. 
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Samples 
"Kendra is an artist at Clear Lake's Paint Academy and studio. She had been 
painting pictures since six o'clock in the morning so she decided to go home 
early and freshen up for Felix's football party. She left work at noon because 
of paint splatters in her hair and clothes. She had broken a promise to Felix 
that she would paint a party sign to hang on his 5 car garage. She saw that he 
was drinking a cola by himself. So she just walked right in." 
At the end of his essay, Vince only added a short statement of who committed the 
crime, as shown in Sample 9. 
Sample9 
"I'm going to say who I think killed Felix. I believe that Sasha and Gene 
Poule killed Felix because we did teeth samples from the bite mark on Felix's 
leg and the model that fit most was Sasha's. Her teeth had a gap between the 
other teeth she has and that same gap appeared on Felix's leg. Then when we 
did blood samples from the "ALOHA" sign we found hair in a splotch of 
blood. My partner and I looked at the hair under a microscope and found it to 
be the same length and width along with the same color. And the only person 
with black hair that is a suspect is Gene Poule." 
In Sample 9, Vince based his final conclusion on two pieces of evidence - the teeth 
marks and the hair fiber. He stated that Sasha's teeth marks matched those on Felix's leg, 
suggesting that the dog had a role in the crime. Then he claimed that the hair fibers found at 
the scene matched those from Gene's head, suggesting that he must also be guilty of the 
crime. To defend his findings, Vince stated that "my partner and I looked at the hair under 
the microscope ... " In one part he briefly mentioned the blood drops but did not justify how 
they were associated with the case. 
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Like Susie, Vince was also a student who had difficulties learning material in class. 
When each student was asked to petf orm writing in class, he had difficulty putting his ideas 
on paper. His lack of writing skills was most likely the reason he struggled with forming a 
conclusion in his essay. In addition, Vince had difficulties in collecting all of the data to 
form a final conclusion. 
Olivia, a B student, wrote a short conclusion to the case based on some objects that 
she saw in some photographs. In Sample 10, for instance, she formed a conclusion after 
seeing some items in the kitchen that looked suspicious to her. For example, she wrote, 
Sample 10 
"There were some weird things that were found in the photos of the crime 
scene. In the kitchen there was some things that was plugged in. There was a 
couple of bowls. There was also a liter of pop on the floor in the kitchen. 
That is how I came to my conclusion that Gene Poule, Kendra Goode, Vera 
Cruise, and Sasha the dog killed Felix Navidad." 
In Sample 10, Olivia mentioned that some items in the kitchen were "weird" such as 
the plugged in appliances. First of all, the photos did not display any out-of-the-ordinary 
situations, other than items being on the kitchen counter with a cord plugged into the wall 
(see Appendix B3 for Crime Scene Photos). Secondly, Olivia did not mention which items 
were plugged in that were unusual to her. Thirdly, she did not state why these items were so 
"weird" to her. Furthermore, because she did not justify herself when making this claim, she 
was not able to defend her conclusion [Gene, Kendra, Vera, and Sasha killed Felix]. 
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In the final statement of her essay, Olivia did not even describe the roles that each 
suspect played in the crime, and this prevented her from supporting her theory. As 
previously mentioned in this section, Susie, Vince, and Olivia wrote essays that included 
primarily the scenario and a short conclusion to the case. Because neither of these students 
described the crime in detail, they were classified under reasoning pattern 2. 
Pattern 3 · Formed a theory based on prior knowledge 
Some students used prior knowledge (from childhood experiences) to form theories 
about the case. Those students who demonstrated reasoning pattern 3 made a judgment 
about the crime based on information they acquired at an early age, such as gender 
stereotypes. Joe, for instance, stated that the footprints found at the crime scene were from a 
woman's shoe because of the size of the imprint on the floor. As Sample 11 displays, 
Sample 11 
"When I looked at the footprints I noticed that the strides and footprints were 
much too small to be a man's. That narrowed it down to two people, Vera and 
Kendra. I found that when I looked at the soil, that Kendra's was very dark 
and black compared to the soil from the footprints on the Aloha sign. 
However the soil took from Vera's yard matched up exactly with the 
footprints left on the Aloha sign" 
In the first sentence, Joe made an assumption about the footprint and stride - they are 
too small to be a man's. This comment suggests that he was applying his own prior 
knowledge [size differences between men and women] in order to form a conclusion [the 
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footprints were too small to be a man's]. Although Joe identified the footprints correctly as 
Vera's, he implied that men have larger feet than women and he concluded that the prints 
must be from a female, suggesting that his images of the typical male and female in his mind 
[that men are larger] were applied to his essay. This stereotype is not necessarily true, 
however; a man's legs, for example, could be shorter than a woman's and may create a 
smaller stride. Another possibility could be that the suspect may have intentionally left a 
smaller stride, which would result in a wrongful accusation. Although footprints may aid 
investigators in solving numerous crimes, forming a stereotype or an assumption about stride 
sizes can cause an innocent person to be accused of a crime that he or she did not commit 
(see Appendix B4 for Analysis of Footprints). 
Even though Joe's lab tests were performed and analyzed correctly, his conclusions 
were somewhat based on a gender stereotype [the footprints are small and must therefore be 
a woman's]. After making this assumption, he then deduced that Vera's soil was found at the 
crime scene because Kendra's soil was too dark in color (see Appendix B4 for Soil Analysis 
Results). This writing sample suggests that Joe based his conclusion on gender differences 
that he observed during childhood. In addition, if he had explained the lab results in more 
detail instead of assuming whose footprints were present, then he would have provided a 
more supported conclusion to his essay. Although classified under reasoning pattern 3, Joe 
also displayed reasoning pattern 1 in which he only mentioned lab results, but not how the 
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crime happened. Another student, Miguel also applied his prior knowledge (of genders) to 
explain the notes found at the scene, as shown in Sample 12. 
Sample 12 
"One note said Vera, is this really going to work. Now that tells you that Vera 
and someone else is involved in the murder for sure. Another one is a 
shopping list that had things listed on it that only a girl would use like a 
curling iron and blush." 
At the beginning, Miguel appeared confident that he knew who was guilty of the 
crime [based on the notes written]. For instance, at the beginning he discussed the note 
written to Vera, claiming that somebody else was also involved in the crime. As he 
continued explaining the second note [the shopping list], he stated that items were on the list 
that " ... only a girl would use like a curling iron and blush." He is suggesting that only a 
female would add these items to a shopping list and a man would not (see Appendix B5 for 
the Handwriting Analysis Results). Later in his essay, he mentioned the shopping list again, 
as displayed in Sample 13. 
Sample 13 
"Vera or Kendra could've borrowed one of there markers and wrote out the 
shopping list since there were things that a girl would need on it or they could 
have had Alfredo or Gene write it." 
In this example, Miguel has implied that the items on the shopping list were probably 
for Vera or Kendra, thus suggesting that Miguel drew a conclusion about this note [Vera or 
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Kendra wrote it]. He has assumed that a girl wrote the note because of the items listed. This 
assumption indicates that Miguel has applied prior knowledge in order to form a conclusion 
[usually girls buy these types of items]. This assumption, of course, is not necessarily true; 
anybody could have included these items on a list, either male or female. For instance, Gene 
or Alfredo could have intended to buy the curling iron and blush for a female friend. At the 
end of Sample 13, however, Miguel claimed that Alfredo or Gene could have written the note 
for the girls, suggesting that Miguel was not confident in his initial conclusion [that the girls 
had written the note]. If he believed that one of the men had written the note, then he should 
have explained why he believed this. 
The lab results from the handwriting analysis indicated that Vera's writing styles 
matched the one on the shopping list (see Appendix BS for the Handwriting Analysis 
Results). If Miguel had mentioned the lab analysis in his essay rather than making an 
assumption [a girl would only buy these items], then he would have supported his theory 
much better because he would have listed evidence that was actually found. 
Pattern 4 - Legitimate theory, but lab results were inaccurately analyzed 
Although Miguel was classified under reasoning pattern 3, a majority of his essay 
demonstrated pattern 4, which includes those students who wrote an extremely creative 
scenario in their essays, but did not support their ideas with accurate laboratory results. 
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Miguel, a B and C student at school, struggled during exams and homework 
assignments, but his strong talents in creativity and art has helped him accomplish excellent 
science projects and papers. Creating projects, furthermore, has helped him learn scientific 
concepts in a constructive way. One example of his creative writing style is shown in 
Sample 14. 
Sample 14 
"During this time Kendra was making a shopping list of things that she would 
need from the store. When she was writing stuff down with the wet erase 
marker that she had borrowed from Gene she accidentally went off the paper 
and she had to wipe it up with the towel and some of the towel rubbed up 
against her where she sprayed her perfume. Then she herd her name and went 
to see what they wanted. When she was done doing what they wanted her to 
do she forgot all about the shopping list and left it on the counter." 
Although the teacher discussed with the students that Vera had written the shopping 
list, Miguel had made a wrongful accusation ... that Kendra had written the list. Actually, the 
lab results proved that Vera had written the shopping list, as discussed previously. Either 
Miguel assumed that Kendra had written the note in Vera's handwriting or he had recorded 
his lab results·incorrectly. In either case, his conclusion was inaccurate.Later in this passage, 
however, he claimed that Kendra had written off of the paper and had to wipe it up with a 
towel [actually a paper towel]. Then he stated that the towel rubbed against her where the 
perfume scent was. This, of course, sounded like a legitimate conclusion to make; after all, 
the shopping list and the scented towel were both found at the scene (see Appendices BS and 
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B11 for the Handwriting Analysis Results and the Smell Test Results). There was one 
discrepancy in his theory, however. When the students examined the scented paper towel, 
there were no stains from the marker that had supposedly been wiped up by Kendra. 
Although Miguel formed a connection between both items found, he had not analyzed the 
scented towel carefully for ink stains. If he can not prove that ink was on the scented towel, 
then he can not claim that Kendra had wiped up some markings she had made. 
After reading Miguel's essay several times, there was obviously a strong focus on 
creativity rather than forming a theory based on evidence. If he had analyzed each piece of 
evidence thoroughly and formed a theory from his findings, then his conclusion would have 
been much more supported. Tiff any demonstrated a similar reasoning pattern to Miguel. 
Also performing average on her tests and assignments, her creativity on projects and papers 
helped her learn new scientific concepts. When writing her essay, Tiff any focused her 
attention on creating a scenario that had humor, rather than defending her theory with 
scientific evidence, as shown in Sample 15, as she explained Alfredo's cut on his hand. 
Sample lS 
"Felix Navidad was painting a long yellow sign that said "Aloha" on it on his 
back porch. Alfredo Fettuccini was grilling some hotdogs for lunch with a 
pair of tongs. That explains his fingerprints on the tongs. Felix Navidad then 
accidentally cut Alfredo's left hand when he lost his balance. That explains 
the blood on the poster, the cut on Alfredo Fettuccini's left hand and Felix 
Navidad's fingerprints all over the scissors. Alfredo was using the scissors to 
cut a small part of the poster out that he had messed up on." 
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In the previous example, Tiff any began stating how the fingerprints were put on the 
tongs [Alfredo was grilling hotdogs]. This piece of information was incorrect, however; the 
fingerprints that we analyzed on the tongs belonged to Vera and Felix, suggesting that she 
misinterpreted some lab evidence (see Appendix B6 for Fingerprint Results). Similarly, she 
was inaccurate when explaining the fingerprints on the scissors. For instance, she claimed 
that Felix fell and cut Alfredo on the hand, but later she stated that Alfredo was using the 
scissors to cut the paper. Both claims appear somewhat contradictory to each other. The 
results from the scissors analysis indicated that only Felix had touched the scissors, not 
Alfredo. Likewise, when she said that Alfredo's blood was on the poster [from his cut], she 
had misinterpreted its source; the blood did not match Alfredo, only Vera (see Appendix B2 
for Blood Typing Results). 
Like Miguel, Tiffany wrote an essay that displayed a creative scenario, but she did 
not support her theory with accurate lab results. If she had analyzed all of her evidence 
carefully before forming a conclusion, then she would have defended her theory much better. 
Furthermore, Miguel and Tiff any both portrayed reasoning pattern 4. 
Pattern 5 - Formed a theory, but little connection between parts 
Students who demonstrated reasoning pattern 5 wrote a well-supported essay, but 
they did not connect some of the parts together, as in the case of Lauren. For instance, in 
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Sample 16, Lauren explained the fight that happened at the crime scene, but she did not give 
details of how Alfredo and Gene fled from the scene. 
Sample 16 
"So on Saturday morning Kendra and Vera went to work as usual while 
Alfredo, Gene and Sasha went to Felix's house. They beat Felix up really bad 
(that is why he had so many broken bones). Then made Sasha attack him (that 
is why the bite marks and Sasha's saliva was on his leg). During this time 
Felix was trying to grab everything in sight to stop them (that is why his 
fingerprints are on the glass, the scissors and the tongs) while Gene and 
Alfredo try to fight back (with the glass and pliers). When they left, Felix 
wrote the note that said he didn't feel very well and that the will was in the top 
drawer. Felix died and everyone went on their merry way." 
In the previous example, Lauren claimed that Alfredo and Gene had beaten up Felix 
during a fight. While explaining the details of the fight, she supported her claim by 
mentioning all the pieces of evidence. At the beginning, for instance, she stated that Alfredo 
and Gene had beaten Felix up and that was why he had many broken bones. She continued 
by explaining Sasha's attack on Felix, adding that she had bitten him in the leg. Finally, she 
mentioned how Felix was defending himself [grabbing things in sight]. She supported each 
of these events with the results from the lab tests [bone analysis, saliva samples, fingerprint 
analyses]. Each of her descriptions suggests that her theory was supported well. 
As she continued her essay, however, there were gaps between some events. For 
instance, after Lauren explained the fight, she added the phrase, "When they left, Felix wrote 
the note ... " There was no sense of time in this part because she did not state whether the 
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men left right away or a while later. Hence, there was an uncertainty as to when Felix wrote 
the note. A transition between the fight and the suspects' exit would have connected both 
events much better. For example, Lauren could have added a transition such as, "When Gene 
and Alfredo headed towards the door, Gene stumbled over Alfredo's feet and knocked Felix 
over so he landed on the 'Aloha' sign. As soon as both men were outside, Felix lie there as 
he felt a bad headache coming. He then sat up and wrote a note that said that he didn't feel 
very well and the will was in the top drawer. As he finished this note, his headache, 
unfortunately, turned into a coma for him." First of all, this kind of transition would have 
connected two events together [the fight and the suspects' exit]. Secondly, she would have 
justified several outcomes, based on evidence gathered [such as Felix lying on the sign]. 
In the last sentence, Lauren stated that Felix died and everyone went home happy. 
There is also a gap between two events here; she mentioned that Felix had written his note 
[that the will was in the top drawer] and then she stated that Felix died while the others 
walked home merrily. In this section, Lauren did not state how or when Felix died, a crucial 
detail for solving the case. Although she mentioned that Felix died after writing the note, she 
did not state how or when he died. In other words, were the suspects nearby when he was 
writing the note or were they present as he died? If this information had been included, then 
there may be a different solution to the crime. For instance, if the suspects were present 
when he was writing his note or lying on the ground dying, then they may be charged with a 
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crime for not attempting to save his life. On the other hand, if they just beat him up and then 
fled the scene, then they may be charged with involuntary manslaughter. 
To account for these gaps in time, Lauren could have added a descriptive detail of his 
death such as, "Felix was in a coma for a short while before he died. The others walked 
home after this horrendous attack. X-rays indicated that Felix had undergone some head 
trauma from this attack." If Lauren had included this type of transition to her essay, then she 
could have developed a stronger theory of how injured Felix actually was. Because Lauren 
did not connect all of the events in her essay, she was classified under reasoning pattern 5. 
Monique, another high-achieving student, also demonstrated reasoning pattern 5 in 
her essay. Like Lauren, Monique left gaps between various events in her essay, as shown in 
Sample 17. 
Sample 17 
"From all the evidence left at the crime scene I believe this is what happened. 
Alfredo poisoned Felix's drink. He got the poison from Vera who was a 
chemist. He went over to Felix's and put the deadly poison into his drink 
while visiting him." 
In the example above, Monique began by discussing the poison in Felix's drink, 
claiming that "Alfredo poisoned Felix's drink." She did not describe, however, when the 
poisoning could have happened; for instance, when Felix turned his head or left the room. 
Without this vital piece of information, Monique can not prove that Alfredo poisoned him 
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(see Appendix B9 for Cola Test Results). Since Vera was the chemist who made the 
concoction, then she may have been the one who poisoned him earlier. If Monique had 
included a sense of time to these events, then she could have defended her theory much 
better. For example, she could have stated, "Alfredo went over to Felix's so he could add 
poison to his soda. While Alfredo and Felix were sitting on the back porch drinking their 
colas and enjoying the sunshine, Felix thought he heard the doorbell ring so he went to the 
front door. As Felix walked away, Alfredo slipped the poison into Felix's cup." Since 
Monique left out these detailed events, justifying her claim was rather difficult. 
Lauren and Monique included accurate lab results when stating how the crime was 
committed. They did not, however, connect the various events together, which prevented 
them from defending their theories. Because they did not link one event to another, they 
were not able to support their ideas much, and they furthermore were identified under the 
category of reasoning pattern 5. 
Pattern 6 · Many unclear details and somewhat contradictory 
Students classified under reasoning pattern 6 wrote essays similar to those in the 
category of pattern 5, however not only did they leave gaps between events in their essays, 
they also contradicted themselves at some stage throughout their essays. First of all, they 
may not have mentioned the crime scene events chronologically, which resulted in some 
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confusion for the reader. Another possibility may be that the student formed a theory at one 
place in the essay, yet formed another theory at another place. This, of course, resulted in 
contradictory statements in their essays, indicating that they were not sure of their own 
beliefs when drawing a conclusion. 
Antoine was a high-achieving student who demonstrated reasoning pattern 6. He 
began his essay describing the events that lead up to the crime, as displayed in Sample 18. 
Sample 18 
"On that day the first person to come over was Alfredo Fettuccini. He 
poisoned Felix's drink when they were drinking together on the back porch. 
After he left, 
Felix wrote a note saying: 
To Whom this concerns 
I do not feel very well!! 
The next person to come over was Kendra Goode. She helped put the 
decorations up with Felix for his party. During this time, she happened to spill 
a little bit of red paint on the floor of the kitchen. She also wiped the sweat 
from her head with the towel found at the crime scene leaving her scent on it. 
Another piece of evidence Kendra left behind was a piece of her hair. All the 
evidence seemingly incriminating Kendra simply happened when she went 
over to help decorate." 
Like Monique, Antoine claimed that Alfredo had poisoned Felix while visiting him. 
In addition, he stated that Felix wrote the note about not feeling well after Alfredo had left. 
He never mentioned, however, when Alfredo may have poisoned Felix. Without any 
justification for the poisoning, Antoine can not prove that this was the reason that Felix was 
feeling ill (see Appendix B7 for Cola Test Results). Antoine, furthermore, obviously omitted 
important details in solving the case. 
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Further in his writing sample, Antoine explained Kendra's presence that day. For 
example, Antoine said, "The next person to come over was Kendra Goode. She helped put 
the decorations up with Felix for the party." In Antoine's story, however, there was a 
discrepancy... if Felix were not feeling well, he would not likely be writing a note about his 
illness and then put up his decorations. He may tell Kendra that he was sick and would not 
feel like decorating that afternoon. At the end of the passage, Antoine also stated that 
Kendra spilt red paint, wiped the sweat from her head, and left behind a hair at the scene. He 
did not state, however, the significance of these items at the scene (see Appendix BlO for 
Hair Analysis Results). Basically, Antoine assumed that Kendra was involved in the crime. 
In Sample 19, Antoine continued to explain Felix's injuries. 
Sample 19 
"Gene came to the house with his dog Sasha and he had been hiding outside 
the house expecting to hear a scream from Kendra. But when she left, Gene 
knew that something had gone wrong. He knew that Alfredo had already 
poisoned Felix and the poison should have killed Felix by now. Gene went 
into the house and brutally murdered Felix. The x-rays show that Felix did 
indeed have internal injuries. The x-rays confirmed that Felix's tibia, fibula, 
tarsal, clavicle, phalanxes, carpals, and metacarpals were all broken. He also 
had a cracked pelvis, a bruised forehead, missing teeth and he possibly had a 
broken jaw. During the fight between the two men, Sash, Gene Poule's dog, 
bit Felix in the leg. This caused a cry of pain to come from Felix and it was 
the same cry that Kendra Goode heard while at her house." 
The statement, "Gene came to the house with his dog Sasha and he had been hiding 
outside the house ... " is another example in which the writer gave clear details of the events 
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that occurred prior to the crime. He continued the description of the attack by stating, 
"During the fight between the two men, Sash, Gene Poule's dog, bit Felix in the leg." This 
statement indicates that Antoine was associating "Gene's hiding out" with the "brutal 
murder" and "Sasha's attack on Felix .. There. was a major contradiction, however, between 
his conclusions in Samples 18 and 19. For instance, in Sample 18, Antoine indicated that 
Felix had been poisoned, but then put up decorations with Kendra. Sample 19, however, 
indicated that after Felix was poisoned, Gene entered the house and murdered him. Because 
both of Antoine's stories were different, they contradict each other, suggesting that he did not 
develop a strong theory of how the crime happened. For example, if Felix and Kendra were 
decorating the house after he had been poisoned, then Gene could not have murdered him at 
this time. If Antoine had included only one of his theories in his essay, then he may have 
defended himself much better. With both statements contradicting each other, however, his 
conclusion was not legitimate. 
At the beginning of Sample 19, Antoine stated that Gene had been "hiding outside the 
house expecting to hear a scream from Kendra." Antoine did not justify, however, why 
Kendra might have screamed. For instance, was this scream going to be a signal to Gene that 
Felix had been murdered or was she going to scream for another reason? Another possibility 
may have been that Gene expected Kendra to scream when she saw the dead body in front of 
her. Whatever the situation, Antoine did not completely explain what he meant by his claim 
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[that Kendra was expected to scream], suggesting that he lacked expression in some parts of 
his essay. This, furthermore, indicates not only that he demonstrated reasoning pattern 6, but 
also reasoning pattern 1. 
Later in his essay he described the sound that Kendra heard, saying that the attack 
"caused a cry of pain to come from Felix and it was the same cry that Kendra Goode heard 
while at her house." This statement is somewhat unclear, however; previously he mentioned 
that Kendra was expected to scream. Antoine did not explain whether these screams were 
related to each other; he should have given a more detailed explanation of what the screams 
indicated. 
Although Antoine demonstrated strong reasoning skills in his math and science 
classes, he did not display a well-supported conclusion in his essay. His lack of reasoning 
may have resulted from a variety of possibilities that include: having difficulties expressing 
himself on paper, undeveloped language arts skills, or being confused when sorting out all of 
the evidence. 
A female student, Betsy also demonstrated reasoning pattern 6 throughout her essay. 
A special education student, Betsy was classified as learning disabled because of poor 
reading and writing abilities. She participated in classroom activities regularly, however, she 
was given the option to listen to the special education teacher read her the unit tests if she 
needed to; Betsy always chose, however, to read her own tests within the classroom. 
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Although she somewhat struggled with all of her tests and homework assignments, she 
understood scientific concepts well in class; she answered correctly when asked questions by 
the teacher. A majority of her learning disabilities, however, were a result of her poor 
reading and writing abilities. Like Antoine, Betsy also contradicted herself while stating her 
opinion of the case, as shown in Sample 20. 
Sample20 
"Felix was in his kitchen finishing up the decorating for his party. Then he 
fell, cutting his hand and breaking his tibia. When he also fell, he ended up 
with a concussion. Felix died from lying there so long unconscious without 
medical attention. Finally, after consulting with each other and examining the 
evidence over and over again, the detectives came up with the following 
answer. Alfredo Fettuccini, Gene Poule, Vera Cruise, and Kendra Goode are 
the killers who murdered Felix Navidad out of jealousy. I hope you are 
satisfied with the information specially trained scientists and detectives have 
come up with." 
At the beginning of Betsy's conclusion, she claimed that Felix fell and cut his hand. 
She did not justify what type of object had supposedly cut his hand, however. Because she 
did not support her claim with any evidence, she can not prove that Felix was stabbed on his 
hand. Her conclusions are inaccurate; the case scenario (see Appendix Al for scenario) 
mentioned that Alfredo had a cut on his hand, but there was no indication that Felix ever did. 
After all, because there was no blood found on Felix, it was unlikely that he would have been 
cut (see Appendix B2 for Blood Typing Results). The dried-up blood at the scene was 
actually Vera's, not Felix's. Betsy obviously did not make an association between the lab 
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results found [Vera's blood, not Felix's] and the details in the scenario [the cut was on 
Alfredo, not Felix]. 
Later in this paragraph she stated that "Felix died from lying there so long 
unconscious without medical attention." This sentence supports her claim that Felix had a 
concussion, however at the end of her essay she accused each of the five suspects of murder. 
If she initially felt that Felix died from not getting medical attention, then she should not 
have stated that the four guests were guilty of murder. Both of her theories were 
contradictory and did not correlate with each other. Furthermore, she wrote an essay that 
demonstrated reasoning pattern 6. 
Although Betsy's essay was not well supported with evidence, she appeared to have 
average reasoning skills in class. For instance, a few days before the field trip to Iowa State 
University [the site of the "crime lab"], the teacher was discussing the paper towel notes with 
her. The teacher informed her that the note was written with a brown substance. She also 
mentioned that one suspect enjoyed eating Kit Kat chocolate bars a lot and suggested that 
possibly someone had written the notes with a chocolate bar. Betsy responded that she didn't 
know why anyone would write a note with chocolate because this method would be rather 
strange. The teacher told her that each student would be testing the brown markings at the 
university labs in order to determine whether it was ink or chocolate. As they continued 
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discussing the notes with each other, Betsy appeared skeptical as to whether the chocolate 
could have actually been used to write on the paper towels. 
Originally Betsy stated her disbelief that the chocolate was used as ink, but then she 
appeared less sure and undecided about what writing tool wrote the brown messages on the 
towels (see Appendix B9 for Ink Chromatography Results). These events suggest that Betsy 
used her own intuition to form a conclusion [writing a note with chocolate is quite unusual], 
but then she changed to skepticism after evaluating the possibilities with the teacher [maybe 
the suspect did write in chocolate]. 
Pattern 7 - Conclusions supported well with evidence 
Students demonstrating reasoning pattern 7 wrote an essay that included all evidence 
found at the scene, in addition to their own theories based on prior knowledge of criminal 
cases. Michael, an intelligent student in the ELP program, demonstrated his strong reasoning 
skills in Sample 21 as he explained the injuries and mysterious blood that was found at the 
crime scene. 
Sample21 
"When he drank the poisoned cola, he fell to the ground abruptly and let out a 
bloodcurdling scream that Kendra heard from her house. When he fell to the 
ground, he broke some of his bones. Later, Gene's dog, Sasha, bit Felix on 
the leg, but he was already dead, so the bite drew no blood. It is also possible 
that Sasha only inflicted a superficial bite. In either case, Sasha's bite was not 
what caused the broken bones or the death of Felix." 
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In Sample 21, Michael supported his conclusion with several pieces of evidence. For 
example, in the statement, "Later, Gene's dog, Sasha, bit Felix on the leg, but he was already 
dead, so the bite drew no blood", the student displayed a clear understanding of the 
relationship between blood flow and death [people do not generally bleed after death]. After 
death, the blood ceases to pump so there would be no bleeding; in the case of an open blood 
vessel, however, some blood may continue flowing outward. Michael's theory, furthermore, 
was explained clearly as he stated why the blood at the crime scene could not possibly be the 
victim's (see Appendix B2 for Blood Typing Results). 
Although Michael did not mention whose blood was actually found at the scene, he 
continued his explanation of the dog bite with, " ... Sasha only inflicted a superficial bite. In 
either case, Sasha's bite was not what caused the broken bones or the death of Felix." His 
claim suggests that he understood that superficial bites are not deep enough to cause death 
(because blood vessels are located deep in the skin), or if the bite was deep within the skin, it 
had to have happened after death because there was no blood drawn. Without any laboratory 
tests performed on the body [Felix had disappeared], forming an accurate conclusion about 
the deepness of the wound would be quite difficult. Whatever injuries the victim sustained 
on his leg, Michael obviously believed that Sasha's bite did not kill Felix or cause him to 
break his bones. Instead, the poison that was poured into the drink caused Felix to fall "to 
the ground abruptly and let out a bloodcurdling scream that Kendra heard from her house." 
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In this writing sample, Michael described the scream that Kendra had heard, based on her 
comments in the interrogation tape (see Appendix A4 for Suspects' Statements). 
Another male student, Kenneth emigrated from Bosnia a few years ago. His English 
skills were proficient and his abilities in math and science were somewhat good. Although 
he received average grades at school (mostly C's), he was intelligent and participated in class 
when the teacher asked questions. Most of his deficiencies arose from his unsatisfactory 
work ethic and lack of motivation. Kenneth's essay, however, displayed an excellent 
example of scientific reasoning. For instance, in Sample 22 he gave a detailed description of 
Felix's injuries and the event of his poisoning. 
Sample22 
"On Friday, August 4, 2000 Alfredo Fettuccini, Gene Poule, and Kendra 
Goode were thinking of a way to get rid of Felix Navidad. That is the reason 
why Kendra broke Felix's promise. The promise was to help him redecorate 
his house before the party. At ll:OOAM Alfredo Fettuccini joined Felix 
Navidad for a drink on his back patio. They drank Coke out of the glass, 
which made it easy for Alfredo to poison Felix's drink. When Alfredo went 
to the bathroom at 11 :30AM Gene came into Felix's house. At about 
11:40AM when Alfredo came out of the bathroom Felix was very pale. That 
was because the poison started to work. That's when Alfredo and Gene 
started to wrestle with Felix upstairs. Felix, trying to defend himself, grabbed 
a hold of scissors and was trying to stab either Alfredo or Gene. That's when 
he cut Alfredo on the left hand. At that moment Sasha, Gene's dog, attacked 
Felix and bit him on his right leg causing Felix to fall down the stairs. As 
Felix was falling down the stairs he broke some of his bones. That's when he 
snapped his neck causing him to die instantly. Felix rolled into his kitchen on 
the 'ALOHA!' sign. Alfredo then nervously grabbed a hold of a glass of 
water and drank it. His body was shaking which caused him to drop the 
glass." 
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Kenneth displayed confidence when he stated that "Alfredo Fettuccini, Gene Poule, 
and Kendra Goode were thinking of a way to get rid of Felix Navidad." Then he supported 
his theory by adding, "That is the reason why Kendra broke Felix's promise," justifying why 
Kendra never showed up to decorate with him. Both of Kenneth's statements supported each 
other as he created his scenario of how the crime happened. 
While explaining the fight between Felix and the suspects, he mentioned each event 
in complete detail, saying, "Felix, trying to defend himself, grabbed a hold of scissors and 
was trying to stab either Alfredo or Gene. That's when he cut Alfredo on the left hand." 
When the fingerprint analysis had been performed in class, students discovered that Felix 
was the only person who had touched the scissors; in essence, Kenneth had identified this 
evidence accurately (see Appendix B8 for Fingerprint Results). In the following sentence, 
Kenneth also stated that Alfredo had cut his hand while defending himself. Each of these 
events mentioned in Sample 22 were based around the crime scenario [Alfredo had a cut on 
his hand], suggesting that Kenneth formed a well-supported theory from two main sources -
the lab tests performed in class and the information given to him at the beginning of the 
mystery. 
At the end of Sample 22, Kenneth provided excellent details of Felix's fall after the 
fight. He began by explaining how Felix fell down the stairs [Sasha attacked him] and then 
he supported his claim by describing the victim's injuries [he broke some bones and snapped 
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his neck]. Both statements [regarding the fall and the broken bones] helped Kenneth explain 
why Felix was on the "Aloha" sign (evidence seen from photographs that students viewed). 
Kenneth was identified as demonstrating reasoning pattern 7 because he supported his 
theory well with the various pieces of evidence. In Sample 22, for instance, he described the 
events leading up to the crime [three suspects were planning the murder]. Then he 
mentioned the numerous time segments of the events so readers could follow the activities 
leading up to the crime; while explaining the events, Kenneth stated the results from the lab 
tests, therefore supporting his claims. F.ach of these traits suggests that Kenneth 
demonstrated a high level of deductive reasoning and problem solving skills in his essay. 
Another student, Tom was an above average student who received A's and B's in his 
classes. Like Kenneth, Tom wrote an essay with a theory supported by evidence. In Sample 
23, he began his scenario by mentioning the events that lead up to the crime. 
Sample23 
"This is what happened, from the beginning. Alfredo joined Felix on his back 
patio at 11:00 for a cola. At 11:30, Alfredo used the bathroom. Shortly 
before noon, Alfredo left for his own house. At this time, we believe Felix 
was alive. Alfredo did not return until 3:00, the time at which the party was to 
begin, and the same time the death was discovered. There was no evidence 
linking Alfredo to Felix's death whatsoever. There was no foreign substance 
found in the drinks so we know Felix was not poisoned. Alfredo is innocent." 
In this example, Tom also displayed confidence when he claimed that "Alfredo is 
innocent." As he made this claim, he did not demonstrate skepticism by saying, "I think he is 
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innocent," "He must have been innocent," or "Probably he didn't do it." Rather, he stated 
directly that Alfredo was not guilty. Prior to his claim [Alfredo is innocent], Tom described 
Alfredo's events for the day, suggesting that he could not possibly be guilty. At first, Tom 
stated that there was no evidence that linked the crime to Alf redo. Then he gave the results 
from the cola test, saying, "There was no foreign substance found in the drinks so we know 
Felix was not poisoned." Once again, Tom's words "we know" indicate that he is confident 
in his decision that "Alfredo is innocent." As in the previous writing sample, Tom explained 
Gene's innocence in Sample 24. 
Sample24 
"Evidence from the lab shows that hair fibers from Sasha were found at the 
scene of the crime as well as bite marks from Sasha on the victim's leg. 
However, there was no evidence of any kind showing Mr. Poule was at the 
scene of the crime prior to 3:00 when the body was found. Mr. Poule is 
innocent. So how did Sasha end up at the crime scene? To understand this, 
we must look at the other two suspects, Vera and Kendra." 
In this sample, Tom also displayed confidence when he claimed that "Mr. Poule is 
innocent." Once again, he directly stated that Gene was not guilty. Before making this 
statement, he explained why Gene was innocent. For instance, he declared that there was no 
proof of Gene being at the scene prior to 3:00; although Sasha's hairs were found at the 
scene, Gene was not necessarily there too. One minor detail not mentioned by Tom was that 
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a hair from Gene was also found at the scene, although this evidence would not necessarily 
link him to the crime (see Appendix B8 for Fiber Analysis Results). 
To answer the question, "So how did Sasha end up at the crime scene?", Tom 
continued to explain Vera's and Sasha's whereabouts that day. In Sample 25, he wrote, 
Sample25 
"At the time Kendra was at the house and Gene Poule was asleep on the 
beach, Vera showed up at Felix's house along with Sasha. Being interested in 
art, Kendra, along with Vera, asked for a tour of the art studio under 
renovation. They all climbed up to overlook the art studio when a struggle 
occurred between Kendra, Vera, and Felix as the two women attempted to 
throw Felix over the side. Meanwhile, Sasha who became scared of not 
having her master with her bit both Vera and Felix. Evidence shows Felix had 
no external injuries, other than the teeth marks, and no loss of blood. 
However, type A blood was found at the crime scene. The lab shows Vera is 
the only person beside Felix with type A blood. Therefore, we know a 
struggle took place between Vera and Sasha. Vera took Sasha while Gene 
was asleep to frame him. In Vera's testimony, she never once mentioned she 
was at Felix's house. However finding her blood type as well as cotton fibers 
(Vera was wearing cotton clothing), were at the crime scene. After Felix was 
bitten, Vera and Kendra pushed Felix off and he fell below, dead. Lab reports 
revealing broken bones, missing teeth, and a bruised head are consistent with 
this type of fall. Vera and Kendra then carried Felix's body to the kitchen. 
Kendra and Vera then washed up in one of the bathrooms. This explains why 
traces of Kendra's perfume were found on a bathroom towel, again consistent 
with the lab reports." 
In the writing sample, Tom claimed that Sasha had been at Felix's house earlier in the 
day, not with Gene, but with Vera. Later in this paragraph, he explained that Vera had stolen 
Sasha to frame Gene. Both of these statements indicate a consistency throughout Tom's 
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essay; he defended his theory of why Sasha was with Vera that afternoon. In order to justify 
that the blood was Vera's, Tom explained that Felix and Vera were bitten by Sasha because 
she [Sasha] was afraid of not having her master. Once again, Tom was consistent in 
explaining the evidence found at the scene [Vera bled because Sasha was afraid]. He then 
continued to justify Felix's broken bones by claiming that Vera and Kendra pushed him over 
the balcony during the fight; the images on the x-rays, of course, indicated that Felix had 
been badly injured (see Appendix Bl for X-ray Results). Lastly, Tom explained how Felix's 
body arrived in the kitchen (seen on the photos) - Vera and Kendra had carried him there, 
and after the long ordeal, both women washed up in the bathroom. He then added that the 
scent on the towel was left behind after Kendra "washed up". All of Tom's conclusions were 
consistent with each other and he defended his theory very concisely with each piece of 
evidence that was found. Because he demonstrated excellent reasoning skills, a majority of 
his essay was classified under reasoning pattern 7. 
Pattern 8 - Analyzes the case thoroughly while noting discrepancies 
Students who displayed reasoning pattern 8 not only supported their theories with 
evidence, but they also analyzed the crime situation very thoroughly, even noting some 
discrepancies in the case scenario. Although Tom displayed reasoning pattern 7 in a majority 
of his essay (discussed in the previous section), he also demonstrated pattern 8 some of the 
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time. For instance, in Sample 26, Tom mentioned some discrepancies between Vera's 
testimony and the actual walking strides of each suspect (see Appendices A4 and B4 for 
Suspect's Statements and the Analysis of Strides). 
Sample26 
"Our final piece of evidence has to do with the stride of the suspects as 
revealed by the lab. Vera lives four blocks from Felix and has a 13-cm. stride. 
Kendra lives three blocks from Felix and has a 26-cm. stride. At 2:45, Gene 
who has a 60-cm. stride met Kendra at her house. They set out for Felix's 
house and met Vera on the way there. Gene stated that at this time, Vera was 
much cleaner than just 15 minutes earlier. Vera could not possibly have seen 
Gene on the beach at 2:30 went home and cleaned up during that short time. 
Instead, she cleaned up at Felix's, quickly left so as to be gone when the 
others arrived, and met Gene and Kendra. Having a shorter stride and living 
farther away would have prevented her from meeting them in the street if she 
started from her home as she stated." 
In the sample above, Tom applied analytical reasoning skills when disproving Vera's 
statement. He began by stating that "Vera lives four blocks from Felix ... Kendra lives three 
blocks." At this point, he was proving that Vera could not have possibly gone home and 
gotten ready for the party. With her small strides, there was no way that she could have met 
Gene and Kendra along the way as stated during her interrogation. According to Tom, Vera 
could not possibly have gotten cleaned up in that short of time if she lived the farthest away 
and had the shortest stride. 
Tom was the only student who noted any discrepancies between the foot strides, 
distance walked, and suspects' stories; this definitely suggests that Tom performed excellent 
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analyses throughout the investigation (see Appendices Al and B4 for scenario and the 
Analysis of Strides). By examining each piece of evidence, in addition to the information 
from the scenario, he defended his theory about the crime. Furthermore, Tom demonstrated 
excellent reasoning skills and has been classified under reasoning patterns 7 and 8. 
Chris, another ELP student, expressed disbelief towards Alfredo's alibi as he 
described the call for help at the scene, shown in Sample 27. 
Sample27 
"Alfredo Fettuccini went to Felix Navidad's house for a party at 
approximately 3:00pm on August s-11, 2000. Upon Alfredo's arrival he found 
Felix dead at his house. Alfredo claims to have immediately ran outside and 
called out to his friends for their help. These friends were just entering the 
driveway. I do not believe this alibi is valid because, upon reviewing 
Alfredo's driveway and house pictures, you will notice that the driveway is 
extremely long. Any sounds the three remaining guests could have heard 
would probably have been very faint and undistinguishable." 
In the previous sample, Chris explained why he felt that Alfredo's story did not sound 
legitimate. For instance, he stated that "the driveway is extremely long. Any sounds the 
three remaining guests could have heard would probably have been very faint and 
undistinguishable." His conclusion was based mainly on the photographs of the mansion that 
he had observed earlier in class, indicating that he began solving the case when he viewed the 
photos of the mansion (see Appendix B3 for Crime Scene Photos). In another section of his 
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essay, Chris noted a second discrepancy in the case as CPR was being performed on Felix, 
which is demonstrated in Sample 28. 
Sample28 
"As soon as the others got to the kitchen, where Felix was lying, they went to 
work. Gene Poule called 911, while Vera Cruise and Kendra Goode began 
doing CPR. So what was Alfredo doing? Alfredo states that he had been at 
Felix's house earlier that day to watch a football game. Usually college 
football games don't start until the 26th of August, the incident occurred on the 
.5111. Pre-season professional games don't start until nighttime." 
In Sample 28, Chris based his conclusion about football games on prior knowledge. 
When he said, "Usually football games don't start until the 26th of August... ," he 
demonstrated knowledge of appropriate starting times of the sport [football games do not 
start in early August]. This conclusion indicates that Chris was suspicious of Alfredo's 
whereabouts that afternoon. Although he demonstrated strong analytical skills in his essay, 
Chris did not continue to mention what his conclusions meant. Instead, he continued his 
essay by analyzing another part to the crime. For instance, in Sample 29, he asked more 
questions about the police's arrival at the scene. 
Sample29 
"When the police arrived, why didn't they try to revive him? He had no 
gunshot wounds and no stab marks, so did they just assume he was dead? 
Died from a heart attack possibly? Or could it have been murder, with poison, 
or an allergic reaction?'' 
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At the beginning of the sample, Chris asked some excellent questions that no other 
student had mentioned in any essay. For instance, he asked, "Why didn't they try to revive 
him?", suggesting that the police should not have immediately taken him to the morgue; 
instead, they should have been certain that he was dead first. Later in the essay, Chris 
mentioned other possibilities for Felix's death (rather than murder), such as a heart attack or 
an allergic reaction. Although Chris demonstrated strong analytical skills [offering 
alternative causes of Felix's death], he did not seem confident in a definite solution to the 
crime. In essence, he did not state how the murder occurred based on evidence obtained at 
the scene. He should have collected all facts from the lab analyses and used deductive 
reasoning before forming his theory. 
Yolanda wrote an essay that was very similar to Chris where she noted a discrepancy 
in one of the suspect's stories. In sample 30, for instance, she indicated suspicion towards 
Vera as she questioned her whereabouts after the crime. 
Sample30 
''These suspects were also all in the area when Felix was killed. I will provide 
statements proving Vera had gotten of work early because she had supposedly 
spilt something on her lab coat. Isn't it very strange that she went on the 
beach and not on the streets or in a car? Gene had taken his dog for a walk at 
11:30. At noon he fell asleep on the beach and slept until 2:00. Vera met 
Gene at about 2:15 to about 2:30 PM there too. Was this meeting a coincident 
or a planned meeting designed to plan Mr. Navidad's terrible fate." 
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In this sample, Yolanda asked, "Isn't it very strange that she went on the beach and 
not on the streets or in a car?" (see Appendix A4 for Suspects' Statements). This question 
indicates that she felt that Vera should have gone home first to change clothes rather than 
walk around on the beach wearing a dirty lab coat. In this case, Yolanda was suggesting that 
Vera was untruthful during her interrogation; she could not have walked on the beach if she 
had chemicals all over her lab coat. In some instances, this may be true. There is a 
possibility, however, that Vera may have been telling the truth and did go for a walk after 
working in her lab all day. 
In another section of Yolanda's essay, she mentioned some unusual traits about the 
notes, as shown in Sample 31. 
Sample31 
"In the lab I have proof the writing on that note was indeed Felix's 
handwriting. This note also happened to have been written with a wet erase 
marker. There were also many other notes written by the suspects admitting 
their terrible crime. The marker was probably lying on the counter in the 
kitchen were Felix was killed. There were also other notes from all the other 
people who killed Felix. What was strange is that all the notes had the names 
of all the suspects. Either the suspects are very dumb by putting their names 
in the notes or they were trying to set someone up for doing what they did. 
They might have been pointing the crime to themselves just to make it seem 
unlikely they were involved." 
Again, Yolanda demonstrated high reasoning skills as she suggested alternate 
solutions to the paper towel notes. For example, she stated that "either the suspects are very 
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dumb by putting their names in the notes or they were trying to set someone up for doing 
what they did." Obviously, Yolanda suggested numerous possibilities for who could have 
written the notes. She did not say who the notes were written by, however, or how they were 
left behind. This suggests that she had not developed a strong theory about the case, and was 
furthermore unsure of her solution. 
Chris and Yolanda were both students who analyzed the case very thoroughly, noting 
discrepancies and giving alternative solutions to the crime. Even though they indicated an 
uncertainty towards the crime solution, they mentioned several possibilities to their 
conclusions. Furthermore, both were identified under reasoning pattern 8. 
Conclusion: 
The eight reasoning patterns that were discussed previously indicate that various 
levels of problem-solving skills are present among different students. While several children 
demonstrated strong reasoning skills that involved a well-supported theory, others omitted 
vital information about the case and some may not have even stated a conclusion about the 
mystery at all, but only discussed results from the lab tests. In most of the essays, each 
student gave accurate lab results when stating their theories, but a few individuals discussed 
inaccurate lab results in their conclusions. A few students may have simply recorded the 
wrong information in their laboratory manuals, while others may have misinterpreted the 
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evidence because they did not understand some of the activities that were being performed. 
A variety of factors may have contributed to their misunderstanding of the lab procedures 
(discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5). 
In order to determine whether each student's reasoning pattem(s) determined their 
comprehension level of the human body, their test scores [of the human body] were 




Research question 2 asks, "Are there any relationships between the students' 
performances on the forensics activities in the unit and the patterns of reasoning displayed in 
their essays?" As described in the methods section, several laboratory activities were 
performed to allow students to become more knowledgeable of the human body systems 
while developing stronger scientific inquiry skills (see Appendix A for laboratory manual). 
While participating in the activities, students recorded their results on worksheets in their 
laboratory manuals; their worksheets were analyzed and scored on a grading sheet, based on 
the number of correct answers they obtained (see Appendix C4 for grading sheet). 
The sub-sample of thirty students (mentioned in research question 1) was classified 
into two categories. Those students who demonstrated reasoning patterns 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 
classified into the low level reasoning pattern group while those demonstrating patterns 5, 6, 
7, and 8 were classified into the high level reasoning pattern group. All of the mean scores 
from the laboratory assignments were recorded on a spreadsheet. 
To analyze this data, ANCOVAs were conducted with the high or low reasoning 
pattern as the independent variable and the first semester performance as the covariant for 
each of the lab worksheet scores. Table l summarizes the ANCOV As as it presents the 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The results approached significance for only three laboratory worksheet scores - the 
crime scene sketch, the DNA test, and the Ink Chromatography activities. While the higher 
pattern group scored higher than the lower pattern group on the crime scene sketch 
assignment, the differences on the DNA and Ink Chromatography tests were in the reverse 
direction. The remaining tests were not significant. These data suggest that when prior 




Comprehension of the Human Body 
Research question 3 asks, "Do students better learn and understand the content of the 
anatomy and physiology of the human body when that content is embedded in a forensic 
science unit?" In order to address this question, comparisons were made between the 2001 
and 1998 classes. The 1998 classes were chosen because their overall performance was 
similar to the 2001 class in the opinion of the teacher. 
Three test scores were compared because the same version of tests was given both 
years. The tests, described in the methods section, include the bone quiz, skeletal/muscle 
test, and the circulation/respiration test. These data were analyzed using an ANCOV A with 
first semester grade as the covariant and the class year as the independent variable. 
Table 2 presents the adjusted mean and standard deviations for both classes for each 
of the three tests; the bone quiz was worth 48 points, the skeleton/muscle test was worth 34 
points, and the circulation/respiration test was worth 50 points. Table 3 summarizes the 
ANCOV As. Across all three analyses, none of the differences were statistically significant. 
Thus, these results suggest that student achievement, as measured by fact-oriented tests, did 
not change by embedding content in a forensics problem-solving context. 
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Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations on the Bone Quiz, Skeleton/Muscle Test, and 
Circulation/Respiration Test of the 1998 and 2001 Classes 
1998 2001 
.. Bon~_Quiz -----
Mean 33.9 37.1 
Std Deviation 11.9 12.3 ----- ---· 
N 139 128 
~_keleto~Muscle Test (percent) ___ _ 
Mean 75.8% 73.0% -------- -·----
Std Deviation 11.8 16.2 -- __ ,, _____ .... ------------------------·---·--·-·---------·-·--·-·-.. ----·-
N 135 130 
Mean 73.7% 74.l % ------------ -------- -------
Std Deviation 17.2 17.1 ---··------·-----·--·----··----·-·-----------·---------------------·-----------------------
N 136 127 
Table 3. ANCOVAs for the Tests of the 1998 and 2001 Classes 
Source Df F Sig Eta Sguared 
Bone Quiz -------------··----
First Semester 1 73.7 .0 .2 -----------
____ Q~~~p ___________________________ _! ______________ :..~ _________ :i_ ____________ _:_Q. _______ _ 
Error 264 
Skeleton/Muscle Test 
First Semester 1 .04 .9 .0 ------·-----·-·----·-------···-----·-··-------------·----------------------------------
__ QE~---------·-------) 2.6 .1 __ _._Q _______ _ 
Error 262 
Ci_~~ul~ion{_~~~£.!!ation .. :re~~--------------.. --.. ·-------------------------·-.. --.. --·-·-----------
First Semester 1 .7 .4 .0 
·-·-·-·----·-··· 




Student Reactions to Forensics Activities 
To answer research question 4, ''What are the students' affective reactions to the 
forensics activities?", the surveys given to all participants were analyzed in order to 
determine their attitudes and reactions towards the forensics unit. As described in the 
methods section, students responded to 36 items, such as, "I enjoyed participating in the x-
ray lab, looking at the x-rays with the viewing box." Each of the items was organized into 
six groups, based on the type of question that was asked. These questions included: 
1. Enjoyment of activities 
2. Comprehension of instructions 
3. Level of difficulty in writing the paper 
4. Helpfulness of instructors and tasks 
5. Visibility of demonstrations 
6. Appropriateness of forensics unit 
In addition, they answered three questions regarding how the forensics unit could 
possibly be improved in the future (see Appendix Fl for survey). Table 4 reports a 
frequency analysis of the responses to each item on the survey. The questions were arranged 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Items 1-13 in the survey asked students to rate their enjoyment of the activities in the 
forensics unit. Across the 13 items, the average percentage of students who reported that 
they enjoyed the activities was approximately 33%, while 39% did not enjoy them and 28% 
were neutral. Students indicated that the most well-liked activity was the thread burning 
(50% agreement, 25% disagreement). Although the essay and poster assignments 
demonstrated the greatest dislike among the students (56% dislike), the least favorite 
laboratory activity was the soil analysis (28% enjoyment, 49% dislike). When students were 
asked whether this unit should be repeated in future years, an equal number of students 
indicated an enjoyment of the entire unit as those who disliked the forensics unit (Item 36). 
In fact, 39% expressed that the unit should occur in future years while 39% said that it should 
. not. The remaining 22% gave neutral feedback. 
Items 14-26 asked students whether they understood the activities and tasks they 
participated in. Across these 13 items, the average percentage of students who reported that 
they understood the instructions to the activities was 42%. Another 29% said that they did 
not understand the instructions, while 28% were neutral. The two activities that students 
understood the most include the kiwi DNA experiment at Iowa State University (55% 
understanding) and the thread-burning lab (54% understanding). Students indicated that the 
fingerprint instructions were the least clear of any instructions given ( 42% 
misunderstanding). 
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Survey items 27-30 asked students whether writing their essay after forming a 
conclusion was an easy task to accomplish. Thirty-eight percent of the students expressed 
that forming a conclusion and writing papers were easy tasks, while 41% disagreed. The 
other 21 % were neutral. Approximately 52% of the students indicated that writing any type 
of scientific paper was difficult, and 42% of the students said that this particular essay 
assignment was difficult to write. 
Item 31 asked whether the scientists in the microscopy lab [at Iowa State University] 
were helpful when students had questions. Over one-half of the students (63%) felt that the 
scientists explained the hair and thread fibers well while another 20% disagreed. The 
remaining 17% were undecided and expressed a neutral opinion. Students were also asked 
whether the crime scene poster was helpful in solving the case (Item 32). Only 35% agreed 
that their poster aided them in solving the crime, while 48% disagreed. The other 17% were 
neutral. 
Items 33 and 34 asked students whethef'. they were able to view the images on the 
television screen during the blood typing demonstration and the hair analysis. Nearly half of 
the students indicated that they were able to view the television screen during both 
demonstrations (average percentage of 48%). Another 29%, however, stated that they could 
not see the screen clearly. The remaining 23% were undecided about the visibility of these 
demonstrations. 
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Students were asked whether they were given enough time to plan their debate (Item 
35). Thirty-two percent stated that the time they were allowed was sufficient while 36% said 
that they needed additional time. The remaining 32% indicated that they were neutral. 
Twenty students were interviewed in order to detennine their scientific 
understanding, motivation, and clarity of instructions throughout the unit. The questions 
were reflective in nature and asked for their opinions, such as, "In what ways could the hair 
fiber activity be improved in the future?" Their interviews were audiotaped and transcribed 
for accurate analysis of students' responses (see Appendix F2 for interview questionnaire). 
Each interview provided an in-depth analysis of how students viewed the forensics activities 
and what they perceived about their learning. Responses from student surveys and 
interviews are categorized in the appropriate sections below. 
Enjoyment of activities: 
Yolanda was one student who said that she enjoyed participating in all of the labs 
(average = 3.7 on enjoyment questions). As stated on her survey, ''It was all fun, but I 
injoyed the hair on the TV the best." In addition to the survey results, the students were 
interviewed to detennine their affective reactions to the forensic unit. 
When Yolanda was asked. what her most favorite part of this forensic mystery was, 
. she responded, ''Trying to figure out everything and just kinda writing the paper. I write 
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really badly usually, but I liked writing it." In addition, she was asked what some of the most 
difficult tasks were in writing the scientific paper, and she answered, 'The times. I was 
having trouble having all times match up.". Yolanda's positive statements imply that she 
enjoyed solving this mystery in class, using all the evidence that she was given (see 
Appendix F22 for Yolanda's Interview Responses). Towards the end of her interview, she 
was asked, "Are there any activities that you would 'give up' if this unit occurred another 
year?" She replied, "I liked most of it." The teacher then asked for her explanation by 
asking if there was anything that should've been eliminated from the unit, and she said, "No, 
I don't think so. You need all of it to solve the crime." Yolanda's reply indicates that she 
viewed each piece of evidence with equal importance when solving the crime. 
In writing Sample 28 (discussed previously in research question 1), for instance, 
Yolanda thoroughly analyzed the handwritten notes that were found at the scene. While 
many students mentioned who wrote the notes or how the notes were placed at the scene, 
Yolanda further analyzed the evidence, adding, "Either the suspects are very dumb by 
putting their names in the notes or they were trying to set someone up for doing what they 
did." Her comment suggests that she spent a lot of time thinking of other alternatives to the 
author of the note. Not only did she demonstrate efficient reasoning skills while analyzing 
the crime, but she also noted discrepancies throughout other parts of her essay. In Sample 27 
(research question 1), for instance, she indicated her suspicion of Vera when she described 
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Vera's walk on the beach; she stated that Vera should have gone home to change outfits 
rather than take a walk with chemicals on her clothes. In her essay, Yolanda not only 
analyzed the evidence found, but she also utilized additional information [suspicions from 
the interrogations] to solve the mystery. 
·Yolanda's interview statements suggest that the mystery was a positive learning 
experience for her and she enjoyed the lab activities and discussions throughout the unit. Her 
enjoyment of the forensic unit may have possibly resulted in her spending additional time 
analyzing the evidence and making deductions about the case. 
Another student, Michael also said that he liked doing the labs and writing the paper 
(average= 4 on enjoyment questions). He was asked what his favorite part of the unit was, 
and he replied, 'The paper, I enjoyed putting together all the labs to form a conclusion." 
During his interview he told the teacher that his favorite part of the forensic mystery was 
''writing the paper because you get to see how it all comes out and put it all together." When 
he was asked what some of the most difficult tasks were while writing the scientific paper, he 
replied, ''Looking for different labs and stuff and the results of different labs. It was kinda 
hard." Each of Michael's responses indicates that he enjoyed problem solving throughout 
this unit (see Appendix F14 for Michael's Interview Responses). Furthermore, he wrote an 
essay that displayed well-developed reasoning skills. For instance, in writing Sample 16 
(previously mentioned), Michael claimed that, "Later, Gene's dog, Sasha, bit Felix on the 
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leg, but he was already dead, so the bite drew no blood. It is also possible that Sasha only 
inflicted a superlicial bite." In this case, Michael demonstrated a reasoning pattern where his 
conclusions were supported well. The time spent on defending his theory may have been 
due to his enthusiasm throughout the unit. Because he enjoyed the labs and the mystery, he 
obviously spent a lot of time using deductive reasoning in order to form his conclusion. In 
addition, because he enjoyed writing papers, his theories were not only supported well, but 
his ideas were written with excellent grammar skills and a strong articulation of ideas. 
Like Michael, Justin liked the forensic unit a lot (average= 4.5), however he stated 
that he was not a good writer and did not enjoy writing. When he was asked what his 
favorite part of the mystery was, he replied, "Probably getting to see the threads on the big 
microscopes." In order to clarify which microscopes he was referring to, the teacher asked 
him, "What do you mean big microscopes?" He responded, "The ones up at ISU." Justin 
obviously enjoyed the constructive activities be participated in, but he did not like writing his 
essay (see Appendix FlO for Justin's Interview Responses). During his interview, he stated 
that the most difficult task was "probabiy being able to include all of the information and 
determining how he [Felix] was actually killed." In Justin's essay, the results were accurate 
from his lab tests, indicating that he had recorded the correct data from his analyses and had 
made appropriate conclusions about the evidence (explained in Samples 1 and 2 in the 
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discussion of research question 1). On the other hand, Justin did not form a theory about 
how the crime happened, possibly because he disliked writing. 
For Antoine, performing the lab tests was somewhat enjoyable, although writing the 
essay was not (average= 3). In his survey, for example, Antoine stated strongly that he was 
not a good writer and he did not enjoy writing papers. When asked what his favorite part of 
the unit was, he replied, "Go to ISU because it was cool." Although Antoine explained the 
various lab tests clearly in his essay [hair analyses and x-rays, for example], he did not 
include a well-supported theory. Rather than stating how the crime happened based on 
evidence he had obtained, he mentioned several of the events without making any 
connections among them. In fact, his paper was somewhat contradictory in some sections; 
this was possibly due to his lack of enjoyment of writing assignments. Since Antoine did not 
enjoy writing papers, this was probably why his essay was written with a lot of contradictory 
statements and without a supported conclusion. 
During Antoine's interview, he was asked how the writing task could have been made 
easier. He replied, "I think that when they [students] state what they think happened, they 
only have to use evidence to back it up because using all the evidence sometimes it works 
against you and sometimes it works for you." In order to clarify this statement, the teacher 
asked, "Some of it wasn't important?" Then Antoine answered, 'Yeah." (see Appendix F3 
for Antoine's Interview Responses) 
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Antoine's responses suggest that he had difficulties solving the crime because too 
much evidence was present His essay also indicates that he did not sort out each item, 
therefore preventing him from writing a supported conclusion. In fact, his essay included 
several contradictory statements and furthermore, displayed reasoning pattern 5. For 
instance, in his essay, he wrote, "He poisoned Felix's drink when they were drinking together 
on the back porch." Next, Antoine continued to describe the notes Felix had written on the 
paper towels [about his illness], followed by an explanation of Kendra's presence, saying, 
"She helped put the decorations up with Felix for his party." In this writing sample 
(previously discussed as Sample 18 in answering question 1), Antoine contradicted himself 
when he stated that Kendra helped put the decorations up; earlier in his essay he mentioned 
that Felix had been poisoned before the party [and before Kendra arrived to help]. Antoine 
obviously did not analyze all of the evidence carefully nor make any deductions prior to 
stating his theory; he should have remained with the same theory throughout his essay. As 
mentioned in his interview, there were too many pieces of evidence to analyze, and this 
prevented him from successfully forming a well-supported conclusion. 
Like Antoine, Susie was another student who indicated that she enjoyed most of the 
activities throughout the unit (average = 3.6 on the enjoyment questions) although she 
struggled throughout the writing task. Some of these struggles resulted from not having her 
notes while writing her essay. When asked what her most difficult task was throughout the 
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scientific paper, she replied, "I didn't have my packet with me, and it's kinda hard to write it 
without a packet" (see Appendix F20 for Susie's Interview Responses) In this case, her 
deficiencies in writing were partly due to her lack of preparation for her final paper; hence, 
without the results from the lab tests, writing a supported conclusion was quite difficult 
Instead, her essay included predominantly the information from the teacher's scenario with a 
small conclusion at the end (reasoning pattern 2). 
For another 393% of the students, the activities were not very enjoyable in this unit 
(21 % indicated somewhat of a dislike to the activities and 183% demonstrated a strong 
dislike). Joe, for instance, stated on his survey that he disliked many of the activities that he 
participated in (average= 2.2); the only lab that he enjoyed was the microscopic analysis of 
the threads. Joe, however, indicated that he strongly enjoyed writing in his free time. 
Although Joe's writing skills were strong throughout his essay, there . was no 
indication of a supported conclusion; he merely stated the results from his lab tests but he did 
not form a theory. This, furthermore, indicates that Joe demonstrated reasoning pattern 1. 
He may not have spent much time forming a conclusion because he simply did not enjoy this 
unit very much. When asked what his favorite part of the unit was, he replied, "I liked the 
trip to ISU." He did not specify what activities he liked most at Iowa State University, which 
suggests that he did not have a particularly favorite lab; perhaps his enjoyment was just going 
On a field trip so he didn't attend school. 
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Chris was another student who indicat¢ that he did not enjoy many of the activities 
during this unit (average = 2.46); in particular, he expressed a strong dislike towards the 
writing and debate components. Although he stated that writing tasks come easy for him, he 
indicated that he did not enjoy this writing assignment. When he was asked what some of the 
most difficult tasks were while writing his paper, he said, ''I didn't have all the sketches, and 
for some reason I didn't have one of the notes, so I had to call a whole bunch of people to see 
if they had their's." (see Appendix F7 for Chris's Interview Responses) The teacher asked 
Chris how this task could have been made easier in the future, and he replied, ''If we had 
more time, I think most of the papers would be better." 
Each opinion expressed by the students suggests that motivation and enthusiasm were 
important factors in writing an essay with a strong theory. Not only must they enjoy the 
topic being studied, but they also must enjoy the writing task that is assigned to them. 
Yolanda and Michael obviously displayed enjoyment throughout their essays, according to 
the statements they made during their interviews. When either component [motivation or 
enjoyment] is missing, then students' reasoning skills are often affected, as in the case of 
Justin and Antoine. Although both boys, for instance, enjoyed participating in the lab 
activities, they indicated that they disliked writing assignments. Furthermore, both boys' 
essays did not include a supported theory. Joe, in addition, stated that although he enjoyed 
the task of writing, he disliked this unit altogether. In his case, the essay lacked articulation 
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and no theory whatsoever. As for Chris, if additional time had been given for the writing 
assignment, he would have enjoyed this unit more. Because students were given only a few 
days to gather all information from their lab tests, they were not quite prepared to form a 
detailed theory of the crime. 
Comprehension of Instnactions: 
Michael was one student who stated that he understood all of the instructions in the 
unit (average= 4.5 on comprehension of instructions). When he was asked what instructions 
could have been improved, he replied, ''None." As mentioned previously, Michael wrote an 
essay that was supported well with evidence, suggesting that he not only enjoyed all of the 
activities throughout the unit, but he also understood the instructions that were given. 
Michael's enjoyment and understanding of the writing assignment contributed to his strong 
reasoning skills exhibited throughout his essay. 
Although Lauren also said that most of the instructions were clearly explained, she 
stated that "some of the labs" were not (average= 4 on comprehension of instructions). For 
example, sh~ exp17ssed on her survey that the microscopy lab (at Iowa State University) and 
the blood typing lab (via the TVNCR and Scopecam) were difficult to understand. During 
her interview, the teacher asked whether the microscope instructions were understandable, 
and she replied, "It was easier because they told us that we had to look through and see what 
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we thought was different about them. It was a little hard because there were so many things 
that we had to tum to focus it." (see Appendix F12 for Lauren's Interview Responses) 
Possibly Lauren would not have had such difficulty if she had not worried about all the knobs 
on the microscopes. Her comments indicate, however, that she understood the scientists' 
expectations at Iowa State University, but she was confused with the equipment. 
Lauren also mentioned in her interview that she thought that the soil demonstration 
(performed by the teacher at school) could've been improved. When she was asked how this 
lab could have helped her understand the case better, she replied, "Maybe with the soil, you 
could've brought it around. It was hard to see." Lauren's response suggests that she was 
unable to see the individual soil samples that were shown in the front of the classroom. 
Because she did not view each soil sample close-up, she did not comprehend this activity. 
In addition to the lab activities, Lauren was asked how the instructions to the debate 
activity could have been improved. She answered, "Give us more details on what we're 
supposed to talk about, and have somebody be asking them questions to keep the debate 
going." As an aid to the debate activity, students were asked to create a poster of the crime 
scene, based on photographs observed earlier in the unit. When Lauren was asked what the 
most difficult thing about creating her large poster was, she replied, "It was hard to picture all 
of the pictures together." She added that the instructions could have been improved if the 
teacher would have helped them "figure out what picture was where." 
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As mentioned previously, students most likely perform better when they enjoy the 
activity they are participating in. If students do not comprehend a teacher's instructions or 
expectations throughout a unit, then they most likely will not enjoy that activity. Because 
Lauren could not understand some instructions during the labs, she did not enjoy certain parts 
of the unit. Lauren's misunderstanding, furthermore, may have contributed to her lack of 
effort, perhaps resulting in her lower performance throughout the writing task. 
Students who understood the lab instructions well demonstrated stronger reasoning 
skills in their essays than those students who did not understand the labs; furthermore, once 
students have gained strong skills in lab· analyses and problem solving, they will gain a 
greater understanding of the human body. 
Level of Difficulty in Writing the Paper: 
Michael indicated on his survey that writing has always been an easy task for him. 
During his interview, he indicated that there was nothing that could have been added to make 
the writing assignment any easier, which most likely suggests that Michael felt adequate with 
the teacher's expectations. 
Lauren also stated that she thought the writing task was easy to do, however she said 
that there was a "short amount of time" to finish the essay. In addition, she added that this 
assignment could have been a bit easier if the teacher had given " ... them ahead of time" and 
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tell them to "start getting things ready." Then students should have been given "three days 
more to do the paper." Perhaps if Lauren had been given a couple of extra days to write her 
essay, then she may have had more time to organize her ideas on paper before forming her 
final conclusion. This, furthermore, may have resulted in an essay with a more supported 
conclusion instead of one with gaps between events. 
Like Lauren, Betsy also thought that the writing process was easy to do. She added, 
however, that her most difficult task was "trying to remember all the evidence." During her 
. interview she said that it was "very important that you had all the evidence and not just five 
pieces of evidence. We had a lot of evidence for people to make a conclusion of who they 
think did it and you really shouldn't leave other evidence out, because that can prove the 
wrong person guilty or the right person innocent, or leave something out." (see Appendix FS 
for Betsy's Interview Responses) Throughout her essay, she demonstrated confusion 
between the evidence examined, which resulted in a contradiction between the various parts 
of her essay. For instance, in writing Sample 20 she said, ''When he also fell, he ended up 
with a concussion. Felix died from lying there so long unconscious without medical 
attention." A few sentences later, Betsy contradicted her theory with, "Alfredo Fettuccini; 
Gene Poule, Vera Cruise, and Kendra Goode are the killers who murdered Felix Navidad out 
of jealousy." Although she claimed that the writing task was easy to perform, her theory was 
not supported with the evidence she collected; she did not form one main conclusion and 
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support it with accurate lab results. When Betsy was asked what her most favorite part of the 
mystery was, she responded, "Doing all the little analyses. You're sort of the scientist or 
detective. You're writing down your conclusion of what you think happened. You are a real 
scientist doing this." 
During Betsy's interview the teacher a5ked her to explain how the various lab 
experiments aided her in solving the case. She responded, "We could see what bones were 
broken, and we could sort of see if it was a hard fall, or if someone hit him, and we could 
figure out if it was a hair fracture or if the bone was broken in two places or three places." In 
addition, when Betsy explained the blood drop activity, she stated, "It was perfect to 
understand, but the part that sometimes the wind would blow and it would blow the blood 
drops towards you or away from the place it was supposed to fall. It really wasn't difficult to 
understand, it was just difficult with how we did it." When asked how the blood drop 
activity could have been easier to perform, she replied, "Possibly try to do it on a no-wind 
day. Or you could do it in the cafeteria or something, just put a newspaper down so we don't 
get any blood stains on it." Betsy indicated on her survey that her most favorite lab activity 
was the smell test because "it was kewl to see what people smell like." 
Contrary to Betsy, Joe did not find the writing task to be easy to perform. Although 
he responded that writing assignments came easy to him, this essay was not simple to 
accomplish; in fact, he stated that forming the conclusion was a difficult task. Because Joe 
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had difficulties forming a conclusion, he struggled while writing his paper. When he was 
asked in his survey what instructions could have been improved, he replied, "The final paper 
instructions." Because Joe did not like the teacher's expectations, he did not put much effort 
into analyzing the crime. 
Antoine also stated that writing assignments were not usually difficult for him, but he 
also expressed his uncertainty towards the difficulty of writing this essay. When he was 
asked to explain what the most difficult tasks were throughout the writing assignment, he 
stated, ''Going through all the evidence and it took a long time to do that, but other than that, 
it wasn't really that hard at all." (see Appendix F3 for Antoine's Interview Responses) Like 
Lauren, Antoine needed additional time to organize the evidence he had obtained from all of 
his lab tests. 
Many students expressed that their major concern involved the amount of time given 
for this assignment. Other than Michael (who stated that the writing task was fme), the other 
students mentioned that sorting all the evidence in the time allotted was difficult to do. If 
there had been more time given to write their essays, then possibly there would have been 
more supported conclusions; students would have been able to accurately organize their data 
during a longer time period. One student even suggested that some of the labs would have 
been easier to perform if they had been done in better situations (such as the blood drop 
analysis inside rather than outside where it was very windy). 
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Helpfulness of Instructors and Tasks: 
One male student, Ray mentioned during his interview that the instructions ''were 
pretty easy because the scientists really explained what we were doing and what everything 
was." (see Appendix F17 for Ray's Interview Responses) His only suggestion was that the 
scientists should have provided diagrams of the hair fibers so students could compare the 
strands from different people (under the microscope); the activity would have been much 
easier to understand. 
As another student, Antoine explained, "The directions were easy' to understand and 
basically by the time we got to that [the hair analyses], we basically knew how to use a 
microscope, so it wasn't any big deal, and we knew how to take the data. Some things were 
kinda difficult, but then when you asked them, they kinda explained it, so it was pretty easy." 
(see Appendix F3 for Antoine's Interview Responses) Antoine's major concern was that 
students needed a little more time to work in the lab. As he stated, "I know that we didn't get 
to exactly go through it, look at them very detailed. We didn't get to see all of them." 
Miguel also claimed that the instructions were explained well, however there could have 
been "more, so everybody could look at them." In other words, if more stations had been 
arranged with the evidence displayed, then the students would not have had to wait in line to 
make observations of the hairs. In essence, they would have had more time to observe and 
draw accurate sketches of the fibers. 
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Betsy, on the other hand, stated that the explanations were "difficult because the 
scientists that were there were giving us the instructions and they were using all these 
scientific names and utensils and we hadn't learned about them. They were just being really 
scientific." (see Appendix F5 for Betsy's Interview Responses) When the teacher asked 
Bet:Sy how the activity could have been improved, she added, ''I guess they could have told 
us whose hair we were going to be looking at, because we didn't know if it was a dog or if it 
was a human's hair until the very middle." 
As Eric also claimed, "Some of them [the lab instructions] were difficult. The way 
they explained it was kinda hard to listen because half the people were probably talking. If 
everybody was quiet, they'd be able to get down what they need." (see Appendix F8 for 
Eric's Interview Responses) Eric also added that the instructions "didn't need to be 
improved. Sometimes it was hard to see a little ... It didn't come in perfectly clear." 
The scientists in the microscopy lab explained the fiber analysis in a way that most 
students understood, however, some of their instructions could have been improved. Several 
of the students expressed their concerns that they needed more time to finish the microscopy 
lab because not enough·microscope stations were available. Because there was only one set 
of fibers displayed under the microscopes, students had to wait in line to view all of the 
samples. Their observation time, furthermore, was decreased because they didn't have much 
time to actually study the fibers. Besides Ray, some students felt that there should have been 
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diagrams displayed so they could have made comparisons between the various types of 
fibers. If there had been either more hair samples displayed or more time to complete the 
hair analysis lab, then students would have had the opportunity to analyze the evidence more 
thoroughly. This, furthermore, would have given them more lab time rather than talking time 
and each student would have heard the scientists' instructions much better. 
When the students were asked how beneficial the crime scene sketches were in 
solving the case, 35% agreed that they were helpful. Another 48%, however, stated that the 
sketches were not very helpful. 
Barb, for instance, stated that she had difficulties "trying to figure out if the counter 
[kitchen counter] was in the middle ... the pictures was kinda hard to tell so you have to think 
about it, and sometimes if you rush through the pictures, you might have left out some · 
evidence that you needed later on." (see Appendix F4 for Barb's Interview Responses) She 
suggested that in future years, the teacher should give the students an option of how to draw 
their pictures, for instance, by "looking up or into the kitchen ... having various angles that 
you could do it from." Another student, Ray suggested that the teacher should have 
displayed more pictures of the crime scene so the drawings would have been easier to create. · 
In addition, Michael also indicated that if the teacher had shown an example of how the 
poster should actually look, students would have understood the expectations of the 
assignment better. 
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Students expressed that they were mostly concerned with how they were going to 
include all of the photographs into their final poster; because each photograph was taken 
from various angles, students had difficulties imagining the lay-out of the victim's house. 
This, furthermore, prevented them from placing each item in the correct location on the main 
poster. Perhaps, if the teacher had scheduled one day to thoroughly explain the lay-out of the 
crime scene, then students may have imagined the views of the house much better. As each 
student expressed during their interviews, the posters did not assist them whatsoever in 
solving the crime; perhaps, more time should have been spent on studying photographs of the 
crime scene rather than drawing a picture of the victim's locale, therefore duplicating an 
image already presented to them. 
VISihility of Demonstrations: 
When students were asked how the demonstrations could have been improved in 
order to understand the case better, Antoine replied, ''The TV was really helpful in showing 
the big picture of it to the class." (see Appendix F3 for Antoine's Interview Responses) 
Justin also indicated that he didn't feel that the demonstrations needed to be improved 
because "they were pretty good." 
Contrary to Antoine and Justin, others claimed that the blood typing and hair fiber 
demonstrations were difficult to see. For instance, as Greg said, "I think we should've had 
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the TV in the back so everyone could see it 'cause it was on the one side where not everyone 
could see it." (see Appendix F9 for Greg's Interview Responses) likewise, Yolanda 
replied, "I was far away, and I couldn't see the blood clotting." (see Appendix F22 for 
Yolanda's Interview Responses) Vince, however, mentioned that the problem existed not 
because of the location of the television, but by the power of the microscope. He expressed 
bis concern that if there had been a more powerful microscope, then he would have seen the 
blood clotting actually better. In essence, the demonstration would have been much more 
interesting to him if he could have seen the larger images on the screen. 
Rather than watching a demonstration of the blood typing and hair analyses, Roberto 
said that the classes should have actually performed these lab tests themselves. As he stated, 
"Let us get interactive with it ... Let the kids do it themselves instead of the teacher showing 
them what to do. Let it be a hands-on thing." (see Appendix F18 for Roberto's Interview 
Responses) 
If there had been more resources available and a longer period of time, the students 
would have been able to perform the blood and fiber analyses on their own and this would 
have allowed them the opportunity to learn the appropriate scientific techniques to perform 
crime investigations. Without these additional resources, however, the teacher demonstrated 
the lab tests for the classes. If this forensics unit were repeated in future years, improvements 
could be made to enhance all students' learning. One possibility is to purchase additional 
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laboratory supplies so each student would perform the blood clotting activity. If these 
supplies were not available, then the teacher would make sure her demonstration were 
viewable by all students; she would either use a more powerful microscope or set the 
television screen in a location where everybody could see the images more clearly. 
Appropriateness of Forensics Unit: 
Both Miguel and Ray mentioned that the teacher should have allowed students more 
time to plan their defense Lfor t~e debatej within their group because, as Ray expressed, "a 
lot of groups didn't know what they were talking about 'cause they didn't have enough time 
with each other." (see Appendix F17 for Ray's Interview Responses) Likewise, Chris also 
felt that because they only had two days to plan the debate, they were pressed for time. He 
also expressed that the debate should have been performed in a larger space because there 
was only a small space to perform their defense. 
For several other students, knowing the teacher's expectations of the debate would 
have informed them of what to include in their argument. For instance, Barb expressed that 
she would have liked the grading proce?ure ~ be explained better. As she stated, "Maybe 
say stuff that would be important to include ... Explain the grading a little bit even more!' As 
. Susie indicated, ''We could go over the stuff and have a little more time. That would help 
us." When Lauren was asked how the debate could have been improved, she replied, "Give 
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us more details on what we're supposed to talk about, have somebody be asking them 
questions to keep the debate going." 
According to each of these students, the forensic debate was difficult to plan, mainly 
because of the lack of time to prepare with their groups; the debate was scheduled at the end 
of the school year, so students were not given a sufficient amount of time to plan their 
debate. In addition, the teacher did not have much time to clarify her expectations of the 
activity to the classes. If the teacher planned a debate another year, she would allow plenty 
of time for students to discuss within their groups all of the evidence found, before forming 
their final conclusions. She would also demonstrate to students how to perl'orm a debate 
against an opposing side; perhaps, a guest speaker (such as an attorney) could instruct 
students on defending against an opposing side. 
When students were asked whether this forensic unit should occur another year, 39% 
said that this unit should continue in future years while 39% stated that it should not. 
Possibly this unit would have had higher student ratings if there had been different 
instructions given throughout the activities. Students expressed that the time allotted for the 
activities was not adequate for· solving this crime. As many students explained, only a few 
days were given to gather all of their information from the lab tests, and they were not 
prepared to form an accurate conclusion about the case. While some students expressed that 
they needed more time to write their essays, others mentioned that they needed additional 
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time to plan the debate with their group members. Some students indicated that a few of the 
demonstrations should have been omitted because they would have preferred to do these 
activities on their own. Rather than viewing the blood typing demonstration, for instance, 
students should have performed this test themselves; the demonstration was difficult to 
comprehend because not all students could see the television. The DNA gel demonstration 
and the soil analysis were difficult to comprehend because there was only one set of each 
sample to show to the class; there was a limited supply of each item, so students were not 
able to analyze the pieces of evidence thoroughly. Because students were not given the 
opportunity to learn the appropriate techniques to examine the evidence, they could not 
analyze the samples accurately to form a supported conclusion. 
In order for students to build strong reasoning skills, they must be given the 
opportunity to perform enjoyable laboratory activities in an appropriate setting. These 
. 
activities must be performed with an educational goal in mind, rather than assigning the tasks 
'~ust because". When these activities are performed in real-world situations, students 
become more enthused to learn the information and they are more likely to understand the 
content better. 'If the appropriate amount of time is given for students to complete their labs 
and assignments, then they will probably write more thorough, supported conclusions 
throughout their essays, and this, furthermore, will result in stronger problem-solving skills 
for many students. 
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Chapters: 
Student Interest and Reasoning Patterns 
To address research question 5, which asked, "Is there a relationship between the 
students' interest and motivation in the unit and the patterns of reasoning displayed in their 
essays?", survey responses were recorded for each student to determine how they viewed the 
forensics activities and what they perceived about their learning. Each of the thirty students 
in the sub-sample population was classified into their reasoning pattern groups and the 
survey responses from each group were averaged in each of these six categories, based on the 
type of question asked (discussed previously in Chapter 4). 
In order to determine if reasoning pattern was related to interest, a comparison was 
made between the interest levels of students in the different patterns. As there were only a 
few students in each reasoning pattern, the eight reasoning pattern groups were separated into 
three categories. Those students demonstrating patterns 1 and 2 were referred to as the lower 
level reasoning patterns, those identified as either pattern 3, 4, 5, or 6 were considered the 
medium level reasoning pattern, and students who displayed pattern 7 or 8 were classified 
into the high reasoning pattern group. The average interest rating on the interest items was 
calculated for each student and the mean rated interest was calculated for students in each of 
the eight reasoning patterns. Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations for each of 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Across all of the pattern groups, the mean scores for each category are fairly equal in 
distribution, indicating that all levels of students expressed a variety of opinions towards the 
forensics unit. For example, while some individuals in the high pattern group expressed that 
they enjoyed the activities in this unit, some of the students in this group said that they did 
not. Likewise, while some of the lower students indicated that they did not enjoy the 
forensics activities, others in this group said that they did. 
The students' interviews also provided information about their motivation and interest 
and how it related to the forensics activities. On average, students in the lower reasoning 
pattern groups expressed their enjoyment of the forensics activities more than the higher 
group. Justin, for instance, was an intelligent student who expressed strong enjoyment 
during all of the forensics activities, yet his reasoning pattern was somewhat weak in his 
essay. During his interview he was asked whether any of the mini-labs interested him and he 
replied, "I liked doing the microscopes." When he was asked whether any of these mini-labs 
should be repeated or discontinued, he responded, "I think they were all pretty good." (see 
Appendix FlO for Justin's Interview Responses) Justin's responses suggest that he enjoyed 
participating in the laboratory activities throughout the unit. In fact, as he explained, "I don't 
think it could have been made easier or better because you had to do this really on your own 
and you just had to use all the evidence you had gathered from labs." In Justin's case, he 
implied that he had positive experiences with the lab activities, but he struggled with putting 
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his ideas onto paper. Justin might have misunderstood the expectations for his essay, and 
was not aware that he was supposed to create a scenario of the crime. The other possibility 
for his low reasoning pattern may have been that he simply did not enjoy writing essays, so 
did not put much effort into this assignment. Furthermore, Justin wrote an essay that 
demonstrated a lower reasoning pattern. 
Barb was also an intelligent student who also enjoyed this forensics unit. The major 
difference between Justin and Barb, however, was that Barb wrote an essay that had a well-
developed conclusion. She was, therefore identified into the higher reasoning pattern group. 
When asked whether any of the mini-labs should have been repeated or discontinued, Barb 
replied, ''The smell test was kinda helpful, but it wasn't a necessity. But the teeth and the 
blood analysis were [good] because the teeth tells you who bit Felix and the blood could tell 
you maybe how it fell or what position the person was in and how high up the fighter might 
have been. And the burning and microscope needed to figure out what fibers 'cause then that 
told you who was there." (see Appendix F4 for Barb's Interview Responses) When Barb 
was asked what she struggled with the most, she explained, "My mom and I love mystery 
shows, but we couldn't figure out exactly how it happened. I couldn't think of a scenario, and 
so finally I just had to make up something and back it up 'cause we couldn't really think of 
any logical ways it might have happened. So, finally I just made up a scenario and backed it 
up with the labs, 'cause I was thinking at first he fell off the ladder but in the book nowhere it 
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had a ladder in it, so that was kind of confusing." In fact, she stated that her most favorite 
part of this unit was '1ust trying to figure it out." In addition, she added, "I didn't like the 
paper 'cause it was really hard, but I like solving cases ... I'm thinking about being a forensic 
scientist when I grow up." 
Barb's comments suggest that because she enjoyed solving mysteries and 
participating in the forensics activities, she had written an essay with well-developed 
reasoning skills. 
Like Barb and Justin, Betsy also expressed her enjoyment of the unit during her 
interview. Betsy expressed that her favorite part of the unit was "doing all the little 
analyses." When asked whether the DNA demonstration could have been improved, she 
replied, "No ... everything was explanatory. I don't think anybody had a problem with it 
unless they didn't listen." In addition, she was asked how the fingerprint instructions could 
be improved and she responded, "I don't think it needs to be improved. As long as you just 
. pay attention and listen to the teacher's instructions, then it is pretty self-explanatory." 
Betsy, on the other hand, wrote a paper with lower reasoning skills. She mentioned 
during her interview that she struggled with understanding certain instructions from the 
scientists at Iowa State University. For instance, she stated that the hair fiber instructions 
given by the scientists at Iowa State were difficult because they were "giving us the 
instructions and they were using all these scientific names and utensils and we hadn't learned 
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about them. They were just being really scientific." When she was asked how this activity 
could have been improved in the future, she replied, "You really didn't know whose hair it 
was until the middle of the activity so I guess they could have told us whose hair we were 
going to be looking at, because we didn't know if it was a dog or if it was a human' s hair 
until the very middle." Perhaps because some of the instructions were unclear to Betsy, she 
wrote an essay that demonstrated a medium level reasoning pattern. While some of the 
evidence was accurately supported in her essay, other pieces of evidence were incorrect (see 
Appendix FS for Betsy's Interview Responses). 
Each student's interview statements suggest that several factors can have an influence 
on a person's reasoning skills. In some situations, children may perform higher in reasoning 
ability if they are enthused and understand a topic that is being discussed in class. If a 
student enjoys the writing task assigned, then that individual is more likely to spend time on 
that performance. For those students who struggle with problem solving, possibly this may 
be due to the type of instruction they are getting in the classroom. If teachers plan a 
curriculum with scientific investigation that meets students' interests and understanding 
level, then those individuals are more likely to succeed at developing problem solving skills 
and learning the content better. 
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Part IV -- Discussion 
The main goal of education is to develop student thinking, reasoning, and problem-
solving skills, and therefore, the major emphasis of instruction is on the transfer of 
knowledge. Many opinions have been expressed about the appropriate type of instruction 
that actually promotes thinking. There is one point that most educators agree with, however -
students cannot develop their own thinking skills without participating in activities that allow 
them to be active learners. Science educators should design a curriculum that includes 
investigation, where students actually become engaged in thinking about science content 
rather than just merely participating in physical or manipulative activities. Instructional 
activities must encourage students to make use of their own: thinking processes so that new 
scientific ideas can be absorbed and constructed. The thinking processes must lead students 
to create links that connect their procedural and conceptual understanding. Grounding 
laboratory activities in real-world situations that are meaningful to students can promote 
effective thinking and reflection. 
Other tasks, such ·as heuristically guided writing and group discussion or 
argumentation, can also be used to enhance students' learning. More recently, research has 
suggested that planning a curriculum that integrates fieldwork, laboratory investigation, 
writing heuristics, discussion, and argumentation in the solution of a meaningful problem can 
facilitate learning. 
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For this study, the forensic science unit at Parkview Middle School was developed 
not only to ground the l~arning of anatomy and physiology, but also to integrate the study of 
the human body into a real-world situation. One research question addressed by this study 
was, "What types of scientific reasoning patterns do students demonstrate in the essays they 
have written?" 
One interesting result was that the seventh grade students wrote an essay that was 
classified into one of eight reasoning pattern groups. The essays varied from lack of a 
conclusion with only lab results mentioned to a well-supported conclusion with strong 
reasoning skills demonstrated. The large variation in students' reasoning patterns may have 
been a result of numerous factors. 
For instance, "not enough time" was the major concern expressed on student surveys 
and during the interviews. Several students mentioned to their teacher that they would have 
perhaps written a better paper if they had been given a little more time to thoroughly sort 
through all the evidence and analyze the crime events. Other students, in addition, added that 
the time allotted for the laboratory activities was not sufficient and they were unable to finish 
the task, therefore preventing them from measuring and recording their data accurately. In 
either case, without the appropriate time allowance to examine the evidence, students did not 
have the opportunity to gather their data in order to form a conclusion about the case. 
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Because the forensics unit occurred during the second semester of the school year, the 
teacher and students were unable to spend a lot of time on any particular activity. In 
addition, towards the end of the unit, the classes were learning the material at a somewhat 
rapid speed. For those students with a high intelligence level and who performed well 
academically, leariling the scientific concepts was a fairly easy task to accomplish. On· the 
other hand, for those students who struggled academically, learning the content at the same 
pace [as the other students] was rather difficult for them. 
Another factor that possibly accounted for the differences in reasoning patterns is that 
some demonstrations were performed in class as opposed to hands-on experiences. During 
the interviews, some students mentioned that they would have preferred to have the 
opportunity to actually get interactive in the lab. For a few others, the placement of the 
equipment in the room prevented them from seeing the actual demonstration performed by 
the teacher .. The television screen, for instance, was placed in the classroom in a location 
where not everybody could completely see the samples on display, furthermore, some 
demonstrations were not understood by everybody. Perhaps, this lab would have been more 
effective if hands-on experiments could have replaced these demonstrations. Utilizing the 
appropriate types of equipment for various activities and organizing the room in a way that 
everyone has an equal opportunity to learn is, of course, desirable. 
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In some situations, however, teachers are limited on the types of activities they plan 
because resources may not always be available, either due to high costs of equipment or 
merely the lack of supplies. For instance, the DNA test was performed as a demonstration in 
class rather than a hands-on activity because it was too expensive to provide the plasma (the 
fa.Ke saliva) and an electrophoresis box for each group. In fact, the equipment and supplies 
used in this demonstration were borrowed from the Department of Biotechnology at Iowa 
State University. One student suggested, however, that the teacher should have allowed a 
responsible student to come up and perform the demonstration for the class. 
For other students, the activities should have been performed in a location that was 
suitable for external conditions. The blood drop analysis, for instance, was performed 
outside on a day when the wind was blowing excessively. Students expressed that their 
papers were blowing a lot in the wind and the "blood" was not forming an accurate type of 
droplet on their paper. In fact, many students held their papers tightly on the surface of the 
ground to prevent them from blowing away. Students mentioned that this activity should 
have been performed inside. The weather, however, can be unpredictable, and setting up the 
laboratory equipment can take a lot of effort, and therefore can not be dismantled and moved 
easily to another location for minor weather conditions. 
Some other possibilities for the various reasoning patterns could be that students did 
not comprehend instructions for the assignment. Approximately one week before the essay 
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was due, students were given a rubric that listed their expectations on the assignment. The 
teacher also explained the type of essay that students should write and she answered any 
questions for clarity. For those students who were absent on the day the instructions were 
given, they did not hear the questions asked by others in class. These students, therefore, 
may have misunderstood the writing assignment and did not develop a well-supported theory 
in the form of a scenario [as they were asked to do] because they interpreted the instructions 
differently than the others in the class. 
. Some students, on the other hand, may have ~ritten an essay displaying a lower 
reasoning pattern simply because of their lack of effort they applied towards the assignment. 
For example, a student who normally has high reasoning skills may have written a paper with 
a lower reasoning pattern because there was little effort put into the assignment. This student 
may have disliked the writing task (or writing altogether) or the individual may have 
procrastinated on the paper and did not invest enough time to analyze the data accurately, and 
furthermore, did not provide effort into forming a conclusion about the case. 
To determine whether there were any relationships between the students' 
performances on the forensics activities in the unit and the patterns of reasoning displayed in 
their essays, their laboratory manuals were scored for correct answers. Surprisingly, the 
results indicated that there was no correlation between reasoning pattern and performances 
on the lab activities. These results were, of course, much different than the teacher's 
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expectations; after all, scores on the laboratory worksheets should have influenced how a 
particular student defended his or her theory. If data were recorded and analyzed correctly, 
then obviously the results should have been written into the final conclusion of their papers. 
There were three labs, however (crime scene sketch, DNA test, and Ink Chromatography) 
that did indicate a significance between their scores and level of reasoning pattern. While 
students in the higher pattern groups scored higher than those in the lower pattern groups on 
the crime scene sketches, the reverse was true on the other two activities. The score given 
for each of these three lab tests was based solely on effort and completion and possibly could 
have been the reason for the significant differences. In general, however, the data from all 
laboratory worksheet scores suggest that there was no strong relationship between students' 
reasoning patterns in their essays and their performances on the activities. 
To answer the question, "Do students better learn and understand the content of the 
anatomy and physiology of the human body when that content is embedded in a forensic 
science unit?", the teacher wanted to compare test scores from students in the 2001 class 
(with the forensics unit) to those in the 1998 class (without the unit). Oddly enough, the test 
scores from the 2001 classes did not show significantly higher scores than·those from the 
1998 classes, indicating that student achievement did not change when the forensics unit was 
integrated into the study of the human body. 
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To determine the effectiveness of the forensics unit on reasoning patterns and content 
learning, student opinions were among the most important data gathered in this study because 
the teacher was allowed to assess and determine the best ways to change or improve her 
science curriculum and methods of teaching. A few students expressed that they liked 
participating in this unit because they enjoyed watching crime shows at home and finding out 
''who did it?" In several instances, students stated that they had seen similar lab procedures 
performed on television and they were aware of the various scientific techniques available 
for performing alternative lab tests, such as fingerprinting with powders rather than using 
super glue [as in this unit]. Students' enthusiasm and prior knowledge of criminal 
investigation, furthermore, allowed them to brainstorm other possible ways for gathering and 
analyzing data; hence, designing their own scientific investigation. 
Oddly enough, however, the results from the surveys and interviews suggest that 
students who were enthused, motivated, and attentive towards the forensics unit did not 
necessarily score higher in their reasoning skills than those who did not enjoy the unit, as 
previously predicted. For instance, although many students who strongly enjoyed the 
forensics unit demonstrated high reasoning skills, others wrote an essay showing lower 
reasoning skills; likewise, those who disliked the unit performed low in their essays while 
others performed high. 
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In order for educators to teach students to become problem solvers throughout their 
lives, they must develop units that involve student-led investigations where real-world 
situations are included in the curriculum. Other factors must be considered, however, when 
planning a similar forensics unit for future years. For example, teachers should remember 
that all learners must be accommodated for because of their varying ability levels and 
deficiencies, and therefore the appropriate amount of time should be scheduled for different 
activities to insure that students have the chance to analyze their data correctly. By asking 
students their opinions about different activities in the unit, the interview responses were 
some of the most valuable tools used in assessing the unit before planning to alter any 
activities for the following year. As corrections are made for next year, the same process will 
occur with the new group of students, including some improvements in the unit and student 
evaluations of the curriculum. This type of evaluation process will continue for a few years 
until the appropriate type of forensics unit is designed. As educators assess their own 
teaching styles each and every term, only improvements can be made so that each child will 
have the opportunity to perform a student-led investigation where they can become life-long 
problem solvers while learning the scientific content that is required in seventh grade Life 
Science class. 
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APPENDIX A -- LABORATORY MANUAL 
Al -- The Case of the Missing Millionaire 
Felix Navidad is a very wealthy Italian who owns a very luxurious mansion along the 
waters in Clear Lake, Iowa. He just recently purchased his new house and was so proud of 
the fineries, which includes eleven bedrooms, seven bathrooms, three kitchens, three living 
rooms, two recreation rooms, a dance hall, a sunporch, an indoor and outdoor pool, and a hot 
tub. This home is located in a very expensive neighborhood where most of the residents are 
either businessmen or have appeared in movies. Felix was in the process of renovating his 
new mansion by adding an art studio and a music hall when he decided to throw a weekend 
party for four of his closest friends on Saturday, August 5, 2000. Felix considered these 
people to be his best friends, however none of them liked him very much, and they probably 
only accepted the invitation because he had recently announced that they were all named 
equally in his will. 
The first guest to arrive, Alfredo Fettuccini, says that when he entered the mansion at 
approximately 3:00 PM, he found Felix's body lying in the kitchen. Immediately he went out 
onto the front porch to yell for help when he saw that the other three guests were coming up 
the driveway. They each began running to the scene. 
As soon as the others entered the kitchen and saw Felix lying motionless, they took 
action. Gene Poole, one of the guests, hustled to the telephone to call 911, while Vera Cruise 
and Kendra Goode began doing CPR. As soon as the police arrived, they examined the site 
around Felix's body and found that there were no external injuries, other than a few small 
marks (which appeared as those from teeth) on his right leg. There was a small amount of 
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clear liquid that was dripping from the wounds. No blood was on the victim's body, but there 
was some red dried up matter on the tile floor. 
Felix's body was taken to the morgue for examination, however the body disappeared 
before a complete autopsy could be performed. Fortunately, before Felix disappeared, police 
officers and criminal investigators had taken photographs of the crime scene, and evidence 
had been collected. They were also fortunate to take x-rays of the bones of the victim. 
Because each guest was present in that general vicinity at the time of Felix's murder, 
they are all considered suspects in this case. Each suspect was taken to the police station and 
asked questions regarding their knowledge of the case. 
Our task is to help these investigators determine how Felix died. Some people in 
town feel that Felix is not really dead, but staged the crime for his own reasons. Sue Wisely, 
next-door neighbor of Felix, says that she thinks she saw him buying a ticket at the local bus 
depot the night that he was found dead. These speculations have not yet been confirmed. 
The task of solving this crime now rests in the hands of detectives, forensic scientists, 
and us to analyze any physical evidence that has been collected. We will examine it 
thoroughly, and perform several lab tests so that we can help draw a conclusion of how Felix 
came to his bitter end, if indeed he did. 
The Iowa Department of Criminal Investigation (DCI) needs our help to solve this 
mystery, and as forensic scientist trainees, our job will be to use any knowledge of laboratory 
techniques to assist them in solving this case. 
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A2 - Information on the Skeletal System 
·Archaeologists.can tell a lot about a dead person's life by looking at all or part of 
the skeleton. (See Figures 28 A and B.) That is why archaeologists are sometimes asked 
to assist in solving crimes that occurred in the past. Because of their expenise with 
skeletal remain5, they cari often help identify the remains of people. who have been dead 
for a long time. Many times they can determine age, sex, and some information about 
that individual's lifestyle. 
Cartilage Before Bone 
Most of the bones in humans develop from masses of canilage that resemble the bones 
they will become. The canilage in bone is gradually replaced with true bone. As long 
as cartilage is present in a bone, that bone can continue to grow. As people grow, their 
. bones get longer and thicker. That is why an X-ray of a young person's wrist can help 
his or her physician decide if growth has stopped. If cartilage can be seen at the ends 
of the bones,· there will be further growth; if no cartilage is present, the child has 
reached full stature. · · 
Growing and Chan~ng 
All during life, minerals·are deposjted and removed from bone. During childhood and 
adolescence, the deposit of minerals occurs faster than mineral loss; therefore, bones 
grow. The average female grows until 18 years of age. In males, growth continues to 20 
or 21 years. Between the years of 18 and 35, there is a balance of mineral deposit and 
loss, so bones stay constant in size. After age 35, bone loss exceeds bone gain. 
In human adults, the ends of rib bones gradually change shape over the years. The 
sternal ends are rounded in young adults .. These bones become cup-shaped and jagged 
with increasing age. 
Pelvic Girdle Changes 
In youth, the pelvic girdle consists of three bones: ilium, ischium, and pubis. These 
eventually fuse to form the pelvic girdle _in adults. The pelvic girdle serves as an area of 
attachment for bones.and muscles of the legs. J:emales have wider pelvises than males, 
This additional width is necessary for childbearing and childbirth. In females, the pubic 
arch is wide, and the bones are lighter and smoother. (See Figure 29.) 
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FEMALE MALF 
A3m ~ q, The pelvic girdle of a female is wider than that of a male. The female pubic arch is wider. and 
the bones arc lighter and smoother. 
Male or Female? 
When examining a skeleton, farer.sic archaeologists can determine its sex by examin-
ing the pelvic girdle and several other factors: 
a. The female skull is rounder and smaller than the male's. The female forehead is 
longer vertically, and the jaw is smaller. 
b. The female sacrum is wider and shorter than the male's. 
c. In a female, the coccyx (or tail bone) is more moveable than in a male. 
Figure 30 shows a sacrum and a coccyx. 
F'i ~~"'!. ~~ The sacrum and coccyx. 
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... 
Skulls Grow 
The skulls of adolescents and children are quite different from those of adults. At binh, 
the skull is incompletely developed. The bones of a child'.s head are not fused toged1-
er as they are in adults. Instead, they are separated by membranous areas called 
fontanelles or soft spots. These fontanelles allow some movement between bones, so 
d1at the developing skull can be partially compressed and therefore able to change 
shape slightly. The compressibility of the skull enables an infant to pass through the 
birth canal. As a child grows, these bones slowly grow together and eventually fuse. 
Bones Tell a Story 
To determine if a person was righ~- or left-handed, an archaeologist compares the size 
of the bones in each arm. Bones in limbs that are used a lot are larger than bones in 
limbs that receive little use. Similarly, loss of use of a limb can cause the bones in that 
limb to be small. Injuries and disease are also reflected in bones. Breaks and fractures 
are generally easy to find. Degenerative bone and joint diseases, such as arthritis and 
osteoporosis, can be seen in skeletal remains. 
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Archaeologists are trained to study the remains of human cultures from the distant 
past. Sometimes this training is helpful in reconstructing events from the recent past. 
For example, an archaeologist played an important role in determining what, if any, 
war crimes had been committed in the Ukraine in 1942. Rumors of mass murders had 
circulated among survivors for SO years. In 1992, charges were hrought to the 
Australian War Crimes Prosecutors against the Germans, stating that thousands of 
innocent men, women, and children had been shot and buried in an area of the 
Ukraine called Semiki. 
The Attorney General's Department wanted to prosecute the Germans for this 
alleged crime. They knew that there were two types of defense the Germans might use: 
(1) that the wrong person or persons had been charged with the crime, and (2) that the 
alleged events were imagined. An archaeologist was recruited to make sure that the sec-
ond type of defense would not be a possibility. 
Finding an Unmarked, 50-Year-Old Grave 
First, the archaeologist and his team explored the Semiki area on foot, looking for evi-
dence of a large, SO-year-old grave. They were fortunate in finding an area where there 
was a definite change in the color and texture of the soil. They were able to determine 
the boundaries of the mass grave by the fill dirt that had been placed in i~. The grave 
was 40 meters long and S meters wide. 
Soldiers helped the archaeologist by removing the top two meters of soil with bull-
dozers. Then, the scientist anp soldiers worked together to take dirt ·out of the grave, 
one shovelful at a time. When bodies were exposed, they finished removing dirt from 
around them with paintbrushes. The task of uncovering the bodies required five weeks 
of backbreaking work. 
Assembling the Puzzle 
By the time they had explored the entire grave, 550 skulls had been found and the 
archaeologist had a good idea about what had happened in this field SO years earlier. 
He found that most of the skeletons were those of women and children. There were a 
few old men there also. He believes that all of the adults had been herded into the grave 
and told to lie down, face down, with their hands clasped behind their heads. Most of 
the victims had been shot, and their skulls showed entry and exit bullet wounds. A few 
had been clubbed to death. 
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Dirt had been thrown over the bodies of these adults, then the children were 
marched into the mass grave and killed in a similar manner. jewelry and clothing had 
been stripped from all of the prisoners by the German soldiers as they entered the 
grave. Articles of clothing that the soldiers did not want were thrown on top of the 
dead children. 
Testimony 
At the trial, this archaeologist testified that the rumors of mass murder were true and 
accurate. He explained that fir trees had been planted on top of the grave filling. The 
fir trees grew in neat, parallel rows and were clearly part of a plantation. By removing 
some of the trees and counting their growth rings, the archaeologist could show that 
the killings occurred during a period of time that agreed with the rumors. Because of 
his expert work, the court found that a war crime had been committed. 
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Determining the time when a crime occurred is vital to a criminal investigation. 
Archaeologists are often used to assist crime scene investigators when a crime occurred 
in the past. 
Detectives of the Past 
Field archaeologists are often called "detectives of the past." They use. their skills to 
help unearth evidence, remove it from the ground, and interpret the clues they find. A 
field archaeologist uses his or her skills to reconstruct the past. 
Archaeologists can work with chemists to determine such things as the sex and age 
of skeletal remains, diseases the victim had suffered in the past, age of victim at death, 
and the age of the skeletal remains. This information can then be compared to missing 
person records from long ago to help determine the identity of human remains. 
Dating Skeletons 
Usually. scientists try to determine the age of human skeletal remains. One method 
used to date the age of skeletal remains is the Carbon 14 method. Carbon is an element 
found in all living things. Carbon 14 is an isotope of carbon. Isotopes are atoms with 
the same number of protons, but different numbers of neutrons. 
Carbon 14 dating can be 
used to find the ages of once-liv-
ing things because all ,organisms 
absorb Carbon 14 when they are 
alive. Once an organism dies, its 
body begins to lose Carbon 14 at a 
fixed rate. Scientists can measure 
the amount of Carbon 14 remain-
ing in a skeleton to determine the 
date the person died. 
Forensic scientists and 
archaeologists of ten form teams to 
help identify missing persons. 
They work with complete skeletal 
remains or small quantities of 
remains such as bone and tooth 
fragments. Archaeologists have 
even been called in to help solve 
the mystery of individuals mur-
dered in war crimes of the past. 
--
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Specially trained scientists can identify people by their skeletal remains. If the entire 
skeleton cannot be located, scientists can use individual bones, ·bone fragments, and 
teeth to identify an unfamiliar body. These scientists are called forensic anthropolo-
gists. 
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"Sherlock Bones" 
Forensic anthropology was established as a certified science by the FBI in the 1930s. 
These experts, s~ .. :etimes jokingly referred to as "Sherlock Bones," regularly use their 
understanding of the structure and function of the body in their work. Forensic anthro-
pologists prefer to work with complete skeletons, but often only have access to indi-
vidual bones or teeth. A complete skeleton can reveal a great deal about the once-living 
if!dividual: physical characteristics, health, lifestyle, habits, injuries, and even cause of 
death. 
When unidentified human bones are located, they are carefully packaged and sent 
to the laboratory of the forensic anthropologist. These experts attempt to develop a 
detailed bone and dental record from the remains. Size and shape of certain bones can 
indicate the age, sex, height, and build of an individual. The condition of the bones can 
also indicate diseases and general healt..i. oi the individual at the time of death. The 
forensic anthropologist carefully exarr.ines the bones and records all the information he 
or she can gather from a visual examination. Then X-rays are used to get a closer look 
at the condition of the bones. 
Head and Hips 
The sex of the unknown individual can oft~n be determined by viewing the cranium 
and pelvic bones. Length of arm and leg bones can be used to calculate the height of 
the human. Deviations in a bone, such as a lipping at the end of the upper leg bone, 
indicate that the individual may have been an elderly person with arthritis (inflamma-
tion of the joints). Indentations in teeth often indicate the presence of a dental filling at 
one time. A comparison of the location and shape of these fillings may eventually be 
matched to the dental records of an individual. 
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A3 - X-ray Lab 
Objective: Examine x-rays of the victim, identifying the bones present and anything that 












A4 -- Suspects' Statements during Interrogations 
Alfredo Fettuccini - "My name is Alfredo and I am a computer programmer. I saw Felix sitting on 
his back patio, so I joined him at about 11:00 AM. We each had a can of cola, but we poured them 
into cups to drink. At about 11 :30, I set down my cup of cola and went to the bathroom. This was 
about the time that the football game was starting on TV. I was gone to the bathroom for about 10 
minutes, but when I returned I saw that Felix looked a little pale. I wasn't too concerned because I 
knew that he had been under a lot of stress lately and always appeared that way. I looked at my 
watch and saw that it was almost noon so I quickly took off for home to eat lunch before returning 
for the party. Felix invited me to his 3:00 party, along with Gene Poule, Vera Cruise, and Kendra 
Goode. Apparently I was the first one to arrive so I opened Felix's door and walked to his kitchen; I 
didn't want him to be distracted from getting last minute things done. I was shocked when I saw that 
Felix was lying on the floor." 
• Alfredo was found the evening of August 5 with a cut on his left hand. 
• Alfredo was wearing a blue cotton shirt, white cotton shorts, and tennis shoes. 
• Alfredo had a black wet-erase marker in his pocket. He used it for his job. 
• Alfredo plays the guitar. 
• Alfredo has blood type 0. 
Alfredo's signature: 
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Vera Cruise - "My name is Vera and I am a chemist. The lake near Felix's house is so 
beautiful so I decided to get some fresh air that day by going for a 2:00 walk before his 
party. Since I had just come from my lab at 1:30, I needed a break from the unventilated 
room. At about 2:30 I ran into Gene Poule who had been walking his dog since noon. 
Since I had just come from work, I was still wearing my grubby clothes. Can you believe 
how embarrassed I was to run into a friend, looking so tacky with chemical stains all over 
me? I didn't want to talk very long since I still had to go home and get changed before 
the party. I looked at my watch and saw that it was getting close to party time. I quickly 
ran home, got dressed and walked the four blocks to Felix's house. As I was coming 
down the street I ran into Gene again who was walking with Kendra Goode. As we were 
coming up the driveway, we heard Alfredo's yell and we ran to the scene to find that 
Felix was lying in the kitchen." 
• Vera's tennis shoes that she wore on the afternoon of August 5 had white powder. 
• Vera was wearing a blue wool sweater, white cotton skirt (with blue peace symbols all over), 
and white sandals. 
• Vera loves brown chocolate candy (her favorite kind is Mounds) 
• Vera has pierced ears. 
• Vera is a woman who believes in world peace. She wears many garments that designate 
peace. 
• Vera has blood type A. 
Vera's signature: 
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Gene Poule ·· "My name is Gene Poule and I am an office manager. I took my dog Sasha 
down to the beach for a walk at about 11:30 AM. I decided that we would walk a while over 
the lunch hour since I would eat plenty at the party that afternoon. At noon I took off my 
sandals and laid down in the sand and fell asleep with Sasha lying next to me. At about 2:00 
the sun started beating down and I woke up to continue our walk. Around 2: 15 or so I ran 
into Vera who was also going for a walk along the lakeshore. She seemed kinda nervous 
about something and looked like she was in a hurry to go. We both parted and then I went 
home so I could meet Kendra before the party. I walked to her house at about 2:45 and then 
we both went to Felix's. As we were walking down the street, we saw Vera walking on the 
opposite side. She sure looked a lot cleaner than when I saw her earlier in the day. Kendra 
and I crossed the street and the three of us walked there together. As soon as we heard 
Alfredo's yell, we knew that something was serious. We ran into the house to find Felix 
lying on the floor. . . dead." 
• Gene's faithful dog, Sasha, always follows him and no one else. 
• Gene was wearing beach sandals, blue-jean shorts, and a white wool sweater 
on the day of Felix's disappearance. 
• Gene bad a black wet-erase marker in his pocket He uses it for his job. 
• Gene bas blood type B. 
• Gene's signature: 
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Kendra Goode - "I'm Kendra and I am an artist at 'Clear Lake's Paint Academy and Studio'. I 
had been painting canvas pictures since 6:00 in the morning and so I decided that I would leave 
work a little early and go home to freshen up before the party. At noon I left work because I 
splattered paint in my hair and all over my clothes when my palette slipped out of my hand. I 
felt that six hours was enough to paint on a Saturday so I should go home to get ready for the 
party. It dawned on me that I had broken a promise to Felix and I felt extremely guilty. I had 
promised him that I would help him decorate his house on Friday and paint a party sign to hang 
from his five-car garage. Before stopping home, I ran to Felix's house and rang the doorbell. I 
could see through the screen that Felix was sitting on his back porch drinking a cola by 
himself. Rather than wait for Felix to walk all the way to the front of the house to answer 
the door, I walked right in. I saw that Felix had partially decorated his home but had 
stopped to take a break. I continued to help him with the decorations. This was about 
12:30. We finished decorating at about 1:00 so I went home to take a shower and get 
cleaned up. About 1 :30 I heard a scream coming from his area of the neighborhood. I 
didn't get too worried because I thought it was just a bunch of kids playing. I turned on 
the football game and watched it until it was time for Gene to meet me for the party. This 
was about 2:45. When Gene showed up, we thought it would be a nice day to walk to 
Felix's for the party. We walked about three blocks. Along the way we saw Vera so we 
ran over to her so we could all walk there together. As we entered the driveway, Alfredo 
opened the door and was screaming 'help'. He looked very jittery and upset about 
something. We ran to the front door and I could see that Felix looked hurt. Little did I 
know that Felix was actually dead when I had just talked to him about two hours earlier." 
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Kendra Goode 
• Kendra's tennis shoes that she wore on August 5 had white powder. 
• Kendra was wearing a white cotton t-shirt, green cotton shorts, and tennis 
shoes. 
• Kendra bas pierced ears. 
• Kendra bas blood type O. 
• Kendra's signature: 
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Is There a Black Sheep in the Family? 
In sheep , the g~ne for white wool, W, is dominant over the gene for black wool, w. The 
sheep in the Pi generation produce the sheep in the Fi generation. F 1 sheep are the parents 
of sheep in the F 2 generation. See the drawings below. For each generation, write the genes 
for wool color. Alsq, color the sheep white or black according to genotype.· 
P, generation 
F1 generation 




What Color Is the Pod? 
Green (G) is the dominant color for pods of pea plants. Yellow (g) is recessive. 




2. Fill in the Punnett squares below to show the outcomes of the crosses. Next to each 
genotype, write the correct phenotype. 
a. GGxGg b. GGxgg 
c. GgxGg d. Ggxgg 
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A Quick Switch? 
In the maternity ward, Mrs. Bright and Mrs. Light shared a room. When they were 
ready to go home, Mrs. Bright insisted that she had been give~ the wrong baby. The babies 
looked very much alike, and unfortunately, no one could find a,, record of the babies' foot-
prints. Hospital officials told Mrs. Bright she was mistaken aqd sent her and the baby 
'home~ Mrs. Bright eventually asked the hospital to perform identification tests. Several 
weeks later, blood tests showed the following data. 
Mrs. Bright 
Mr. Bright 










I. What is Mrs. Bright's phenotype?--------------------
What possible genotypes can Mrs. Bright have?---------------
2. What is Mr. Bright's phenotype?-------------------~ 
What possible genotypes can Mr. Bright have?-------------
Using the Punnett square, show the possible blood genotypes of a child born to the Brights. 
3. What is Mrs. Light's phenotype?--------'--------------
What possible genotypes can Mrs. Light have?---------------
4. What is Mr. Light's phenotype? ____________________ _ 
What possible genotypes can Mr. Light have?----------------
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Using the Punnett squares, show possible blood genotypes of a child born to the Lights. 
5. Was there a mix-up of babies at the hospital? Explain.-------------
6. List the combinations of phenotypes in the parents that would result in a child with 
Group A blood. For example: AA x AA _________________ _ 
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Activity 
GENETIC CONDITIONS 
Each of your tiny chromosomes carries thousands of genes. These genes carry information 
that affects what you look like and how your body works. Thousands of genes are responsible for 
the many differences among human beings. For the most part, these differences just provide 
variety in people. · 
Once In awhile, however, a gene occurs that may cause a problem. Examples are the genes 
that cause cystic fibrosis, sickle-cell anemia, and Tay-Sachs. Do you know anything about these 
g"erietlc eoridltfoni? 
In this activity, you will read about people who have these conditions. Try to imagine what it 
would be like to be one of them. What questions would you have? How would you feel? 
Directions 
1. Work in small groups. Each group will work on one case history. 
2. Read the story. These are true stories. but the names have been changed. 
3. Write your answers to the Questions for Discussion below. Discuss your answers with the 
other students in your group. 
4. , When all ~he groups are finished. one or two students should summarize each case history 
for the Class. 
Questions for Dis~ussion 
Write your answers to the following questions. based on the case history you read. Discuss 
your answers with other students in your group. 
1. What is the name of the condition you read about? 
2. What are some of its characteristics? 
3. What treatment is available? 
4. Would it be possible for other children to catch the condition from someone who has it? 
5. Does it follow a dominant or a recessive pattern of inheritance? 
6. What would it be like to have this condition? 
7. Do all genetic differences cause medical problems? Explain your answer. 
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Case History 
"MY BROTH~R. B.J." 
My brother, B.J., has Tay-Sachs(TAY-SACKS).Thatmayn9tsoundtoo.bad.butwhenl 
found out that 8.J. had Tay-Sachs; it was the worst day of my life. 
Kids with Tay-Sachs die before they·re four years old. Q.J. is almost two now. I'm 
getting used to the idea that he's going to die, but it isn"t easy, ru explain what happened. 
My sister. Marcie, and I were really excited when B.J. was bOrn, I answered the phone 
when Dad called. He said, .. Steven. you've got the baby brother yqu wanted!"" Finally, a 
brother I · 
B.J. looked just like other babies. He was tiny and slept a lot at first. When he got 
hungry. he sure did scream! My friends would come over. and we'd make faces so 8.J. 
would laugh. He watched everything. He learned how to sit up before his older cousin did. 
When he started to crawl. we had to hide all kinds of things so he wouldn't put them in his 
mouth.· B.J. was lots of fun to have around. 
Then. B.J. started to change. We didn't notice it at first. But now, when I think back, I 
can remember how he was changing. One day I ran home to watch B.J. while Mom went to 
the store. The screen door slammed behind me. and B.J. jumped more than he usually did. 
He wasn't moving around as much as he used to. He wouldn't crawl, and he'd fall over 
when he was sitting up. It was like he was a little baby again. We were all getting worried 
because he wasn't smiling much anymore. And we had to be quiet. Every little noise would 
startle him. 
My parents took B.J. in for a check-up when he was eight months old. That was the day 
I learned those words-Tay·Sachs. The doctor told Mom and Dad that B.J. was born with 
Tay-Sachs. He said there was nothing we could do to help B.J. 
Nobody talked much that night. We kept looking at B.J. How could this happen to him? 
Tay-Sachs is a recessive genetic condition. No one knows why, but it's more common 
in Jewish people than in other people. Kids who have Tay-Sachs can't break down a certain 
kind of fat in their bodies. The fat has to be broken down before the body can use it. 
Because he has Tay-Sachs. B.J. doesn't have the enzyme he needs to break down that 
fat. He doesn"t have the gene that he needs to make the enzyme. Mom drew this picture 
when she explained it to me. The fat piles up in the brain cells. Finally. the brain cells die. 
:fn rnost people : 
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That is whafs happening to B.J. His brain cells are being destroyed Dad says there 
aren't.any pills that can help him. I asked about an operation. but that wouldn't help. either. 
In fact, there is nothing doctors can do to help B.J. 
Now, B.J. just lies still. lie won't look at me when I talk to him. Even Mar cm can't get 
him to smile. Mom doesn't think B.J. can see anymore He can't cal and we havo to lecd 
him with a tube. For awhile he was limp, but now he feels stiff. The doctor says it's go111g to 
get harder and harder to take care of him. Morn and Dad have looked for a hosJ.Jital that he 
can stay in. Sometimes I wish that he'd hurry up and die. When I feel like that. I get scared 
and I run in ·and hold him tightly. 
Marcie and I could be carriers for Tay-Sachs. That means that we could have one gene 
for Tay-Sachs. Mom and Dad are carriers. They each have one gene for Tay-Sachs. B.J. 
wasn't very lucky. He got a Tay-Sachs gene from Dad and one Jrom Mom. If a person has 
two tay-Sachs genes, that's when they're in trouble. 
A simple test will find out if Marcie and I are carriers. People at a clinic can take a little 
.of our blood and test it. The doctor said we probably would want to take the test when we're 
older. 
l wonder ... am I a carrier for Tay-Sachs? 
Case History 
.. JEFF. TOO? .. 
Janet Taft was very excited when her brother was born. She planned the games they 
would play. She decided which toys he could have. She even knew the kind of club house 
they would build. Like many four-year-olds, she didn't understand what a baby can and 
cannot.do. Janet had all kinds of questions. Where would the baby put his toothbrush? 
Would he have to take pills everyday? Would he have to do lung exercises? 
Her parents were asking some of the same questions. Would Jeff have to take pills and 
do special exercises· like Janet did7 
When Janet was born, she seemed very healthy. Janet was happy. She loved to be 
held and was alway$ hungry. But when she was about three months old, she started to 
cough. It wasn't a ~iii cough. It was just a little one that wouldn'tgoaway. Herpare.nts took 
her to the doctor tlJ find ot.it why she was coughing. 
At first, Dr. Fisk couldn't figure it out. 
He noticed that Janet was smaller than 
other babies her age. Mr. and Mrs. Taft 
explained that Janet was a good eater. She 
ate all of the time but didn't seem to gain 
weight. This wotried Dr. Fisk. What could 
be wrong? 
Theii Mr. Taft gave an important clue. 
He said that he and his wife noticed a salty 
taste when they kissed Janet. Now. Dr. 
Fisk had an idea what Janet might have. 
But first. he had to make some laboratory 
tests. 
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When the test results were back, the 
Tahs returned to Dr. Fisk's office. He told 
them that Janet had cystic fibrosis. They 
had heard of cystic fibrosis before but 
didn't know what it was. This is what the 
doctor told them: 
"Cystic fibrosis is a rec~ssive genetic 
condition. It is the most COfnmon genetic 
condition in white people. The ducts and 
glands in the bodies of people with cy~itic 
fibrosis do not work properly. For example, 
the sweat glands usually are affected. 
There is more loss of sweat than there 
should be. That's why Janet 'tastes salty.· 
"Another serious problem involves the lungs. All of the small air passages in the lungs 
become filled with fluid. Breathing becomes difficult. When Janet coughs, stie is trying to 
clear the fluid out of her lungs. 
"The glands in the digestive system often become clogged. when this happen$, 
enzymes needed for digestion can't get to the food. That's why Janet is not gaining weight. 
even though she eats all the time." 
Mr. and Mrs. Taft were very worried! 
Janet had breathing problems. she could 
not digest her food properly, and her body 
was losing too much salt. What could they 
do to help her7 
While the doctor talked, Janet played 
with her rattle and kicked her feet. The 
doctor explained what could be done for 
her: 
"At this time, we have no cure for 
cystic fibrosis. Janet will have to take 
many kinds of pills. She will need 
antibiotics to help her body fight 
infections. She'll need enzyme tablets to 
break· down her food so she can gain 
weight and grow. Daily vitamins will 
supply some of the nutri~nts her body 
can't get from her food. · 
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"And you will have lo keep her lungs free of 
fluid. This means you will have lo pound gently 
on her chest to help her cough up the fluid. Tilis 
Is a kind of exercise. 
"She'll always have a slight i::ough. Try not 
to worry about the cough too much." 
All of this happened four years ago. Janot 
has been taking her pllls each day. Her parents 
have been helping to keep her lungs cloar of 
fluld. She has been a happy little glrl. 
Jariel kriows she can't run as much as 
other children or play rough games. But, In 
mosl wayi, she ls Just Ilka othor four.year-olds. 
Janel loves peanut·butler sandwiches, 
chocolate milk, and cookies. She doesn't llke 
to go to bed, and she watches "Sesame 
Street" every afternoon. But right now, she 
doesn't care about televlslon or food. She 
wants to see her baby brother, Jell. 
Jeff haa been taking a nap for almost two 
hours. Janet keeps tiptoeing into his room to 
see If he's awake. Jell looks very healthy. Mr. 
and Mrs. Taft have been talking about Jeff's 
future. The doctor told them that cystic 
fibrosis was a genetic condition. Now, they 
want to know, does Jeff have cystic fibrosis, 
too? 
SWEAT GLANDS 
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Case History 
"JUST ASK JASON" 
Mary Fulcher 1s 13 years old She 1s in 1he seventh grade at Lindbergh Avenue Middle 
School in S1 Louis. Mary·s teachers know her as an excellent student with many interests. 
She 1s 111 1he Ma1h Club. plays on the school's volleyball team. and is learning to play the 
flu le 
Many of Mary·s teachers remember her older brother. Mark. Mark is almost 19 now. 
He is 111s1 finishing his freshman year at UCLA in California. Mark's interests were ii bit 
d1fferen1 f1om Mary·s. but he was an excellent student, also. Like Mary. Mark was well liked 
and re~.pec1ect hy his classmates. 
None of Ille teachers ever knew that Mark had sickle-cell trait. They do not know that 
Mary has 11. e11her In fact. no one would ever know unless Mary or Mark chose to tell them. 
S1ckle·cell 1ra11 1s not a disease. And it does nol make you sick. People with sickle-cell 
trait have one gene for sickle-cell anemia. not two . .ll.nd the sickle-cell gene 1s recessive. 
People w•lh only one sickle-cell gene do not have sickle-cell anemia. 
Mary. Mark. and their paren1s are worried aboul Jason. Jason is the youngest of the 
Fulcher cl11ldren He will sta1 t sixth grade next year. And he will go to Lindbergh Avenue 
Middle School with Mary Jason will meet a whole new group of students These students 
will ask why Jason is so small_ why he gels tired so easily, and why his arms and legs 
sornet1111es hurl 
Jason has sickle-cell anemia He inherited genes for sickle cell from both parents. 
M;iry and Milfk each inherited only one gene for sickle cell. That is why they have sickle-
cell trait And that is why Mark and Mary do nol have the medical problems that Jason 
sometimes has 
S1ckle-cell 1<a1t and sickle -cell anemia are genetic cond111ons thal are mos! common in 
Black people Aho111 one out of every ten Blacks in the Untied States has the gene for sickle-
cell 1ra11 Ahoul one 0111 ol 500 Blaci-. Americans !las sickle-cell anemia. Sickle-cell trait and 
sickle-cell anemia also are found in people from Italy, Sicily, Greece, Turkey. and other 
coun1r1es around tlie Mediterranean Sea. 
fhe Y•!llC! for sickle cell affects lhe red blood cells. which carry oxygen to all parts ol 1he 
body r he red lllou<I cells contain a substance called hemoglobin. Hemoglobm helps 1he cell 
carry oxygen When 1he hemoglobin in the red blood cells is normal. the cells are round. 
They can bend easily The er.tis can move easily through !he small blood vessels. The sickle-
cell gene causes a change in the hemoglobin. This change can CiJuse tha red blood culls 10 
cl1anu(! sliupn Tlioy look liko ii fiirmur's sicklo. In 11tie; fur 111, r ud blood i:olls are Sltfl. I fwy 
1;,11111111 11111vu ui1:orly 11tro11uh thu hlood vossulu in tho holly . 
•• • • ~- ~ "-' ,.,, • r--- 'l • • • '- , ....k.] • • ·' • ~ ~ .... ( \ • "' • • • • _,..., ~ ( '\ ~" 
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Pt!Oplt• Vlllh sick It! .•. di 1raat. like M;u k .111.t r ,1.,, \". . ..• . . .. . , .. " . ·•.• 
hloo~ But they have enough regular hemoglobm tu k1~eJJ 11t.•111 '""" l1.1·,11a1 :11•:ihcai 
prob1erns People w11h sickle-cell anemia have 011ly -~H:kl•! hemu!Jlohrn 111 1I11•:1 tii. .. ,11 f v,. 11 
so. thev are not sick all the time. While some µeople wnh s11:kl•! c1dl <111e1111.1 Ji.iv•• 111.iriv 
medical problems. others have only a few 
Jason's parents first noticed 
something wrong when he was a baby. 
Jason's hands and feel wou!d swell up 
This was because the sickle cells plugged 
up t11e tiny blood vessels. Jason still has 
pains in his joints somewnes because the 
blood vessels get plugged. Jason takes 
aspirin to stop the pain. 
He also tires easily. because he has 
fewer red blood cells to carry oxygen Red 
blood cells in a person with sickle·cell 
anemia live for only about 15 days Normal 
red blood cells last for about 120 days 
This doesn't mean that Jason can't do 
things other students do. He takes gym 
class and plays just as hard as the other 
students do. He knows when he·s had 
enough, and he rests when he needs 10. 
Jason's anemia has slowed his growth He 1s a I.Ht smaller titan mosl of tit•! s1ude111s 111 
the class. But Jason is just as smart as anyone else 111 the class In lac!. !le um expla111 wlty 
he has occasional problems to anyone who 1s interested Jason hkes 10 flavt~ peupie .i!.k 
him directly about his condition. Then he can give tiler lhe right 111iorrnat1on And maybe 
they won't make up answers of their own or make fun oi hun because 1hey dun 1 know whal 
the real problem is. 
Jason is a little worried. He is go111g to a new school. The students and te;icl1ers 111ay 
not know lnuch abodl sickle-cell anemia. Like all of us. he wants tu feel like pan of the 
group. Jason hopes that the people at his new school will understand that he rf:illly is nu 
different from anyone else. 
Going Further 
1. Ask your te<:cher for illustrations showing dominant. recessive. and X-l111ked patterns cf 
inheritance. Discuss and practice drawing the patterns 
2. look in a genetics book for information about some other genetic cond111011 Find out how 
often the condition happens. How is it inherited? Can the condition be treated? Whal are 1he 
symptoms? Some of the conditions you might look up are hemophilia. phe11ylketonur1a 
(PKU), and galactosemia. 
3. Females are not usually affected by X-linked recessive conditions What would 1he 11101t1e1 ·s 
genes have to be in order for a daughter to be affected? 
4. Get information about genetic counseling from your teacher and consider tl1e reasons for 11 
Do you think it is a good idea for people to get genetic counseling7 
5. If you wish. write for forms for keeping your own family medical history You can reques1 
these forms from the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation Ask ;11 lioml~ 11 anyone 
would like to do such a family history 
Self Quiz 
Why is it important to learn that some medical problems are due to hercduy7 
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DNA EXTRACTION FROM KIWI 
Prepared by the Office of Biotechnology, Iowa State University 
INTRODUCTION 
DNA is present in the cells of all living organisms. This procedure uses household 
equipment and store supplies to extract DNA from kiwi in sufficient quantity to be seen 
and spooled. 
MATERIALS 
two 5 oz plastic cups 
1 set of measuring spoons 
plastic knife for cutting kiwi 
plastic spoon for mixing and mashing kiwi 
#2 cone coffee :fiher 
30 ml of distilled water 
clear-colored shampoo, such as Suave Daily Clarifying Shampoo 
Y2 of a kiwi 
table salt, either iodized or non-iodized 
1- plastic transfer pipettes of medicine dropper . 
one sealed test tube containing 95% ethanol (gram alcohol) 
laboratory instructions 
LAB INSTRUCTIONS 
The process of extracting DNA from a cell is the first step for many la~ratory 
procedures in biotechnology. The scientist must be able to separate DNA from the 
unwanted substances of the cell gently enough so that the DNA does not denature 
(broken up.) 
You will prepare a solution of kiwi treated with salt, distilled water and shampoo. 
The salt allows the DNA to precipitate out _of a col~ ~coho I solution The detergent 
breaks down the cell membrane by dissolving the lipids (fatty molecules) and proteins of 
the cell and disrupting the bonds that hold the cc~ membr~e together. The detergent 
then forms complexes with these lipids and protelllS. causmg them to precipitate out of 
solution. 
1. In one of the 5 oz cups, make a solution consisting of 1 teaspoon of shampoo and 
two pinches of table sah. Add distilled water to make a final volume of30 ml or 
approximately 1/3 the volume of the cup. Dissolve the salt and shampoo by 
stirring slowly to avoid foaming. 
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2. Using the plastic knife, peel and cut 1/2 of a kiwi into small pieces and add it to 
the solution from step 1. Mash the kiwi against the side of the cup with the back 
of the spoon for 10 minutes. 
(The detergent dissolves the lipids that hold the cell membranes together, which 
releases the DNA into the solution. The detergent, combined with the heat 
treatment used in step 3, causes lipid and proteins to precipitate out of the 
solution, leaving the DNA. The salt enables the DNA strands to come together.) 
3. While one member of your group mashes the kiwi, another member will place a 
#2 cone coffee fiher inside the second 5 oz plastic cup. Fold the coffee fiher's 
edge around the cup so that the filter does not touch the bottom of the cup. 
4. Filter the mixture by pouring it into the filter and letting the solution drain for 
several minutes until there is approximately 5 ml (covers the bottom of the cup) of 
filtrate to test. 
5. Obtain a test tube of cold alcohol For best results, the alcohol should be as cold 
as possible. 
6. Fill the plastic pipette with kiwi solution and add it to the alcohol 
(DNA is not soluble in alcohol. When alcohol is added to the mixture, the 
components of the mixture, except for DNA, stay in solution while the DNA 
precipitates out into the alcohol layer.) 
6. Let the solution sit for 2 to 3 minutes without disturbing it. It is important not to 
shake the test tube. You can watch the white DNA precipitate out into the alcohol 
layer. When good results are obtained, there will be enough DNA to spool on to a 
glass rod, or using a Pasteur pipette that bas been heated at the tip to form a hook, 
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Jelly Genes 
Student Activity 
You are to construct a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, using four different sets of instructions. 
The peanut butter and jelly sandwich represents the nonnal genetic code of the organism. 
Procedure: 
1. Select one member of your group to be the reader, another to be a recorder, and still another 
to gather materials and equipment for the lab. 
2. The materials and equipment student should gather the necessary supplies, while the reader 
pre-reads each of the four directions for the activity and the recorder reviews the 
questions to be answered and observations to be made. 
3. Once all the materials and group members are ready, the reader should read the directions 
labeled Normal aloud. Each group member will build the sandwich according to the 
directions. You are to follow the directions exactly as they are read to you. 
4. Next, each group member should build the sandwich according to the directions labeled 
Deletion. 
5. Repeat step 5 for the instructions labeled Addition/Duplication, and Positional Mutation .. 
6. Answer the questions at the end of each of the exercises and record your observations. 
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NORMAL 
The reader should read the following instructions to the other members of the group. Each 
member should follow the instructions exactly as they are given to you. 
Open the bag ofbread (crackers). 
Remove two slices of bread. 
Close the bread bag. 
Open the jar of jelly. 
Pick up a knife to use as a spreader. 
Spread jelly on the bread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down. 
Close the jelly jar. 
Open the jar of peanut butter. 
Pick up a knife to use as a spreader. 
Spread peanut butter over the jelly you just spread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down. 
Close the peanut butter jar. 
Pick up the clean slice of bread. 
Put it on the peanut butter. 
Questions: 
Is tl\is a peanut butter and jelly sandwich? Why or why not? 
Would you eat this sandwich? 
Did a-mutation occur in making this sandwich? 
If so, was it a lethal (can not eat it) or non-lethal (can eat it) mutation? 
Where did the mutation occur in the instructions? 
Compare the appearance of the sandwich to what you would normally call a peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich. 
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DELETION 
The reader should read the following instructions to the other members of the group. Each 
member should follow the instructions exactly as they are given to you. 
9pen the bag ofbread (crackers) . 
. Remove two slices of bread. 
aose the bread b~ 
Open the jar of jelly. 
Spread jelly on the bread. . 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down . 
Close the jelly jar. 
Open the jar of peanut butter. 
Spread peanut butter over the jelly you just spread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down. 
Close the peanut butter jar. 
Pick up the clean slice of bread. 
Put it on the peanut butter. 
Que5tions: 
Is this a peanut butter and jelly sandwich? Why or why not? 
Would you eat this sandwich? 
Did a nuatation occur in making this sandwich? 
If so, was it a lethal (can not eat it or nolHetbal (can eat it) mutation? 
Where did the nuatation occur in the instructions? 
Compare the appearance of the sandwich to what you would normally caJ1 a peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich. 
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ADDmON/DUPLICATION 
The reader should read the following instructions to the other members of the group. Each 
member should follow the instructions exactly as they are given to you. 
Open the bag ofbread (crackers). 
Remove two slices of bread. 
Close the bread bag. 
Open the jar of jelly. 
Pick up a knife to use as a spreader. 
Spread jelly on the bread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader.down. 
Close the jelly jar. 
Open the jar of mustard. 
Pick up a knife to use as a spreader. 
Spread mustard over the jelly you just spread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down. 
Close the mustard jar. 
Open the jar of peanut butter. 
Pick up a knife to use as a spreader. 
Spread peanut butter over the jelly you just spread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down. 
Close the peanut butter jar. 
Pick up the clean slice of bread. 
Put it on the peanut butter. 
Questions: 
Is this a peanut butter and jelly sandwich? Why or why not? 
Would you eat this sandwich? 
Did a mutation occur in making this sandwich? 
If so, was it a lethal (can not eat it) or non-lethal (can eat it) mutation? 
Where did the mutation occur in the instructions? 
Compare the appearance of the sandwich to what you would normally call a peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich. 
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POSffiONAL MUTATION 
The reader should read the following instructions to the other members of the group. Each 
member should follow the instructions exactly as they are given to you. 
Open the bag ofbread (crackers). 
Remove two slices of bread. 
Close the bread bag. 
Open the jar of jelly. 
Pick up a knife to use as a spreader. 
Spread jelly on the bread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down . 
Close the jelly jar. 
Open the jar. of mustard. 
Pick up a knife to use as a spreader. 
Spread mustard over the jelly you just spread. 
Wipe your spreader with a napkin. 
Put your spreader down. 
Close the mustard jar. 
Pick up the clean slice of bread. 
Put it on the peanut butter. 
Questions: 
Is this a peanut butter and jelly sandwich? Why or why not? 
Would you eat this sandwich? 
Did a mutation occur in making this sandwich? 
If so, was it a lethal (can not eat it) or non-lethal (can eat it) mutation? 
Where did the mutation occur in the instructions? 
Compare the appearance of the sandwich to what you would normally call a peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich. 
Analysis: 
Which one of the instructions simulates what scientists believe happens to hemoglobin to cause 
sickle cell anemia. 
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81..SaDit.J·• Hi.tTrJ1t.•s --
eHtt.'*'Alt.>MtAPHY 
At crime scenes. investigators often find unknown materials th<ll necd to he idrntilkd. 
If .an unknown material is a mixture, an ill\'('Stigator may want lo know one of two 
things ahout it: What arc the ingredients of tlw mixture? Is the mixture found at thl" 
scene the same as a known mixture? 
A mixture is a collection of two or more pure substances that arr physkally doo;t• 
together. You arc familiar with a variety of mixlllres. For example. a soft drink io; a mix-
ture of water, sugar, artificial colors, caffeine, and Ila vu rs. Or hrr mixtures include foods, 
drugs. cosmetics·. fuels, lubricants, and dyes. 
Blach Ink ls Colorful 
You may not realize it,'but black ink is a mixture of several different colors. If you douht 
this, write your name on a paper napkin with a black felt-tip pen. Dip the end of the 
napkin in water and watch the hlarl: ink separate into colors when the watrr reac.:hcc; 
it. This is a simple example of ink c.:hmrnatography. The rnlorctl pallern 1ha1 forms on 
the napkin is called a chromatograph. 
Chromatography is an ancient method of separating parts of a mixture. Thr wortl 
chromatography really means "color writing." The inks in modern pens arc made of a 
mixture of dyes. These inks show a variety of colors when a c;nlvent, such as water. pass-. 
es through them. 
~-... I 
TUI S MOLE<ulF 
OoE.S NOT MOV~ 
rµROuGff $OLVE~ff 
©THIS J'f\OLECULf (""V') 
y Moves A lOT 
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Color in Cliromatograms 
Diffcrelll types of water-soluble ink pens vary in Lhcir composition. Two <lilferenl 
bra .. 1<ls of pens will give two <lisimilar chromatograms. Therefore, if ink samples are 
taken from separate locations on a document that was written with one pen, all sam 
pies should produre the same chromatogram. By using chmmatogrnphy, forensic sd.-
l'lltists l'illl di:tl'l'minc whether a document contains two or more <lillercnt inks. One 
drnwhack of u~in~ ink chromalography in forensic science is that it destroys Lhc cvi-
tlt:ncc. The document under suspicion must have areas cul from it so the ink can he 
analyzed. 
All die Same 
In summ;ur. if an entire Jocumcm has been wriucn with Lhe same ink pen, then tests 
applied to <liffercm portions t>f the c.locumelll should produce the same results. If the 
chromatograms produced arc the same, the forensic scientist can assume the inks arc 
I he same. 
Diverse solvents can be use<l in ink d1romatugrnphy. For inks that arc water sol-
uble. water is the solvent of choice. For inks that are not soluble in water, methanol, 
ammonium hydroxide, ethanol, acetone, or hydrochloric acid can be used as solvents. 
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Objective: Analyze stains on a paper towel to determine whether they are from pens 
or another type of stain. 
1. Make a dot in the middle of the blank piece of paper towel with Alfredo's felt pen. 
2. On another piece of paper towel, make a dot with the brown food coloring. 
3. Label the strip with a pencil. 
4. Tape the strips to one pencil. Tape a strip from the mystery paper towel to another 
pencil. 
5. Set the pencils on two cups of water, so that the paper touches the water and starts 
climbing up the paper. 
6. Watch what happens when the water moved through the dots. 
/ 
7. See if the pen or the food coloring matches the "mystery" dot. Circle it on your data 
sheet. 
8. Let the paper towels dry overnight. 
9. Tape the papers to your data sheet. 
Does the "mystery" color streak match 
the pen or the food coloring? (Circle 
one) 
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The collection of evidence at a crime scene is very important to any criminal investiga-
tion. Once this evidence has been collected and packaged properly, it is transported to 
the crime lab. 
Crime labs frequently receive unknown substances taken from a crime scene. 
Experts in the crime lab have the task of determining the physical and chemical iden-
tity of these substances. Many times these mysterious substances are illegal drugs. 
The findings of the crime lab arc important in determining the guilt or innocence of 
a suspect. 
Give the Sample a Test 
In the case of determining the identity of 
an unknown substance, crime lab experts 
must use testing procedures that give 
characteristic results. These tests and 
their results must be established prior to 
the examination of the unknown sub-
stance. Once the tests are verified, they 
are recorded and used repeatedly to prove 
the identity of suspect substances. For 
example, if you want to determine if an 
unknown white powder is cocaine, you must have a previously established, positive test 
for cocaine. Then you can conduct this established test on an unknown white powder. 
The More the Merrier 
It is also important to perform more than one positive test on an unknown. Proper 
identification requires that you use enough different tests to rule out the possibility 
that the unknown may be any other substance. For example, a lab technician may be 
testing an unknown white powder to determine whether or not it is cocaine. To be 
thorough, this technician will run a series of tests on the powder. If all tests are posi-
tive for cocaine, then the technician feels certain that the results are correct. 
The forensic scientist in the crime lab must carefully perform each test on the 
unknown. Then test results must be precisely recorded. The results he or she gathers 
must be so exact that the identification is correct beyond any reasonable doubt. 
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Which one of the colas matches the one found at the scene? ----------
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Hair recovered at a crime scene can be valuable to forensic scientists. Therefore, crime 
scene technicians collect any hairs that they find and send them to the lab for analysis. 
Forensic scientists are familiar with hair structure and chemistry. 
Follicle Full 
Hair grows from follicles, or tiny pockets, in the skin (see Figure 24). The entire surface 
of a mammal is covered with thousands of these follicles. Located beside each follicle is 
a small muscle that can make the hair stand upright. A nerve connects the follicle to the 
brain; thats why it hurts to pull a hair out. A sebaceous gland in the wall of the follicle 
produces sebum, an oil that is essential for normal hair and skin. The entire length of a 
hair includes the root, which is embedded in the skin follicle, and extends the length of 
the shaft to the hair tip. 
Figure 24. Hair grows £rom follicles in the skin. 
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Your Sarles 
A h<iir is composed of three distinct layers: cuticle, cortex, and medulla (see Figure 25). 
The cuticle is the hard, outside covering that protects the inner layers of hair. It is made 
of overlapping scales pointing toward the tip. The scales are cells that have hardened 
and flattened. There are many different types and arrangements of cuticle scales, vary-
ing from loose, open scales to tight, firm scales. 
Cortex 
Cu+ i c J e 
Figure 25. Ha~r is made of three layers. 
Your Hair Color 
The cortex is made of cells within the cuticle. Seventy-five to 90 percent of a human 
hair is composed of cortex. These cells contain the pigments that give hair its color. 
Forensic scientists sometimes use color, shape, and distribution of pigment granules to 
tell the difference between hairs of two individuals. 
Medullary Patterns 
The medulla of a hair is made of cells that run through the center of the cortex like a 
canal. In humans, this is a very small layer. The medulla may not be a continuous canal: 
it can be interrupted, fragmented, or absent (see Figure 26). Forensic scientists deter-
mine the medullary index of a hair: the diameter of the medulla relative to the diame-
ter of the hair, expressed as a fraction. Humans have a medullary index of less than 1/3. 





fRAG-M£ N TED 
Figure 26. The medulla may be interrupted, continuous, fragmented, or absent. 
The shape or pattern of a hair's medulla can help scientists determine its source. 
In many animals, the medulla makes up most of the cortex. For example, in cats the 
medulla is arranged like a string of pearls. The medulla of deer hair consists of spheri-
cal cells that occupy the entire cortex. Dog hairs have a discontinuous medulla, while 
hairs of rabbits and mice have large, fragmented medullas (see Figure 27). 
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Hair Identification 
The fact that many humans treat their hair with color or other chemicals can help iden-
tify stray strands. Dye can be present in either the cuticle or the cortex of a hair. 
Bleaching removes the color from hair and gives it a yellow tint. The length of natural-
ly colored "roots" beneath a tinting job is a way of identifying the owner of a hair. Hair 
grows at the rate of one centimeter per month. 
Forensic scientists first determine whether a hair found at a crime scene is a 
human or animal hair. If it is human, they compare it with the hairs of suspects to see 
if they can make a match. To do this, scientists use comparison scopes so that hairs can 
be viewed side by side. If it is animal, they can of ten identify the animal species. 
If the hair under investigation is human, the part of the body from which it orig-
inated can usually be determined. Most of the scalp hairs on an individual are about the 
same diameter. These hairs grow much longer than hairs on the rest of the body. Beard 
hairs are coarse and have blunt tips from shaving. Pubic hairs are curly and short. 
A scientist can sometimes determine the race of a person from samples of his or 
her hair. Negroid hairs are very curly with densely packed, unevenly distributed gran-
ules. Caucasian hairs ate often straight or wavy with pigment that is more evenly dis-
tributed. In both Negroid and Caucasian hairs, the medulla is discontinuous or absent; 
however, people of Mongoloid population have a continuous medulla. 
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Objective: You will compare different types of hair under the 
microscope. You will analyze the medulla, cortex, and cuticle 
of several hair samples. 
1. Prepare a wet-mount slide of a piece of hair from Envelope A by: 
* placing a hair on the slide 
* adding a drop of water to the hair 
* covering the hair and water with a cover slip 
2. Examine the hair under low, medium, and high power. Draw what 
you see under medium or high power (whichever shows up better). 
Sample A Sample B Sample C Sample D Sample E. 
3. Determine the medu#laf'4 . ratio of each hc;ir by measuring the 
diameter of the medulla and the diameter of the hair. 
Express these 2 numbers as a fraction in the Data Table. 
4. Note the hair length, tip condition, and shape of root in the 
Data Table. 
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DATA TABLE 
Measurements and characteristics of hair samples A. B, C, D. E. 
Sample A Sample B Sample C Sample D Sample E 
Diameter of medulla 







Condition of root: 
Absent, rounded, 
tapered 
5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for hair samples in envelopes B, C, 
D, and E. 
Questions: 
1. Based on information in your sketches and in the Data Table, 
which hair sample(s) belong to the victim (Felix)? 
2. Based on information in your sketches and in the Data Table, 
which hair sample(s) belong to the suspect(s)? If so, to 
whom? 
3. How can you tell human hair from animal hair? 
4. Was any of the hair from another species? If so, what type 
of animal? 
5. When examining the hairs under the microscope, were the 
cuticle scales clearly visible? Describe their appearance. 
6. How can investigators use hair evidence to help solve a crime? 
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Objective: You will analyze fiber evidence to determine whose clothing the threads 
are from . 
. PMT.t: 
1. Put on your goggles. 
2. An adult will light the candle at your lab station. 
3. Take a thread with your tweezers from the envelope marked Sample A and hold 
one end of it in the flame. 
4. Watch how the thread bums (fast I slow, smooth I not smooth), and write it down on 
the Data Table below. 
·s. Look at the ashes and write down what they look like (black I grey, powdery I shiny) 
~n your data sheet. 
6. Repeat steps 2-5 for each of the other samples, in addition to doing these tests for 
those threads found at the crime scene. 
Data Table 
Burning Ashes 
fast/ slow smooth/not black/jt"!j rowrJery }4.in~ 









A12 - Continued 
PAM'11 
1. Now ... look at your threads under the light microscope. Examine them under low, 
medium, and high magnification. Sketch what you see. Note any pits or striations on 
the fiber. 







- - . ·.· 
Mystery 3 
- Questions: 
1 .. From the burning tests, which type of fiber is most similar to the unknown fibers 
taken from the victim? Describe the characteristics they have in common. 
2. From your observations of the fibers under the microscope, which type of fiber is 
most like the unknown fibers taken from the victim? Describe the similarities of these 
two fibers. 
3. Why might an investigator want to identify fibers from a crime scene? 
4. Which suspect do you believe committed the crime from this evidence? 
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)/J(Jr A e£LL cAN T!iU. ! 
DNA Ftll'61.Ft.iJtrit&o 
Since it came into use, DNA fingerprinting has cleared more than 2,000 suspects of false 
allegations. DNA fingerprinting is based on analyzing an individual's DNA, deoxyri-
bonucleic acid, a molecule which is found in almost every cell of one's body. DNA of all 
humans is similar, but it varies enough from one person to the next to give each person 
a unique DNA signature. 
The Cell's Plan 
The blueprint that nature uses to create every living thing is carried on DNA. This blue-
print exists in the nucleus of every cell in that individual, except for red blood cells, 
which do not contain nuclei. DNA in cells remains recognizable even after the death of 
that cell. For example, DNA from dinosaurs has been discovered that gives some infor-
mation about these long-extinct creatures. 
DNA Saved the Day 
DNA fingerprinting or profiling is a procedure that can determine whether or not a tis-
sue sample came from a particular individual, with 99% accuracy. That is why DNA 
testing is so useful in clearing individuals of certain accusations. For example, in 1985 
a 25-year-old suspect was convicted of raping and murdering a 9-year-old girl in 
Maryland. The suspect was sentenced to death. Before the sentence was passed, how-
ever, it was reversed for technical reasons, and the suspect was tried again. Once more 
the court found him guilty, but sentenced him to life in prison. In 1993, after spending 
9 years in jail, the suspect was released by an order of the governor. The state of 
Maryland admitted that they had made a mistake in convicting this man, and paid him 
$300,000 in restitution. This incredible turn of events was due to DNA testing. At the 
time of his trials, DNA testing was not widely available. However, the sperm taken from 
the victim had been preserved. Nine years later, investigators were able to take DNA from 
that sperm and compare it with the suspect's DNA. They found that it was not a match. 
Making the DNA Fingerprint 
To prepare someone's DNA fingerprint, cells are removed from that individual. The 
DNA is extracted from those cells, then cut into small pieces with restriction enzymes. 
Because everyone's DNA is different, restriction enzymes cut everyone's DNA into dif-
ferent sizes and numbers of pieces. By analyzing the DNA pieces, an investigator can 
distinguish one individual from another. 
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To look at these pieces, the DNA fragments are loaded onto a gel. They are then 
exposed to an electrical field that causes the fragments to travel through the gel. The 
rate and distance at which fragments can travel through the gel depends on their size. 
Eventually, the fragments form invisible bands throughout the gel. These DNA bands. 
are then transferred to a nylon membrane. Radioactive DNA probes are added to the 
membrane. Then X-ray film is placed over the radioactive probes on the membranes. 
When the X-ray film is developed, the radioactive probes have exposed it in places 
where there is DNA. This film makes a DNA print. (See Figure 22.) 
DNA testing can also be used in paternity cases. When the parents of a child are 
· not known, the DNA of the parents and child can be compared. Because a child's DNA 
came.from both of his or her parents, comparing the child's DNA with either parents 
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Figure 22. Steps in making a DNA fingcrprinL 
Whose Is It? 
f I • I ' I' I · 1·=11.1··· 
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Which dog's DNA matches that of the fluid found on Felix's leg? --------
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Blood and bloodstains can be important evidence in a criminal investigation. Blood evi-
dence is often used to associate a suspect with a crime or crime scene. From a forensic 
point of view, blood has several important factors or types. Three of these factors are the 
ABO system, the MNS system, and the Rh factors. 
The ABO Blood System 
The ABO system may be most familiar to you because of its importance in blood trans-
fusions. The letters A and B represent two different types of antigens, or molecules, that 
can be found on the surfaces of red blood cells. A person's red blood cells can be cov-
ered with one of the antigens, both of the antigens, or neither of the antigens. Blood 
types are a reflection of the antigens on the blood cells. There are four ABO blood types 
(see Table l). 
TABLE I 
ABO blood types are determined by the presence or absence 
of antigens on the cells. 
Blood type Name of antigens Blood cells with antigens 
on blood cells 
A A 
* B B 0 
A& AS X1 
0 t/tt.ff 0 
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The blood of people whose blood cells have type A antigens contains antibod-
ies to type B antigens (anti-B). Antibodies are substances produced by the immune 
system to help destroy foreign materials. Similarly, the blood of people whose blood 
cells have type B antigens contains antibodies to type A antigens (anti-A). Blood of 
type AB does not have any ABO antibodies. Type 0 blood contains both anti-A and 
anti-B. 
Anti-B antibodies are shaped so that they fit type B antigens. Therefore, anti-B anti-
bodies can cause cells with type B antigens to clump together. Likewise, anti-A anti-
bodies are shaped to fit type A antigens, and can cause type A cells to clump. 
Testing for ABO Blood Type 
These properties of blood cells help in identifying blood types. If an investigator wants 
to know what ABO group a blood sample belongs to, he or she can test it with anti-A 
serum and anti-B serum to see which causes clumping (see Table 2). 
TABLE 2 
Type A blood clumps with anti-A serum; type B blood clumps with anti-B serum; 
AB clumps with anti-A or anti-B; and type 0 does not clump. 
Blood Type Anti-serum Results 
A A Clumps 
B B Clumps 
AB AorB Clumps 
0 AorB No clumps 
You Inherited Your Blood Type 
The presence of antigens on cells is genetically determined. Every person can inher-
it two ABO blood type antigens. If you inherit antigen A from both parents, you will 
have type A blood. 
A Punnett square shows the probable genes of offspring when two individuals 
mate. The mother's genes, AA, are written across the top of the Punnett square. The 
father's genes, also AA in this case, are written down the left side of the square. Punnett 
square 1 shows there is a 100% chance that all of the offspring will have genes AA, and 
thus type A blood. . 
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A 
Genes from Father 
A 
Punnell square 1. 




Genes of off spring 
You can also have type A blood if you inherit antigen A from one parent and no 
antigen (0) from the other parent. The genes of the parents and the possible genes of 
offspring can be shown in a Punnett square. In Punnett square 2, all of the offspring 
from a cross of parents with AA and AO blood will have type A blood. Fifty percent will 
have the gen~ AA. The other 50% will have the genes AO. 
A 
Genes from Father 
0 
Punnett square 2. 




Genes of offspring 
From this Punnett square, we can see that the mother has type A blood because 
she has two genes for antigen A. The father has type A blood because he has one gene 
for type A and one gene for no antigen. Therefore, in the father, the only gene expressed 
is the one for antigen A. 
Each time this couple has a baby, the chances that their offspring will have type A 
blood is 100%. However, you can see in Punnett square 2 that two of the four squares 
contain the AA gene combination and the other two contain the AO gene combination. 
This means there is a 50% chance that each baby will inherit the AA gene combination, 
and a 50% chance that each will inherit the AO gene combination. 
Similarly, if you inherit antigen B from both parents, you will have type B blood. 
Or, you can have type B blood because one parent donates a gene for antigen B and one 
parent donates an 0 gene. Punnett square 3 shows a cross between two parents who 
both have the genes BB. All of their offspring will inherit the BB genes and have type B 
blood. 
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Genes from Mother 
B B 
B I BB BB I Genes from father B BB BB 
Genes of offspring 
Punnett square 3. 
Punnett square 4 illustrates that offspring will still have type B blood, even if one 
parent has the genes BO. 
Genes from Mother 
B B 
B I BB BB I Genes from Father 0 BO BO 
Genes of offspring 
Punnett square 4. 
However, offspring will have type AB blood if they inherited antigen A from one 
parent and antigen B from the other. There are several ways this could happen. If one 
parent donates genes AA and the other donates genes AB, there is a 50% chance that 
offspring will have type AB blood. In Punnett square 5, the father has genes AB and the 
mother has genes AA, so half the offspring will inherit AA and the other half AB. 
Genes from Mother 
A A 
A I AA AA I Genes from Father B AB AB 
Genes of off spring 
Punnett square 5. 
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If hOlh parents donate genes AB, there is a 50% chance that offspring will inherit 
AB hlood, a 25% chance that they will inherit AA antigens, and a 25% chance that they 
will inherit [313. In Punnett square 6, the prohahlc offspring of a cross between an AB 
mother and an AD father are 25% AA, 25% nn, and 50% AD. 
Genes from Mother 
A B 
A I AA AB I Genes Jrom Father B AB BB 
Genes of offspring 
Punnctt square 6. 
Let's look at some combinations of parental genes that could result in a child with 
type 0 blood. Since antigens A and B both dominate the type 0 gene, offspring can only 
have type 0 blood if they inherit the 0 gene from both parents. Therefore, if both par-
ents are type 0, there is a 100% chance that an offspring will be type 0. If both parents 
are AO (or BO), there is a 25% chance that an offspring will be type 0. Punnett square 
7 shows that if both parents carry the genes AO, there is a 25% chance that their off-
spring will have type 0 blood. (00) 
Genes from Mother 
A 0 
Genes of offspring 
Punneu square 7. 
The Rh Blood System 
In the Rh blood system, people are classified as either Rh positive or Rh negative. Rh 
positive people have the Rh antigen on th~ir red blood cells, and Rh negative people do 
not. If Rh-positive blood is given to a Rh-negative person in a transfusion, the Rh-neg-
ative person's blood can make antibodies to the Rh factor. This can cause serious trans-
fusion reactions. 
The MNS Blood System 
Another, less well-known, blood system is the MNS system. Individuals carry one of 
these antigens on their blood cells. 
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Why Type? 
Blood typing is useful in forensics because it can show that two samples did not have 
the same origin. Such information is called "exclusion," and is an important aspect of 
criminology that has freed many criminal suspects. Blood typing is also used to exclude 
people in paternity cases. The simplest e.umple of such a case would include a woman, 
her child, and a man who is suspected of being the child's father. Blood typing cannot 
prove that this man is the father; however, it may be useful if it shows that he is not the 
father. 
Blood typing can yield information that narrows down the list of possible sus-
pects. Table 3 shows the percentage of people in the population who have A, B, AB, 
or 0 blood. Table 4 indicates the percentage of people in the population who have M, 
N, and S types. In Table S, you can see the percentage of people with Rh+ and Rh-
blood. · 
TABLE3 
Percentage of people with A, B, AB, and 0 types of blood. 






Percentage of people with M, N, and S blood. 
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TABU: 5 
Percentage of people with Rh+ and Rh- blood. 
Type of blood Percentage of people with this type 
Rh+ 85 
Rh- 15 
With this information, you can calculate the ?Ossibility that a person would have 
a panicular combination of blood types. For example, to determine the likelihood that 
a person has blood that is types A, N and Rh-, you wouid multiply the ratio of all 3 
types. To determine the likelihood of an A, N, Rh- combination, look up the percent-
ages each occurs in the population. "A" occurs 41% of the time, or in 41 out of 100 
people to give a 2.44 ratio. "N" occurs in 22 out of 100 people, or a 4.55 ratio. "Rh-" 
occurs in 15 out of 100 people or a 6.67 ratio. Multiply (2.44) x (4.SS) x (6.67) to get 
74. This number can be interpreted to mean than 1 out of every 74 people would have 
types A, N, Rh- blood. 
A N Rh-
100 x 100 x .100 
41 22 15 
- (2.44) x (4.55) x {6.67) .. 74 
This number can be interpreted to mean than 1 out of every 74 people would have 
types A, N, Rh- biood. 
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Whose Blood Is It? 
Write down whether each person's blood had clumping and the type of blood that it 
must be. 







Crime Scene Blood 
Whose blood matched that found at the scene? ------------
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The patterns left by falling or projected drops of blood can help investigators determine 
where a crime took place. Therefore, blood drops and stains should be examined close-
ly before the evidence is collected. 
Shapely Drops 
The shape of a blood drop can indicate the distance from which the blood fell and the 
angle of its impact. However, very few studies have been done on the patterns pro-
duced when blood impacts a surface. Therefore, a thorough forensic scientist will carry 
out his or her own experiments on the shape of blood droplets. To be accurate, this sci-
entist will 'conduct the tests under conditions very much like those found at the crime 
scene. 
While a droplet is falling, it is primarily spherical in shape. This is surprising to 
some people, who may have visualized droplets as tear shaped, as cartoonists of ten 
draw them. The smaller a drop, the more spherical its shape during a fall. 
Drop Acceleration 
As a drop falls through the air, it accelerates until it reaches a constant or terminal 
velocity. Measurements have shown that a blood drop, resulting from dripping at a 
height of 15 feet, has a volume of about 0.05 ml and falls at a velocity of about 25 feet 
per second. Smaller drops have a terminal veloc~ty that is less than 25 feet per second, 
and larger drops have a terminal velocity that is greater than 25 feet per second. 
Therefore, an individual blood droplet can give an investigator the following useful 
information: 
a. the droplet's speed at time of impact, 
b. the direction of the droplets travel, and 
c. the approximate size of the blood drop. 
Round Drops 
If you examine a blood droplet that struck a surface straight-on (at a 90-degree angle 
from the surface), the droplet is generally round. Straight-on impacts on hard, smooth 
surfaces produce round droplets with smooth edges. Higher velocities and rougher sur-
faces produce drops with more ragged edges (see Figure 14). 
Eiongated Drops · 
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Figure 14. Drops that have ragged edges have 
Callen at high velocltie5. 
The angle of impact of a droplet affects the droplet's shape. As we have said, when the 
angle of impact is 90 degrees, the droplet is round. However, droplets that fall on sur-
faces at an angle that is greater than 90 degrees have elongated shapes. The larger the 
angle, the more elliptical the droplet (see Figure 15). 
Figure 15. Droplets that fall on surfaces at 
angles greater than 90 degrees form elliptical 
pattehts. 
Dripping and Spraying 
Blood drops can be produced in several ways. A droplet that forms slowly, as in a drip-
ping wound, has a volume of about 0.05 ml. However, smaller droplets are produced 
during active situations, such as fights and beatings. ·Blood droplets as small as an 
aerosol spray indicate that the wound was produced by a powerful force, such as a gun-
shot or an explosion. 
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Objective: You will create blood drop patterns from various angles 
and heights. Also, you will compare a blood drop from a crime scene 




1. Go outdoors. Spread four sheets of newspaper across level 
ground. 
2. Dip the piastic knife in the "blood". Holding the knife at a 
height of 12 inches, walk across one of the newspapers, allowing 
6 or 8 drops of "blood" to fall on the paper. Label these as 
"12-inch blood dro9s at 90 degrees. 
3. Agaln, dip the knife in:the "blood". Holding the knife at a 
height of 24 inches, walk across another one of the newspapers 
to create 6 or 8 drops of "blood". Label these as "24-inch 
drops at 90 degrees." 
4. Repeat this process at 36 inches and at 48 inches. 
5. Place another four ~beets of newspaper on a gentle slope or 
hillside. 
6. Repeat steps 2-fhniuji 4 on the newspapers that are spread on the 
gentle slope. 
7. Place another four sheets of newspaper on a steep slope or hillside. 
8. Repeat steps 2 through 4 on the newspapers that are spread on 
the steep slope. 
1. The detectives have sent us some blood•stained newspaper from 
the crime scene. 
2. Analyze the stain by comparing it with the work you did in 
the steps above (creating bloodstain patterns). 
3. On the following page, tape the samples of bloodstains that 
you created in the appropriate boxes. 
12-inch drop 
at 90 degrees 
12-inch drop · 
on hillside · 
12-inch drop 
on steep slope 
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24-inch drop 




on steep slope 
36-inch drop 




on steep slope 
48-inch drop 




on steep slope 
4. In the box below, tape the newspaper with the bloodstain that was 
found at the crime scene. 
Blood drop from crime scene 
A. 
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DATA.TABLE 
Infdrfuatiori of size and shap• bf blood drop 
from the crime scene. 
Shape and size of B. Height from which c. 
droplet droplet fell 
Droplet fell 
on flat ground, 
gentle slope, or 
steep slope 
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F" ial9ER.Ptti-tl1' 'PA-f-r'Ef/J S-
:£ t>E tlli,.·ff"tilJC. ,:"iNfE~ ft.i.lllS 
Since 1901, fmgerprinting has been used as a method of positively identifying individ-
ua1s. Because no two people have the same fingerprints, a good print can help solve a 
crime. 
Fingerprints are impressions created by ridges on the skin. On the tips of fingers. 
palms of hands, and soles of feet, the skin has tiny ridges that provide traction to help 
us grip things. Everyone has a unique pattern of skin ridges. These ridges form before 
a baby is born, and mainrain their pattern throughout life. As you grow. the pattern gets 
latger, but it does not change. 
Skin Deep 
Skin is made of two distinct layers: the dermis and the epidermis. The dermiS. which is 
the deepest layer, contains sweat glands, oil glands, nerves, and blood vessels. Above 
the dermis, the epidermis is made of several layers of cells that are arranged along ridge 
patterns. The outer-most cells of the epidermis are dead and they generally dry out and 
fall off. 
Lotsof~~ts 
When a person touches an object, the perspiration, oils, and amino acids on his or her 
skin are transferred to that object. Sometimes an impression of the ridge pattern is left 
in the deposit This impression is called a fingtrprint Such prints are usually not visi-
ble to the naked eye. so they are called lattnt, or hidden. prints. 
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Do You Loop, Whorl, or Arch? 
Fingerprints have general patterns of ridges that allow them to be classified and com- · 
·pared. All fingerprints are divided into three large groups, based on their ridge pattern: 
a. loops are found in 
65% of the population 
Save the Prints 
b. whorls are found in 
35% of the population 
c. arches are found in 
5% of the population 
Latent fingerprints at a crime scene must be located and preserved. There are two basic 
techniques for finding fingerprints: dusting and chemically fixing. 
+ Hard surfaces such as glass and tile yield prints when lightly dusted with powder. 
Fingerprint powders come in a variety of colors so that the investigator can 
always apply one that will contrast with the surface holding the print. The pow-
ders can be brushed in place with either a camel-hair or fiberglass brush. 
+ Chemicals can be used to help find fingerprints on many types of smooth sur-
faces. Iodine was the first chemical used by investigators to develop fingerprints. 
When solid iodine is heated, it produces a purple v~por that interacts with a 
component of the fingerprint to reveal a print. The print begins to fade as soon 
as iodine fuming stops. To preserve it, the print can be photographed. Or, it can 
be sprayed with starch to create a purple print that will last several weeks or 
months. 
Another chemical used to visualize fingerprints is ninhydrin. Ninhydrin reacts 
with amino acids in the print to form a blue-purple color. Most prints are visible 
within two to four hours after spraying with ninhydrin. 
Silver nitrate makes prints on many surfaces visible. Some of the residue in a print 
is salt, or sodium chloride. The chloride ion of salt will react with silver nitrate to 
produce silver chloride. Silver chloride is colorless, but can be seen with an ultra-
violet light as a black or reddish-brown color. 
Super Glue® fuming produces good prints on nonporous surfaces such as metal, 
leather, and plastic. In this technique, Super Glue® is heated in an enclosed area 
that contains the evidence in question. Prints appear in an off-white shade. 
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Objective: You will collect and preserve fingerprints. You will 
then analyze and identify fingerprints. 
1. You will be shown fingerprints of the four suspects in the case. 
2. Identify each of the suspects' general shape of the print as 
"loop", "whorl", or "arch". Draw a sketch of the fingerprint. 
Suspect Shape Drawing 
3. Analyze several pieces of evidence to determine whether there 
are fingerprints present. If so, make a list of the evidence 
with the prints and write the shape of the fingerprint and draw 
a sketch of it. If there is more than one print, then draw both 
of them. Do this on the following page. 
4. In the space below, write the shape of the victim's fingerprints 
and draw a sketch. 
I 
Victim's fingerprint Shape 
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A16 -~ Dontim«d 
.··~·· c<;:. _ 
.~r•·' -~
·•· •··· .. •·••·•··· .';~ 
. · • . . "!•• 
R. thumb R. ·index -R. mldd1e · R. ring 
L. little · L. ring 
ALFREDO - suspect #1 
Aug. 5, 2000 
•





.::-. .. · .' 
R .. . _th\lmb R. index 
.. 
.;~jy. 
":- - .. =·.:- .. _ .. 
. . ·: ... - ~~:._ ~- . . 
L. middle L. index 
R. middle R. ring 
L. ~humb L. index L. middle L. ring 
ERA - suspect #2 
ug. 5, 2000 
• ~ ' . : .. . . R. little 
L. thumb 







. .... .. . 
·:·;:~;~ ·~ . 
L. little 
Case #05197031 
R. thumb R. index 
L. thumb L. index 
GENE - suspect #3 
Aug. 5, 2000 
R. thumb R. index 
L thumb L. index 
KENDRA - suspect #4 
Aug. 5, 2000 
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R. ring R. little 
L. ring l. little 
Case #05197031 
R. ring R. little 
~.-. . '· 
' ~ 
L. ring L ~ little 
case # 05197031 
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R. thumb R. index R. middle R. ring R. little 
L. thumb 
FELIX - victim 
Aug. 5, 2000 
L. index L. middle L. ring L. little 
Case # 05197031 
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Evidence Shape(s) Drawing 
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Al6 - Continued 
1. What was the most common type of fingerprint found on the 
collected evidence? 
2. Whose fingerprints appeared on a majority of the items? 
3. Why do crime scene technicians collect fingerprints? 
4. What are some reasons that a parent might want to have his 
or her child fingerprinted? 
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Al 7 - Footprint Analysis Lab 
When shoe- or footprints are found at a crime scene, all attempts are made to preserve 
the impressions or their reproductions for later examination in the laboratory. Before 
crime scene technicians touch them, extensive photographs are made from several 
angles. The photographer attempts to capture specific details of the prints. 
Impressions Are Not Prints 
Shoe- and footprints may be found as either true prints or impressions. A print is two-
dimensional while an impression is three-dimensional. Prints are made by placing mater-
ial on or remoVing it from a hard surface, while impressions are made in pliable material. 
Prints are often lifted from a surface; impressions are captured for examination by casting. 
Print Saver 
Preservation of a true print is simple if it is made on a portable surface, such as a floor 
tile or piece of glass. But when the print is on a substance that cannot be carried to the 
lab, special lifting techniques are necessary. Footprints made in dust or dirt can be pre-
served by a technique similar to that used to lift a fingerprint. A lifting material is placed 
over· the print and a roller is used to eliminate air pockets. Electrostatic charge devices 







Objective: You will analyze shoe impressions. Yo_u will use these 
prints to determine whether the suspects' shoe matches the prints 
taken from the crime scene. 
1. On the next few pages there are pictures of shoe prints that 
were tak~n from the kind of shoe that each suspect was wearing 
at the · ime of Felix's "murder". 
2. The Department of Criminal Investigation will provide us with 
photographs of footprints that were taken near the body. 
3. Compare the suspects' footprints with those at the crime scene. 
To positively match each print, you must find 12 points of -
comparison that are the same. For example, if you find that 
yourprint and one of the prints have the same tread pattern, 
that is one point of comparison that is the same. If you find 
that a suspects' print and the one at the crime scene shows a 
tear on the heel, that is a second point of comparison that is 
the same. 
4. As you compare the print with the suspects' prints, list all 
points of comparison that are the same for both. Record these 
points in the Data Table. Some points have been listed in the 
first column. As you ~tudy the prints, add more points to 
this column. 
DATA TABLE 
Points of comparison between cast and prints that are the same. 
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1. Which print(s) matched the print found at the scene of the crime? 
How many points of comparison matched between both prints? 
2. What was the purpose of comparing footprints? 
3. How will comparing footprints be useful in a crime investigation? 
4. What other kinds of impressions might be helpful in solving a crime? 
Procedure 2: 
1. The detectives have given us· pictures of the strides that each 
victim has taken. We will compare strides (distance between 
steps) just to make sure that we have matched up stride with 
print. There are many people in this world who share similar 
prints. In Chart 1, write the measurements between the toe of 
the one foot and the heel of the foot in front. This is what 
we call the "stride". 




PERSON STRIDE INTERESTING 
CHARACTERISTICS 
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Al8 - Demonstration of Soil Samples 
An archaeologist is a detective who tries to find clues about life in the past. Like detec-
tives, archaeologists collect information and use it to answer questions or solve mys-
teries. However, detectives primarily work with the living, and archaeologists work 
with the dead. · 
Archaeologists don't just go outside and start digging. They try to maximize their 
chances of success by looking for a site. When walking over an area, these scientists 
look for clues of past human life such as a piece of pottery or an arrowhead. Before dig-
ging the site, they draw a detailed map of the area. Oftentimes, they try to find out 
what's under the soil with radar and other remote-sensing devices. 
Oldest on the Bottom 
When archaeologists stan digging, lhey do su slowly and ~efully. Th~y paL'1Suking!y 
remove only one thin layer of earth at a time. By doing so, they can be certain that they 
have not destroyed the order in_which these layers of eanh were deposited. Generally, 
the youngest layers are on the top; the oldest, on the bottom. 
By digging slowly, archaeologists do not disturb the arrangement of artifac!S in the 
ground. Artifacts include dishes, garbage, and clothing. They give clues about how peo-
ple in the past lived, and what happened to them at the time of their death. 
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What exactly is soil? The definition of 
soil can vary depending on whom you 
ask. Farmers ccnsider soil to be the top 
6 to 12 inches of the earth's crust where 
plants grow. Geologists-scientists who 
studv the earth's surface-define soil as , 
the organic (carbon-containing) and 
mineral matter composing the earth. 
Engineers. look at soil as material that 
can be removed from an excavation site. 
Soil and Cri:me 
Forensic geologists consider soil as earth material that has been collected accidentally 
or on purpose and is related to the matter being investigated. When a forensic geologist 
is investigating a crime, all natural and artificial objects that are on or near the surface 
of the earth are considered part of the soil. This includes rock, minerals, veg'!tation, 
glass, paint, asphalt, etc. The presence cf these objects in that area helps to make that 
area of soil unique from other areas. 
Soils Vary 
Many scientists agree that no two places on Earth :1ave precisely the same soil. Seil from 
one area will be identifiably different from the soH collected in another location. The 
properties of soil also vary depending on the depth from which the sample is taken. 
In most forensic cases, only about one cup of the top layer of the soil needs to be 
collected. The sample should be allowed to air dry to prevent further decomposition of 
the material in the soil. Once dry, it is transferred to the crime lab to compare with the 
soil sample that was found on the suspect or on his or her belongings. 
In the Lab 
Once in the crime lab, scie!ltists use color as their main identification technique. Before 
observing the color, all samples are further dried at 100° Celsius for one hour because 
wet soil will appear as a different color from dry soil. The presence of certain minerals 
in the soil can give it a characteristic color. For example, the presence of copper min-
erals appear green while black minerals point to the presence of manganese and iron. 
Odor and texture of soils ar~ also examined during the initial observation. 
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Objective: You will compare soil samples taken from the crime scene with soil samples 
taken from the each of the suspects' yards. 
1. Label 5 petri dishes with the following letters (perlormed by the teacher): 
• CS - Crime scene (this is the sample in Felix's kitchen) 
• S 1 - Soil from Suspect 1 -------
• S2 - Soil from Suspect 2 -------
• S3 - Soil from Suspect 3 -------
• S4 - Soil from Suspect 4 -------
2. In Data Table 1, record the following above each soil sample: 
• Colors 
• Odors 
• Textures (grainy, smooth, bard, etc.) 
• Presence of animal or plant debris 
• Presence of any inorganic (nonliving) material 
3. Compare samples from Suspects 1 through 4 with the sample from the crime scene and 








DATA TABLE 1 
Initial desciptions 




Whose soil matches that from the crime scene? 
~------------
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A19 -- Handwriting Analysis 
Could you.select your signature if it were mixed in with a group of similar signatures? 
When you get a lener in the mail, can you identify its author from the handwriting? 
Because handwriting is very individualistic, you can usually recognize your own hand-
writing and that of a good friend. 
Handwriting Analysis 
Handwriting analysis can be used in forensic science to establish whether or not forgery 
has been committed. Forgery is the illegal act of reproducing someone's signature with-
out his or her permission. Forgery is most commonly encountered when an individual 
illegally signs another person's name to a dlCl:k to steal money from that person's 
checking account. Experts in handwriting, who are also called document examiners, 
often tcstif y in court about the author of a signature. 
Handwriting comparison is the most frequemly requested type of document analy-
sis. As people mature, they develop personal habits that contribute to unique character-
istics in their handwriting. By adulthood, a person's handwriting is as exclusive to them 
as their speech. Even when a person tries to disguise his or her handwriting, some of 
that person!; own characteristics can still be seen. When experts in handwriting careful-
ly compare two documents, they can usually tell whether the documents were written 
hy the same person. 
No Two die Same 
Handwriting comparisons are useful because no two people have exactly the same hand-
Nriting. When the signature of a person on a du·ck is questioned, the handwriting expert 
ooks at the dass an<l individual d1amcteristics of the letters in that signature. Tiu: dass 
:haracterislics are the features and dimensions of the letters, such as the connections of 
ettcrs to each other, the capitalization, an<l the punctuation. The individual characteris-
.ics are the unique features of the leners. For example, is lhc "o" in the signature open at 
the top? Is the "n" written wilh a pointed tip? Individual characteristi(;S arc often the keys 
to detecting forgery, because these arc very hard tu duplicate. There are some key charac-
teristics that document examiners always look l(>r, such as broken strokes, wavering lines, 
retouching of parts of a leuer, changes in writing speed, and overemph~is on strokes. 
Compare It wid1 die Standard 
When the handwriting in a documenL is in question, the <locumelll examiner asks for 
a ha.uJwriling sample with which lo compare the questioned document. This sample is 
the ~tandard fur comparison. A standard is usually obtained from two sources: rc4uest-
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ed writing and collected writing. The collected writing comes from writing done before 
rhe investigation began. It may be signatures on canceled checks or written applications 
for jobs. To provide a requested writing, an individual writes a dictated text using the 
same type of paper and ink that was used in the document in question. 
Twelve Basic Characteristics for Comparing Handwriting 
Experts usually examine the following characteristics when examining handwriting 
samples: 
1. Line quality: Do the letters Oow or are they written with very intent strokes? 
2. Spacing of words and letters: What is the average space between words and letters? 
3. Ratio of height, width, and size of letters: Are the letters consistent in height, 
width, and size? 
4. Lifting pen: Does the author lift his or her pen to stop writing a word and start 
a new word? 
5. Connecting strokes: How are capital letters connected 10 lower-case lcners? 
6. Strokes to begin and end: Where dnt>s the letter begin and end on a page? 
7. Unusual letter formation: Are any letters written with unusual slants or angles? 
Are "ome letters printed rather than written in cursive? 
8. Pen pressure: How much pen pressure is applied on upward and downward 
strokes? 
9. Slant: Do letters slant to the left or right? If slant is pronounced, a protractor may 
be used to determine the degree. 
10. Baseline habits: Does the author write on the line or does the writing go above or 
below the line? 
11. Fancy writing habits: Are there any unusual curls or loops or unique styles? 
12. Placement of diacritics: How does the author cross the t's or dot the i's? 
Figure 1 gives examples of different writing styles showing variations in the 12 criteria 
for examination. 
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Space between capital letters: 
Iv"~~ 
Space between word formations: 
fad_ ~j, _ jPL _ ~- 1' Yi- /JI~ 
figure I • Variation in the 12 criteria of handwriting analysis. 
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3. Size and proportion: J:z-;:;=p)I w.d * ~ ~ 
7~:;1o;:ptu wd- ~ 1-k p. 
Evidence of diminishing strokes: . J.d4 ~ ;;a ~ ¥ ik ;t:n, 
Evidence of increasing strokes: ~ y 




5. Connecting strokes, ending, and beginning strokes: 
-~~nwdorem~mhed? 
Do they begin as inflexible and straight? 
~ 
6. Does the letter begin at the top of the page 7 
Does it continue to the end of the page 7 
Does it stop or start in the middle 7 
7. Any unusual letter formation? 
Figure 1. Conlinurd 




A19 - Continued 
8. Pen pressure: Ugjiad a--/_ /P1- wJ ~ fi,_ b. 
Medi'Jad._ ~ y ~ ~ #-- M . 
H~ a-/, fotR wbe?' ~ vi- h 
9. Slant: 
Right slant to letters: µ ~ jl.ae wd I vi. ,.4u. 
Left slant to letters: 
~ ~ (),v.j 9 ill wwi 1 -lL f);Pl . 
1 O. Baseline writing: 
Straight an line: 
/,IJ.eA %djdt w.e.d y.L LH 
Wards leave baseline below it: ¥· 
0..cti. 11m.J Q,tf!: ,(Ab i::. ~ /) /J/1 
Wards slant uPtfOm baseline: V ~ 'AfJco 1""-·(;l:t:. 
f acA. ad bJ_ uu-il tAr ~ ~ 
11 · Fancy writing: · 
Any unusual strokes? 
'-?/;~ ~-
12. Placerfuin~ ~iacritics: 
Are i's dotted? 
Lightly? . 
,J./ 
• • Firmly?~ Left of stem?)._ Right of stem~• Circular pattern? o 
""' Jabbed?,,.,.. .,//' 
Are t's crossed? 
Nodot? ~ 
Lightly? -f; Heavy?i: Leftofstem?-i Right ofstem?tconcave? t' Convex? ~ 
Uncrossed? {, Short in crocortion to stem? [ 
Figure 1. C11111irmc:1I 
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Objective: You will analyze handwriting pictures that were taken of the paper towel notes 
left at the scene in order to determine the author of the document. 
1. The detective will provide us with a handwriting sample taken from checks that each 
person has written. Your job is to compare the handwriting from each suspect with the 
notes that were found at the scene of the crime. 
2. Look at each picture of the notes carefully and write the notes (in the space below) in the 
same way that the author did. You are d0ing this for future references of handwriting 
styles. 
3. Compare the handwriting on each note with that from the signature of each suspect. 
4. Whose signature matches which notes the best? 
5. Are you so confident of your decision that you would testify in court? 
6. What kind of benefits do forgery experts have with identifying signatures? 
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G/l 111£ 8eEllE : . 
C.'i.HE. SCQIE ANAl-'18t.S ,r ,,.. ..,. a ._ 
The an of forensic science begins at the crime scene. It is very important to protect and 
secure the area where the crime took place to ensuie that evidence is not destroyed. 
Investigators carefully comb the crime scene for clues and evidence that later may be 
used in a court. In order to record the crime scene, notes are taken, photographs are 
made, and sketches are done. Photographs are usually the best record of the scene. 
However, there are times when good photographs are not possible because of environ-
mental restrictions. In such cases, sketches and notes must be very detailed. 
When possible, the crime site and adjacent locations are photographed before any 
other investigative work is done. All victims are photographed as they were found The 
size of a body and other items are determined by placing a ruler in the photograph. 
Some larger police departments are replacing photography with videotaping of the 
crime site. 
Once the photographer has completed his or her job, the crime scene investigator 
makes a sketch of the crime scene. The initial sketch he or she makes is a "rough" 
sketch that accurately represents the dimensions of the scene and shows the location of· 
all objects that may be important in the case. These objects, which help establish that 
a crime was committed, are called physical evidence. To give his or her sketch scale, the 
investigator selects two ftxed points at the crime scene. In a room, these may be the cor-
ners or windows. The investigator uses a tape measure to determine the distance of 
each important object in the room from both of these ftxed points. These distances are 
recorded in the sketch (Figure 6). 
Once the locations of the objects have been recorded, each object is assigned a "let-
ter." At the bottom of the sketch, these lettered objects are identified. The sketch is also 
oriented to North (Figure 7). Later, a fmished sketch is drawn from this rough sketch by 
a skilled artist. This finished sketch reflects information in the rough sketch, but is much 
neater (Figure 8). lt may be used as evidence in the courtroom during a trial 
Nore It 
Notes are also taken at the scene of a crime that describe all physical evidence in detail. 
Notes include information about who discovered the evidence, thf time that it was dis-
covered, and how the evidence was collected and packaged. Notes must be very 
detailed in case they are needed to refresh someones memory years after a crime has 
been committed. 
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' I I ":ll 
Bathroom 
-t----------- 600 cm ----------~ 
A - Cigarette butt 
B - Gold earring 
C - A bloody knife 
D - Female victim 
E - Table 
F - Chairs for table 
G living room chairs upturned 
H - living room chair 
I - Television on table 
j - Couch 
s.J. 
TO SCALE 
lcm ... 40cm 
Figure 8. The finished sketch is a polished drawing of the rough sketch. 
E 
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A21 - Dental Analysis Lab 
-rllE TrE'f'll Wi.LL. TEL'- -
FeR.e"6i.t DENT;;Sfk'( 
Deneal forensics concerns the application of dentistry to law. In criminal trials, dental 
forensics can be helpful in two ways: (1) to escablish the identity of a homicide victim, 
and (2) to associate a suspect with a crime using bite-mark analysis. 
People can be identified by their teeth because everyone's teeth are different. The 
average human adult has 32 teeth (see Figure 21). Since almost everyone has been to a 
, dentist, most people have a dental record. This makes teeth a better identifier than fin-
gerprints, since many people have never been fingerprinted. 




Forensic dentists play an important role in identifying the remains of victims from mass 
disasters, such as those in the 1995 bombing of the Oklahoma City federal building. 
Dentists from across the country helped identify 25% of the human remains from that 
disaster. In a similar case, dentists helped identify many of the victims from the 1994 
crash of American Eagle ATR 72 in Indiana. Even though only 9% of the victims' teeth 
were recovered from the crash, those teeth were used to identify half of the victims . . 
Bones and Teeth 
In another case, a forensic dentist examined eleven of the seventeen victims of Jeffrey 
Dahmer, a serial killer. This was a particularly gruesome task because Dahmer had dis-
posed of the bodies by placing them in a SO-gallon drum of muriatic acid. The acid dis-
solved all of the tissues from the bones as well as the roots of single-rooted teeth. What 
investigators found in and around Dahmers home were stacks of bones, skulls, and 
lo~se teeth. Dentists were able to place the loose teeth back into the skulls from which 
they came, then match dental records to the teeth. 
Don't Bite 
Bite mark analysis is a new, exciting method of establishing a connection between a bite 
mark and a suspect. Bite marks occur primarily in sex-related crimes, child abuse, and 
assaults. Even though bite marks of ten include only a limited number of teeth, those 
teeth that can be identified from the mark often yield significant information. 
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--(Al(E A Bi:r~ ~ 9F eliME-
A ~8 sll IJ'EH'rAL FIRttlSi~ 
Objective 
You will analyze bite marks and use your analyses to solve a mystery. 
Background Information 
"Dr. Johnson, would you introduce yourself to the jury, please, and explain why you are quali-
fied to testify in this trial?" 
"Of course. I am a forensic dentist. That means that I use my knowledge of dentistry to help 
solve crimes, or help identify unknown persons. I've been involved in dental forensics for the last 
twenty years, and have testified in many cases." 
"Thank you, Dr. Johnson. let me tum your attention to Exhibit #34-a piece of used chew-
ing gum. Do you recognize this?" 
"Yes, I do. This piece of gum was found at the murder scene. When I examined the gum, I 
found several marks made by teeth. This· piece of gum led me to think that we might be able to 
identify the murderer with these marks. The police were holding two suspects in jail, so I made 
impressions of their teeth. I also made impressions of the victim's teeth." 
"What did you do with those impressions, Doctor?" 
"I used those impressions to make test marks in silicone, which has a consistency similar 
to chewing gum. Then I compared the three sets of silicone test marks to the marks left in the 
chewing gum." 
"Was the gum dropped by the murder victim, Dr. Johnson?" 
"No, it was not. The marks in the chewing gum were made by very sharp teeth, one of 
which was chipped. The victim had rounded, smooth teeth because of his advanced age. You see, 
young people have sharp teeth. But as a person ages, his or her teeth are continually worn down 
so that they are no longer sharp." 
"Did the chewing gum marks match either of the test marks from the suspects' teeth?" 
"Yes, they did. Both of the suspects are young men, and they have relatively shaqj teeth. 
However, that is the only similarity in their teeth. One suspect has an undamaged set of teeth, 
without any nicks or breaks. However, the other suspect has a broken tooth; his teeth marks per-
fectly match the marks in the chewing gum. Without a doubt, the used chewing gum at the crime 
scene belonged to him." 
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TABLE 1 













Suspect A Suspect B Suspect C 
Suspect D SuspectE Suspect F 
Suspect G Suspect H Crime Scene 
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A21 - Continued 
1. How can bite marks be used to help solve crimes? 
2. Who has sharper teeth, young people or old people? Why? 
3. In the lab today, whose bite mark matched the bite mark from 
the crime scene? 
4. Name the teeth that left impressions in the crime scene bite 
mark? 
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A22 - Smell Test 
Sc1pc2. SMEL'-£1ta-
D~<JG- DBQS 
?ight, smell, touch, hearing, ancl Lasle; these five senses enable people and other ani-
mals to find out about their environmenls. Humans rely more heavily oh their sense of 
sight than on their sense of smell: they look for clues, read about missing persons, and 
watch suspicious behavior. In fact, we rarely depend solely on olir other senses to give 
us information. Can you imagine finding a missing person using only your sense of 
hearing? How abo\ll locating an illegal drug using only your sense of smell? 
Many animals do rely heavily on senses other than sight. for exa_mple, in dogs the 
sense of smell is at least 200 times as sensitive as it is in people. When a dog walks along 
a sidewalk, it sniffs the air, the concrete, the soil, and the plants for clues about what 
has previously passed this way. You never sec people behaving In this fashion! 
Thal is why dogs have become so important in police work. Dogs can be trained to 
detect and lead investigators to many types of.smells. Three of these are drugs, explosives, 
and fire accelcrants. Although various breeds of dogs are chosen for this work, Labradors 
and German Shepherds are two favorites. The breed of dog is not so important as the dog's 
nature. Trainers look for animals Lhat have the ability to learn and are willing to work. 
When a dog is taught to locate a target odor, it can be trained to give one qf two 
types of response: passive response or aggressive response. After detecting an odor, a 
passive-response dog will sit; when the handler says "Show me," the passive-response 
dog will point to the odor with its nose. An aggressive-response dog will scratch and 
bark when it discovers the odor: 
Four Types of Searches 
Dogs are commonly used by police in four types of searches: 
a. Fire scene searches, where use of a dog reduces the amount of man hours required 
by fire and arson investigators. Canines can search large areas in less than half the 
time it takes a human. This is because dogs are more mobile than people, and have 
an incredible sense of smell. Some reports suggest that dogs are better at detecting 
low levels of accelerants than some or the most sophisticated equipment. 
b. Vehicle searches, where dogs enter vehicles at road blocks or in parking lots to 
search for drugs, explosives, or fire accelerants. 
c. Crowd scarcltes, where dogs on leashes mingle among people. Dogs work well in 
crowds of people because they pose no danger. When a suspect odor is detected on 
a person, the dog lets its handler know. The canine can then do a direct search of 
that person. 
d. Area searches, such as fields or forests, where dogs can quickly cover ground th~t 
investigators may never have time or power to check. Evidence found in area 
searches is of ten critical in tying a suspect to a crime. 
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A22 - Continued 
Objective: You will play the role of a drug dog, and detect a specified odor. 
1. When scientists smell an unknown substance they use "wafting" which helps 
protect the nose from smells that might be dangerous, or to which they might be 
allergic. When smelling, use your hand to pull the air from over the chemical towards 
your nose. Don't stick your nose in the container. 
2. Smell the towel found at the scene of the crime. Next, smell a sample of the 
perfumes I colognes that each suspect wears. Make a comparison to determine 
whether the smell of the towel matches that of one of the suspects .. 
3. Write down dn this data sheet which smell you think is on the towel. 
Whose perfume I cologne smell· 
matches that on the towel from the 
crime scene? 
Questions: 
1. Whv are dogs used at such crime scenes as fires? 




3. Some odors can be remembered longer than others. For some people, a particular 
odor is always associated with a particular memory. Write a paragraph about the 
memories that come to mind when you smell: a. hot chocolate, b. gasoline, c. 
rubbing alcohol 
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A23 - Pre-Writing Assignment 
Crime Scene Analyzation 
1. According to the x-rays of Felix's bones, what had happened to some of his bones, 
showing that trauma had occurred on the body? __________ _ 
2. Whose teeth matched those found on Felix's right lower leg? ______ _ 
What gives you this idea? ------------------
3. Whose blood matches that from the scene of the crime? ---------What height had the blood been splattered from? ----------Did the drops indicate that injury had taken place from up above, a slight 
slope, or a steep slope? ----------------
What caused these blood splatters? _____________ _ 
4. Whose fingerprints matched those on the: broken glass? ______ _ 
pliers? , small tongs? ______ , testtube? ___ _ 
beaker? , scissors? , large tongs? ----
5. What type of fluid was found on Felix's injured leg? ________ _ 
Whose DNA was in this fluid? -------
6. What types of hairs were found at the crime scene (human, dog, cat, horse, etc.)? 
Whose hairs match those found at the scene? -----------How do you know whose hairs they belong to? (be specific by giving the traits 
that are unique to that individual's hair)? __________ _ 
7. Whose shoes match the footprints found on the Aloha sign? _______ _ 
What traits of the shoes tell you so? ---------------Whose stride matches those on the sign? -------------
8. Which soil sample matched that found at the crime scene? _______ _ 
What was interesting about the soils found at the scene? _______ _ 
9. Whose threads were found at the scene? --------------
How do you know? --------------------
At which speed did the various threads bum? __________ _ 
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A23 - Continued 
10. Who wrote the notes left at the scene? 
--------------~ 
What was unusual about the handwriting that allowed you to identify the 
notes writers? --------------------
Write down anything peculiar about the notes left at the scene. _____ _ 
11. What type of pen wrote each of the notes? -------------
Whose pen matches the one that wrote the notes? _________ _ 
12. Which type of pop matched the soda that was found in the glass on Felix's porch? 
How do you know? What was the density? __ _ 
What was the pH of the soda found at the scene? ______ _ 
13. Whose cologne matches that found on the handkerchief? _______ _ 
14. What were the other splatters from that were found on the Aloha sign? ___ _ 
15. Was there any other evidence found at the crime scene that appears 
peculiar? If so, what? --------------------
16. Looking at your sketches of the crime scene, what things appeared unusual and 
peculiar? ------------------------
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APPENDIX B ··LABORATORY RESULTS 
Bl -· X-ray Results 
Ms. Sanders, 
Our laboratory has taken a great deal of time to analyze the cause of Felix Navidad's 
death. We are very much appreciative of your students' efforts to try to help us solve this 
horrendous mystery that happened last summer in Clear Lake. In response to some of the 
questions you asked me in the email from last week, I will try to answer the questions to the 
best of my ability. 
• You mentioned that your students asked you about the x-rays themselves. Well... 
you were right in explaining to the kids that professional radiologists were called 
in from the Ankeny Mercy Medical Clinic. These people are professionally 
trained to take x-rays because they can be harmful if too many enter a person's 
body. They have the equipment to handle taking such pictures of'an individual. 
This is why many of the x-rays have been marked with a sticker or stamp from the 
clinic. 
• As far as the names at the bottom of the x-rays, these are the radiologists who 
took the pictures. Each of the x-rays have to be specifically marked with the 
name so we are aware who is responsible for that part of the body in case there 
are further questions. Plus .. the victim's name can never be put on an x-ray for 
confidential reasons in case the x-ray gets into the wrong hands. Then there won't 
be hard feelings from the families. 
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Bl - Continued 
Now ... to answer your questions about the x-rays themselves. 
1. There is nothing wrong with the cranium & vertebrae in x-ray 1. It looks like the 
vertebrae is bent, but this is just because the head is tilted downward. No ... that is not a knife 
in the cranium as many of your students think. There was just a flaw in the x-ray. As you 
can tell, the edge is cut off at an angle, so the picture was cut off there too, looking like this 
was a knife through the head. 
2. This was the tibia & fibula. Yes, all your students were right when they discovered 
that there was a fractured tibia. Tell your students that this was a very good observation & 
will definitely help them to solve the crime. Also, the top of the fibula is cracked a bit, 
indicating that some sort of force was exerted to cause pressure on this leg. 
3.Your students were also correct that nothing major has happened with the clavicle 
or ribs. What they are looking at are just the ribs in the back since the x-ray was taken from 
the front. 
4.The left upper femur in the leg has been broken. In addition, a little bit of the pelvis 
has been cracked on the left side. As far as the keys in the picture, these were in the victim's 
pocket when he was examined. 
5. We have the left & right side of the pelvis looked at, once we noticed that the 
pelvis was cracked in x-ray #4. No, students weren't looking at a hole in the spinal cord, they 
were looking at the top part of the sacrum, which shows right behind the pelvis. 
6. Once again, both sides of the pelvis have been cracked. 
7. Both hands in this x-ray are of the right hand (back side outward). The kids were 
right that nothing is wrong with them. The nail, however, is not going through the hand, but 
is a marker to determine how far apart the 2 fingers can spread. This way, we can determine 
whether ligaments/cartilage have been affected. 
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Bl - Continued 
8. Yes... some of the teeth from Felix have been missing. His lower lip has been 
pulled down so we can examine the extent of the injuries to his gums. In addition, the frontal 
lobe in the cranium has been bruised quite a bit. 
9. The back of the skull doesn't show any signs of damage as your kids have figured 
out. However, they mentioned to you about the square marking on the head? This also is an 
abnormal marking in the x-ray. As you can see, the marking is too perfect to be a slash or 
incision from surgery. 
Thanks, once again for your great help in the 7th grade classroom. All of us at the 
DCI know that the kids will learn a lot about crime analysis & hopefully they will see things 
that happen in the real world. Once our lab scientists & your students have done all the lab 
results, we will collaborate our ideas & come to a strong conclusion about the case. As we 
continue to do our part in Des Moines, we will be sending your students more pieces of 
evidence to analyze, if this is ok. There is a strong possibility that sometime in the near 
future your scientists at Parkview will need to go to Iowa State University for the day to do 
more research on this case, if that is ok. They have excellent equipment to work on & feel 
that they would truly benefit from this great experience. Please let me know if you are 
interested as soon as you get this. 
Thanks a bunch, 
Detective Tom Andre, Department of Criminal Investigation 
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B2 •• Blood Typing Results 
Whose Blood Is It? 
Write down whether each person's blood had clumping and the type of blood that it 
must be. 
Person Clumping or Blood Type 
N0Clumpin2 
Alfredo No Clumping 0 
Vera Clumps with Anti-A A 
Gene Clumps with Anti-B B 
Kendra No Clumping 0 
Felix Clumps with Anti-A A 
Crime Scene Blood Clumps with Anti-A A 
Whose blood matched that found at the scene? Vera's and Felix's 
~~~..:...==.::....=.:~=='-"-~~~ 
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BJ - Crime Scene Pictures 
264 
BJ - Continued 
265 
B4 - Analysis of Footprints, Strides, and Soil 







Sample Color Odor 
Felix Medium Wet 
cs brown 
Alfredo Medium None 
SI brown 
Vera Light brown Rancid and 
S2 mildew 
Gene Brown and Flower 
S3 white smell 










DATA TABLE 1 
Initial desciptions 
Texture Plant or 
INTERESTING 
CHARACTERISTICS 
large spaces between steps, 
medium height 
large steps, tall 
little stride, wiggles while she 
walks, short 
medium steps, average height 
walks very fast, short 
Inorganic 
animal debris debris present 
Hard Stems Tiny pebbles 
Very moist Stem None 
Dry and Stem None 
hard 
Dry and None Tiny pebbles 
hard 
Soft None None ' 
Whose soil matches that from the crime scene? ----~K"-'=-en=d=r=a'--''s"--------
"Alfredo, 
Don't worry!! 
Soon we will be rich." 
- note written by Gene 
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BS - Handwriting Analysis Results 
''This is going 
to be a great 
day!!" 
- note written by Gene 
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BS -- Continued 
''There will be 
something amazing 
happening today!!" 
- note written by Alfredo 
''To Whom this Concerns, 
I don't feel very well. 
The copy of the will is 
in the top drawer!!" 







Dorito's (for party) 
Balloons 
Pepsi/Coke" 
- note written by Vera 
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BS -- Continued 
"Vera, 
Is this really 
going to work?" 
- note written by Kendra 
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B6 - Fingerprint Results 
Who Touched What Items? 
Broken Glass Felix and Alfredo 
Pliers Gene and Kendra 
Small Tongs Vera and Kendra 
Testtube Vera. 
Beaker Vera and Alfredo 
Scissors Felix 
Large Tongs Felix and Vera 
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B7 - Cola Test Results 
Number Name of Cola Density pH 
1 Coca Cola Classic 3 lines 2.57 
2 Diet Coke 3 112 lines 3.26 
3 Dr. Pepper 4 lines 2.84 
4 Diet Dr. Pepper 4 lines 3.16 
5 Pepsi Cola 3 112 lines 2.57 
6 Diet Pepsi 3 112 lines 3.13 
Mystery Sample Dr. Pepper 3 112 lines 2.96 
Which one of the colas matches the one found at the scene? Dr. Pepper 
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BS - Fiber Analysis Results 
Hair Fibers 
Alfredo's hair x 700 magnification 
Vera's hair x 700 magnification 
272 
B8 - Continued 
Hair Fibers 
Gene's hair x 700 magnification 
Kendra's hair x 700 magnification 
273 
B8 - Continued 
Hair Fibers 
,. 
Lammy's dog hair x 700 magnification 




Sasha's dog hair x 700 magnification 
Pucky's dog hair x 700 magnification 
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BS - Continued 
Hair Fibers 
Crime Scene hair # 1 x 700 magnification 
Identified as Gene's hair 
Crime Scene hair #2 x 700 magnification 
Identified as Kendra's hair 
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B8 - Continued 
Hair Fibers 
Crime Scene hair #3 x 700 magnification 
Identified as Sasha's hair 
Whose hairs were found at the crime scene? __ G=en=e=-'-=s'""". K=e=n=dr=a=-'=s ..... an=d.._.S=a=s=h=a=-' s"'---
277 
B8 - Continued 
Thread Fibers 
700 magnification Wool x 
700 magnification Cotton x 
278 
B8 - Continued 
Thread Fibers 
Polyester x 700 magnification 
Polyester Blend x 700 magnification 
279 
B8 - Continued 
Thread Fibers 
Crime Scene #1 x 700 magnification 
Identified as Polyester 
Crime Scene #2 x 700 magnification 
Identified as Cotton 
.,:.. 
280 
B8 - Continued 
Thread Fibers 
Crime Scene #3 x 700 magnification 
Identified as Cotton 
Whose threads matched those found at the crime scene? The threads could have 
been from Alfredo's blue cotton shirt or white cotton shorts. Vera's polyester lab coat or 
her white cotton skirt. Genes' blue-jean shorts. or Kendra's white cotton t-shirt. 
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B9 - Ink Chromatography Results 
Marker Number Type of Marker 
1 Wet erase 
2 Dry erase 
3 Permanent 
4 Dry erase 
5 Dry erase 
6 Permanent 
Mystery Note Wet erase 




BIO - DNA and Dental Analysis 
Lammy Addie Sasha 
Whose saliva matched that found at the crime scene? Sasha --==--
Whose teeth matched the imprints found on Felix's leg? -~S~a~sh=a~--
Pucky 
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Bil - Smell Test Results 
Whose perfume/cologne smell matches that on the towel from the crime scene? 
Kendra's 
1. Why are dogs used at such crime scenes as fires? The have such a keen sense of 
smell and they have been trained to smell all kinds of scents. 
2. Name and explain three ways investigators use dogs in police work. 
a. Smell for bodies or missing people 
b. Smell for drugs 
c. Smell for debris left behind, such as after a fire 
3. Some odors can be remembered longer than others. For example, a particular 
odor is always associated with a particular memory. Write a paragraph about the 
memories that come to mind when you smell: a.hot chocolate b. gasoline c. 
rubbing alcohol. 
Hot chocolate - Christmas caroling, cold evenings in winter, sitting by the fireplace 
Gasoline - a gas station, somebody pumping gas 
Rubbing alcohol - doctor's office, mosquito bites 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C4 - Grading Sheet 
Grading Sheet for Mystery Case #05197031 
1. Crime scene sketches (4 x 5 pts.) = 20 
2. X-ray analysis (pg. 20) = 18 
3. Tooth analysis - measurements & traits (pg. 27) = 9 
drawings (pg. 28) = 9 
questions (pg. 29) = 4 
4. Blood drops - outside droppings (pg. 33) = 12 
from scene (pg. 33-34) = 4 
5. Blood typing - analysis (pg. 41) = 1 
6. Fingerprinting - shapes & drawings (pg. 55) = 10 
evidence (pg. 56) = 14 
questions (pg. 57) = 4 
7. DNA analysis = 1 
8. Hair analysis - drawings (pg. 62) = 12 
questions (pg. 63) = 6 
9. Footprints - comparisons (pg. 67) = 6 
questions (pg. 73) = 4 
10. Strides - stride & traits (pg. 74) = 10 
288 
C4 - Continued 
11. Soil -descriptions (pg. 78) = 25 
12. Fibers - burnings (pg. 88) = 21 
microscopy (pg. 89) = 21 
questions (pg. 89) = 4 
13. Handwriting analysis - drawings (pg. 95) = 12 
questions (pg. 95) = 3 
14. Ink Chromatography (pg. 98) = 6 
15. Cola Test - pH (pg. 100) = 6 
densities (pg. 100) = 6 
16. Smell Test - colognes (pg. 102) = 1 
questions (pg. 102) = 3 
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APPENDIX D -- DATA TABLES 
Table Dl. Reasoning patterns displayed in students' essays 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
---·-··--·-·-·-·ff_. __________ I 04] ___ I~~!h_~~!<:~~~~~r.<:>!!!_§~h.!i ______________________ _fol!£!~siq11_~/st!£P:2!1_~~min~tion) ______ _ 
________ JL __________ J~_Z ___ I_h~~~~~_e_!!!~Y~_!t_gt'..c!._~n_t'.~---------------_f_211..£1Usi(_)_!!~/support (~~-~_)__---·--------
x 1047 Fel's f.prints were on scissors, broken glass, & Conclusion w/support (they were found 
x I 047 Suspects are Alf, Gene, Vera, & Ken Conclusion w/o support (what makes them 
-------------~-------·-······g,>:!2 ____ ~ll:.P!\i_11~~!!_h __ ~ri!!l1K~t'.f~ll:!.£-1:i~~-~~~ll~-----------~(_)_~~~C:.i:!P!!Qll_<?f._11ote_~~-~!t_(_)_ WI_"_(_)!e__!!le~-----
X 1047 Dr. Pepper was on back patio where Fe! & Alf Test was taken. Backed up location of 
- -------------------- _________ __c!_I_"_ll:ll~-------------------------------------------- -~he_~_e_!h_ey_~-~--------·-··-·---··--·-··-----·····-
x 1047 4 other suspect dogs: Lammy, Pucky, Addie, & Conclusion w/o support (what makes them 
--···-·---·--·-----····----·--··-----··-··--·---···-§~h.'i_._··-···-----·--··--·-··--·--··-··--- ·-····---···-·-----···-·---····-·-·-------··---··-·-·~1!'.!~_".!S_?J ___ ·····--·-··-··---·-----·-·-·---··------··--------·-
X I 047 Cut on I. hand Info from scenario 
X 1047 Blood didn't match crime scene Conclusion w/evidence ---··--·--··--·---··-·------·----------·-··--····-·-----·-·····----·-·-··--.. --···-·-·---·-·--·--··-----·-·········--··--··-····---·-··-··--·--·-·--·--··------···-·-------------··········--·----···-.. ·····- ··-----.. ·---·-··--------·---··--····--·-·---·-
_________ ]f _________ ___ _lQ'!1_61_f f:P-1:i_llt~ __ <:l1l.!>r.<:>~~-ll_g~~-~-~-b_f'._~e_r _______ _i:'.<:>ll~~l!~i_q11_~1s~--1?EQrt ------·-· 
X 1047 Fibers found were Alf's Doesn't say which fibers, just that they 
match his outfit 
x }_Q<!? ___ t._IL~_fel d~k C.g~~-------------------Jn~211~Ijj~iy~, e_~j_e_r ~~!_)r. P~------------
x 1047 Alf poisoned Fe! drink No proof & doesn't state when or why Alf 
··-·-------·-···-·---·--·-·--·-···-·-··-----··---····-··-----·-·--····-----·--·---------------·---·---····--·--··-------···-·--·---~!S_(_)_l1~~--h!~--------------·-··--······-·--------···--·· 
X 1047 Hairs matched Sasha's Indicates Sasha was there 
--····--···------------·--·-·--·------····-·-----··--···---·--·---··--··--·-··--·-·-·-----··---·---------·-··-----·----····---------·---·-·--·-·---·--·-····-·····--···-···--··-·--·----·------·-----······--·---··---------·------ ···-
_________________ ff ______________ J_CB7 ___ Q~~-_e~!~':1~.!~~_[~2~_s.~i~':1_'?_lll~':\'.-~-~~~h':1~~---f.2ncl~-~!<:>_n_~.!>-t!P~-f!_i~~~~~-~g_flL ______ _ 
X 1047 Gene walked on beach. No witnesses that saw Assumption w/o proof 
Gene his ----------------------------------------
_______________ K ______________ _!Q'!? ____ .fi~E~L2~11~ __ 1_!1:<:1t~h __ Q~11~---------------------------------Q~~-11_'_t_s.~Y.-~h!~h._f!_~~----------------------
X 1047 Gene has black marker Doesn't relate to 
-------·----~ ______________ .}_Q:4? ____ 9~.!1_t:'.S.LEI_"_i_11_t~_fC")l:ll1~ _ _()_n_pJi~r~---------------- .. _____ C:::211~I lj_~!Q_n_~/su_p_E<?!l ( weE~2l!ll.~------· ..... . 
··--·----------~---------------_lQ:E __ Y~r<l::_s~il~P!!l1!~-~-':1~h.... ___________ . ____________________ c;::_()!1_~lj-~i2!!Y!.~~!P.E<?i:!_(W~_E~_[~_11_~)_ ____ ........... __ _ 
X 1047 Vera's f.prints were found on beaker, s. test Conclusion w/support (were found) 
--·-····---···---------------·--------------t_lj~_, __ s_.t_()l1g~~-~.!g:_I_()_n_gs_ .. _ ... ___________ . _____ ·····-------·-·-·-·-·-·--··-··--·-·--·---·-------·-------------
X 1047 Candy bar wrappers found on plate Named wrong candy (mores), indicating no 
are 
X 1047 Type A blood was found on & around victim, Wrong. No blood on victim. Doesn't give 
______________________________________ --~-l!-~f.~!.h~~-t>-~-- ____________________________________ t_he_j_!!!PQ~~_e_2f.!lI.e_!1.!!<:>rE_ll_gf:~l_:.~ .. ~_l~xi----
X 1047 Smell test proved Ken perfume Proof of perfume test 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 




1047 Ken_f:prin!S f~und_2g_~.tongs, ~_ie_rs ______ Con~-~!!:sion ~~~.!!_____----·----
___ 104_7_. Ken h~~t s_ce_n_~ Concl~sion w/sl!EP.2rt ________ _ 
1047 Ken broke Fel promise No proof. .. but description of her helping 
Fel re-decorate his house ------------------------------------------------------
_____ x________ 104 __ 7 __ <;Jene entered ho1:1~~-~!_!_!._~9 ______ . ___ S~~rted by scen~_rio t_im_e_s _____ _ 
----~-----_!._~?_ _ _A!fE..!1..!.!J!.~d Conclusion w/~_rt ('Y._!"Cstli!!&__ ___ . 
X 1047 Bite marks from Sasha _____ C.onclus!~n w_{~_ (atta_c_k~) ___ _ 
---·~----------------------------·---
x 1047 Fel broke bones Conclusion w/~~ (fel_l d~~~tairsJ __ _ 
x 1047 Fel rolled onto Aloha sign 
---------------
Conclusion w/support (fell downstairs) & 
________ __,.(p,_ho_t.2) 
----~------__JQ42__ Alf-~~~-& ~oke gl~~ C21-1:~?~!2!1 w/s_~rt (~as sh~!!&_ ______ _ 
X 1047 Alf was waving to guests Conclusion w/o evidence, he actually wa<; 
------·-------------·---Y.~JH1:!8J:or help when f!!ev ran ____ _ 
--·-·-------------~--·-----1-~7 -~en -~Y.~~ did_f.~_,J~~t!!:g_~rj_!l-~hil!Q_fo1._1£!~§ion w/s_~!!.if22tprin~L-------·-
--·--·----L. ____ 1047 __ Shop~list f€'.ll fr0...!!!_£<2C.!~l. _________ ._.fonclu~i_Q_n w/s~..EQ!!_1~id ~J'R) ___ . __ . ___ _ 
--------------~ ____ _!_97-~--~~g_~plot ~1-~!£>!Y!!!!~----------------------~~~~~1-th~t sceQ~Q-~_g~-------·------·---· 
X 1078 Fel broke many bones from being pushed off a Conclusion w/support (x-rays) 
-·-------·--·-· ___ c_!iair ~_!(e1._1 _______ .. -----· 
-----·-· ___ X __ _JQ?8 Ken 01._1_1.y around him from 12:30-1:00 Conclusion_w/~~rt (from scenario) --------x 1078 Ken was the last person to see him before he was Conclusion w/support (from scenario) 
found dead --------------------------
x 1078 Alf & Fel drinking Dr. P about 112 hour before Conclusion w/support (from scenario) 
Ken came ·---------R--·-R--·--·Rv-R ···---·---- --·--------------·R---------UH0-0¥ __ _ 
X 1078 Living room chairs upturned, showing Fel fell Conclusion w/o support (sign wasn't in 
·-------.. --·-------·-.. ---2~to _Aloha sign lj~!!!g_~~!!l· & 1_1.9 c~rs ~ere upt~rned) 
__________ 2:( __ 1978 _ Co~<?_!!__~_.P2l_y~~~r w~<?_f2~nd at sc~~-----f.2!!.".!usioJ!~1-~.PJ?Ort (thr~-(!_~r test) __ _ 
---------·----~--- . 1078 Blood drop~~plattered!£om ~<!_in & 90~----~b resu_!!_~L<?..£On~!~sio_!!_ ______ ·-·--·----
----------------~--__!_Q~ KeE_2Vas helpi_!!g_!lill!_~ecorate ________ . ___ Conc!usion w1-~P~ill'.2~_scen~2L ____ _ 
X 1078 Vera went outside to get Sasha so she could bite 
Fel -------------¥-·--------- ---···-R•-·--R-- ---------·--·-· 
X 1078 Body was Fe! Conclusion w/support (blood type taken 
··-----·-----·----------------froll!_~Y2 _____________________ ... 
x 1078 Black wet-erase marker wrote notes Lab result w/o conclusion 
X 1078 Gold earring was found, so Vera & Ken have Misinterpretation of evidence, conclusion 
____________ .. ______ __pierced ears -·----- w/o support _______ _ 
X 1078 Bite marks matched up. It is Sasha's. Conclusion w/support (dental records) 
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Table DI -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
--------·-·------·--·----·---------···-----·-·-·~-----·--·------------------··---·-·--------
x 1078 Vera put chemicals into cut 
x 1078 Soil sample was Vera's 
Conclusion w/o support (she supposedly 
wasn't there when Ken 
Conclusion w/support (dry, light brown 
---------------------------------------·--·------------------------------------ col~_~i_t_!!_~£!d ~!!1~!!2_ ____ _ 
X 1078 Vera & Ken both had white powder on shoes, so Conclusion w/o support 
--_________________________ _!gc;:y_~~!_f: __ t_()_g~!h~r ~f~~-p_~~---------------- .. ----------·--·------------------------
X 1078 Vera & Ken dragged Fel into kitchen Conclusion w/some support but not another 
type of support (was lying on sign, but why 
was it dragged into the kitchen? They were 
painting it in the kitchen) Earlier it says 
_________________ .. ____________ .. ________________________ .. ____________________________________________ !h'1:~2~E~_1!_~~--~!t~~~-tiLLQQ _________ .. ___ _ 
X 1078 Identified notes written Lab result w/o conclusion ---·----·-----·---------.-------- -----·----------·········----·-··------------·--·-------·-----···-·---·-·-·---------·--·--··-------·---·-----------·--
______________________ :0; ___ _l_Q?L~~ha' s hair_ W<l:'l f _()Un~------------------- .. ---~~~_!~~t~_w/~t1EE_()_i:! __ Q!..'!i!__anal_y~~-----
X 1078 Gene's & Ken's hair found Conclusion w/support (hair analysis & 
______ .. ___ .. ____________________________________ .. __________________________________________________ 8-~ .. !t~_C:s>.l!l_~:ve cruB_~_9~_!!_e~s_l~L ________ _ 
X 1078 Vera's footprints were on Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (stride & 
measurement 
.. __________________________ _2( ___ !..Q?.~ __ __!<;_~n ~Efllpie _()_!! tow~!...!!! the l!_9use _________ _µ~_ res_t1!! ~(_()_~oncl __ u_si_o_n __ _ 
X 1078 Polyester is from Vera's coat or Ken's painting Conclusion w/o support (it could be from 
coat another 
x 1078 Vera's f.prints on test tube, pliers, beaker, & Misinterpretation of evidence 
wire 
__ _:0; ____________________ _J_QQ3-__~c;:g~_pJ_()_~~(~!2EYli_~f: ________________________ ~~g~~--~~-me ~-~_y-~_~_c:~_l!_~ _ _()_ __________ .. _ ... _ 
X 1003 Ken had walked into house at 1:00 & left at 1: 15 Inconclusive (wrong times, entered at 12:30 
·------------------------------------------------------------------_§£).~ft_~_I:OO) _________________ _ 
_____ J.l'.. _______________________________________ l.QQ~-~~_r~_s __ si_l_~-~-1.!!~£c_Q_E_~!!~-------------- __ -·-------~_()_Ilc:_l usi_~_~1_S_l1Ep_()_J!l£!:!!1!S) _________ .. ______ _ 
-----~----------------------- _ _!Q9l ___ ~~Q~~.!?_i~ __ !!l<I.!:~~-------- Co!!c:_\!!~!~Il-~(~Et_{!!l~_f£~_.1:!1?)_______ _ 
___ _0__ ____________________ J_QQ?. ___ ~!~-~roJ?.~~1!1_(~~!_ _____________________________ ~!? res.!:!_l_g>_~':?._<:2!1:~lusi~I! _____________________ .. __ _ 
-----~------------------_!_OQ? __ ~~_y_".Yas !>i!!~s...~4-~ .... ct.~-~g~-~-------------..M.~..!1_!~_ip~~~...!!2g_~f..~~-!~!'.!!~~----------------
x 1003 Dried-up matter on floor Lab results w/o conclusion, only gotten 
from scenario 
_J.I'.._______ _ ______________ _!_ 00~ ___ y_f:~~~!!_fE_~~d._hj_l!l!_Sl~ .. i_!__~!i~_f~!~-----------~_()_l1~4_ictOl}'_:_M!~!!te!P_!~~!jOI! _____________ _ 
X 1075 No external injuries Conclusion w/support (backed up 
____________ J.I'..__________ _ ____ l_()l~-~L".Y~~-l?.~n~~ Ol!_.!?_~~~p<?rch ______________________________________ _:::_:::_ _____ .. ________________________ _ 
X 1075 Fe! f.prints on scissors, he had messed up on Conclusion w/support (cut Alf hand) 
part of the sign 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
X 1075 Fel cut Alf hand w.h_e_n he_l_o_st_h_i_s_~ance ____ ~Oll£1_1:1~on_~~~pport ------·--·-··· 
____ X_ l_QJ~_ Gene ~rot~not~~-~-~...!.E.P..~!!_~ra ~onclusion w/support (to _P!Otect Sasha) 
-----~-----l_QZ?_l?lood on poster (~as from Alt) __ _s:;Ql!<:'..!.!!~i<?n w/o s_up~po_rt ______ _ 
----~---------··!.91~-~~f f.pi:!!lts ~ toEg~------·-· Conclusion w/support (grilling hotdogs) 
X 1075 Gene did CPR Conclusion w/o support (Vera & Ken were 
doing CPR) & (Why did Gene do CPR if he 
thought Fel had been attacked? He didn't 
----------------------------·-----------·----!~~-!~~~-!!~d be~!!_~ heart ~~~k.) _________ _ 
X 1075 Fe! fractured his sk-ull Conclusion w/support (fell from ladder 
-----------------------------·-----------·-----·--------~-!?-en h:~..&.1!8 sign}_ _____ . ________ ._ 
X 1075 Alff.prints on broken beaker Conclusion w/support (Alf dropped beaker 
when team scored touchdown & Fel never 
-~asl!_~-~ishe~L_ ______ .-·---·-----·-.. ·-·--···-
x 1075 Crawled up the sun-porch Conclusion w/support (he was still awake to 
-----------------·-·----·---.. -------------·----------·--·----·-----------_ _£~~!2--------------·---·-··--·--·-·-----.. ----· 
X 1075 Was panicking, & was having a heart attack Conclusion w/support (phone didn't work to 
-----·------------·-----------·------·---·------.. ·--------<:'._all_f or h~!Pl_·--·-----···-....... ----------------·-·-·----· 
X 1075 Sasha tried to drag Fel out of the house & to the Conclusion w/support (sensed something 
-----·------------l!~gh~_!'s!..put too _late -------------------~wrong through .1!~~2 ____________ , ___ .. ____ .. 
_______ X ___ __!Q?_~--~!!_ & fel drank_Coke _______ Misin~_!E!:~~tion of evid_e_n_ce __ _ 
x 1075 Fel was writing shopping list on towels Misinterpreting evidence (shopping list was 
·-------------·-·--- ___ in_V_era' s __ h~~"-'Pti!:l_g} ______________ ._. ____ ._ x 1075 Gene left & walked to party w/others Conclusion w/support (came earlier, but 
-·-----------------·------·------------------------------- _.!!?-<?E.B.~!.~~_!ia !!_~ attacke_d I:~-------------­
Conclusion w/o strong support (based on a x 1048 Gene & Vera committed the crime 
_____ f~'Y.__tes~ that werei:i~!~~rted well} _______ _ 
--~------·-·--·-------·--1.~--~-~~print "-'-~-Q~i:i~~------------~--M~!_l!_~tpret!ng evi~~ce (V ~~~~------------
X 1048 Saliva & teeth marks are from Sasha Lab results w/o conclusions -----------·---------------·-------···---·---·-------·------·-·------------·-----------·------·------·· 
X 1048 Blood is from Vera Lab results w/o conclusions ----------····-·----·---··--------··------------·-··--------·-----·-----·--·---·-·------------.. ·- · -·-·--·--·---"·--·--·-····--·-·--·--· 
X 1048 Gene's fibers because he is only one with Conclusion w/o support (Gene wasn't 
------·-------·--------~J_)'.~te!:_ _______________________________ ~-~~l!g~~!~) ___________ , ________ ,_ 
-~---------------_1_Q56 ~~an plot _w/st~~!_!ne ________________ ·--~~-ga._i:!8-a.~~-~)'.'-~~~enario ____ , _____ ··-----
X 1056 Vera's blood on Aloha sign Conclusion w/o support (no description of 
·---------·-·-----.. ---- ·--·--------·---------.. ·---------------~!ood type). NoJ'!!>_~esults ~ere _~~t~<!_ ______ _ 
x 1056 Vera's fiber was at the scene 
x 1056 Vera Cruise is the killer 
No lab results, no conclusions. Doesn't say 
which fiber was found 
Conclusion w/o supporting evidence 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
X 1056 Vera was looking for a place to bury him Conclusion w/o support (no proof that she 
------·--·--··-···-·--·----· --····------------.~~ooking_f~--~~_n_·a1~spo~t) ___ _ 
X 1056 Vera poisoned him the night before Conclusion w/o support (no proof that he 
----·-·-··--·----··-----·-·-·----------------------·----·-·---------W~.J?2iS~~ed). _________ .. --------
X __ !_901 ____ ~e~..£!2! w/storyline -----··-------~~'!!.l~~e-~~~-scenan __._o __ _ 
X 1001 Alf poisoned Fe! w/chemicals Vera made while Conclusion w/support (Fel was turning his 
-----------------~~~n't loo~~------------------------------_!i~ad) -------··---------··--------·-·-
X 1001 Alff.prints all over beaker Conclusion w/support (when he beat Fel 
over the 
X 1001 Blood was from steep slope Conclusion w/support (looked like it was 
-·-------·-----·----·-------··-·----·-·--·-----··-----------·-------------f~~'!g}__________ ---------
x 1001 Blood from Alf & Fe! all over the sign Conclusion w/o support (blood didn't match 
& no blood was from 
x 1001 Teeth marks were Sasha's Conclusion w/support (marks were small & 
---------·----··----·-··-·-·-·---··--·····--·----_:_-·---·------··-·-·---··-----------_i>-~J-~~~- withe same m€'._a8ure!!1ents) ____ _ 
X 1001 Sasha was biting Fe! leg Conclusion w/support (Ken sprayed 
---·-·---·----···---··---·---·---- -·--------·-·-----~-----------~!:f\l_~-~!-~hich_~d~~-~'!fel l~--------
X 1001 Alf went home & cleaned off all evidence Conclusion w/o support (Alf had f.prints on 
-·-·-·------····------·--------------w/f.p!il!~----------·---------------mli!!YQ'!.~~-~!!ea!<-~r & ~~y~~ow~~\l.Pl__ __ _ 
X 1001 Threads belong to any of them Conclusion w/semi-support (polyester & 
cotton were found because all of them were 
---------------"'~!!8_ COttOn ~~~~l_ ______ _ 
x 1001 States what some of the notes say Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say what 
--------------------·-----·------------·-----·--·--------------!~_e~_e_!l._~~_e~_~an ~~ho wr~te th_e_m~) __ 
X 1001 DNA & hairs were from Sasha & hairs were Conclusion w/support (they matched up 
________________________________ f!.s>_!!!_Q_ene ---------------------------------~ft_e! Sasha bit Fel_i>_!l the leg) __________ _ 
x 1001 Vera was at crime scene Conclusion w/support (footprints & soil 
matched up, & she was the only one not 
wearing a sport-like tennis shoe, & had a 
small stride of 13 cm, soil was It. Brown, 
was rancid, & was dried & hard, white 
-···--·-·---------------------···---·-·-----·--·-----·---------------·-------------£2~-c:!~_<?.!1 her s~~~-!~ unidentified) 
X 1001 Six notes were written w/dry-erase marker Misinterpreting evidence (the marker was 
-·---·------·-----·-·--·------·-·-----··-·-··-------------·---···-----···--·--·-·-·-·--·--·--------~~~erase)----------------------·---·· 
_________________ K ___ J_Q~2---~~.&'!!!2!~t w/~-~~ry_!~I!_~---------------------------~!'..&_~~~e w~~~--~~~~g ________________ _ 
X 1059 Alf is innocent Conclusion w/support (made comment that 
Fe! looked pale so left the house) 
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Table DI -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
. ___ X ___ l0_59 Ken eerfume was .,S?n t:!_~~~----------Lab results w/o conclusions 
X 1059 Vera was one guilty person Conclusion w/support (isn't it strange that 
she went on the beach and not on the streets 
-----.. -·----·--·---------------------------------~r in a.ca __ r_?>~--· 
X 1059 Alf & Fel had f.prints on glass Conclusion w/support (each touched it 
--------·---·---------·---·-------· ______ yhile dri!!~ng Di:_P) --------·----·---
Conclusion w/support (he touched beaker 
------·---------·-·--------------------------------w~ile 120k!!!g__for a__g!~s) _·-----·-----·---·-· 
x 1059 Alf.had f.prints on beaker 
X 1059 Vera & Gene met on beach to plan Fe! death Conclusion w/support (they met between 
---------·----·-·-·----... ------·-------·-·------------------1~1?:±~Q) _________ , ___ _ 
X 1059 Fel wrote note that will was in top drawer Conclusion w/support (handwriting 
------·-----------------·---- ________ analJ.'.~~..?..~pel felt th~~~-t~_!!~<!-~y_Q~!!e) ___ _ 
x 1059 Names on notes in kitchen 
x 1059 Alf was innocent 
Conclusion w/support (either people were 
dumb for putting names, or trying to set 
someone up, or pointing to themselves to 
·--- ---~~~-!! look unli~_!y). __ .... _____ ... __________ ... 
Conclusion w/support (he had seen Fe! alive 
-------·--·----------·- _____ .... _________ _!_few hou._rs ~!! .. ~!) ____ .. ___________ .. ______ _ 
X 1059 Vera & Gene met Ken at Fel while she was Conclusion w/o support (Ken would've 
-------------·-------<!~.2...~ting ---------·-----------alr~~-!~ft ~}'_the~)---·-------·------
X 1059 Polyester was found at scene Conclusion w/support (nobody was wearing 
any, but Vera was close to Fel house when 
--------... ··---... ---------·-·----...... ---------------------.. ---·----------she ~!'.!-9:.~!!!'.._at t!i_~-~~N_ __________ .. 
X 1059 Vera's dirty footprints were on sign Conclusion w/support (Vera went into 
house through back door, stride was 13 cm, 
------···-·~·-~---------·-------·--------------------· ---- -~oil~~ (rom Vera) ____________ ,_ ... ______ ._. 
X 1059 Vera finished decorating at 1:00 Contradictions (earlier said that Vera & 
- ... ---------------·-------------------·-·--------_.9enl:'. m~ K!'.._~ there) _______ _ 
x 1059 There was red paint spilt in the kitchen & Fe! 
had broken bones & missing teeth 
Conclusion w/support (a fight occurred, 
causing it to spill, plus his clavicle, 
vertebrae, tibia, ribs, pelvis, cranium, femur 
were bruised, snapped, or broken, & 
--·-·------... -----------------·----... ----·--------------... --missi!!g te!'.!!!2_ _____________________________ _ 
X 1059 Vera's blood was at the scene Conclusion w/support (only one open 
x 1059 Bite mark was from Sasha 
-----------~-~lJ:!!?l ___________ , _____ , ____ ,,,, _________ . 
Conclusion w/support (she must've been 
protecting her owner) 
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Low Med High id Evidence 
X 1059 Vera cut herself 
x 1059 Saliva was from Sasha 
Proof 
Conclusion w/semi-support (nobody saw 
___ h_er C_!-!!}!~~~-1[_, __ ~l!~~e w~hotdl!tg_(l_~~i!~-­
Conclusion w/support (DNA matched, 
found near bite mark after she was 
--··------------.. -----·--·-····--·------·-··-·-··---··-··--------·---·--------·-·-··-··---------··-··--·--· · - -·------------·-·-·----··--·--·-J'-~2t~-~~--p._g __ Q~i:i~l.. _______________________________________________ _ 
X 1080 Teeth marks were Sasha's Lab results w/o conclusions ----·-·-----·-----------·-·-----·---.. ·-·-··-----------·---·-·-··----·····-------. .---.------------.. --···-·--··-··--·-···--··--·---------·-·--· .. -------·-···---·-·--·-·--·-·------· ··----------·----------·-·-----·---·---"·---·--·-··-·-··-·-··--· .. · ·--x l 080 Blood matched Fe! Misinterpreting evidence (proof shows that 
________ ___________________________ ------------------------------------- _________________ .!12._~!~_..y_~..f2ll_n.~_!1~~-l:x?9-)'L_ _______ __ _ ___ _ 
X 1080 Notes matched all of them Just mentions notes, but not what they say. 
x 1080 Alf, Gene, Vera, & Ken murdered Fe! 
No conclusions. 
Contradictory (earlier it is mentioned that 
he fell & died. Why does it say now that 
killed 
X 1080 Ken footprints were in dirt in front of house Misinterpreting of evidence (we have no 
-------------------------------------------------------··-------------------------------------·····---------P!_~_f_t_~~~_!_h.~Y~~-~<:: __ !Q_f_x_:2nt_o_fh.!.s __ ~2ll~~2- ......... . 
X 1080 Perfume matched Ken Conclusion w/support (perfume wiped off 
__ -------------···------------------ ___________________________________________________________________ 2~--~w~!_~!!~i:i~~-~~-El}'in._g_~~!..f~~-~L- ____ _ 
____ _?.\: _______________________ _!Q~Q ___ fel _g2_Gl.£2!1 .. ~ .. ll~i(?_!1__~~~9_!<_e hi~_!!1'-!~-------------------~-2!1£1~!2.~~!~_llP£2~_(~y~n._h.t::_f~J_!) ________ _ 
X 1080 Fel blood matched Misinterpreting of evidence & no support 
(Fe! never cut hand because no blood was 
x 1080 Footprints matched Ken Misinterpreting of evidence (they were 
x 1080 Fe! died from no medical attention Conclusion w/o support (why did he die if 
Ken was there _______ .. ______ .. ______ .. ____ ,,_.................. -----·--······--·----.. -----................. --.-----.. ·--------... --.. ·---.. -- _______________ ,, __ .. _____ .,,_,,, ______ ,, __ ,,_,, ____ ~2::~:'_'_ __ :'._~-~:~~~~-'-~-~:'.~~-~·_e._:J_ __ .. _ .. ______ ,, ________________ _ 
x 1023 Fe! wrote only cursive note at scene Conclusion w/support (he writes mostly in 
x 1023 Notes were written w/wet-erase markers Conclusion w/support (ink chromatograph) 
_________________ -----~-----!Q~3. ____ e2llr.~~co~e.__!!lt2_&a_~---------------------- .. -------- ___ Mi_~~n.!e_ipr.~!ll1.£_~~!<:1~!1~_e._l'Y..a_~_Qr.:..E! _________ _ 
X 1023 Alf had cut on I. hand Conclusion w/support (Alf dropped his 
x 1023 Fel & Alf were only ones to leave f.prints on Conclusion w/support (Fel cleaned up mess) 
X 1023 Vera snuck into kitchen Conclusion w/support (Ken distracted Fe! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --···---~y-~a_l}g~!lg~~c:g..!:_~ti _ _()I1_~p~~p~_!1_g __ f()(Jd_) 
x 1023 Fe! landed on Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (he was beat up) 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
·-····-··----------------·····------····--····-·------
x 1023 Vera's footprints were in kitchen 
x 1023 Vera had f.prints on test tube 
x 1023 Vera was going to poison Fe! 
Conclusion w/support (tread, width, length, 
& style, also she snuck into kitchen, stride 
also match~2---------------··-····· 
Conclusion w/support (f.print analysis, 
however, one test tube was found at crime 
scene. Didn'_t she take it w/her_?~) __ _ 
Conclusion w/support (Ken was still 
distracting him, & Fe! left drink available to 
poison, Vera sneaked out of the kitchen, 
pretending that she had just entered the 
X 1023 Fe! became dizzy, pale, & sleepy Conclusion w/support (the poison was just 
--·--···---···--·-·----··-··-······--··-·-···-··--------···--·---·-··-·· · ·-·---·-------~-(!_!!!_~_g_i!ll __ _ 
X 1023 Ken left gold earrings Conclusion w/o support (no earring was 
--··---··-···-·····---···-----···-···------·---··-·------···-·--------·-----·-· found a! .. ~~~!!.L ____________ _ 
X 1023 Gene's & Ken f.prints on pliers 
·-···-·--···------------·-----------------···-· -------
Conclusion w/support (Gene used them as a 
_____ wea~n, ~- K~!!. used the!!!_~_!!ang l:'~.!!L_ 
_________________ ]f _____ __!Q_~ __ _p~j_n._!_~as g_n s_~--------------------------~o~~l!:lsion ~§~!!_(it was knocked over) _ 
X 1023 Beaker fell to ground during fight Conclusion w/support (beaker was lying 
----··--·-·-·-··-·---·--------·-···-···-·--·-·--·----------·--··-·-·····-···-·------·-··-···---·······--··-·-·-·-·-~!!_~ th~_ house~) __ _ 
X 1023 Fe! & Alf only touched beaker Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state the 
·-----------------------------------------·---~~rtance o(.!his) _________ . ____ _ 
X 1023 Small tongs fell to ground Conclusion w/support (they were lying 
--··--·-···--·······--·····-------···------···-····-··-·----···--·--····------··-···--··-----------···---~~!!!1~.t~~-~~~'!) _______________________ _ 
X 1023 Scissors were touched by Fe! & fell to the Conclusion w/support (he used them to 
··--·-··--·------------·-·-----·-ground---·-·---------------- make decoratio~_~) ________________ _ 
X 1023 Fe! knocked over lg. Tongs, & Vera had touched Conclusion w/support (he was being beat 
them up, & Vera moved them while working in 
--··----------·-····-·-···-------·--··--····------··--------·--------·-------~~~kite~~---------------·-·-·--·---·· x 1023 Fe! bled on the Aloha sign Misinterpreting of evidence (blood was 
··---···-·--···---·--·----··--------··--·----------------··---·-----··----·--····--·--.:!er.a' s)_ ___ ··--·--·-···--····-····-·--···--····-····-·-
x 
x 
1023 Bite marks & liquid was on Fel leg 
1023 Bite marks were 2 feet high on his leg & dripped 
as it fell 
Conclusion w/support (Sasha thought Fe! 
Conclusion w/semi-support (blood wasn't 
from Fe!, but interpretation of blood 
-···--·-·-·--··-·········--·---·-·····-·-········--··-·-··---·-·--··-----·-------·-------------------------~!:i.E.Pi!1£~-~as accurate) 
X 1023 Ken perfume was on the towel Conclusion w/support (smell test) 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence 
X 1023 Sasha's & Gene's hairs were found 
x 1023 Fibers were Gene's 
Proof 
Conclusion w/support (took samples from 
_____ othe_r dogs & people & matched them) __ 
Conclusion w/support (2 cotton & 1 PRS 
thread, & Gene was wearing blue jeans, 
--·----------·--------·-·--··---------·-------·------~icro test~ burn te_s~t)~-----· 
X 1023 Alf was guilty Conclusion w/support (Alf looked shocked 
-------------------------·----·------- . --- to see .f~.!_~-~<:!L _____________ . __ 
------------------~--_!_023 _l)N~-w~-~~~~-------·-----·-···----Co~.l~i2!!_w/sup£Qrt @NA t~.!L ______ _ 
X 1023 They didn't start doing CPR until ambulance Conclusion w/support (Fel was dead) 
--·--------·-------·--·------····-----.. ·~-~~Q.J!!!Eg _______ ---
x 1042 Fel suffered trauma while struggling Conclusion w/support (many of his bones 
----------------·-·-------------------------·---· were broken) 
X 1042 Sasha's teeth marks matched Lab results w/o conclusion ---·--·----·-------·---·-·-----·--··--------------------------------------------·-·-------·---···-----·-"··-----· 
X 1042 DNA matched Sasha Lab results w/o conclusion ---------·-------------------·-------------------·-----··----·---·----·---·----··--·-··-·--·---·---··-------·-·-· 
X 1042 Blood came from a 90° angle, & fell from @ 12 Lab results w/o conclusion 
in. 
X 1042 Polyester (Vera's lab coat, blue cotton (Alf blue Conclusion w/semi-support (found at scene, 
polo shirt), & cotton threads (either Alf, Vera, or but tests were not listed) 
--------·-.. ·-·---.. -----·---~enJ w~~~ found _________ . 
_______________ K__J_~2 Gene's, Ken, & Sasha's hair \\'.!'.!~12!1~--------Lab_I~~!!!~ w/o ~on~1:1~j().!1 _______________ _ 
----·--·---·---~.!_~~-~~~~~!-~tpri~----··-------.. ________ _!,.a~_results !Vlo con~l_1:1~j_2!!_ _____________ .. 
X 1042 Vera didn't break into house Lab results w/o conclusion --·--·--··-----------·-·- -------·- -···-·----------·----·------------
------------------~----!~±-~f~!_l()~~-~-t:_~J!lc~_!!!_~~_!~l!L_ ___________ ~b re~ul~-~!9_~..!!~!~i2!_1~-----------------
X 1042 Vera's f.prints are on most everything, but she Lab results w/o conclusions, needs to 
_ .. _____ .. _ .. __ ·--·--·----·------~i_q_n.'.~-~_!!ive ear!L_ ________ ·---·----~ain w!!.~t h~_E_ti..Il.ts we_!.~_.2.n. ______________ ... 
X 1042 Dr. P was found at scene Lab results w/o conclusions ·-----·------------ -----------·---··----·--------·-----------·---·-· 
_____________ _2~ ___ !_Q42 _ Ke~...P!~!Ile.~~ fou_!!d on ~!..!~~el La~_I_~ul~-~~.....£2.~<?.!!1~ .. ~().!1~----.... -----------
X 1042 DID NOT ST ATE HOW THE CRIME Mostly lab results w/o conclusions 
HAPPENED, ONLY THE RESULTS FROM 
THE LAB TESTS ---·-·-----··-·--·-------·----··--·--·---------·----------------·----
---------------------~--!_QZ?... ___ ~~..&~.....E..!()t w..£~9-!1'!i..~_e _____________________ ~~gan s_am~ way ~ scenaij~-----------------
X 1077 Fel had broken leg, & skull showed signs of Conclusion w/support (bone analysis, he 
stress or pressure marks was hit in the head & dragged down the 
----·-·--_ .. ____ .. _ .. ___ ...... ___ .... ---·-·· .. -----·------------------.. ·------------·------~~~s~) ____________________ . __ .. _ 
x 1077 Sasha's bite marks Conclusion w/support (teeth analysis, Alf 
had Sasha bite him in the leg to look like an 
attack) 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
----------------------~------1Q?L__~~!!_~_~aj!y3_~~8-__ f.Q1:1!.1~-------------------------~~!.1C:!l!S.ig!1_".\l~!!PP:9-rt _(l?!'J_~_te_s_!)_ __________ _ 
X 1077 Blood drop is a little smaller than dime & fell Lab results w/o conclusion 
from @ 24 it fell from 
x 1077 Blood drop was A 
x 1077 Fluid was found in beaker 
No support for whose blood it is (doesn't 
that Fel had 
Misinterpreting of evidence (fluid was 
never found in 
__ _____________ _ __ --~---- __ _l_Ql_?_ _Y~E~'._s.J_pijr.!!_s_-..y_~~---~-~~~E- _____ ------------~-2~}~_S.i~1.!."Yi~1:1EEQi:t_lf_:Pij_nt t~st ) _________ _ 
X 1077 Alf & Sasha's hair Misinterpreting of evidence (hair was 





1077 Cotton & polyester were found 
1077 Vera's were found 
1077 Alf hit Fel over the head until he was dead 
1077 Wet-erase markers wrote the notes, & Gene & 
Alf each had one in their pockets 
Doesn't say whose fibers they were, lab 
results vdo conclusion 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
Conclusion w/support (Alf went upstairs 
when Fel 
Conclusion w/semi-support (scenario stated 
that they owned them, doesn't say when 
··-------·-···-·--··-·-·------·--·-------------·-----··--------------·-··-··----------------------------J!t~.Y~~E~_!!S.~~-':?E_QY-..Y!!..0m_2_ ________________ _ 
______________________ x }Q?! _____ _My~t-~ry_t9~~-h~-~--~~!.1~tf_~_f!l~ ____ -------------------~.<:>.I1C:!!!_S.i~1.!~~8-!!PP:9-i:t_(S.f!l~!L~_s.!L____ __ _ 
X 1077 Alf slipped drug (made by Vera) into Fel drink Conclusion w/support (when Fel wasn't 
x 1077 Alf signaled to Vera that he had put it in Fe! Conclusion w/support (when Alf went to 
drink the 
x 1077 Paper towels had forged handwritings Conclusion w/o support (there is no 
evidence that these notes were 
x 1077 Vera called Ken to go to Fe! Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken showed 
at Fe! 
x 1077 Blood was splattered from the back of Fe! neck Conclusion w/o support (the blood was not 
Ken 
x 1077 Fe! was lying on Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (Ken, Alf, & Vera 
rolled him onto the 
X 1077 Sasha's bite marks were on leg to look like an Conclusion w/support (Alf had Sasha bit 
---------------------····----_____________ ---~-~~(;~--------------- ----····· _ ·---------------------- _______ ..... hif!! .. 21.!_~h~_Ice.g_t~!~l\_l!_l\~--~!1'1-t~c;~) _ 
X 1077 Vera told Gene to write notes that she could do Conclusion w/o any supporting evidence 
experiments on. She then gave them to Alf to (WHY WOULD THEY WANT GENE TO 
leave at the scene. WRITE NOTES TO LEA VE BEHIND'! 
THIS IS A BIT CONFUSING) 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
X 1077 Ken had perfume on paper towel, & left it at the Conclusion w/semi-support (Ken didn't like 
---·--·--------------~~!1~--------------·--------------l_i_~~tf_!!_l_l!~~~~-!!_~ff) 
X 1058 Alf poisoned Fe! drink when sitting with him Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state when 
it could've happened, w/Fel sitting right 
there 
X 1058 Red paint was on kitchen floor Conclusion w/support (Ken spilt it while 
--------··-·---·--.. --··----·-·-·---------·-.. ·-·----··------·--·---·----·----·-------------l_i_~!E!!g_f~!)_ _____ , ____ . ______ ._,_. ________ , ___ . __ _ 
X 1058 Bite marks by Fel Conclusion w/support (during fight, Sasha 
bit 
x 1058 Loops & whorls were f.prints at scene. They Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say what 
were all from Gene the f.prints were on. Also, it doesn't say the 
----··--· -··------·-·--·------·---------···----·----·--·----·--·---·-----··---·---·---·------<?!h~t it~_1!1:_8_~!.9.!h~r~ople' s__[~l1~--------
X 1058 Genes & Sasha's hairs were found at scene Conclusion w/support (diam, length, tip 
condition, & root condition match up, 
specifically told that Sasha was the only one 
w/frayed & rounded hair, making it 
obvious, specifically told that Gene was the 
only one w/a blunt tip condition, & tapered 
-----------··---·---·--·---------------·--·----·---·-·--·--·---··-_______ _!:OOt C01!_4j_t_!_<?!1L ____________________ ._ 
X 1058 Ken left towel w/perfume Conclusion w/support (she was wiping her 
·---·----·----------·-··-----·------·---·-·---··-------------··--------------·----··--h~d ~/.~~e~L--·--·-.. ·-·-·----·--·------·--------· 
X 1058 Ken is guilty Conclusion w/support (left behind hair 
·-·---··------·------··--.. ----···------·-----·· .. -.. ·-------·----·---------···--------------------~-~-l1-he_!_p~-4~Ql_<lte) ________________ _ 
X 1058 Note was wnuen by Fe! Conclusion w/support (after drinking 
--··-·--·--·-···-·--·--------·-----·---------·--------·--··---------·-··-·-------·---·--·------£2!_~_l!.~.f~~~9~-t_~~-no_!':2_ _________ . __ 
X 1058 Fe! had a broken tibia, fibula, tarsal, clavicle, Conclusion w/support (x-rays, there was a 
phalange, carpals, metacarpals, pelvis, & jaw. fight between Gene & Fe!) 
Also there was a bruised forehead, & missing 
teeth 
X 1058 Ken heard cry coming from house Conclusion w/support (Fe! cried while 
-----··-·-·-·--·-·-·--·--·-------·--·--·----·-·--·------·-··----······--·--···--·---·····---··---·---·----------·--·-·-----~-~l!_g bi!!~r.il_ ____________________ , ____________ ,,_ 
X 1058 Alf & Gene teamed up to commit the murder Conclusion w/semi-support (notes were 
written back & forth between Alf & Fel, but 
--·-·-·-·--·----·-·---------··-·-·--·----·-----·--·-·--·----·-·--·--··----------·----·---·---·---------~~-l!L~QQl!f:_t_~~-2!J:ter s~~ts?L ________ _ 
____ K_ ______________________ 10_19 __ l?._~g~_p1°-_t_~1-~!<?!Y-!!!1~--------------·-----~~g_~~_!l:_l!l:e wa_y as s~~f!~rj9 ___________ _ 
X 1019 Cracked tibia & teeth Lab results w/o conclusion 
X 1019 Blood fell from 3 ft. Lab results w/o conclusion 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
--·--------·---·-------··--·-·-·----·---·----------·-·--·-----------------·· ·---
x 1019 Vera's blood was found Conclusion w/semi-support (says that no 
blood was found at crime scene. This is not 
true. Blood was found, just not on the 
_, ___ ,, ___ .. ___ ,,, __ ,,_,,_,_, __ , __ , ___________ ,, ____ , ____ ,_, ____ , __________________________ y_i~t!~~-s.-~J ____________________ _ 
X 1019 Hairs were Gene's & Ken Lab results w/o conclusion --·-·'"-·--·----·--·--·-.. ·---------·----··-····--···-··------·--·-····-----·-··-··-·--···--·-... · -------·------·----·-----------·······--·--·-·-·-··-·-·--·----·------------·------·--·-·--·-····-··---·---·-
x 1019 Polyester, cotton, & PRS were found, then it Conclusion w/o support (seems like this 
says that only polyester & cotton were found person is unsure of which threads were 
X 1019 Saliva looked like it came from Sasha Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say that it 
__ ,, ____ ,,,,_,_, __ , ___ ._, ___ ,,,_, __ ,,. __________ ,_,, __ ,_,, _____ ,_, _____ , __ ,_,,,, ___ ,, ___ ,_ .. _ .. , __ ,, ___ ,, _______ , __ ,,, __ ,_._, _______ , __ -----------~-(ci_£g!!l~-1!Q~ ~-~]!(].)_ ___________________________ ----
x 1019 Crime scene dog's teeth measure 7 cm & has a Evidence w/o conclusion (doesn't say 
______ .. ____________________ . ______________ !_'?£1..:El~l<!~ ll!i..s.~!Q_g_ _______________________________________ w h..<?.s.~ te~!!tJ_!_~~!'? .. h. .. ~~L __________________ _ 
X 1019 Alf is not guilty Conclusion w/o support (his results don't 
match to Fe!. THIS DOESN'T MAKE 
-·-----------·---... -------...... -------·---... ·----· .. ·-------·-·------·---------... --_ ... _________ _A~ -~~-~EL__________ ___ ... _____ ........ 
x 1019 Ken & Gene aren't guilty Conclusion w/o support (says that Ken 
sometimes matched w/Fel, & Gene matched 
up once or twice, but not as much as Vera 
did. THIS DOESN'T MEAN A ------------------------------------------------------ ----------------..... -------------------------------------- --------------·"······· --x 1019 Addie may or may not be guilty Conclusion w/o support (Addie's results 
were either close o far away from crime 
scene 
x 1019 Vera & Sasha are guilty Conclusion w/o support (They are the 
closest to match most of the 
X 1016 Sasha' bite marks & saliva were on leg Conclusion w/support (tooth analysis, 
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ______ J~!!g_t_!i_~_~i_ci!_~-~L~!~-·-~-Q~f\-~~U _____________ _ 
X 1016 Blood on Aloha sign Doesn't support evidence (says that it 
x 1016 Vera & Alf touched beaker 
x 1016 Fractured tibia, broken ribs, missing teeth, 
matches Vera & Felix, but doesn't say who 
Conclusion w/semi-support (Vera maybe 
brought it home because she is a chemist, 
doesn't say how it got to Fe! though or why 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
_____ .. ____ .. ______ ... _ ......... _. ____ ._ ... ____ --------~-~~~i-~_g in h:~-~~~i!!~J~~..t!~_<_>_ll! .. 9-U<?i~t ____ ·--·---·--------.. --------------... ·---__ ... ___ .... _ ........ ----------.. -- .. -
x 1016 Gene's & Ken hairs was found Lab results w/o conclusion 
x 1016 Vera's soil & shoeprints were on sign Lab results w/o conclusion 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
x 1016 Fel & Ken touched lg. Tongs Conclusion w/o support (it was Fel & Vera 
who did) ------ ---------------· x 1016 Piece of fiber matches Vera's chemist coat Doesn't support evidence (which fiber was 
_ foun~11_ ___ _ 
X 1016 Notes were written Lab results w/o conclusion -------·-----------------·--- ------
x 1016 Coca Cola was on the table Misinterpreti!!.S_ of evidence (Dr. P was) 
______ __L_ ____ I016 Ke!1~ume was on paper towel Lab results w/o conclusion 
X 1016 Photo shows glass of pop on the table Conclusion w/o support (there was no pop 
·----------------.. -------------·--------·-----------___Q_!1_t!!e ta!>le i!!_.!!te ph~_to_s,_) _____ _ 
X 1016 Weird things at scene: things plugged in, couple Nothing unusual about scene in this way 
x 
---· __ o_f_bowJ~!~ter of ~~!!.!~e kitchen floor _______ _ 
1016 DID NOT ST A TE HOW THE CRIME 
HAPPENED, ONLY THE RESULTS FROM 
THE LAB TESTS -------- ----·--.. ·--· 
·-·---·-----·---~--_)_Q!~_8-~g_~_p!ot ~/st<_>_ry]!~-----------------Began same way as scen~o -------.. ·-·-
X 1012 Now many variations in peoples' schedules Conclusion w/support (suspects' statements 
----------·-------------·-·-----·-·-- ____ t~J.iEC seeme~_p_retty consiste_!_l~L-------·-
X 1012 Polvester & cotton were found Lab results w/o conclusion ---····-·--·--·----···---·---·--·--·--------·--·-------------------------·--·- -----x 1012 Alf & Gene beat up Fel, resulting in a broken Conclusion w/support (x-rays were taken) 
tibia, ribs, femur, pelvis, carpals, & phalanges 
were bent. Chips & hole in cranium, & bones 
____ .. _,, __ . ___________ st_ic_~.!!8..9-!1.! ________ .. ________ . ______ . __ _ 
x 1012 Blood on floor is Fe! after being punched in the Contradictory from previous statement 
mouth __________ (either Fe! ~r Vera's blood) 
x 1012 Blood is either Fel or Vera's, but doesn't state Not sure of evidence (doesn't state whose) 
whose Fel doesn't have any external injuries & 
--------·-----------------·------·--·------------!!!~!.~~~-!1_o_~!ood_9-n his body) _______ ...... 
X 1012 Notes were left Doesn't describe what the notes said -----·----·--·------·------·--------------------------------·---.. -·-·-·------·-·--·------·--··-·····-··-···'"---------·-
_________ _K__ 1011_ ___ B~_~p]_~~~~d fi:_~~-g in_:_~ a 90 degree _angle Lab results w/o conclusion-------------·-.. --·-·-· 
X 1012 Everyone's f.prints were on some items Conclusion w/support (evidence left at 
·-·---·-------------------- ___________________ scene) _________ , ____ _ 
X 1012 Fe! f.prints were on glass, scissors, & lg. Tongs Conclusion w/support (Fe! tried to stop Alf 
-------·---·-·-------- --------------·--·--·------------~~ne fro~ at~~!j:ry_g__~_!?!_!!_S__!!!!!!gs.)_ ______ _ 
X 1012 Gene & Alff.prints were on glass & pliers Conclusion w/support (they tried to fight 
-·-·----------------------------·-----·---·-·----- .~~k ~_l!ti!!g attac!l ___________ , __ ·--·---.. -· 
X 1012 Fel wrote the note saying that he didn't feel well Conclusion w/support (did this after being 
& the will was in the top drawer fought by Gene & Alf) 
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X 1012 Ken came over to see if he was dead Conclusion w/support (did this to 
---------------------------···-------------------------------------------pr_etending !_<:>_~!-~.R __ <!~c_()Etti_()ns) ________ _ 
X 1012 & Sasha's hairs were found Lab results w/o conclusion 
X 1012 Notes dropped out pockets while saving him Conclusion w/o support (how could all of 
their notes just happen to fall out of pocket 
at the same time while saving him, 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------e§~£i_~J_y_~h~_I]_th_e_y_~an_1:_e_~ hi_!!l_<!ea<:i_'D _____ _ 
______ _ _______________ --~- ___ JQ1-~ ____ Ke..11:~!:!"1:1I_l!_e_~~Jg~11E__ _ ____ -----------------------~!? re~E.!!.s.._~!.2_c_:2l1c_:!_1:1s..~11 __________________ _ 
X 1012 Dr. P matched on Fe! Lab results w/o conclusion 
______ ---------------~--------1-Qg ___ Pe11!1_~<'.l1!_I_l!(l~~~-~~_<:>_!_e __ th_e_l1_()t._e _________________ l'v.fl~-~!~1.P~_e!tl1_g__()l__e_y_!.9.__e_!lce_(~~!~_e~_el ____ _ 
X 1012 All suspects planned the murder Conclusion w/support (all schedules were 
_________ ____ ________ --~-------l_Q<?.~ ____ 13-__eg"l.fl_E_1-0.!.~!~_!()_ryli_I]_e__________________ _ _______________ 13-__e_g_~§':ll_l!~~i\Y_~~c_;_el1(l!!() _____________ _ 
X 1062 Tibia, vertebrae, & femur were broken, bruised Lab results w/o conclusions 
______________ ______________ _ _ _ ___ !:i!?s.. __ ~_c~~il!I_l!,_c_;~~_e~l_yjs._, ~!l1iS..S..i_l1_g_~_e~_h___________________________ ____________ _ ___________________ _ 
X 1062 Sasha bit Felix because teeth marks & DNA Lab results w/o conclusions 
match 
x 1062 Most f.prints belong to Fe! Misinterpreting of evidence (doesn't say 
how these tools were used or which ones 
----------·--··-·--·-··--···-··-····----------------------·-·-------------------------·····--···------------------lt~<!_f~!.R!!Q!:~_()l1!_~_e-~J ______________________ _ 
_______ ________ --------~ _____ JQ§?._ ___ Q_e_~1--~_e_l1i ~-~~!i:~_ef!h~!~-~~E~- ------------~!?_!_es..1:1gs.._ w /_9 __ <_:()11:<_:lt!s..i2l1:s..__ __________________ _ 
X 1062 Notes were written on paper towels No description of what the notes said, or 
who wrote them 
x 1062 Wet-erase marker was used, the same type that Lab results w/o conclusions 
Gene &Alf 
X 1062 at @ 3 ft. Lab results w/o conclusions -······---.. -----·"···--·-·"-··-·· 
_________________________ K ___ 1-Q<?.~ _____ 1.3-1~-~~-_ei!h~J:.el__()~Y.~~:~---------------------- ____ Q9__e_8-_ll:~!_tell_~h_<:>s~ !?!~_i_t._i_s.____ _ _ ___ _ 
··-··· _____ ________ _____ -------~-- ___ _l_Q§~ __ y_~':l~_S..f'?2!E!:i_l1!8- wer~_f2__ull:<! _____________________ !,.a_b_!_e~lllt_s_~1-~c_;on£~1:18-!211S ________ _ ___  
_____________ ___ ______ ~ ___ JQ(i~ -----~-°-i_l_~<l8-.f~()I_l!_Q_e_l1_e:_s_y(l~<!____ _ _____________________ l'v.fLsJ_ll!<'.l_P~_etj_11_g_Qf ~_vj_<!_e_11c_;_e_____ _ __ ------··· __ -···· __ 
X 1062 Cotton & polyester threads were found. Vera Lab results w/o conclusions 
was wearing lab coat earlier which are polyester. 
___________________ ------------------~!L~~-_el1 __ ~ _ eE_e_~~<li:i_11:g_£_()~~l1 __ (lJL<!<lY_________ ___ _ __________________ --------------------------- ___ _ 
X 1062 Gene did it because Sasha is Gene's dog Conclusion w/support (possibly Gene is 
----------·-····--·-------------------------------····-··-····-··-------·····--·-----·······-----------------------------·--·------------------_g!!!_l!Y_~c_;<l;l!S...e_()f_<!~.'--l>t!!_ll_()_l1_e_c._es§'!_riJ_y) __ 
X 1062 Perfume was found on handkerchief & was Ken Lab results w/o conclusions 
··-·-~···-··------··--··-··-·-······-·-···-··-·······------···- ···----·---·· .. -····---···-···---·---····--···--------·--·-----···-··-···---·-·-·--···---·---··-····-·-------·--·· -···-···--···-····-··--·----.. ·········--·-···-······-··-·---·-·-··--··-··---·-·--··-----·-··-··-·-· -· ····--····--
x 1062 Regular Dr. P was found at scene Lab results w/o conclusions 
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Low Med High id Evidence 
x 1062 Test tube found at scene, making Vera guilty 
X 1062 Earring found at crime scene, indicating that it 
Proof 
Conclusion w/o support (this doesn't 
__ ne_cessarilY_!!!~~-it i~_yer~--------· 
Misinterpreting of evidence (no earring was 
------------------~~-~_£<1' ~--------------------------- foU!!~----·-------------------------------­
x 1081 Bite is from dog & is 6 1/2 cm, & has missing Lab results w/o conclusions 
tooth. This is Sasha 
X 1081 At least 2-3 people involved in crime because 3 
----------------·--·---·--------------- item~_ ha51_E_if_[~en!_!_yE_e~S'UJ?!.°!!1~--------------------------------------------------------
X 1081 Ken & Alff.prints most likely were on glass & Conclusion w/support (shapes off.prints are 
----------------------------------··----·-··--·----~~er--------------··----------------------------------- v~!Y-~!!!!!!~_!)_ __________________________ _ 
X 1081 Footprints were 4 different sizes Misinterpreting evidence (there was only 
----------------··-·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------9!1_~!YEC-2U_22_1£!i!l_!_[~!!!_2!!~~~-9!!L ______ _ 
X 1081 Polyester, cotton, & wool were found Misinterpreting of evidence (wool wasn't 
----------------------------·---·-----------------------------------------------------~_!!!!~~-~SC~!!~)--···----------··-··-··---·-·-··--------····-·· 
x 1081 It could've been 3 out of 4 of the suspects who Misinterpreting evidence (seems confusing 
were guilty, based on threads found after student wrote what outfits suspects 
----·----------------------------------------------------------------------···--------~~re w~~n_gl _______________________________ _ 
X 1081 Another list gives shopping items for a girl Conclusion w/o support (items could be 
-------------------------------------------------------------2!11.Y for ~irl)_ _____________________ _ 
----------~-------------!~_! ____ l?.!!E!<__~~ Co_~~------------- ____ ______________ M_~~-l_!_~~~~!_i_!_l_g_Q[_ev~~ce i9-!::_f>)_ _______ _ 
X 1081 Fe! note, "To Whom this Concerns" was like Conclusion w/support (if Fe! was really sick 
writing a note to anybody <on another occasion> he would've called somebody or written the 
person's name on the note. If it was written 
--------------------··--------------------------------------------------------------------------------t9.~!!Y~Y'--t!J:~!!~!!Y~-!!_~~S'uld _g~_!__!~-~-~i!!) __ _ 
X 1081 Someone else wrote the note from Fe! Conclusion w/support (whoever had the 
-------····------······------------------------------·-------------------------~~~~~!l!.<l.ll<!~!]_ting would write this note) ___ _ 
X 1081 Wet-erase markers wrote all the notes, which Conclusion w/o support (seems unsure 
was in Alf & Gene's pockets about who wrote which notes. VERY 
------·--------------------------------------·---------------------C_ONFl,!~_INQJ ____ _ 
x 1081 Ken perfume is on the paper towel 
x 1081 Body disappeared 
Conclusion w/support (she wrote note, it 
went off of paper, she used towel to wipe it 
off, it rubbed against her where perfume 
--------~~1-~-~~~-~_h_~J~_f!_i! __ on_ counte!l_ __________ _ 
Conclusion w/support (body was taken to 
morgue, investigators went to bed, but body 
-------·--------------------------------------·-------------------------------c!_i_~~~-~~!_!!i_g_h.._Q_ ____________________ _ 
X 1081 Fe! didn't notice poison Conclusion w/support (liquid was clear) 
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x 1081 Ken made shopping list of things needed from 
the store & left shopping list behind 
Misinterpreting of evidence (it was Vera's 
note, unless it was forged again, others 
wanted Ken to do something & she got 
distracted which caused her to leave the 
---·-·----··------·----·--·--·--------·-··--------·--·---··-··---·-·-·--------··---------..... _. ___________ 1_1Q!e.__l:>_ehi1_1~L. ________________ . 
x 1081 Fe! dropped glass & broke it & fell on Aloha Conclusion w/support (Fe! felt sick, went to 
sign the medicine cabinet, collapsed on sign, & 
-----·------·-----·-·---·--·---·-----··----·-·---·------··-----·--···----··----·-----·---·-·---·--···-···-·---------·-·--·----~rok~!~s)__ ________ ·---·--------------
X 1081 Alf washed out test tube & set it next to Fel Conclusion w/o support (Alff.prints 
weren't on test 
X 1081 Alf. Poisoned Fel w/chemical given by Vera Conclusion w/support (Alf went to get 
···-·---·--·-----····-···---·-------~-----·-·---------····--·-·---·------_g_l_~~es for c!_ij_1_1~~~!~~d ~iSOf!.i'!!Qjt __ _ 
X 1081 Sasha bit Fel in the leg Conclusion w/support (Sasha didn't like 
Fel, & bit him in the leg when they brought 
--·--···-···-·----··-----··---·--·--------·-··--·-·---··--·····---------·-···-·-·---·-·---·-·-·-·-··---·--··----------~~!:l!!~i~e.L _________________________ ···· 
X 1081 Alf wrote messages w/marker that he got from Conclusion w/support (Alf had a marker in 
··-·-------···-------·-··-·----·----·----Qe.!!.e. _______________ ·-·----···----------------------11,!~~ke~~Q~t_!!ke_!x from Gen€'.} _________ _ 
X 1081 Alf hacked into computers & codes for morgue Conclusion w/support (he was a computer 
··-·---··-·---·----.. ··-·-·-----------~_9_1_1Qi?.2<!Y_~oul_d.~s>~ __ !ll,?:_~tll_e.y_JsiJie._d._f~ ______ _l?~9g~~!:-~-~e._~_hs>_~_!~~hut off_c;~~~L 
___________________ __0.: ______ !912 ____ ~e._g~_e_L~t-~_!~!..~!i!t~----- ______ ---------------------~-e._g_~-~~~~-~~ as._~c;e.1_1~2--------------·-·--··----
x 1079 All 4 people are suspects Conclusion w/support (all 4 had been 
talking to at least one of the other suspects 
-·---··------·--.. ---·--·---·---··-----·--·---·-··--------·---·--·-----··--·--·----·--·--·--·------------------o_i:_ to f~L~!~9.!1:1~ ti~e._d.ll_i:!!!S__!hat <!_av) _____ _ 
X 1079 Alf & Ken talked to Fel at his home before the Taken from scenario 
--··--·-·--------·-·----------·-------· .. -·----····-·-····-··-·-··-_pay-ty ·-··--·----·---·---·--·-·---------·--·-----··--···-·-·---·---··------·-·-·--·--------·---··----·-··------··-·--·-·-·----··--··-·--··--·--·--·-·-
x 1079 Gene & Vera talked to each other before the Taken from scenario 
--·----------- ------~ ____ _!_Q7'L_ .. Ke_1_1~ __ Qe.E~-'-~.Y.e.~-~~~~e.~_!_<?_S_f!_t.~e.r to ~!"!Y .. ___ !~_!ce._l_l_f!_~~--~~f!l_l_~Q________ _ _________________ _ 
X 1079 Gene is guilty Conclusion w/support (much evidence 
indicated -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
x 1079 Vera & Gene are guilty of the crime Conclusion w/o support (decided it was 
both of them because of the lg. Amt. F 
___ e~Lct.e._1_1~€'.} ________________________ ··----· _ 
X 1079 Gene's f.prints were on glass, beaker, & test tube Misinterpreting of evidence (his prints 
x 1079 Vera's soil, footprints, & stride were in the 
kitchen 
weren't on none of 
Lab results w/o conclusions 
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x 1079 Hairs matched only Gene & Sasha, Gene was Conclusion w/o support (also Ken hair was 
probably there but Sasha probably wasn't there, Sasha not being there doesn't have to 
do w/her hairs being there 
x 1079 Bite mark & DNA matched Sasha's jaws & her Lab results w/o conclusions 
saliva 
x 1079 Blue wool was found at the scene & belonged to Misinterpreting evidence (it was cotton, 
Gene Gene was wearing a white wool sweater, 
not blue) 
x 1066 Fel was alive when Alf left his house at noon Conclusion w/support (Alf went to the 
------·----- bathroom & then went home) x 1066 Alf is innocent Conclusion w/support (nothing foreign was 
------·------- found in thf'.. drinks, so he was not poisoned) x 1066 Ken say she turned on football game at 1:30, but Conclusion w/support (timings seem off a 
it started at 11:30. The truth is she never left Fel bit) 
house 
x 1066 Gene is innocent Conclusion w/support (no evidence shows 
-----· that Gene was at Fel house ahead of time} x 1066 Sasha bit Fel & Vera Conclusion w/support (she was afraid 
because her master wasn't there} 
x 1066 Vera's blood matches the kind found Conclusion w/support (she was bitten by 
Sasha t90) 
x 1066 Vera took Sasha too frame Gene Conclusion w/support (Sasha was inside 
while Gene was sleeping_Qn the beach) 
x 1066 Vera's statements were false Conclusion w/support (she never mentioned 
that she was at Fel house} 
x 1066 Ken perfume were on towel Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken washed 
up in bathroom after pu_shing Fel over sid~L._ 
x 1066 Fel note was forged Lab results w/o conclusion 
x 1066 Fel had broken bones, missing teeth, & a bruised Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken pushed 
head him off the balcony while looking at the 
newly-renovated art studio! 
x 1066 Notes were found w/shopping list (from girl) & Conclusion w/support (both reasons make 
"Vera, is this really going to work?". (meaning sense) 
2 people were involved) 
x 1066 Murder happened between 1:00-2:00 Conclusion w/support (Ken was helping 
him decorate at 1:00, & Vera met Gene 
after he awakes at 2:00) 
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Table DI -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
x 1066 Note saying, 'This is going to be a great day!" Conclusion w/support (makes sense) 
___________________________ !~i~tc:_s__l_llotive f?~Is!!_l_igg£~1 _________________________________________________________ _ 
X 1066 Ken couldn't hear Fe! yell like she says Conclusion w/support (she lives 3 blocks 
X 1066 Vera couldn't be much cleaner than 15 min. Conclusion w/support (not much time to 
···------------------·------------------·---~_i:t\_c:_i: ____________________________________________________________________________________ ~!~<l:!.!_-1:11?) _______________________________________ _ 
X 1066 Ken & Vera broke into the morgue & stole Fe! Conclusion w/support (they did this to hide 
---------------~-------------l_!_Q'.! ____ ~~-S~!!E!°-!_w /s~°--1).'!~f!C: ______________________ ------------~c:g~J]_s_!!l_ll~-~~-~~-~~~5> ________________________ _ 
-----------------~------------U_Q'.!.. ___ y~~~-~~I-~Qg_~~!:E2B _____________________________ l~_i_s_j_~~..1:°-1-!ILl!i~_Q_e_~_:_s__~°-g ______________ _ 
X 1104 Fel had a broken tibia, missing teeth, & holes in Lab results w/o conclusions 
the cranium 
x 1104 Sasha matched the DNA found in the liquid. Lab results w/o conclusions 
Her teeth also matched the bite marks 
x 1104 Vera's blood was found at scene Conclusion w/o support (doesn't support 
·-·····------···--··-···-··--·--···-··-------------------------------------------------------------___ _ ________ C:_"..~ de_!l_~C:1_~g~_j_()_~~-~'Yi!_i_s__~C:I ~l~Jl __ _ 
----------~--------- __________ IJQ:!. ___ ~_I~-~,<l:~d__i:°-.P~~f_i:()l_ll_<l:_~EgQ!_'-1!!.B!c: _____________ ~~-_i:~~~-~o ~°--!!~l!!~!o.!!s_ ________________________ _ 
X 1104 Mentioned which items had whose f.prints on Lab results w/o conclusions 
them 
-·-·--·--·-·-·-·-·-·--··------·--·-·-·······-·---·-·-·-·-··-·-·-··-·----·---·--·-·-·---·------··-·------·---·----···----·-·-···-··-··-·····---··--··------···--·---------·-----·--··-··--·--···-·-··-··--··--··-·-···-·-··-----·-·--·----·-·--·----····-·---· .. ·---- .-----------·--··,.··-
x 1104 Hair was Alf & Pucky's Misinterpreting of evidence (the hairs were 
-----·-·-·-------·--------------------------------------·-· . -----------------------------------------------·--·--------------·---------_f__i:_~_Q~p~~~en!__~--~~h<:t2 __________________ _ 
-- --------- ~ _________________ !_!Q:!._f~L~~ ~-~_gg_~~~~-t~~~l_oha ~-~gl:_J.______ _ _____________ <;:_<:>n~l!s_!°-'!~!9-._~-1:11?~!:1____ __ _ ___________________ _ 
---- ------------~------ ________ JJ.~ __ y_c:_~~-s_J~!P_Ij_!!~-~-~tJj~~!!!_~~~h~L ________________ y_!> r~~~~-~/ o ~°--!.1£.IJ:Isio_!lJ> _________________ _ 
X 1104 Polyester, cotton, & PRS fibers were found Contradictory (earlier she mentions that 
only polyester & cotton were found, doesn't 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ______________________________________ t.c:!L~ h°-.!he_y~_!~g__!()L ___________________________ _ 
X 1104 Ken signature matched the note best This doesn't make sense. There were 6 
notes 
___ _ ________ X ____________ J_l~-- J5:ei:i_~!fl!l_ll~_~at~h~-~-~s_! _____________________________ ~p_i:~s_:i:iJ!~ \."!?_c~!!~l~sj_~i:i_~----- ____ _ ___ _ 
X 1()09 Note left behind stating, '"'Don't worry!! Soon Conclusion w/semi-support (she states that 
x 
we will be rich!" to indicate that friends will 
never go financially insecure. 
1009 Fe! put dirt on his floor so Ken walked into it 
another person wrote this note to indicate 
that they were happy w/money, however 
she doesn't say how the note got there or 
who wrote 
Conclusion w/o support (the dirt matches 
Vera's, not Fe!, & why would he put dirt on 
his own floor?) 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
x 1009 Note saying, "To whom this concerns ... " 
x 1009 No blood was on Fe! leg 
Conclusion w/support (Fel wanted the 
police to catch his friends holding the will 
so it looked like they killed him for the will 
& 
Conclusion w/support (Fe! cleaned it off so 
--··-----------·-.. ---------·---·-.. -------------------·------·-·---.. ___________ ()_!l_!Y.~a_li_".'.a & puss -~ere .!.h~~_L ___ . ___ _ 
X 1009 Fe! stole Ken perfume & sprayed it on towel, Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state how 
_______________________________ Il1~I1_g_!!J.90k_like s_h_~~i_l_! __________________________ _!_l!is h_~~l _________________ .. __ ·-------·-· 
X 1009 Sasha bit Fe! on the leg Conclusion w/o support (Fe! let the dog into 
his house, but before thinking the dog bit 
x 1009 Fe! took the drug that Vera made Conclusion w/o support (Fe! took the 
special drug, but doesn't say why or how, & 
remained unconscious for a while before 
sneakingawayfr()Il1 the morgu~) 
----------------~-----!_Q~L--~~8~1!_P!2.!_~'.'.~~~~1.1'.liI1~-----------------------~~~~31E~_way as scenario ________ .. ____ _ 
X 1021 Vera's shopping list had cola Conclusion w/o support (on shopping list it 
---·----·-----·---.. --·---·--.... --·-·---.. ·-.. ·------· .. --------·---·---------------------------------- meI1ti()!1~E.-~..2!c~Lf?:().!._!?r. P) ______________ _ 
X 1021 Vera gave Alf poison & cola Conclusion w/o support (no proof that cola 
--·-..... -·----·--------·---·-.. ·------·--.. --------·--·----... ·-.. --... -.... ------------·-------------_k_a~ison i!!_ill_ ___________ ._ .. _____ . __ .. 
X 1021 Wet-erase marker was used to write the Conclusion w/o support (we never heard 
shopping list. Vera had this in her lab coat that that a marker was in her coat) 
X 1021 Fel bite didn't cause broken bones or death of Conclusion w/support (Fel fell & died 
Fe! before being bitten, & there was no blood 
--.. - ....... -·------·-··------------· .. -·-·----------·-----------·--·---... ·-·-------------·------<,l_ra~aj ________ . ___ . __ ... --·------------·-·-·-· 
X 1021 Vera gave poison to Alf in beaker & then he Conclusion w/support (both f.prints were on 
________________________________________ _!~~_sf e!:_I"~~i_!_!()_col~l?ot~l~----------.. -----~-~~-----·---------- .... -----.. -·-----
X 1021 Alf black threads were found Misinterpreting evidence (Alf wasn't 
----......... ---·---·--........ -... --..... ·---....... --·------·-·----------·-"'""•-·--.. ... --...... _____ ... _,_, __ ,,, ____ ,, _______ , _____ ~~ai.i_J!g_ bl1:t~l ____________ ,, ___ ._,,_._,, ... _ 
X 1021 Alf footprints & stride were present Misinterpreting evidence (those footprints 
----------- .. ----------------------------------------------------------------------~eI~-Y~~'.-~L!!!~_g~~- wru;~_)ot .~~1-~r) _____ _ 
X 1021 Ken played almost no role in the crime Conclusion w/support (Ken left towel 
----.. ·-.. ·----·-·--·--.. -.... ------·--·-.. ·-·-·-·------·-·-·--.... -·-----------·---.. ------·--·-·------·-.. -... ___ ~_!~_rf~!lle sm~_m __________________________ _ 
X 1021 Dr. P was the cola Lab results w/o conclusion ----·--·-·--·---·-·-----.. ··--------------·-------····-·-·-·---·-------.. --------·-·--------·-·------·----·----·-----------·--·-·--·--.. ·--··-·---·------------·------
x 1021 Soil belongs to Gene Contradictory to previous statement (that 
Alf footprints were found) 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
x 
x 
1021 Gene left house & took a nap Contradictory (in previous Gene never took 
a nap from 11:30-2:00, then it says he left to 
take a nap like nothing happened <What 
___ happened'?>) 
1021 Fel had a broken tibia, humerus, & femur Conclusion w/support (Fel fell to the 
X 1021 Fel died while getting some cola 
_______ g_ro_u_n_d_af_t.er drinking_poisoned pop) 
Conclusion w/support (he was lying next to 
---··-----~frigera!or) ---·-
X 1021 Sasha's hair, teeth, & DNA match Conclusion w/support (Fe! was already 
·----··---·-·--·---------·-----·--·--·-·-·-··-··-------------cl~-a~~.9.._he co~_ld_n_'t_b_l_eed~) _____ _ 
X 1021 Fel fell to ground & screamed (Ken heard the Conclusion w/support (Fel was lying near 
___ . _______________________ )'.~!!)----------·-·-·-·-·---·---·---------- refri~rat9.r _______ _ 
--·--------~ ___ !Q35 --~!f.EQi~_<?.!!~_f~LQ!i_~_k Cc:inclusion w/support (Vera is a chemist) 
X 1035 Sasha bit Felon the leg Conclusion w/support (Fel fell off the 
------·--·---------·--··-··--·--·-·---------· ___________________________ _J~-~~,_§-~Jj_gg S~!!&__ __ _ 
--------------------~----_!Q~~- Fe_!!-J1ock~_(;!_()~n t~aint & broke some bones ~().!1£1.l!~ig~_ w/s_1:1pport (when he fell) ________ .. 
___________ !f._ _____ 10~~--EP.!:!n~_f!_~!_!_he cri_me scene ------------------~b resul!s w/o conclusion 
X 1035 Hairs found at scene Lab results w/o conclusion 
x 
x 
1035 Only paint -.yas fo~~d,_p~J.>lood _ 
1035 Notes were written on paper towels 
Misinterpreting evidence --------·-· 
Lab of information about notes & who 
_____________________________________ wrote t_~_!!_l~ha!_~id they sa_y_? ______ _ 
---~---· ______ l_Q~~-F.prints on test tube were from Alf & Vera Misinte!P!:_eting of evidence 
_fS-_______________ !02_7 __ PC]?_ was D_!..l_> __ . _______________________ _!,,a_b_r~suJ_t§_~_!_o_co_ncl_us_io_n ----·-------
X 1022 Wet-erase marker was used, which is what Vera Conclusion w/o support (Alf & Gene had 
__ h_ad_ in_l!_~i:J~<?.~ket the markers, not V_era_,__) ________ . 
x 1022 Alf put poison into pop can for Fel to drink later Misinterpreting of evidence (his f.prints 
weren't on test tube ________ " _______ " _____________________ ", _____ -------------------
X 1022 Alf walked into the kitchen Misinterpreting of evidence (Vera did, the 
---·-----------------·--·---·---------·-------------·------f ~rin~<i &_strides di<:!_!.!_ot m~~~J..!2__ __ 
X 1022 Fibers were from Alf clothes Conclusion w/o support (Alf was not 
---·---------------·-·--·--·--------·--·---·----------------weari_!!.g~er tha~~----· 




1022 Gene never took a nap, but led Sasha over to Fe! Conclusion w/o support (soil matched 
house 
1022 Fe! died while getting more cola 
______ G_e_n_e-'-, _this is not true!) _____ _ 
Conclusion w/support (Fel was lying near 
refrigerator) 
Table DI -- Continued. 





1022 Broken bones on Fel ----· ----
1022 Hair strands have rounded root, frayed tip, & 
Proof 
Co!_lclusion w/_8-!l~rt (Sasha mauled him) 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
--------------~~am & length that are almost exactly the Sll!!l_e ___ . ____ _ 
x 1022 Teeth & DNA are Sasha's Conclusion w/support (Sash mauled Fe! 
-------------- _________ while in th~_kitch£1.!L __ _ x 
x 
I 055 Hairs were there. 
1055 Poison disintegrated some of his teeth & photos 
show that Fel was putting hand up around chest 
Conclusion w/semi-support (hairs could've 
fallen off when they tried to save him. He 
4L4n't ~~hose hairs they were) ___ . 
Conclusion w/support (crime photos show 
location of arms, near mouth) 
------------------··-·---·--~ ffi.2~_th_ to _!Eit up poison 
X 1055 DNA & teeth marks match Sasha Conclusion w/support (Vera stole Sasha 
while Gene was sleeping in order to frame 





1055 Vera's blood was there Conclusion w/support (Her blood matched. 
She was either there before or at he time of 
death) ------
1055 Soil was Vera's 
1055 Fel was given poison, which only a chemist 
would know how to make ····-··----·---·-
Lab results w/o conclusion (how did the 
soil g~!__there?) --···--· 
Conclusion w/o support (assuming poison 
, __ m_ad_e by v~-~2 __ 
1055 Fibers were cotton & polyester Lab results w/o conclusion (doesn't say 






I 055 All the notes were from Vera Misinterpreting evidence (doesn't state 
why she wrote all of them, only that girls 
·-------- write wavy thj_ngs o~_p-~~r) ___ _ 
1055 Vera put the marker in Alf pocket Conclusion w/o support (nowhere does it 
say that she saw Alf later on & put the 
1055 Vera used the beaker to mix the poison, then 
used sm. & lg. Tongs to pick it up to pour into 
the test tube 
1055 Perfume towel was left when she ran in to find 
Fel dead 
mark~~-!h~re) _ 
Conclusion w/support (f.prints were on 
these i terns) 
Conclusion w/support (she didn't have any 
on because she had to go home to freshen 
up before the party. She left this towel 
---·------~'..~e!!_~he ran into the house) ___ _ 
1055 Began plot w/storyline Began same way as scenano 
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Table DI -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
X 1055 Vera is guilty because her f.prints were on the Conclusion w/o support (this doesn't mean 
·---------·------···--------------n1()~!_<?.!?.i_e.~~-----------.. --.... _________ C111J'th~~. 
X 1050 Fel was Dr. P Lab results w/o conclusion 
X 1050 Prongs, stethoscope, & measuring tube wired Misinterpreting evidence (no stethoscope 
___________________________________ !!l'!.t!~r W.~Ee.19-ll_I_l~-------·---.. _ .. ________ w~_[()~ifl_ ____ ·-·----·--------·--.. 
X 1050 Many different sizes of droplets of blood were Lab results w/o conclusion (blood was 
·-------.. --------------------------Ee.l~~e.~J~_<:>!!l~Y._()n fl.<!.~~und --------···· ____ i:l!I111.i~j!!_~~~ry-~j-~~~~-9-~--------------- ... ---... 
------- _____________ 2_( ______ JQ5-Q ___ Ij.~~-~lo!!,g_ed to s~~ha, ~~-l!L.~ G~ne. ___ , ___ Lab ~~~l_t~~"'.~<?.~.9-~l~~~~----------·------
x 1050 Vera's footprints were found on sign, but when Conclusion w/semi-support (doesn't say 
she stepped on I when it was being made. She when she stepped on it, but does say that 
couldn't have been at the scene, because she was she wasn't there during the day) 
at Jab 
X 1050 She was at the lab all day because of proof Conclusion w/support (chemical stains on 
X 1050 Red wool was found at scene & black cotton Misinterpreting of evidence (no wool or 
----------------------- ____________ -~h_i_rt_~!!.~~--~~e._1_1_~--!!l~~ll..B_Y~!a i_I_lE~~nt _____________ !?l_':l:C.~-~!ton ~e_i:~_f_<:>~f1_d)_ _______ .. __ _ ___ .. __ 
X 1050 Dr. P didn't cause death Conclusion w/support (Alf noticed that Fe! 
................ - ................... - .... ---·---.......... _ .. ____ .. _ .. _ .. __ , ___ ........ - ................ _.-·-------·----------·-·-.. ·-.. ·-·-------·------J991~~)J!!l_~~~-~-~~~~-~ess late! r2 __ _ 
X 1050 Blue cotton was not found at scene Misinterpreting of evidence (blue cotton 
·-·-·--·---· ... -... ----.. ·----.---.... ·-·-·-·--.. - .... -_, ______ .. __ ,, .. _______________ ,,_,, ______ .. ,_ .. __________________ .. _____ ~~J()Und ~!~~~_11-~)----------------------------
------------------------~-------l_Q5-Q ___ Q_e.I_!_e._!!<:1~-'!_~~:~_E~!.'!1~ke_1:_like Alf ____________ ~~!E.!<?!EretiE_g__<:>f_<?_"'.iE~I_!_C.e. ________________ _ 
X 1050 Black we-erase marker was w/Alf, possibly a Conclusion w/support (several markers 
_______________ ------------···------------~-2!!!.~iEe.!!~~---------- ------------------------------~.<:>!!_Id be_!?LCic.l~e.-~~-~~~-L _______________________ _ 
x 1050 Notes were written by all the suspects Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state who 
_ .. _. __ .. ___ ....... _ .. ____ ......... _ ............ - ... - ... -- .... -.-- .. - .... -.. --·-·-·---....... ______ .. _______ . ____________ .. -~I.~~--~h~!!l_()_i:~_h':l!.th_e.y m~EL __________ ... 
x 
x 
1050 Bite marks were from Sasha Conclusion w/suppott (Sasha tried to wake 
Fe! after he 
1050 Many broken bones on Fe! Conclusion w/support (Fe! fainted & hit his 
_______ ______ _______________ _______________ ________ _ ____________ --------------------------------~~q_2_~th~-~ll_ll~~..!..-~r-~a!i11..E .. !?9E~~L _________ _ 
X 1050 F.prints were on items but were from before the Conclusion w/support (these items were 
____________________ . ___ ---··------------~!:i_!!l~------------ __________________________________ ll~e.~_g_CiY~..!?e.f()~~ th_e_~_rt'!l_e) _____ ,, ______ ................. .. 
X 1050 Perfume was left from Ken Conclusion w/support (she wiped her face 
on the towel when she was painting the 
x 1050 Fel awoke from morgue & left for Hawaii Conclusion w/support (he made Aloha sign, 
woke up after fainting, didn't know where 
he was ~left ()Il Ci trip) 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
x 1121 Alf could not have yelled to guests for help Conclusion w/support (driveway is really 
long from photographs reviewed. Any 
sounds would be faint & undistinguishable) ------------------x 1121 Footprints had slight changes, due to stepping a Conclusion w/support (describes footprints) 
little lighter, to the side, or diminishing amts. Of 
dirt on banner ·------
x 1121 Alf alibi was wrong w/games starting Aug. 5 
x 1121 They were all in on the murder 
Conclusion w/support (college football 
doesn't usually begin til Aug. 26. Pre-
- season games don't begin u~!il evenings) 
Conclusion w/o support (he doesn't state 
how he knows that they all did it, just based 
-------------------------~n lab results_)__ 
X 1121 GOOD QUESTION ... Why didn't the police 
try to revive him. No gunshot wounds, no stab 
_ .... _________________________________ I!!~~~. !?~!.P2~~i!?JY.~!~~J~!!l .. ~ .. l!~!:l-~~!c:.. -----------------·--···- ... _____ .......... . 
X 1121 DNA & bite marks match Sasha Lab results w/o conclusion 
x 1121 ----·----·-- , ___ H_ru._· r fibers were Gene, Ken, &_S_a_sh_a ______ La_. b results w/o._co_n_cl_u_si._o_n ____ _ x 1121 ___ K_en_~_oo.tprints wer~ on s.~ig~n ___________ Mi_._s1_· n_te_rp.!"eting of evi~~I!~------------
x 1121 Wet-erase markers wrote the notes Lab results w/o conclusion ------x 1121 Ken had perfume on towel Lab results w/o conclusion 




GOOD QUESTION ... How did Vera know that 
Gene had 'Yalked his dog since noon? 








1054 Police don't know what the teeth marks & saliva Conclusion w/support (good answer w/body 
___ are_ from since th~~Q~!_E.~y_e th~_!?OOY any~ore disa~ng) . ----------------
1054 Ken or Alf may have done something to make Not sure of self 
Fel die 
1054 Alf came over at 11:00 & went to the bathroom 
at 11:30 ---
1054 EVERYTHING WAS IN A JUMBLED MESS 
& NOTHING WAS IN ORDER ---------------
Wrong detail of times (11:30 & 11:40) 
1119 Gene, K_en, Vera, & Alf all owned dogs 
1119 Football party was on Sun 
___ M_isinterp!:~ting evide_n_ce ______ _ 
Wrong details 
1119 Dry-erase, wet-erase, & perm markers were used Misinterpreting of evidence 
on the napkins 
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Table Dl -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
x 1119 Fel had bite marks Lab results w/o conclusion 
x 1119 Gen's hair was the one that was probably in the Lab results w/o conclusion 
blood on the sign, however, it could_'ve been Fel 
x 1119 Gene & Sasha are guilty because of the teeth Conclusion w/o support (just basing 
marks conclusion on one piece of evidence) 
x 1119 STUDENT BASICALLY WROTE THE 
PAPER THE SAME WAY THAT THE 
SCENARIOS WERE GIVEN BY THE 
TEACHER 
* abbreviations represent the following words: 
Fcl - Felix lg.tongs - large tongs 
Alf - Alfredo I.hand - left hand 
Ken-Kendra 
Gen-Gene 
f. prints - fingerprints 
s.tongs - small tongs 
diam-diameter 
Table 02. Reasoning patterns displayed in students' essays (Organized by Evidence Found) 





id Evidence Proof 
Bite Marks 
1047 Teeth marks were from Sasha __________ C_onclusion w/support (examination) 
1047 Bite marks from Sasha Conclusion w/support (attack) 
1078 Bite marks matched up. It is Sash_a'_s. _____ C_.onclusion w/support (dental records) 
1003 Sasha's bite marks ---------- ------ Conclusion w/support (m'!_~~~_E) __________ _ 
x 
x 
1078 Vera went outside to get Sac;ha so she could bite 
Fel 
Conclusion w/support (bite mark matched 
Sasha's) ---------'------------------ --
1075 Sac;ha tried to drag Fel out of the house & to the Conclusion w/support (sensed something 
neighbor's, bul loo lale was wrong lhrough nose) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Bi!~ Mii!ks, cont. 
x 1121 DNA & bite marks match Sasha Lab results w/o conclusion ·--------NN-- ____ ... 
x 1001 Sasha was biting Fe! leg Conclusion w/support (Ken sprayed 
perfume, which landed on Fel leg) 
x 1001 Teeth marks were Sasha's Conclusion w/support (marks were small & 
---· oval-shaped withe same measuremen~} __ ..... x 1023 Bite marks & liquid wars on Fel leg Conclusion w/support (Sasha thought Fel 
-----N-- ~~s hurtin~r master) 
x 1059 Bite mark was from Sarsha Conclusion w/support (she must've been 
--------.. --.... ---·--.. ------·---· --- ___Ero~ctiE-_g_~_!:_Q~~er) _________ ·---·--------·-·--.. 
X 1058 Bite marks by Fel Conclusion w/support (during fight, Sasha 
·-------·-------------!>il Fe!)_ _______ . ----·-
x 1077 Sa'lha's bite marks Conclusion w/support (teeth analysis, Alf 
had Sasha bile him in the leg lo look like an 
atl!C!L __________________ . __ 
X 1035 Sasha bil Fe! on lhe leg Conclusion w/supporl (Fel fell off lhe 
-------... -·------------------·------------------------~der!_~~!i_l!&_§_~~l.----·--·--·-·--
X 1081 Sasha bit Fel in the leg Conclusion w/support (Sasha didn't like 
Fel, & bit him in the leg when they brought 
--------~------N-N ______ ---- ---· _____ !!_er i~-~~-----------... ·---· 
Conclusion w/support (Sasha mauled Fel x 1022 Teeth & DNA are Sasha's 
x 1054 Police don't know what the teeth marks & saliva 
are from since they don't have the body 
--·-·--·-·-------------------anY!r!~re -------·-----------
X 1050 Bite marks were from Sasha 
while in the k!tch~~ 
Conclusion w/support (good answer w/body 
disappearing) 
Conclusion w/support (Sasha tried to wake 
_____________ ----· .fel after ~-~-~ill------·-------··--·-·--·-
x 1066 Sasha bit Fcl & Vera Conclusion w/support (she was afraid 
-------------------·--·----------------·--·---·------~use her m~~-~asn't the._re__,_) __ _ 
x 1023 Bite marks were 2 feet high on his leg & dripped 
as it fell 
--··------------.. ------
X 1021 Sasha's hair, teeth, & DNA match 
x 1009 Sasha bit Felon the leg 
Conclusion w/scmi-support (blood wasn't 
from Fel, but interpretation of blood 
dripping~~-as accurate) 
Conclusion w/support (Fel was already 
dead, so he cg_!!ldn't blc.£~ ---· 
Conclusion w/o support (Fel let the dog into 
his house, but before thinking the dog bit 
him) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
X 1048 Saliva & teeth marks are from Sasha Lab results w/o conclusions 
·---·---·---·-------·-····---···---~-----··------------·--------------------------·-· ----·--·--··---·-----
x 1080 Teeth marks were Sasha's Lab results w/o conclusions ··--·-·---------------··-------···---··--·--------·-----------------·-··-·-·----·---------·--------------------------
x 1042 Sasha's teeth marks matched Lab results w/o conclusion --·------·-··-----------------------------·---··-·"··-·---------··-·----·------------·-----------·------·----
x 1081 Bite is from dog & is 6 1/2 cm, & has missing Lab results w/o conclusions 
tooth. This is Sasha 
x 1062 Sasha bit Felix because teeth marks & DNA Lab results w/o conclusions 
--------·--------·------·-·---!!!~Ch_~Q-----·--------· 
X 1079 Bite mark & DNA matched Sasha's jaws & her Lab results w/o conclusions 
saliva 
x 1019 Crime scene dog's leelh measure 7 cm & has a Evidence w/o conclusion (doesn'l say 
DNA 
··-----------··-·--~--_ _J_Q_23 __ I?.!".JA_~as ~as_~~' s ____ ·--·-···-·--·----------C::-9.!!~.1:!~~!! wj_~l!PJ?9-1-:1J.PNA_l~~L------·-··-
--------~----------1Q!7 ____ Q~A~~!!"~<:!ed frQ_!!l __ sal_~"'.:~~L~_g-~as §_~~_ha' s -----~()_!!(;l_l!sio~~(~~!!_{_~_~t_@_C'~()!_lL _______ _ 
X l 059 Saliva was from Sasha Conclusion w/support (DNA matched, 
found near bite mark after she was 
--·----··-----·--···--·---·--·-·----------··-·····-------·---·-·-·-----·--·-···-···----------·------------___E!()~_c;~_g~!!~) _______________ ··-·-·-····--·····-·-
--··-------·---~--lQ77 ·-~_as~~s salj_"'.:~~-~s f~1:1_nd -----------------~~'.!£!.l!:!~~-w/s~J?Qi_:l_(D~-i_t~~tl_ ___ ··--
x 
X 1055 DNA & teeth marks match Sasha Conclusion w/support (Vera stole Sasha 
while Gene was sleeping in order to frame 
x 1001 DNA & hairs were from Sa.;;ha & hairs were 
from Gene 
1019 Saliva looked like it came from Sasha 
Conclusion w/support (they matched up 
afler Sasha bil Fe! on lhe 
Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say that it 
did come from 
X 1042 DNA matched Sasha Lab results w/o conclusion 
.. ·----··-----------·-···-··--·-·---·---~·----·------·······--·---·-··----·-···---------·-·--·-·--------.. -·--·-----·------··------·--------··--·-·--·---·---------···-··---··-·-·--·-·---·--·····---· 
X 1042 DID NOT ST ATE HOW THE CRIME Mostly lab results w/o conclusions 
HAPPENED, ONLY THE RESULTS FROM 
THE LAB 
x 1104 Sasha matched the DNA found in the liquid. Lab results w/o conclusions 
Her teeth also matched the bite marks 
Bones 
___ C.onclusion w/~J?Q!!_(x-ra_y~s~) __ 
______ .. _x_ _______________ !Q:4} ____ !:~1_~~2-~~-~_!_!_(:_~-------- ---------------------~g~~~_!l~ig_f!_~ /s_l!P.P.2!!.lf~Lq~~-f!stair~)_ ________ _ 
X 1047 Fel rolled onto Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (fell downstairs) & 
(photo) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
·--- ····-----·----·-·-------------------------··---------
~~11-~_fl.:._~<?!1.~:__ ______ _ 
x 1078 Fel broke many bones from being pushed off a Conclusion w/support (x-rays) 
----------------------------~~air by !<el1 ____ ·---------·-------·-··---------------------···-------·-·· 
X 1075 Fel fractured his skull Conclusion w/support (fell from ladder 
-----·-------·----------------·---------·---·---·----------~l!_~_!!:_hanging s_ig!!l_ _________ ·-·· 
·------~----·---!QZ? ____ f~l!B._~~ back _~-~~ll!_a C!<tck llJ?. his.fe1~-~-<;.~nc!1:1sion w /sup~rt (fr~!!_~_f all) ____________ _ 
---~------- J_Q8_Q___fel g2!_~.S:-2llcu~~Lon ~--~!ok~_hi~_tib~ ___ . ____ Conclusion w/support (when he fell) 
X 1021 Sasha's bite didn't cause broken bones or death Conclusion w/support (Fe! fell & died 
of Fe! before being bitten, & there wa-; no blood 
_X ______________ J_Q~~----~!~~~_!x>ne_s_o_n_F!!_ __________________ C_o_n_cl1:1si~.!!_ w/~~rt @_a"~a mauled him) __ 
X 1059 There was red painl spill in lhe kitchen & Fel Conclusion w/supporl (a fighl occurred, 
had broken bones & missing teeth causing it to spill, plus his clavicle, 
verlebrae, tibia, ribs, pelvis, cranium, femur 
were bruised, snapped, or broken. & 
·-·-------------------------··-·--·--------·-·----···-----·-·----------···11!!.ssi~~!Q_) ---·------------------··--
X 1042 Fel broke many bones Conclusion w/support (Fel suffered trauma 
-·------------·---- _______________ whil~--~-t~_s!i!!g)_ 
x 1077 Fel had broken leg, & skull showed signs of 
stress or pressure marks 
Conclusion w/support (bone analysis, he 
was hit in the head & dragged down the 
--··-----···--·---·----·---------------------·---·-·--------stair~-----
X 1077 Alf hit Fe! over the head until he was dead Conclusion w/support (Alf went upstairs 
----------------·--------------------·-----·-------~E~Il_.Ee._~-~~11!_~<:>~~-~-~1 _______________ _ 
x 
X 1058 Fe! had a broken tibia, fibula, tarsal, clavicle, Conclusion w/support (x-rays, there was a 
x 
phalange, carpals, metacarpals, pelvis, & jaw. fight between Gene & Fe!) 
Also there was a bruised forehead, & missing 
teeth 
·····----····-·-···---· 
1012 Alf & Gene beat up Fe!, resulting in a broken 
tibia, ribs, femur, pelvis, carpals, & phalanges 
were bent. Chips & hole in cranium, & bones 
. ·-· s.tic;f(il}g out 
1066 Fe! had broken bones, missing teeth, & a bruised 
head 
Conclusion w/support (x-rays were taken) 
Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken pushed 
him off the balcony while looking at the 
---------------·--··--··----------··--·---------------- newl~-rellova~c!_~rt stu_di_o~) ____ _ 
X 1035 Fe! knocked down thepamt & broke some bones Conclusion w/sl!P_IX}rt(\Vhen he fell) 
x 1021 Fe! had a broken tibia, humerus, & femur Conclusion w/support (Fe! fell to the 
ground after drinking poisoned pop) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
---------·--·-··------------------·--·---· 
-----·---·-.. ·-----·---------------~Qnes!_~f!!: __ . ___ ... _____ . __ .. _________ , ______ , ________ . _____ ... __ _ 
_ )f ________________ lQ_l_~----~..iaE_!ce~ ti_i?~-~..!!!!~~i!!S teeth ___________ , _______ ~b rt_!~ul~~}...2 conclusjg!!_ _________ . __ _ 
X 1021 Fe! fell to ground & screamed (Ken heard the Conclusion w/support (Fe! was lying near 
---.. --·---·----------------~)_--------·---·------- ·-------reff!g~~-~~------------------
X 1050 Many broken bones on Fel Conclusion w/support (Fe! fainted & hit his 
___ ... _____ ..... _ .. ______ ·-··--·--... --·-.. --.. -·-.................. --.. --.. ------------------·-... ----------·----------·head on_!!!~-~()1:1!1 .. !~!..~!"...t?<l..~~~~~) __ ,_ ... ___ _ 
X 1121 Fe! had been badly beaten based on broken Lab results w/o conclusion 
bones in 
x 1016 Fractured tibia, broken ribs, missing teeth, Lab results w/o conclusion 
--.... _. __ . ___________________ som<:!:!il!!S_iI_1_!tj~_~l_<ln!_1:'_!!!! .. ft:.....n.i~: oU!_()li()~ll_!__ _____________________________ . _____ ... __ ............................ .. 
X 1062 Tibia, vertebrae, & femur were broken, bruised Lab results w/o conclusions 
------------·--------------------....... !:!..~~-~~!~!-~!!!J_~!acked pel_:i_s._?..& m!..'.'~~l!~~h __________________________________ ... ___ .. __ , __ .. __ 
X 1104 Fel had a broken tibia, missing teeth, & holes in Lab results w/o conclusions 
lhe cranium 
________ ...... ____________ .... _ ...... -..... -.. --... ---... --_ .. _ .. __ .. __ ..... __ .. ____ . __ B!l:g~!P..!!I!..~----·-... ----.... ------·-----... ---·----... - ... __________ ... ____________ ._ .... _ ...... _ .............. -. 
X 1047 Fel's f.prints were on scissors, broken glass, & Conclusion w/support (f.prints were found) 
------... ·----.. --... -----·------·----.... ----... !B.'. ..... !'?!!S .. ~-----------------------·-----------... - ....... _. ___________ ,, ___ . _________ . _____ , __ 
-----------~-------_ .. __ l_Q:!1.._ .. -~l[J..:QrjI_1~!1:.. broken glass & beaker Con_~_usion_~~,!!P..PQrt ([..:Qril_lts ~ere fou_nd) -~ 
-------------~------------- _ _lQ:!Z_ __ 9ene ..JlJ:prin~..f2..t!_l!d_ on p~-~----------· Con~!~lo..!! .. ~ /S,!1..P~!! (f. pr!_l!_~_~ere fo1!_1!_~) __ _ 
X 1047 Vera's f.prints were found on beaker, s. test Conclusion w/support (f.prints were found) 
____ ... __________________ !1:11'e2'.!~~..!_~_l_g~ __ t9_n~-------------·-----...... -------------·---------.... ---·-·--·--·-............. --......... -... -
___________ )( _________________ 1__<!'!1_1-S~T1 .... ~~nt<;_0~1nd_~~~~..!!g~Lp!i_~rs _______ <;:on_~!1:'~j~f1~1:~~1:1_i~rin_t'> w~!~l<?~~L __ 
X 1075 Fel f.prints on scissors, he had messed up on Conclusion w/support (cut Alf hand) 
of the 
x 1075 Alff.prints on broken beaker Conclusion w/support (Alf dropped beaker 
when team scored touchdown & Fel never 
___ .. _, ____ .. ___ ....... -·----.... ----------------------------------------- -----------------------~-'1~h .. t:<:!<:!!~h~_i:iL __________ ... ____ .... _ ...... _ ..... _ ... _ .. ___ ... _._ ..... 
----------------------~-- ___ _!_Q7_'Z_ ___ y_~Ea' s f:P!.i!!_t~~~-~-()1!...~'1..~~!:.... ... _________ ·------------~..'?!1£1 usi Q_I_l_ w I ~ .. 1:'PP2!!J[I?~_I_1!_.~s._!) ______________ , 
X 1059 Alf & Fe! had f.prints on glass Conclusion w/support (each touched it 
_,, __ .. __ .... _ ............... -._._ .................. _ ... ____ , ______ ... _. ____ ..... - ... -... ---- ------------.... ----------------------------~~-~l~i1_!inki_I1ic Di::_f)____________________ --··· 
X 1059 Alf had f.prints on beaker Conclusion w/support (he touched beaker 
--.. ---·---·---..... ___ ... ___________ ,.. ___ .... _. ____ .--............ ----..... --.------.. -·--..... ---·----.. --------------·-----~l!i_~~_2':J_IQ_!!_S_(2r_!l_gl_<l:~S) ---· 
X 1001 Alff.prints all over beaker Conclusion w/support (when he beat Fel 
x 1023 Scissors were touched by Fe! & fell to the 
ground 
over the 
Conclusion w/support (he used them to 
make decorations) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
-·---------·--··-·----·--------------·-·--------B_n_g~!E!'!_I_l~!.-~gnt. --------------------------------·--·-----·--·--------·---· 
X 1023 Vera had f.prints on test tube Conclusion w/support (f.print analysis, 
x 
x 
1023 Gene's & Ken f.prints on pliers 
1023 Fel knocked over lg. tongs, & Vera had 
touched them 
however, one test tube was found at crime 
scene. Didn't she take it 
Conclusion w/support (Gene used them as 
a weapon, & Ken used them to hang up 
Condusion w/support (he was being beat 
up, & Vera moved them while working in 
X 1023 Fe! & Alf were only ones to leave f.prints on Conclusion w/support (Fe! cleaned up 
·---·--·--··-·-----·--·-·-·-··-·-··-----··---·-··-----····-··-·---J~~_:'l_ _________ ·-------·-·--··----·--·-··---·---·---------·-····~5?~2..--·------·-------·-·-·--·-··------·-----·-----------·-·--··· 
X 1012 Everyone's f.prints were on some items Conclusion w/support (evidence left at 
X 1012 Fe! f.prints were on glass, scissors, & lg. Conclusion w/support (Fel tried to stop Alf 
·-·-·-·---··----··--------·---···---·-·-·-··--·--·--·--··-··------·---·--· __ _!2_I1.&~-·-··--·------·--··-----·-·----··--·--··-···--··---··-···----·------~-~-I1~J~<?.~-~~~~~--~i:_&!:~QQ!_I1g.t_~!_n_g~) ____ _ 
X 1012 Gene & Alff.prints were on glass & pliers Conclusion w/support (they tried to fight 
--------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------_!J-~ck ~_l!Ij!!_g_~t~c~) _______________________ _ 
X 1081 Ken & Alff.prints most likely were on glass Conclusion w/support (shapes off.prints 
& beaker are 
X 1055 Vera used the beaker to mix the poison, then Conclusion w/support (f.prints were on 
x 
used sm. & lg. tongs to pick it up to pour these items) 
into the test tube 
1001 Alf went home & cleaned off all evidence 
w/f.prints 
X 1050 F.prints were on items but were from before 
Conclusion wlo support (Alf had f.prints 
on many on cup & beaker & they showed 
the crime used ----···-·-·------·---------------------------------------· 
X 1023 Fe! & Alf only touched beaker Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state the 
--·-·------·-··--···---·-·-·-··-··-·--------··----·--·-··-·-·----·----····--------·-·-------···--------·--·-·------------_i_I_Ilp_<:l_~Il-~-<?.f. __ t!!i~) __________ - --- -- -- - -
X 1081 Alf washed out test tube & set it next to Fe! Conclusion w/o support (Alff.prints 
·····-·-·----------·--··-·--··-···-·-··----···-----··-···-·-··-·-·-··-··-·---·-······--·--··-···-·-··--·-···-····-----·-----·----------·---···---------·--··-·-·--·· ··--·--· ~~~~.ri'_t_ . .<?.I1 .. l~~t_~1!~2-----·--···-··----·--···-·-·-------··---
x 1081 At least 2-3 people involved in crime Conclusion w/o support Uumped to 
x 
because 3 items had different types of 
I.prints 
1016 Fel & Ken touched lg. tongs 
conclusions based on the amt. off.prints on 
ite_IllS) _ 
Conclusion wlo support (it was Fel & Vera 
who did) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
-----------------
___________________________ Fi~~.!'!!lts,_c:_ont. -------------------------------------------
x 1016 Vera & Alf touched beaker Conclusion w/semi-support (Vera maybe 
brought it home because she is a chemist, 
doesn't say how it got to Fel though or 
----------------····-----------------------------------------------------~-h_y she need~ itL __________________ _ 
X 1077 Vera told Gene to write notes that she could Conclusion w/o any supporting evidence 
do experiments on. She then gave them to (WHY WOULD THEY WANT GENE TO 
Alf to leave at the scene. WRITE NOTES TO LEA VE BEHIND? 
-----------·--···-----·------·--------------------------------------------------_I!:!!~JS A_!!ff_f_Q_~SING_L ______________ _ 
X 1058 Loops & whorls were f.prints at scene. They Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say what 
were all from Gene the f.prints were on. Also, it doesn't say 
------------------·--------------------------------------------------- the ot_!l_t!!_jtems __ ~-2.!1!~~~.prin!&_ __ _ 
X 1055 Vera is guilty because her f.prints were on Conclusion w/o support (this doesn't mean 
__________________________________ !~e mo~_! o~~-~-------------·--·-------------a!!)_:!_!!i_l!B)_ 
X 1042' Vera's f.prints are on most everything, but Lab results w/o conclusions, needs to 
--------------------------- she_~-~~' t arri~£..£~!:!i_' ----------------~xp_lain_ whii_! _ _hcr _p_rints \YCrc _2!!_ ______ _ 
----------------------------~-----L~-~----~rynts left at_~~-C:!i!!l_~-~-~_!le 4_~-~_s_!J_l_ts w[.9_~nclusiol'!_ ________ _ 
X 1104 Mentioned which items had whose f.prints Lab results w/o conclusions 
on them ·--------·-----"--------·------------.. --·-·-·-·-------··-···-----------------------·----------------
___ )_f ________________________ !Q±L_£:E_ajl_~_C?_I!_!~~! tu~-~~~Jrom Al[_~-~~~------_Mj~_i!!!~eting _ _Qf evL~~~C:~---------.. --
X 1078 Vera's f.prints on test tube, pliers, beaker, & Misinterpretation of evidence 
wire 
x 1062 Most f.prints belong to Fe! Misinterpreting of evidence (doesn't say 
how these tools were used or which ones 
haci }='el prints on theg:i) 
X 1079 Gene's f.prints were on glass, beaker, & test Misinterpreting of evidence (his prints 
tube weren't on none of these) 
-----------------------------------,,·-------------------------------------···--------·--·----------
Shoe Prints -------------·--·--·--- ----
-------------~------------__!-047 ___ _v cra'.~-~Q~_p_rin~_!!la~l_!_ ________________ f'._~1.!~1.!-lsion ~i.5-~£9-!!i~.£~C:.L<!~i!) _________ _ 
X 1047 Ken & Vera did CPR, leaving footprints Conclusion w/support (footprints) 
x 1078 Vera's footprints were on Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (stride & 
-------------------------------------------------------·-··---------------------------------------l!!~~!!!~Il!_ent__!~_~t)_ --------------------------·--· 
X 1121 Footprints had slight changes, due to Conclusion w/support (describes 
stepping a little lighter, to the side, or footprints) 
diminishing amts. of dirt on banner 
Table D2 -- Continued. 






















Shoe Prints, cont. 
Vera's shoes match prints Conclusion w/support (prints) 
Shoe _Etint was Gene's Misinterpreting evidence (V_era_'s~) ___ _ 
Lab results w/o conclusion Ver(~ootprints ---------------· 
Vera's dirty footprints were on sign Conclusion w/support (Vera went into 
house through back door, stride was 13 cm, 
soil was from Vera) 
1001 Vera was at crime scene Conclusion w/support (footprints & soil 
matched up, & she was the only one not 
wearing a sport-like tennis shoe, & had a 
small stride of 13 cm, soil was It. brown, 





Vera's footprints were in kitchen 
powder on her shoes is unidentified) 
Conclusion w/support (tread, width, length, 
& style, also she snuck into kitchen, stride 
_____________ al_so !!!.~!Chcd) ·-·-·--------··-
Vera's footprints were found on sign. but 
when she stepped on I when it was being 
made. She couldn't have been at the scene, 
because she was at the lab all da 
Conclusion w/semi-support (doesn't say 
when she stepped on it, but does say that 
she wasn't there during the day) 
_ _..__ _____________ ·----·-----·-·· 
Vera's footprints & stride matched Lab results w/o conclusions -------
Vera's footprints were found Lab results w/o conclusion 
1062 __ V_e_ra_'s_fi_oo~tp_n_·_n_ts_w_er_e_f_o_u_n.d______ Lab results w/o conclu._s1_·o_n_s ____ _ 
1016 Vera's soil & shoeprints_,_~·_er_e_o_n_s_ig_n ___ La_b_re~ults w/o eonclus_ion 
1121 Ken footprints w_ere_o_n_s __ ign _______ . __ M_is_in_te~rp_i;_ett_·n~g of evi~_e_n_ce _____ . 
1080 Footprints matched Ken Misinterpreting of evidence (they were 
1080 Ken footprints were in dirt in front of house 
_y~~:._s~) ------------
Misinterpreting of evidence (we have no 
_______ proof ~at th~y_ were in f~nt of _!!is house) __ _ 
X 1022 Alf walked into the kitchen Misinterpreting of evidence (Vera did, the 
-·----·---------------------------· ____ footprints & strides ~id not match AIQ 
x 1021 Alf footprints & stride were present 
Soil 
x 1062 Soil was from Gene's yard 
Misinterpreting evidence (those footprints 
were Vera's, the stride was_~_lot ~!!!~.~EL .. _ 
Misinterpreting of evidence 
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Table 02 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
·----------------.. 





I 078 Soil sample was Vera's Conclusion wisupport (dry, light brown 
·------- _col~r ~th ran~Ld smell) _________ ·-·---·-·-· 
1009 Fe! put dirt on his floor so Ken walked into it Conclusion w/o support (the dirt matches 
Vera's, not Fel, & why would he put dirt 
1079 Vera's soil, footprints, & stride were in the 
kitchen 
1055 Soil was Vera's 
Lab results w/o conclusions 
Lab results w/o conclusion (how did the 
·----·-~~~!._here?)___ ----·---.. 
X 1022 Gene never took a nap, but led Sasha over to Misinterpreting of evidence (says the soil 
------·-----·--------fel l!Q.~se_____ _ ____ !!_l_aJ~~ed Gen~:s. but this is not tru_e~!>~--· 
X 1021 Soil belongs to Gene Contradictory to previous statement (that 




I 058 Genes & Sasha's hairs were found at scene Conclusion w/support (diam, length, tip 
condition, & root condition match up, 
specifically told that Sasha was the only 
one w/frayed & rounded hair, making it 
obvious. specifically told that Gene was 
the only one w/a blunt tip condition, & 
·····-----~pet:~ ro<>!~~nd_iti~!!L .... ---· 
1055 Hairs were there. Conclusion w/semi-support (hairs could've 
fallen off when they tried to save him. He 
____________________ ,._, __ ,, _____ , __ _ __________ did.Q't say ~ho~e hairs they ~~~re}_ _____ . 
x ... " " --- (:;g[l~tu~~l?[l_W_!~UPf'CJI!(~ll:ir !~St) I 047 Ken hair at scene ·········-- - ---·--··-· ·-··-··---·-···-'"······-·· 
x 1022 Hair strands have rounded root, frayed tip, & Lab results w/o conclusion 
diam & length that are almost exactly the 
same 
X 1023 Sasha's & Gene's hairs were found Conclusion w/support (took samples from 
_____________ .. _ ...__________________________________ .. __ o_ther_~~_gs & ~<:>pie & ..!!!~!~ed them)__ __ 
x 1078 Gene's & Ken's hair found Conclusion w/support (hair analysis & 
---·-·-·--·-·------·------·--.. _ .. ___ .... _. ___ , ___________ . ________ Sasha.._~uld've_ carried Gene's in) __________ _ 
x 1079 Hairs matched only Gene & Sasha, Gene 
was probably there but Sasha probably 
wasn't 
Conclusion w/o support (also Ken hair was 
there, Sasha not being there doesn't have to 
do w/her hairs being there 
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Table D2 - Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
----·------- . 
_________ Hair, cont. ___ _ 
_________ X ____ lQ78 __ S~!ta-· '_s _ha.t_._r ~as found Co~.clusion w/s~(hair an_al~>~'s_is~) __ _ 
-·------·----~ ___ 112~Lr_fibers were <;tene, Ken_,,'-&_Sa_sh_a _____ La_b_re_sults w/o con_c_lu_s_io_n _____ . 
x 
X 1035 Hairs found at scene Lab results w/o conclusion ·-----·--·----------------------·------- --------··---------
1119 Gen's hair was the one that was probably in 
the blood on the sign, however, it could've 
been Fel 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
---·-------------------------x 1062 
--·-----------~-_ _!9_.!l__Q~ne's,_!S~.!1_? __ & S~sha's .!!.~_i:s we_!! found Lab results w/o conclus1.·_o_n ___________ _ 
X 1019 Hairs were Gene's & Ken Lab results w/o conclusion ·---··----------·----- -------------------·---- ----· 
X 1047 Hairs matched Sasha's Lab results w/o conclusion ((indicates 
------------ ___________ Sasha_ was the~e) ________ _ 
___________ !f_ _____ 1050_!!1!.i.r_be!2!!,ged_!Sl_~sha,_K~, & Gene -·---~b results w/2 conclusion ___ _ 
---·----·-~--·-----· ___ _!Ql6_,.. _ _§~ha'~i __ Ge_!le'~_§l ~en !filr~ w~Joun~_~b resu_Its w/o ~nclus_!Q!!_ ___ . _______ _ 
X 1016 DID NOT ST ATE HOW THE CRIME 
HAPPENED, ONLY THE RESULTS 
FROM THE LAB TESTS 
x 1058 Genes & Sasha's hairs were found at scene Conclusion w/support (diam, length, tip 
condition, & root condition match up, 
specifically told that Sasha was the only 
one w/frayed & rounded hair, making it 
obvious, specifically told that Gene was 
the only one w/a blunt tip condition, & 
---------.!!l~red rO<?._!_CO!ldition) 
x 1042 Gene's, Ken, & Sasha's hair were found Lab results w/o conclusion -------------- -----· x 1055 Hairs were there. Conclusion w/semi-support (hairs could've 
fallen off when they tried to save him. He 
--·--·----------.. -·-.. ·--------·--·-------·----· __________ .. ______ didn't sa_y_~ho~e h~rs ~~ wer~)_·-·-------··-··-·---
X 1077 Alf & Sasha's hair Misinterpreting of evidence (hair was 





1066 Vera's fibers were found 
1059 Polyester was found at scene 
Conclusion w/support (she was wearing 
___ , ____ 1?.0tt~~L _____________ _ 
Conclusion w/support (nobody was 
wearing any, but Vera was close to Fe! 
house when she met Gene at the beach) 
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Table 02 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Thread Fibers, cont. 
x 1023 Fibers were Gene's Conclusion w/support (2 cotton & 1 PRS 
thread, & Gene was wearing blue jeans, 







Cotton & Polyester were found_at._sc_e_n_e ___ C_o_nclusion w/support (thread fiber test) 
Polyester (Vera's lab coat, blue cotton (Alf Conclusion w/semi-suppott (found at 
blue polo shirt), & cotton threads (either Alf, scene, but tests were not listed) 
Vera, or Ken) were foun~--------------· 
Threads belong to any of them Conclusion w/semi-support (polyester & 
cotton were found because all of them 












1048 Gene's fibers because he is only one with Conclusion w/o support (Gene wasn't 
polvester ___ w_ean_· n..&J'-2lv~ster) 
1078 Polyester is from Vera's coat or Ken's Conclusion w/o support (it could be from 
----~n~ng coat ________ an_other source) __________ _ 
1022 Fibers were from Alf clothes Conclusion w/o support (Alf was not 
-----------------~earing polyester that day) 
1019 Polyester, cotton, & PRS were found, then it Conclusion w/o support (seems like this 
says that only polyester & cotton were found person is unsure of which threads were 
found) 
1055 Fibers were cotton & polyester Lab results w/o conclusion (doesn't say 
whose outfits) ___ _ 
1021 Alf black threads were found Misinterpreting evidence (Alf wasn't 
_____________________ wearing black) 







Vera was wearing polyester lab coat earlier . 
.. ··-~-~L~!<::en_~~~-~~-1!8~C>!!'?I1 ~.l ~y _______ ------------·· ---·-·- _ ____________________ _ ................... ···-··. 
P~ster_ & ~tton were found 
Blue cotton was not found at scene 
----· 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
Misinterpreting of evidence (blue cotton 
\Vas found at sce!!!:l _____________ . ___ . 
Red wool was found at scene & black cotton 
shirt at the scene, makil_!g Vera innocent 
Misinterpreting of evidence (no wool or 
_______ b_lac_k_c_o_ttonw_e_rc_f_o_u_nd~)---~--­
Fibers found match Gene ----W--M----
Fibers found were Alf's 
Polyester, cotton, & wool were found 
Doesn't s~ which fibers 
Doesn't say which fibers, just that they 
match his outfit 
Misinterpreting of evidence (wool wasn't 
found at scene) 
Table D2 -- Continued. 






id Evidence Proof 
Ih~d Fibe_rs~,_co_n_t_. -------· 
1081 It could've been 3 out of 4 of the suspects 
who were guilty, based on threads found 
1079 Blue wool was found at the scene & 
belonged to Gene 
Misinterpreting evidence (seems confusing 
after student wrote what outfits suspects 
were wearing) 
Misinterpreting evidence (it was cotton, 
Gene was wearing a white wool sweater, 
not blue) 
1056 Vera's fiber was at the scene No Jab results, no conclusions. Doesn't 
------~.)' w!llch fiber was found 
1077 Cotton & polyester were found Doesn't say whose fibers they were, lab 
results w/o conclusion -----------------·- --·-------·----· 
X 1016 Piece of fiber matches Vera's chemist coat Doesn't support evidence (which fiber was 
·----·-------------------------_[Qund?) ____ _ 
x 1104 Polyester, cotton, & PRS fibers were found Contradictory (earlier she mentions that 
only polyester & cotton were found, 
















Fel wrote only cursive note at scene Conclusion w/support (he writes mostly in 
_______ -~ursive) 
Notes were written w/wet-erase markers 
Fel wrote note that will was in top drawer 
Conclusion w/support (ink 
chroma~~_p_hy tes~-------­
Conclusion w/support (handwriting 
·--------~~!!s, & Fe!._felt ~!_l.reatened by Gene) 
Note was written by Fel Conclusion w/support (after drinking 
________ I?Qison, Fel wrote _th_._e_n_ote~) ___ _ 
1047 Shopping list fell from pock~t Co~clusion ~rt (did CPR) 
1075 Gene 'Y.!2te ~()_!~_!9 set u£__f5-end~--- G9-~E!~_ion '_Yis~1_(to pro~~!._!?asha) ____ _ 
1081 Someone else wrote the note from Fel Conclusion w/support (whoever had the 
___ dosest handwriting would w,rite thi~.I!~~_)_ 
1081 Alf wrote messages w/marker that he got Conclusion w/support (Alf had a marker in 
from Gene ~~!~_!_._most ~k~ly fr2m Genel_ _________ .. 
1081 Another list gives shopping items for a girl Conclusion w/o support (items could be 
1081 Wet-erase markers wrote all the notes, which 
was in Alf & Gene's pockets 
9nl2 for ~...s!!.!L ______ _ 
Conclusion w/o support (seems unsure 
about who wrote which notes. VERY 
CONFUSING.) 
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1081 Fel note, "To Whom this Concerns" was like Conclusion w/support (if Fel was really 
writing a note to anybody <on another sick he would've called somebody or 
occasion> written the person's name on the note. If it 
was written to anybody, then anyone could 
----·-----------------------------·-----------------------------·-···-·-··---·------------···--··--·-···-------------------------_g<:~_tQ~_~illt ________________________ _ 
X 1081 Ken made shopping list of things needed Misinterpreting of evidence (it was Vera's 
x 
from the store & left shopping list behind note, unless it was forged again, others 
wanted Ken to do something & she got 
distracted which caused her to leave the 
note behind) 
1066 Notes were found w/shopping list (from girl) Conclusion \V/support (both reasons make 
& "Vera, is this really going to work?" sense) 
--------------------------------------- ________________ (!P:<:~_i_1!£._~~2E!~--~~i:.<:ln~~~'.~<:!L____ _____ -----------------------------------------------------·--· 
x 1066 Note saying, "This is going to be a great Conclusion w/support (makes sense) 
----------------------------------------~~)'~--1:!1~!'?_a.~_S_!!!_()!!Y~J()!_~j11ing~!__-------------------------------------------------------
X 1009 Note left behind stating, ""Don't worry!! Conclusion w/semi-support (she states that 
Soon we will be rich!" to indicate that 
friends will never go financially insecure. 
x 1009 Note saying, 'To whom this concerns ... " 
another person wrote this note to indicate 
that they were happy w/money, however 
she doesn't say how the note got there or 
who it. 
Conclusion w/support (Fe! wanted the 
police to catch his friends holding the will 
so it looked like they killed him for the will 
------------·---------------------------······ . ········--··--------------------------------------------~-!!!<?-1!~Yl _________________________ _ 
x 
X 1001 States what some of the notes say Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say what 
these notes mean & who wrote 
x 1021 Vera's shopping list had cola Conclusion w/o support (on shopping list it 
____________ ___________ __ _______ _____ _________ _ _______________________________________________ !!!~~-!i.2r1~-~(_)__~~. ~~.!?!:_Pl ____________________________ _ 
x 1021 Wet-erase marker was used to write the 
shopping list. Vera had this in her lab coat 
that 
Conclusion w/o support (we never heard 
that a marker was in her coat) 
1022 Wet-erase marker was used, which is what Conclusion w/o support (Alf & Gene had 
_ __ ________________ .Y~r':\ __ h':l9_ifl __ h~!-~~~!_ __________________________ t_h.~_.!!1_a.i:.~~!'.lc.!1S'_!_Y~~2 _____________________________ . 
---------------------- -~ _____ !Q!~---~ <?[.§_~_()~~-..V_<:r_~Jfl~r!!!!ifl<l_!iflE_____ _ ____________ btQ._~~~!!J.!s __ ~j()_'?s>E.<;l~~-!on~-----····--- ________ _ ____ _ 
X 1050 Notes were written by all the suspects Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state who 
------·----····--··--------------·---·-----------------------------------_________________ -····----------------------------~_rs>_!~-~_!t_e_l!l __ ()!'-\'h_<l_~!!i!'.Y.I!!.~<l_t1_L ___________ _ 
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-·--------------·----
·---------------------------~otes, cont: _____________________________________ _ 
X 1050 Black we-erase marker was w/Alf, possibly a Conclusion w/support (several markers 
x 
x 
·----~.~~~~id~!.1£~-----------------~ou..!_d be _~_ack_~et~erase) 
1050 C!~!!..~-l!~P-~~-erase mcajcer like Al[_ ____ Misinterp!~.!i.!!.8... of evid_e_n_ce _____ . 
1077 Wet-era<>e markers wrote the notes, & Gene Conclusion w/semi-support (scenario 
& Alf each had one in their pockets stated that they owned them, doesn't say 
---------.... -------------.. ------·--·--------------~hen t~!:C us~d .?..~ who!_!l_l__, ___ . 
X 1077 Paper towels had forged handwritings Conclusion w/o support (there is no 
--------------·-----------.. -·-----------------~-~iden_~e tha~ the!~ n~~~ were. forg~L_ ___ . 
X 1012 Notes dropped out pockets while saving him Conclusion w/o support (how could all of 
their notes just happen to fall out of pocket 
at the same time while saving him, 
_________ ... _ .. ·-------.. -----·---·---·-·----.. ·-------------~~i~heg_!~--~~!t:<_!_~~~-~~ad'?.2__ ____ _ 
____ ,,_,, _____ , ___ x __ J_Q.!_2_1'.!_Q~~-wer~~Q__________________ ~sn't descri~ wh~~.£ .. !.l()~~s_ 5_<1-id ______ ----
__________________ K__ __ J O~~---_R~rm~~!!_t marker Wf9_!~_~e J!gte ___________ _Misin~erpreting_ of e~i~~c_t:J'~·~~~~~2 _____ _ 
X 1012 Fel wrole lhe nole saying lhal he didn'l feel Conclusion w/supporl (diJ Lhis afLer being 
___ .... ·------·-------·--·--·~~1-!_~_!!i_<:_ wilL_ w~ in_!~-~Qp dra~_~r ____ fo~_gl!_t by_<!_C?_l!!!_~_AUL ______________ _ 
X 1078 Identified notes written Lab result w/o conclusion 
x 1078 Black wet-erase marker wrote notes Lab result w/o conclusion 
____ .. __ .. _K_ _________ _!_Q§6 _ _E~!!_ote w~_f2!_g_eE__ _____________ l...ab.I_~ults__~{~~l!~J-~~~"------------------
X 1001 Six notes were written w/dry-erase marker Misinterpreting evidence (the marker was 
___________ ,,,,_., _________________ , _______ ,, ___ , __ . _____________ ~~t_~~~_L_ ____ . ______________ _ 
X 1001 Blood was from steep slope Conclusion w/support (looked like it wa'> 
---------------.. --.. --·- ·-------------~li!!BL___ ............. -----·-·--------
x 1055 Vera put the marker in Alf pocket 
x 1055 All Lhe noles were from V em 
Conclusion w/o support (nowhere does it 
say that she saw Alf later on & put the 
-~~!c~!:!h_~r~2-------------------.. ·--
MisinLerpreling evidence (doesn'L slate 
why she wrote all of them, only that girls 
·-----... _ .. __ .... ____ .. _________________________ , _______________ \!!_i_!~ w~~y_t_!J.in_g~g~.J~EL ____________ _ 
X 1121 Wet-erase markers wrote the notes Lab results w/o conclusion 
___ . ____ .K_ __________ 1047 ____ ~~kins ~.ilh ~!:iling __ were al c_!im~-~~!!~--- No_~~~.!.!P!!.<:?.l_l_.'::>.Ll!.'::>.~~~r.:~~L~...!~!i::_~~~-
X 1047 Gene has black marker Doesn't relate to case 
x 1075 Fel was writing shopping list on towels Misinterpreting evidence (shopping list 
-------·-------... --.. ·-·----.. ---.. ·----.. _ .. _________ .. __________ . ___________ was in '{~ra'~Jiandwrt!!.!!fil _______ .. ___ ....... 
1119 Dry-erase, wet-erase, & perm markers were Misinterpreting of evidence 
used on the napkins 
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·------·---·-·--·-·--·-----·------------~5?tes, cont. _________________ _ 
X 1016 Notes were written by a dry-erase marker Misinterpreting of evidence (it was a wet-
---·----·----·----·----·----------·-·---··-----·---------------··--·-------------------~£~~_!!!_~~~) _________________ ·-----·----··-
X 1016 Notes were written Lab results w/o conclusion -------------·------·----------·----------------·----··----·----------·-·-----·--·--------·----·------·------···----··---·-----------------·------
x 1062 Wet-erase marker was used, the same type Lab results w/o conclusions 
that Gene& 
x 1062 Notes were written on paper towels No description of what the notes said, or 
who wrote them ··-------------... --·----·--·-·---.. --------------···-·------·-·-----------·----·-----·--------------·--··-------·---·····--------------·----
1080 Notes matched all of them Just mentions notes, but not what they say. 
No conclusions. 
X 1035 Notes were written on paper towels Lack of information about notes & who 
·--·----------·--··------------------------·--·------------·-----------------~_role lh~!.-~_hal di0~--~_?. __________ _ 
--·--------------·-·-·------·-----·-----·-·-·----·-----------·---
------------------------~-----!.2?~~J~ ~~P.~~_l_a_ttere~_.f!:?E!__?j in:_~-~0 ---~-b result w/o c_~~~!~~on ______________________ _ 
X 1078 Body was Fe! Conclusion w/support (blood type taken 
from 
X 1059 Vera's blood was at the scene Conclusion w/support (only one open 
·--·-·--------··-----------·-··-----------·--------------~'?_!:Ind) _____________________ . ______ _ 
X 1059 Vera cut herself Conclusion w/semi-support (nobody saw 
her cut herself, but she was holding a 
------·----··-··--------·----·----···----------·-·------····-·--------------------------------kni[~---·--------------------------·-··-·---·-··-----
x 1066 Vera's blood matches the kind found Conclusion w/support (she was bitten by 
Sasha 
x 1009 No blood was on Fel leg Conclusion w/support (Fel cleaned it off so 
-·----·--·-·-----·-------------------------·---····---··---·--·-----------·-·--·-··-··--~1112'._~aj!_y_a_~.E..':1~-~'Y-~E~- lher.~L _______ . 
X 1055 Vera's blood was there Conclusion w/support (Her blood matched. 
She was either lhere before or al he lime of 
x 1019 Vera's blood was found Conclusion w/semi-support (says that no 
blood wa-; found at crime scene. This is 
nol lrue. Blood was found, just not on lhe 
victim's bodv) ·-----·---·-·-----·--·------··--····-----·...:.---·--·----·-·--------·-·----"-··-·-·--·----···--·-·-----------·--·-----------·-------"'-------· .. · ··· .. ---··--···-:--·-·--·-···--···--
x 
x 1001 Blood from Alf & Fel all over the sign Conclusion w/o support (blood didn't 
1056 Vera's blood on Aloha sign 
match & no blood was from 
Conclusion w/o support (no description of 
blood type). No lab results were stated 
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1075 Blood on poster !was from AlQ ___ c; __ onclusion w/o~rt ___ _ 
1077 Blood was splattered from the back of Fel Conclusion w/o support (the blood was not 
neck by Ken _________ F_el) 
1104 Vera's blood was found at scene Conclusion w/o support (doesn't support 
evidence, how do we know it is her 
blood?) 
X 1042 Blood came from a 90° angle, & fell from @ Lab results w/o conclusion 
12 in. -----·----· ------------
x ___ 1_00_3__ Blood ~r.2P.~.L~Jl_2-_f ee_t -------· Lab results w/o conclusion ------------------
X 1048 Blood is from Vera Lab results w/o conclusions ---------·----·-------- --------- M M-------------·-· 
x 
x 1050 Many different sizes of droplets of blood 
____ were ~leased from ~on flat g!'Ound 
1016 Blood on Aloha sign 
Lab results w/o conclusion (blood was 
running in ev~ direction) -·----
Doesn't support evidence (says that it 
matches Vera & Felix, but doesn't say who 
definitely) 
___ X _____ 1_104 Blood was dr<?~ from a sligh~_angl_e ___ 4_b resu_lts w_/o con_c_lu_s_io_n_s ____ _ 
x 
-------
x 1077 Blood drop was A No support for whose blood it is (doesn't 
~v , onlv that F~l h~~~-~> _____ _ 
x 1077 Blood drop is a little smaller than dime & Lab results w/o conclusion 
x 1077 
1019 
x 1062 ---· x 1062 
x 1012 
fell from @ 24 in., it fell fr<:>m a gentle~]~ 
Blood drop is a little smaller than dime & Lab results w/o conclusion 
fell from @ 24 in., it f~ll from a gentle sl~ ·----------------
Blood fell from 3 ft. Lab results w/o conclusion -----· ---
Blood dropped from 90° angle at @ 3 ft. Lab result<i w/o conclusions -------·--------·--
Blood was either Fel _o_r_V_er_a_'s _______ D_oe__~~·t tell_~~~~~!ood it is ______ _ 
Blood splattered from 12 in. at a 90 degree Lab results w/o conclusion 
ll!lgle ___ _ 
X 1012 Blood on floor is Fel after being punched in Contradictory from previous statement 
___________________ the mou!!_l____ -----~ither Fel O!_ Vera'~bl~--------
X 1023 Fel bled on the Aloha sign Misinterpreting of evidence (blood was 
Vera's) ---·--··-----------------
1080 Blood matched Fel Misinterpreting evidence (proof shows that 
. _______________________________ I!_<?_~~ w~J9ul!<_i_!lea~'1__ _____ _ 
1080 Fe! blood matched Misinterpreting of evidence & no support 
(Fel never cut hand because no blood was 
found) 
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Blood, cont. 
x 1035 Only ~!lt was f_ound, _no blood -~isin~rpreting eviden~ 
x 1012 Blood is either Fel or Vern's, but doesn't Not sure of evidence (doesn't state whose). 
state whose Fel doesn't have any external injuries & 
_ ___!!15re ~as no b}ood on his bod.~Y~) ____ _ 
x 1047 Blood didn't match c1ime scene Conclusion w/evidence 
--------------------·----------
Smell Test ·--------·H-------·--H--OH--·----·------H-•H-----------·H·---
X 1058 Ken left towel w/perfume Conclusion w/support (she wa<> wiping her 
_____ h_~ ~{~~~~Q_______ -------------- ------
--------·------~ 1077 __ ~£~!Y-~~~~~ Ke!l~rfum_E ___ ·------~_9__!!Clusion w/s__l!P~_!:'.-~me_~L!t:~!)_ ______________ _ 
X 1022 Perfume was left at scene Conclusion w/support (nothing to do 
----~<;:as~.~>----------------------------------------
x 1080 Perfume matched Ken Conclusion w/support {perfume wiped off 
··--------------------------·----------- ________________ ()_~.!~~_!~he!J. Ken w~~-~i_i:ig_~er !~~_L ___ _ 
X 1081 Ken perfume is on the paper towel Conclusion w/support (she wrote note, it 
went off of paper, she used towel to wipe it 
off, it rubbed against her where perfume 
--------------------- _ was, & !hen ~he 1~_!_}~_2~~2_!1nte_!)_ _______ _ 
____ ?\- __ l_Q~ Ke~rfume ~~.E!!Jhe towel -----------~~~£!!!.Sion ~~.P.2!!.Js~~J __ !__e_:>_!L __________ _ 
X 1066 Ken perfume were on towel Conclusion w/support (Vern & Ken 
washed up in bathroom after pushing Fel 
over~~~----------------------
_______________ _K ______ l07~ _ __!5:~_!f_!!!!1e on towel !!!_~he hou~------~b r€?_sult w/o coQ_clusi~~!._ _______________ _ 
X 1055 Perfume towel wa<s left when she ran in to Conclusion w/support (she didn't have any 
find Fel dead on because she had to go home to freshen 
up before the party. She left this towel 
__ wg~__!!~he ran!~-~ theJ1o~~L ________________ _ 
X 1050 Perfume was left from Ken Conclusion w/support (she wiped her face 
on the towel when she was painting the 
-------------------------------------------------------------·----____!ign) -----------------
X 1077 Ken had perfume on paper towel, & left it at Conclusion w/semi-support (Ken didn't 
_____________________________ _!!i~_J;£~~-----------------------Jike he!_~rfum~ ~-~~_it 2ff}_ _____________ _ 
X 1009 Fel stole Ken perfume & sprayed it on towel, Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state how 
-----·--------------------------------~~__!!g_i_~J20k_!!~~-~_!!_~1ill_t _______________ this ha_p~I_!_ed) ________________________________ _ 
X 1047 Smell test proved Ken perfume Lab results w/o conclusion (proof of 
perfume test) 
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______ Si:_n.~}_l Tes~~E_t. 
_______ K_ __ ll_21 -~~..!!__!tad~rful.!le 012_to~_l ____ _ Lab results w/o conclusion 
Lab results w/o conclusions ____ X ___ _J__Q59 ~en perfume ~as .2!1_!!~.u_e ______ . 
------------~--
X 1062 Perfume was found on handkerchief & was Lab results w/o conclusions 
Ken ·-------------.. ----------------------·-----------
x Lab results w/o conclusion --- 1012 Ken perfulJ!e Wll!.!2.!!.0d 
__________ !_ ___ 1042 _ Ke_i:i~rfume w~~foun<!_~_!!J?~~!:.. towel_____ Lab results w/o conclusio_n_s __ _ 
____ Jf __________ _!_!04 Ke~rfu~~ m~~~~~~-------· ___ Lab res_ult~-~~-~E.~!!~-~2!!~-------·-
X 1016 Ken perfu~e was <?!!...P~_!" tow_~ _!.ab resul!~ w/~s:~ncl!!sio..!!_ ___ . ___ , ____ ,_ .. 
----------·-·---------
Cola Test 
. __ X_ -·-· ________ _!_08~--~~~j~_!l:_t no_!!~~ison ___________ Concl.!!sion ~/s~rt (liqu~_was clear) ___ _ 
X 1081 Alf. poisoned Fe! w/chemical given by Vera Conclusion w/support (Alf went to get 
--·-----------------·-----c-·--·-·-----------·---·--·--·---·-------~ses f<,>! dtink ~ dropped~son_~nto_1.!_ __ 




1001 Alf poisoned Fel w/chemicals Vera made Conclusion w/support (Fel was turning his 
-~~ile h~ wasn'!__looki!!8_ ______________ head)·-----------·--------------.. ·----·-
x 1023 Fel became dizzy, pale, & sleepy Conclusion w/support (the poison was just 
_____ se_ttiJ!8_!!!.L _______ , _____ _ 
·-- _____ JQ7;> ___ ~JL~ __ fel.<ii:3.:f!~.~oke .. ___ -·---- ________ __. ... M_is.i!!t~fPI:l?~_t!<?i:t<?Ll;!Y!<i_l;!!lce __ 
X 1077 Alf slipped drug (made by Vera) into Fel Conclusion w/support (when Fel wasn't 
x 
x 
drink ............... 12Qltj_I1~1 .......... _ ........ ____ _____ ____ _ __ ......... __ _ ___ ..... . 
1077 Fluid was found in beaker Misinterpreting of evidence (fluid was 
------------.. ·--·--_!!_~er found in beake~}_ 
1035 Alf pois2_~ Fe! drinl_________ Conclusion w/supp<?rt (Vera is a chemist) 
1055 Poison disintegrated some of his teeth & 
photos show that Fe! was putting hand up 
Conclusion w/support (crime photos show 
location of arms, near mouth) 
---------·---·-·-----------around_ ch~~~-~outh to ~it _!!P~i~on ____________ _ _________ ...... 
X 1055 Fe! was given poison, which only a chemist Conclusion w/o support (assuming poison 
-·-----·--------·---·-------":'.~.!:!!~~ow ho~to m~e ______ ... ____ _!!!~~~_!>_y_~etaj______ _ _________ ..... 
X 1078 Vera put chemicals into cut Conclusion w/o support (she supposedly 
..... ---·----------------... ·-----... --·--------...... ---------·-------------w-~n't th~re wh«?!!_~~_!!_\Vas) _______________ _ 
X 1056 Vera poisoned him the night before Conclusion w/o support (no proof that he 
---· -·-------.. ·--·-·-·---------------·--------·--------------~~~~...2!1..~--------------------... ---· 
X 1021 Vera gave Alf poison & cola Conclusion w/o support (no proof that cola 
------... ---------------------·---------------... -·---·---------!!__~ison in i!.L_ ___________________________ _ 
X 1021 Dr. P was the cola Lab results w/o conclusion 
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----· -------·---·--.. ---... ----·--.... ---·---.. ---... 
x 
Cola cont. 
1021 Vera gave poison to Alf in beaker & then he 
transferred it to cola bottle 
Conclusion w/support (both f.prints were 
on 
________ . _______ _K_ ____ L~~--_B-~g-~_!_Q!::_E was found ~!~~~ll~--------~b r~_!l!_lts w/<?~'?..Q~Usion~----------- ... ---
X 1058 Alf poisoned Fel drink when sitting with him Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state 
when it could've happened, w/Fel sitting 
___________ .... _ .. __ ·------·------... ·--------·---·------... ··-----·-----------......!ig~ there_~{~EIJ_ ... ________ ...... _ 
------------~---------------!_047 ___ ~L~_f_e_l dran!_f_<?_~-~--- _ _!_[l_C_<?_~~.8-!..Y~ ... ear!ier said Dr. P. ____ ._ .. 
X 1047 Alf poisoned Fe! drink No proof & doesn't state when or why Alf 
____ ...... _ ...___ ..... _._, _________ ................. ------------------·-.. -------·--------Q2isone<:!_!!i.'!l: __ ._. ____________ ... ___ _ 
X 1050 Prongs, stethoscope, & meao;uring tube wired Misinterpreting evidence (no stethoscope 
maller were found was 
... ---... --·---------~---.. -1 Q:?9 ____ £_~1.._~_<l:'.'>_~_r:i_ll~ .. llg__Q_~:--~---------------------~1?-~s_1:!!_~~~!....°-..£°-1:1~-~~i~~----------------... 
X 1009 Fe! look lhe drug lhal Vern made Conclusion w/o supporl (Fe! look the 
special drug, but doesn't say why or how, 
& remained unconscious for a while before 
____________ .. _ ....................... _ ........ _ ..... _ .. ______ .. _______ ... _. ______________ . ________________________ s_11_~~~-ll..8~~..E..J!...'? .... '!l:..l~~..!!1~ .. i:g\l~ _________ _ 
X 1022 Alf put poison into pop can for Fel to drink Misinterpreting of evidence (his f.prints 
later weren't on test tube -·---·---·--·--·-··--··-·----·----... ---·-··----·--------------·-------------·--------·----··-----···-------------·-------------
-----------------~----_!Q_~ ___ _Q~ P m_<_ttc~~<:l.._!~~......Q2E .. '?!!....~!~!..~-----------~b r~~~_ts w{<?_~21_1_ciu_s__i21_1_ ___________ _ 
-----~-------------------11....!2.... ___ Qen~z .... Kf'.....~_V'~I~,_~__bJf aJ!..Q~ed d<?_g~ _________ M!~_i_ll!..f'.....1P!~!ing eyid_~1_1-~---------
---.--.. ----------------~-.-}Q~----?o1:1_!!~-~2~_!nt~!_~_s~--------------------Misinterpretin_g_~~i~~n.ce (!?r. ~---------
..... - ............. _. _____ ]'C ____ . _____ ... __ lQ 16 __ Q~~g_ola ~-~~?....!1_!!1~-~_ble__ . M~aj_!J.terpre1!!!g_of evi~<?_!lce (Dr. P w~~----
Miscellaneous 
x 1023 Small tongs fell to ground Conclusion w/support (they were lying 
around the 
-----·---... - ................ ~-----------·-!Q4__? _____ ~J..!~~!1 .. !L han£_ ______ . ____ ... ______ ... ___ , ___________ S._<?!!..~~~~i_on -~/8-!PP2I!......(~_re8-!~~_g)__ ___________ _ 
_ _ ___________ J_L _____________ _!_~7_ ___ Al_f_ drop~o.£_.b!2~~__gl~8-~-------... --- Con~~1:!..8-i<?!l_~J8-1:1QQ2rt (~as sh_ii_IQ1_1_g)___ __ 
X 1075 Fe! cut Alf hand when he lost his balance Conclusion w/support tcut hand when he 
lost 
X 1058 Red paint was on kitchen floor Conclusion w/support (Ken spilt it while 
__________ _!i_~..E!!!g_ F~!) ______________ _ 
X 1023 Alf had cut on L hand Conclusion w/support (Alf dropped his 
X 1078 Vera & Ken both had white powder on shoes, Conclusion w/o support 
-------------------------------c~o t~~-~~~J2S~!..l!..~!:-~f<?~....P~i:t..Y ... ________ ,_._ ... ___ ... _._ ... ____ ...... _ .._____ ...... _ ...._ ...___ , __ ... __________ ..... ___ ...... --
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
_____________________________________ Mi~~~l!'!!le'?!!_s2-~~!: ___________________________________________ _ 
X 1016 Photo shows glass of pop on the table Conclusion w/o support (there was no pop 
-··-------·-----------·---------------------------------------- on the table in ~he_E_hO!~s) ______________ _ 
----------------~-___ _1Q1_~ ___ y e~~--c:i_@Q~~ br~~~jJ!!s>_ho~~-----------------___1.ab r~~-~_lis w !2 conclusion _______ _ 
X 1042 Dr. P was found at scene Lab results w/o conclusions ------·-------·--·---·-----···-·····---·-----··--·-··--·------·----------···--------------------------- ----
---~-------------------1_Q~~-P.2P __ ~as _I:)I:_~---------------------------_hab re~_ults w/_'!_ coQ_clus!_<?.!!_ ___________ _ 
X 1062 Test tube found at scene, making Vera guilty Conclusion w/o support (this doesn't 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- n~~-~~arily m~_!!_ is y~~a' sl_ ____________ _ 
X 1062 Earring found at crime scene, indicating that it Misinterpreting of evidence (no earring 
----------------------------- --- ----------~~-_y~!:~_:_~--- ---------------------------------- ~-~£°-':11!.~2- ----------------------------···----
---------------------------------------- _____ _§E~!:l~~-~y Sc~!!_ariq___ __________________________________________________________ _ 
X 1047 Cut on Alf I. hand Info from scenario 
X 1079 Alf & Ken talked to Fel at his home before the Taken from scenario 
X 1079 Gene & Vera talked to each other before the Taken from scenario 
___________________ -~-------197~_!_\_e_!!__Q_~l_y_ar_2!:1Q_s!_h!m J!2._~_J-~:~0- l_:QQ__ ______ ___f_'?ncl us ion w ~!!PEI!. ( fr'?!!1.Y£~1!~r:i<?1 _____ _ 
____________________ x_ ____ _!_Q'Z§__ K~!!~ll§-~~!pil!_g_!i!_~_c:l~~2!"~£ __________________ Concl~jQn ~_{_s_!!PP_2rt ((rom scenaric:iL ___ _ 
X 1078 Ken was the last person to see him before he Conclusion w/support (from scenario) 
was found dead --------··-·------·-·--·---··---·-----·-·----------·--··--------·----·--·-·----------··-----·--···-·--------·---·---·------·-·-·--·--
x 1078 Alf & Fe! drinking Dr. P about 1/2 hour Conclusion w/support (from scenario) 
before Ken came --·-· .. -·---·--·----------·---·-----------·--------·-·-·--·------------·------·-··---·--·-·--·--·-·-----·-----------·-·--.. -- ------------·-·-·-···-----
·---------------_K_ ___ _J_Q?9-__ ~_<:~-Q~~~?__~-~~_i_:~-~~~ed -~_g~!.!!_e!_!g_Earty__ __ __T~_!l_f!:9-~-~-~~l'l_~_<? __________________________ _ 
X 1047 Dr. Pepper was on back patio where Fe! & Alf Test was taken. Backed up location of 
drank where 
---------------~--------------g-~7 __ __9~1!_~--~!1.!~!.~9--~~-~e ~-1}_Q_ ________________ ~':1J?p_g_f!~~-QI~~~!!__~tj.Q_~i!11_~~--------------·· 
X 1075 No external injuries Conclusion w/support (backed up 
Whereabouts 
X 1075 Gene left & walked to party w/others Conclusion w/support (came earlier, but 
---------------·------·-··--------··---------------··----------···-····--·-------------------------------!~~~g!t_~~~!t~--~E~~c-~_<!_f.~L ______ _ 
X 1059 Vera & Gene met on beach to plan Fe! death Conclusion w/support (they met between 
---------------·-··--··--···----·--··--------···--------··---·---·--------------·---···------·-·-------------------··----~_:_.!_5-2:~Q2_ __________________________________ ..... 
x 1059 Alf was innocent Conclusion w/support (he had seen Fe! 
alive a few hours earlier) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
~~~~~~·C?P_t_·---·-----· ·----·-------··--
X 1077 Alf signaled to Vera that he had put it in Fe! Conclusion w/support (when Alf went to the 
-·---·----·----·-·· ____ d_n_·n_k_____ ba!hrooaj ___ . ___________ _ 
X 10n Vera called Ken to go to Fel Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken showed 
---------------------·-----·--· __________ u_._p_at Fe! h<?.!!_~ 
x 1066 Fel was alive when Alf left his house at noon Conclusion w/support (Alf went to the 
---·--·-··---------------x 1066 Murder happened between 1:00-2:00 Conclusion w/support (Ken was helping 
him decorate at 1:00, & Vera met Gene after 
·-··--------···-----·------------·----------------·------.-~e aw~~~-~!-~:90)_ _______________ ····-
X 1079 All 4 people are suspects Conclusion w/support (all 4 had been 
talking to at least one of the other suspects 
---·---------·---------------·-·----· ____________ _9r tQ_Fel a~ some tiJ!l~~uring that day) ______ _ 
X 1023 Vera snuck into kitchen Conclusion w/support (Ken distracted Fel 
--------- _______ ·-----·--·--·---···--------------l:>Yl!~!!!g~-~~i:!!!i~ & pre~ng f~) __ x 1075 Fel was painting on back porch Conclusion w/support (he was painting 
---·-·----·----------· before he l~d~~n s!g_J!~) __ 
x 1012 Ken came over to see if he was dead Conclusion w/support (did this to pretend to 
------------- --·---·-·----·---------~~!-~~~~-~tions) ---·--x 1050 She was at the lab all day because of proof Conclusion w/support (chemical stains on 
coat) ------·-·---· ---~--------------------------
x 1047 Ken broke Fel promise No proof... but description of her helping 
Fel re-decorate his house ----------· ---·--·------··--···--·---·····----·--------------·-----·--·· 
X 1047 Gene walked on beach. No witnesses that Assumption w/o proof 
--···------··-----------------saw q~~e walkin._g_~.!_s~~g____________ ---------·--------·-




X 1059 Alf is innocent Conclusion w/support (made comment that 
------------·-··--·-·---·---·-------------·---·--------------·--·---···-------£el looked pal~-~~!~ft t!_l:~_!!~~~L.----·-----· 
X 1059 Vera finished decorating at 1:00 Contradictions (earlier said that Vera & 
------·-------·------·--·-------·----------·---·-··--------- Qen~!_l_l~-~~en ~~~~~1--.----------·---··-·· 
X 1058 Ken heard cry coming from house Conclusion w/support (Fel cried while being 
----------------·--------·-----·--------------------------.J?t!!~)--·--------·-----·--·--···· 
x 1012 Now many variations in peoples' schedules Conclusion w/support (suspects' statements 
to police seemed pretty consistent) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
------·--------------·---------
__________ Sto~s, cont_.--·--··---------·-----------
x 1066 Vera's statements were false 
----------------------·-----
Conclusion w/support (she never mentioned 




1066 Ken couldn't hear Fe! yell like she says Conclusion w/support (she lives 3 blocks 
·--·---------------------~~!too far_to_he_a~r)'--------
1066 Ken say she turned on football game at 1:30, Conclusion w/support (timings seem off a 
but it started at 11:30. The truth is she never bit) 
left Fel house 
1066 Vera couldn't be much cleaner than 15 min. 
earlier ----·--------·----.. -----·--·----·--·-····----------------·--·------·--. 
Conclusion w/support (not much time to 
. clean_~-. 
X 1121 Alf alibi was wrong w/games starting Aug. 5 Conclusion w/support (college football 
doesn't usually begin until Aug. 26. Pre-
----------·--·--·-·-··----·--···-------·--·---------------------- -~~ason games don't begin until evenings) 
X 1121 GOOD QUESTION ... How did Vera know 
--------------------~at Q~~~--11~':!.-~~!<.ed hi.s dog sin~ n~!!J-----------·----·----· ----·----
X 1121 Alf could not have yelled to guests for help Conclusion w/support (driveway is really 
long from photographs reviewed. Any 
------··--------·--·-----·--·--------------·----·------·---------~~l!_n~~-~·oul_q_~_faint~~nd!~!~~i!'.~~!~l __ 
X 1021 Gene left house & took a nap Contradictory (in previous part, Gene never 
took a nap from 11:30-2:00, then it says he 
left to take a nap like nothing happened 
---·---··-·-··-----·--------·----·---------------·-----------<w~~~ happened~ 
Who Could It Be? ---·-·------------·----··-·--·--·······---·---·--·-------------·---·--------------------·----·---------------
X 1062 Gene did it because Sasha is Gene's dog Conclusion w/support (possibly Gene is 
··-····------·-·-·-··---·---·---------·---·-----·---·-·---·---- ______ _g~~!!L~~mse or_':!.'211· but not necessarilv) __ _ 
x 
x 
1081 Body disappeared 
1081 Alf hacked into computers & codes for 
morgue so nobody would know that they 
killed Fel 
Conclusion w/support (body was taken to 
morgue, investigators went to bed, but body 
.. _ disl!ppe~ed!illit_nJght) _ 
Conclusion w/support (he was a computer 
programmer & knew how to shut off codes) 
----------·-·---·--------------------·--·--------·--------------x 1081 Fe! dropped glass & broke it & fell on Aloha Conclusion w/support (Fe! felt sick, went to 
sign the medicine cabinet, collapsed on sign, & 
brokegl<tSs) . 
X 1066 Alf is innocent Conclusion \\'/support (nothing foreign was 
--·-----·---·--------·--··----------------···--·------··------·-···-·---------·-----_!_0_l:l_!IE_~ th~d_!ln~J~o he w~_!l_~~!~~!!~_L 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Who Could It cont. 
X 1066 Ken & Vera broke into the morgue & stole Conclusion w/support (they did this to hide 
·--·-··-------------.. --------·----·---~-e.L_··---·-·---··-·-·-----·---·----·--·-----------e.~i~en~J_--·-------------·-----·---·-
X 1066 Gene is innocent Conclusion w/support (no evidence shows 
--·--··-·--·----·-·---·-·-----·--··--··----·--------··-··--·--------·------·-·-·---·-·-·-··--_________ !h<:l!Qe.ne w~ at£~h2~e ahea~ of till!e.L_ 
X 1066 Vera took Sasha to frame Gene Conclusion w/suppo11 (Sasha was inside 
·----------------·-------------------------- --------------·-----·---·--------------·--------~h:i!e..9.e.~e.-~~-~~~2!!!.&_~!!_~e be~c:;_hL ____ _ 
X 1080 Alf, Gene, Vera, & Ken murdered Fel Contradictory (earlier it is mentioned that he 
x 
x 
fell & died. Why does it say now that they 
killed 
X 1023 They didn't start doing CPR until ambulance Conclusion w/support (Fe! was dead) 
X 1023 Alf was guilty Conclusion w/support (Alf looked shocked 
to see Fe! 
x 
1075 Gene did CPR Conclusion w/o support (Vera & Ken \Vere 
doing CPR) & (Why did Gene do CPR if he 
thought Fe! had been attacked? He didn't 
think there had been a heart 
1075 Was panicking, & was having a heart attack Conclusion w/support (phone didn't work to 
call for 
1012 All suspects planned the murder Conclusion w/support (all schedules were 
·--···-----·--··-----·---·--·---·-··--·-----·------·--··--·----·-·--·-·-···----··-------·-·-·-·-··---·---·-·-·-----·-----c:;_Q~~i~t~t1!2 _______________________________ ··-······ 
X 1077 Fe! was lying on Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (Ken, Alf, & Vera 
rolled him onto the 
X 1021 Ken played almost no role in the crime Conclusion w/support (Ken left towel 
--····---·--·--·--·----·--·----------------------------·-----------------------------------w/~rfl:!!!l~-~i:!le..I!L _______ ·-·-----·--·--···--··-· 
X 1021 Fel died while getting some cola Conclusion w/support (he was lying next to 
--······---···-·-· -····-----·--··------·-·· ---·-··-------·-··-------·-·-··--··-··--··--·-·-----·-· .. - --··-----·---·-----····-····I~f_!:i_g_e.~!0rt _____ ··--····---------·-····-----·-·-·-·--· 
x 
x 1058 Alf & Gene teamed up to commit the murder Conclusion w/semi-support (notes were 
1022 Fcl died while getting more cola 
written back & forth between Alf & Fe!, but 
wh(:ltabcmt the other suspects?) 
Conclusion w/support (Fe! was lying near 
... refrigerator) __ 
X 1047 4 other suspect dogs: Lammy,Pucky, Addie, Conclusion w/o support (what makes them 
--·--·---·--·----·----·-··---·------·····-·---·-------·--····~--~~h.<!: ___ ..... ------------···--·---·---···-·-------·--···---·--···--··-·---···--·--~-ll_s~c:;_!S '!)-·-·---·--·---·---·-·-------·------·--------·-·····----
X 1047 Suspects arc Alf, Gene, Vera, & Ken Conclusion w/o support (what makes them 
suspects?) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High 
x 
x 
id Evidence Proof 
Who Could It Be?, cont. ·----------------------
1050 Fel awoke from morgue & left for Hawaii Conclusion w/support (he made Aloha sign, 
woke up after fainting, didn't know where 
________________ h_e_w_as_&_le_ft_o.n a .!!!f.>L _____ . __ 
1050 Dr. P didn't cause death Conclusion w/support (Alf noticed that Fel 







x 1078 Vera & Ken dragged Fel into kitchen Conclusion w/some support but not another 
type of support (was lying on sign, but why 
was it dragged into the kitchen? They were 
painting it in the kitchen) Earlier it says that 
__ o_nl_y~Ken "'._as there until 1:00 __ _ 
x 1078 Living room chairs upturned, showing Fcl Conclusion w/o support (sign wasn't in 
. ___ fe_ll_onto Aloha sig~ liviJ.!! roo!!l..?....~ no chairs were upturned) 
1019 Addie may or may not be guilty Conclusion w/o support (Addie's results 
were either close o far away from crime ________ " ____ _ _______ scene dog) 
1019 Ken & Gene aren't guilty 
1019 Vera & Sasha are guilty 
Conclusion w/o support (says that Ken 
sometimes matched w/Fcl, & Gene matched 
up once or twice, but not as much as Vera 
did. THIS DOESN'T MEAN A THING) 
Conclusion w/o support (They are the 
-------------- ·-----· ____ c_l_os_es.t to .m~~h most of the evidenc~_:_ __ . 
1019 Alf is not guilty Conclusion w/o support (his results don't 
match to Fel. THIS DOESN'T MAKE 
ANY SENSE) 
1080 Fel died from no medical attention Conclusion w/o support (why did he die if 
-----·---------------------~~~_was !!tere -~elping?) ______ _ 
1080 Alf, Gene, Vera, & Ken murdered Fel 
x 1121 They were all in on the murder 
X 1121 GOOD QUESTION ... Why didn't the 
police try to revive him? No gunshot 
wounds, no stab marks, but possibly died 
from a heart attack 
Contradictory (earlier it is mentioned that he 
fell & died. Why does it say now that they 
killed him?) 
Conclusion w/o support (he doesn't state 
how he knows that they all did it, just based 
__ o_n_l~b results) 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Who Could It Be?, cont.:__ _____________________ _ 
x 1048 Gene & Vera committed the crime Conclusion w/o strong support (based on a 
------·---------·-- ·----f~w tests that weren't_~~rt~_well)_ _____ _ x 1119 Gene & Sasha are guilty because of the teeth Conclusion w/o support (just basing 
------·- --- marks conclusion on one piece of evidence) ____ _ 
x 1056 Vera Cruise is the killer ------ ·--- -------
x 1056 Vera was looking for a place to bury him 
-·--------------~--~·~-----·~----------·---
X 1079 Vera & Gene are guilty of the crime 
x 1079 Gene is guilty 
Conclusion w/o supporting evi~ence _____ _ 
Conclusion w/o support (no proof that she 
was looking f~r burial s__.po~t>'----­
Conclusion w/o support (decided it was both 
of them because of the ~g.:....amt. f ~~-~enc~_) __ 
Conclusion w/support (much evidence 
---·--------·-----·--- indi~led Sasha) --------------
--------~-------- 11~--_E~wao; d_!!l_B.g~i>n th~~-lo~-~~---· _____ <;;onc!~c;j__<?_n w/o ~~p~i::!___--------·----· 
X 1104 Firsl she mentions lhal nobody did il, lhen Conclusion w/o supporl (says Alf is guilly 
Alf & Ken could be guilty. Doesn't seem just because he wao; the first to see Fel dead, 
like this person is sure of herself. Truly 
believes that Fe! faked his death, but doesn't 
-·-------·-·-·----·-----------_!!!~ntio!l__~_\_Vays that thi~_could be possible 
__________________ 1003 _ Vera murder~_l}im, or!t w~_fake ____ _ 
then mentions Ken because she wenl lo help 
him decorate earlier that day) 
·----------------------·---
·----·----~~_g_an Ess~-1=.~~~Scenar!.o __ _ 
-----------~---1:.Q'Z_~-~~~__p!_°-t w/storyline S_~e way~!... sc~~ario began. __ _ 
X __________ 1001_~~_!!_plot~~line Began Sall)_e wav as scenario 
-·--··~-----··--------~-0~--B~g~ pl~.!.__w/sloryline ------------------~f:'..s.an sam~~~.}'. as scel!.~~---------------···· 
·---~---------------JS_ ______ _l 0~--B~g<:l:~_p!~~/st?._l)'_line_. __________ . _____ ~~1!_same_~~y_~~~.C:~!]!_lj_~-------···· 
________ X ________ _!_Q01 __ !3~_g_an p~.!.__~j_~9ryline --~£8._ap._s~e way as _ _!!cen'!fl.:_·_o _____ _ 
·-------· X ___ _1077 __ Began _pl.9.!.._ w/st9rylin~---------------- B~l!!!. same~~ as s_ce!!!':!!g ___ ·········-·-·-······-·-·········· 
--·-·-------~--·---_!__~1 Began plot w/s_!2!Y.line Begl¥1 s~~~ay ~ _sc_e_n_an_·o _ ·---· 
·--··-------· x _____ . _______ _J 055 __ 8-_~~!!2L<?t w/~-~~I"X!!!!~--- Began s~~-~~L~.!~_!!_~_<?_ ______________ _ 
---------------------~----_!_91~-- Begl!l_l_E!~!.._~_{~°-!Yline _ ~-~l¥1 s~~--~-~)'-~-S.~-~~~.!!2_ ___ . _____ _ 
___ . ___ K ___________ Ll_Qi_ __ ~~g_~_P.lot_~/s_~li~~------ B~_g_an same_ w~_y_as s£_en~_o __ ·----··-···-··········-·--· 
X .... !Qg ___ ~-~Sl:l:ll.P!ot w/stol)'l!11e ....... -----~~g~s~~~~y~scenafi<? ... . 
--·------·---~----!-9§J ___ 1=3eg~_pl~ w~~2!Y._ll_Q.<:___ ~~!l.~.?.:ffie ~~)'. as_J;_£enario -----··-
1119 Student wrote the paper the same way that 
---·-----·----·--------__!~~-scenarios ~E"~iYen by_ the teacher -----------------·--·---------·--·---·---· 
1019 Began plot w/storyline Began same way as scenario 
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Table D2 -- Continued. 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
---------·---------------·-----~_ron_g_!nfo!:!!_l~_c:>!.!_Abo~t ~~------··---·---·----------·-----·----
X 1016 Weird things at scene: things plugged in, Nothing unusual about scene in this way 
couple of bowls & liter of pop on the kitchen 
floor ---------·-----·-·---·-·-------·······--·-·-·------·----··--------------·-·--·-----·--·----·----.. · --· 
_____ X ________________ l_Q~ ___ _IS_~_!!~I~ Fel ~£!iAl1~-------~_c:>!!&.~~tail~f<;?r da~~l~~ SaQ_·-·--··-···-· 
X 1054 Ken or Alf may have done something to Not sure of self 
make Fe! die 
X 1054 Alf came over at 11:00 & went to the Wrong detail of times (11:30 & 11:40) 
bathroom at 11:30 -··-·---·-------···-----------------------·--·--·-··---··-----·------···-------------···-··------··-·---··--------·---·--·---··-·-------·----··--·-·-··-
x 1054 EVERYTHING WAS IN A JUMBLED 
MESS & NOTHING WAS IN ORDER ---·--·--·--------·-----------··--·----------·-·---·-------·-·---·------·------------·--·---------·---···-·--·--·---·------··-----···--·--·-
X 1047 Type A blood was found on & around Wrong .. no blood on vi<.:tim. Doesn't give 
----··--·-·-------·-·-----·---·--------·------".!£.!im_,J?~!£~!--~~-~_!_o.<:?_ __________________ th<?_ imE9~~_(': _ _c:>_L me~!!_c:>!!!.!!.S£!!_!:~_1?.!_~---
X 1047 Candy bar wrappers found on plale Named wrong candy (mores), indicating no 
----·-----·----·-----·----·----·------·--·--·-----·-·-----·--··------·--··---------Ei:_()()f of~'!~!_~-~~----------·----·-···-·-
X 1047 Alf was waving lo guesls Conclusion w/o evidence, he actually was 
-----------·---------·---··----·----··---·-·-----------------------_y~lli_!!gJor Q!!_!P_ wh~!!.!~~~---·-------·--·--·-······ 
X 1003 Ken had walked into house at 1:00 & left at Inconclusive (wrong times, entered at 12:30 
1:15 & 
_________ ____K ______ !_Q~ ____ Et:.!1~f_!__g9J~e<1£rings ________________ No earri_J!g w~_[<?._~~~!_ sce!!_~---------------
-·---------~-------·------U~_y-~!"<l ~v~ wajkingl!_~~_<!Qg __________ _I!ij~j8-_~I:_()!'!& _ _l_!_~_Q~ne' s dog ______ _ 
--~-------------------!_!_!_9-_ _f_c:>at~aj!~!!Y--~~-_<?.!1_~1:1Q.. _________________ Y!_ ron~~~!!~-----------·----------··-·------
x 
X 1104 Ken signature matched the note best This doesn't make sense. There were 6 
1022 Gene never took a nap, but led Sa<>ha over to Soil matched Gene (this is not true!) 
Fe! house --···--------·-···----·-----··-----·----·----·-··-------------------------------------·--·-----·---
* abbrevialions represent the following words: 
Fe! - Felix lg.tongs - large tongs 
Alf - Alfredo I.hand - left hand 
Ken -Kendra 
Gen - Gene 
f.prints - fingerprints 
s.tongs - small tongs 
diam-diameter 
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Table D3. Reasoning patterns displayed in students' essays (Organized by Type of Reasoning Pattern) 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Conclusions With Support 
-------------------------------------------
Bite Marks ---- -----·---------·----------------·-------
-------~-------- 1047 __ _Teet_h m~~ were ft.om§.~~~------- Conclusion.w/~~.!1 (examin~!!_~i:!L __ 
____ _K_ ______ lQ47_filte fl!~-~~ from _~as_!!!!_ _____ .____ Conclusion w0~~rt (attack) 
---------·-----· ____ 2C __ .J..Q2~-- Bit~fl!_~ks ~!J:tch~-~.E:J.!.~-Sasha~ ____ Csmclusion w/supf>9rt ~~!!-~-records) 
X 1078 Vera went outside to get Sasha so she could Conclusion w/support (bite mark matched 
--·-----·----·-------------.J>i_t~_fel ---------------·---------~~h.-~'.~L--·------·----·---··------·· 
X 1075 Sasha tried to drag Fe! out of the house & to Conclusion w/support (sensed something 
__ . ______ _!_ll,_~neig_h._!?or' s, but_~Q9_lat~----------------~~wroi:!S_.!!!i:.g.!!S!_t_ nose) _____________ . 
X 1001 Sasha was biting Fe! leg Conclusion w/support (Ken sprayed 
-----·---·----·-------·-------------- ~rfume, w_!!i~h landed on Fe! leg) 
x 1001 Teeth marks were Sasha's 
X 1023 Bite marks & liquid was on Fe! leg 
Conclusion w/support (marks were small & 
_____ gval-shaped w/tl!e sam~_!!l-~U~Ip~_l!_~-­
Conclusion w/support (Sasha thought Fe! 
-------·-----------------·-·-----------·---· __ was _!!_tJrtj_J.!g_!!!?!_~_l!_~~!~) __ _ 
X 1059 Bite mark was from Sasha 
X 1058 Bite marks by Fe! 
x 1077 Sasha's bite marks 
Conclusion w/support (she must've been 
__p!~~~!!Qg_ he~ 0Wll_<::!2 
Conclusion w/support (during fight, Sa4'ha 
bit 
Conclusion w/support (teeth analysis, Alf 
had Sasha bite him in the leg to look like an 
--·---·----·------·--·-·-------·-----··-----·--·----·-·---·-------~!~c_19 __ _ 
X 1077 Sasha's bite marks were on leg to look like Conclusion w/supporl (Alf had Sasha bit 
·-··------·-·---·----·----·-··---·-----------~1.!~tta~------·--·-----·------___l!i_!!!_Qn th~.J.~.!?J2<Jk like an attack) 
X 1016 Sasha' bite marks & saliva were on leg Conclusion w/supporl (tooth analysis, 
-·-·-·--·--·------·----··--·-----·----------·----- ___ _!~n_gt!!_ & wj~..!_l!_of _l?ite, & DNA test) 
x 1081 Sasha bit Fe! in the leg Conclusion w/supporl (Sasha didn't like 
Fel, & bit him in the leg when they brought 
---·---·-·---··--------···-·----------------·------------------- her inside) ____ . ____________ _ 
X 1054 Police don't know what the teeth marks & Conclusion w/support (good answer w/body 
saliva are from since they don't have the disappearing) 
--·-·-----·-----------·--·---·---·----~J_an...Y!!1..2_re -----------------·------------·--------·--·---·-------
X 1021 Sasha's hair, teeth, & DNA match Conclusion w/support (Fe! was already 
x 1035 Sasha bit Fel on the leg 
so 
Conclusion w/support (Fe! fell off the 
ladder, startling Sasha) 
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Bite Marks, cont. 
Teeth & DNA are Sasha's 
Proof 
Conclusion w/support (Sasha mauled Fel 
while in the kitchen) 
Sasha's bite marks _____________ C_o_ncl~sion w/support (match up) 
Bite marks were from Sasha Conclusion w/support (Sasha tried to wake 
. _________________ F_el after he fell) 
Sasha bit Fel & Vera Conclusion w/support (she was afraid 
__________ beca.u~e her master wasn't there) 
DNA 
DNA extracted from saliva on leg wa<1 
Sasha's 
Saliva was from Sasha 
Conclusion w/support (extraction) 
Conclusion w/support (DNA matched, 
found near bile mark after she was 
·---------·------_._p_ro_tec_t_in_..g'-Ge_n.e) --------·--------· 
DNA was Sasha's 
Sasha's saliva was found 
DNA & teeth marks match Sasha 
Bones 
Conclusion w/support _(DNA ~est) _____ _ 
Conclusion w/support (DNA test)'----
Conclusion w/support (Vera stole Sasha 
while Gene was sleeping in order to frame 
him) 
1001 DNA & hairs were from Sa<1ha & hairs were Concltt'lion w/support (they matche.d up 
from Gene afler Sasha bil Fe! on lhe~L------·-·-·-
___ , ___ 1047 There~~ m~ da'f!l.!~.bone'!_ _____ S.onclusion w/s~(x-rays) ____ _ x 
x 
x 
. _____ 1_04_7 Fe! broke bones Co~clusion w/suJ?1?9rt (fell downstairsl ___ ..... 
1047 Fe! rolled onto Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (fell downstairs) & 
(photo) 
X 1078 Fe! broke many bones from being pushed off Conclusion w/support (x-rays) 
a chair b):'.__Ken 
_________ ._X ___ 10_2_3 __ F_el landed on Aloha sigg Con_clusion w/support (he ~as beat UPl ___ . 
x 
x 
1075 Fel fractured his skull 
1075 Fel leg flipped back & sent a crack up his 
femur 
-----·~------------· x 1075 Crawled up the sun-porch 
Conclusion w/support (fell from ladder 
-~henhanging_si~gn~) _____ _ 
Conclusion w/support (from fall) 
Conclusion w/support (he was still awake to 
crawl) 
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Sasha's bite didn't cause broken bones or 
death of Fel 
Fel had a broken tibia, fibula, tarsal, clavicle, 
phalange, carpals, metacarpals, pelvis, & 
jaw. Also there was a bruised forehead, & 
Conclusion w/support (Fel fell & died 
before being bitten, & there was no blood 
Conclusion w/support (x-rays, there was a 
fight between Gene & Fe!) 
-----·-.. ··------·-----·-·---------~~~~!!!S~~t~---------- .. --------·-----------------·------.--.. ----------------· 
X 1042 Fel broke many bones Conclusion w/support (Fel suffered trauma 
--------·------------·-·-·-·-·--.. -.. ·----------------·--·-----.. -----------·--------~-l_!i!~ Stf_!!g_gli~)__---------·--·-------·--------
___ _j£ _________________ !Q_~_? __ ~!.Q!_c_~f!~nes ~-!:~-- ---~()..!!~!~_!_~ w/~_!:1p~rt (Sasha mauled hi_l_aj __ 
X 1059 There was red paint spilt in the kitchen & Fe! Conclusion w/suppo1t (a fight occurred, 
had broken bones & missing teeth causing it to spill, plus his clavicle, 
vertebrae, tibia, ribs, pelvis, cranium, femur 
were bruised, snapped, or broken, & 
-------------------------.. ----------------------·---------mis~ing_!~~t~l_ ____________________ _ 
X 1012 Alf & Gene beat up Fe!, resulting in a broken Conclusion w/support (x-rays were taken) 
tibia, ribs, femur, pelvis, carpals, & 
phalanges were bent. Chips & hole in 
·---·--·---.. ----------------.. -----------·------<:!"~.!:'~· &:_~nes_~!icking ou._t ____ ·-·-·-----------·---·------·----------------.. 
X 1066 Fe! had broken bones, missing teeth, & a Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken pushed 
bruised head him off the balcony while looking at the 
-·--·-·---.. ·---.. -----------------.. -------------·---·------------------_.!!_~'Y!i':!enoy~ted_a_I!_~~!!..~~ol _____________________ _ 
X 1035 Fe! knocked down the paint & broke some Conclusion w/support (when he fell) 
bones ·----·-·-------·-·-------------·--------------------·-·---·-·-----------·-----·-·---------·---·---·-·-----·---
X 1021 Fel had a broken tibia, humerus, & femur Conclusion w/support (Fe! fell to the 
__________ ....... _ .. ____ ,, _______________________________________________________________ g!_()_u._~_£1-~te_i:~!!_~~!!_g_~son~_~l_ ________ _ 
X 1021 Fel fell to ground & screamed (Ken heard the Conclusion w/support (Fe! was lying near 
______ .. ________ _ _______________________ _y~!!) ______________________ .. ________________________ !~i:!ger~~or __________________________________ _ 
X 1050 Many broken bones on Fel Conclusion w/support (Fe! fainted & hit his 
----------·--------------·----·--·-----·-··--·---·-------------------------------~~~ on th,~£<2Unt~_i:2-l?!~~'!.s_b.2l!_~~L _____ _ 
--~-----------·---.. --·-·---------1=_9~----£~9-t __ ~_'?_()_!!_~l!!>..~~-n ~E!_<:?!_c_~lti_~tibia ____ Conc:!usion -~-~.!:'PJ.?2ft (when ~~~~ll_ __ _ 
X 1077 Fe! had broken leg, & skull showed signs of Conclusion w/support (bone analysis, he 
stress or pressure marks 
x 1059 Alf had f.prints on beaker 
was hit in the head & dragged down the 
Conclusion w/support (he touched beaker 
while looking for a glass) 
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---------------------- ____ Bones, copt. ·--------------·-
X 1077 Alf hit Fe! over the head until he was dead Conclusion w/support (Alf went upstairs 
- .. ---·-·---
______ .. _______________ .. _. __ .. ____ ... ____ Fing~!Pti!!~-----
X 1075 Alff.prints on broken beaker Conclusion w/support (Alf dropped beaker 
when team scored touchdown & Fe! never 
washed 
X 1075 Fe! f.print<> on scissors, he had messed up on Conclusion w/support (cut Alf hand) 
·------·---------·--·-·-···------_Q_art _~f_!!!~-~l@ ____ . __ , __ ... _ .. ___________________________ . ______ ._,_ .. 
X 1059 Alf & Fel had f.print'l on gla'ls Conclusion w/support (each touched it 
----------------·--------------------- while dri~ Dr:..~---------.. ----
-----------------.. -----~-------!.Q?._'Z ______ y e@'._~l.P..i:i!!!:~we~_2_1_l __ ~-~~~_!:_ ____________ g_~nclu~-~~~j~p~rt (f:p!i_!!!__~~!L _________ _ 
X 1023 Vera had [.prints on lesl lube Condusion w/support (f.prinl analysis, 
however, one test tube was found at crime 
sc~_!1~ Di!:!_!_!_'._!. __ she Lake il \_\'/her?l _________ _ 
x 1023 Scissors were touched by Fe! & fell to the Conclusion w/support (he used them to 
---·---·-----------------8~1:!_1_1~----------------·-·----------·--·-·----ma!'e ~~oi:-~!~!!~)-.... ----·---------·---· 
X 1023 Fe! knocked over lg. tongs, & Vera had Conclusion w/support (he was being beat 
touched them up, & Vera moved them while working in 
----·----... ----·---·------------··--·---·----------- ---· the __ !\i1£_~~_1_1) ________ ·---·-----------............... _____ _ 
X 1023 Fe! & Alf were only ones to leave f.prints on Conclusion w/support (Fe! cleaned up mess) 
--·----.. ----·--------·----------g!~..'.~-------·-------·-·-·----.. ·-----·----·--·----·-----·---·-----·------------------
x 1047 Fel's f.prints were on scissors, broken glass, Conclusion w/support (f.prints were found) 
---·--------------------.......... _. _______ ~__!&._!2~-------------·------------·--·-·----------·---·-----------
------------~---------------JQ':!:? ___ _blf_f:PE!_l_l~_2._1!_Qr2~~-g!~§~ __ & ~aker_ _______ g_S>!l.C:~l!§iO_l_l_\V!_~~rt [:{>fin~ were _f_~!1_~2___ 
X 1047 Vera's f.prints were found on beaker, s. test Conclusion w/support (f.prints were found) 
----------------------------------------!~-~_:_~2._i!g&~J.g.:..!2..~~-------------·--·--·-·-.. ---·-·-·-----------------·----------·-.. ·-·-·-
--·-·-------~-------!_~?. _ _K~I_l_f:Pli_I_l~--~~_l_l~_2_1_1_~:-~9__1_l_g~:..£1j_e_!§ _______ f_2nC!!!~!2!!.. w/sup~rt (f. prints were found) __ 
--·----·-·-· ____ ]( __________ _! 042_ ___ Q~~' s i:P..tints_f~~!!~-2.n plier~-- Concl~_~I_l- w /~~!l ((:P!!_l_l_!S w_~e f~_u_!!.<!L_ 
X 1023 Gene's & Ken f.print<; on pliers Conclusion w/support (Gene used them a<; a 
------·--·------.. -·----------------------------·---·-.. ----------·--~~n. & Ken used lhem lo han~--~!.g_I_lL__ 
X 1001 Alff.prints all over beaker Conclusion w/support (when he beat Fe! 
x 
over the 
1055 Vera used the beaker to mix the poison, then Conclusion w/support (f.prints were on 
used sm. & lg. tongs to pick it up to pour into these items) 
the test tube 
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1012 Everyone's f.prints were on some items 
Proof 
Conclusion w/support (evidence left at 
scene) 
1012 Fel f.prints were on glass, scissors, & lg. 
tongs 
Conclusion w/support (Fel tried to stop Alf 




Gene & Alff.prints were on glass & pliers Conclusion w/support (they tried to fight 
__________ b_ac_k_d_un_·ng at~ck)_ --·-··-
Ken & Alff.prints most likely were on glass Conclusion w/support (shapes off.prints are 
____________ v~ similar) & beaker 
F.prints were on items but were from before Conclusion w/support (these items were 
the crime ---------------- ------ used days before the crime_,_) __ _ 
Soil 
~------------------
x 1078 Soil sample was Vern's Conclusion w/supporl (dry, lighl brown 
_____ color with ranc:~d sme!!l_ _______________ _ 




1001 Vera was at crime scene 
1078 Vera's footprints were on Aloha sign 
1047 Ken & Vera did CPR, leaving footprints 
behind 
___ X _______ l_04_7_ Vera's shoep~ints_matc_!!__ _______ _ 
x 1059 Vera's dirty footprints were on sign 
--- ------------·--·-· x 1023 Vera's footprints were in kitchen 
----------------------·~-·--·----------·------
x 1121 Footprints had slight changes, due to 
stepping a little lighter, to the side, or 
diminishing amts. of dirt on banner 
Conclusion w/support (footprints & soil 
matched up, & she was the only one not 
wearing a sport-like tennis shoe, & had a 
small stride of 13 cm, soil was It. brown, 
was rancid, & was dried & hard, white 
powder on her shoes is uni_dentifi._1ed~) __ _ 
Conclusion w/support (stride & 
measurement test) -------· 
Conclusion w/support (footprints) 
Conclusion w/support (\Vere found) 
Conclusion w/support (Vera went into 
house through back door, stride was 13 cm, 
soil was fro!Jl Ve_ra~>------· 
Conclusion w/support (tread, width, length, 
& style, also she snuck into kitchen, stride 
~so matched) 
Conclusion w/support (describes footprints) 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
-~~ PriEts'""cont.:_ _______ _ 
__ JL_ ________________ l_~._3 _ V_e~~8-.§_!!_oes ~ate_~ prin~------·--__Q~J:!~!!!~2!!_~_!suI?£<:>!!iErints) _______ _ 
Hair -----·-·-----·----··--- •M·----------------------·-•••H----------·---------
--·---·---~---1078 __ -1'~:~h.~~8-~ir was f2unc!._ _________________ ~onc1usion w/~!!~rt (hair ~~lysis) 
X 1078 Gene's & Ken's hair found Conclusion w/support (hair analysis & 
Sac;ha could've carried Gene's 
x 1058 Ken is guilty Conclusion w/support (left behind hair 
--·-·-·-----·---·-----·-.. -------------------·---------·---·------·---~!!en ~~1:1..B-~~2..@.1~) 
X 1023 Sasha's & Gene's hairs were found Conclusion w/support (took samples from 
Thread Fibers --·----------·------------·---·----·-------------
x 1058 Genes & Sasha's hairs were found at scene Conclusion w/support (diam, length, tip 
condition, & root condition match up, 
specifically told that Sasha was the only one 
w/frayed & rounded hair, making it 
obvious, specifically told that Gene was the 
only one w/a blunt tip condition, & tapered 
___ n:)()t condition) 
-----·---·----~---!.9~ Co_!!QI_!_~ P()!_yeste_!:. wer~ f ~l!.1!.~-~t SCf'.!l_e __ Conclusion ~~8-!!E.~?_f! __ (!!i_read fi_ber test) ___ _ 
X 1059 Polyester was found at scene Conclusion w/support (nobcxly was wearing 
any, but Vera was close to Fel house when 
---·-----.. ·-·-·-··---·---·-----------------·-·--·------------------~!!_e m~t Gf'._g_~_at th~~ach) ----------· 
x 1023 Fibers were Gene's 
x 1066 Vera's fibers were found 
---·-·---··"··------·--·---·------------------··-·--------·-----·--·---
Noles 
Conclusion w/support (2 cotton & 1 PRS 
thread, & Gene was wearing blue jeans, 
micro test & bum 
Conclusion w/support (she was wearing 
-·----·-·-----------·---------------·---------·--·---···-·--------------------·----- ---x 1009 Note saying, 'To whom this concerns ... " Conclusion w/support (Fel wanted the 
police to catch his friends holding the will 
so it looked like they killed him for the will 
-· .. ---··----·--·-·-·--------····--·----·-·----------·-----·--·--·---·-------·-----~ m()n~y) _______ . __ . 
x 1075 Gene wrote notes to set up Kendra Conclusion w/support (to protect Sasha) 
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cont. 
x 1023 Fe! wrote only cursive note at scene Conclusion w/support (he writes mostly in 
x 1023 Notes were written w/wet-erase markers Conclusion w/support (ink chromatography 
x 1058 Note was written by Fel Conclusion w/suppo1t (after drinking 
--·-·-----···--·--·--···--·······-·-·····--·--·-·· .. ----·--·--------·-·-----·--··---·-------------~~-().Il!.f~!_()~ __ t_l!_f'._~_te )---------·--·----·-···· 
-------------~-----------------_1-~7 ___ Sh~i~~g _ _lis!f~l)_[i:()!ll_~-~~-----------------<;;:_oncl u~l_()!!~ I SU_E1?9_I:!_(~iE.f~2----·-·--------
X 1066 Notes were found w/shopping list (from girl) Conclusion w/support (both reasons make 
& "Vera, is this really going to work?". sense) 
----------------··-------------- __________________ (1_1-1_e..~!!!g_~()£~-~~le.!!!Y-~-~-~L _________________________ -···------------------------------.. ·--------···· 
X 1066 Note saying, 'This is going Lo be a great Conclusion w/supporl (makes sense) 
indicates motive for Fe! 
X 1012 Fel wrote Lhe nole saying Lhal he didn't feel Conclusion w/supporl (did Lhis after being 
___________________________________________ :__~~)l~ __ t_~-~!!l_~~J.!!_t_~_!9.P.~~~-f'.L ________ ~()ugh~-~-9e!!.e...~_A!.0 __ ···----·-----------... ··--------
X 1050 Bla1.:k we-erase marker was w/Alf, possibly a Conclusion w/supporl (several markers 
coincidence could be black wet-erase) 
x 1081 Someone else wrote the note from Fe! Conclusion w/support (whoever had the 
-----·-----·-···--··-------··-·--·---··-·----------·-··--·····-----·····---···-----··-----·---·------(;_l2_1!~S.t ha~~!:\tin_g__~o_l!!~-~~!:i!le_~i~_!l_c:>}_~--
X 1081 Fel note, 'To Whom this Concerns" was like Conclusion w/support (if Fel was really sick 
writing a note to anybody <on another he would've called somebody or written the 
occasion> person's name on the note. If it was written 
---····--·····-······-·----·-·-·--···-·---··-·····-·-···--··--··-········-·-----·····--·--·-······--··---·------·--·-·····-··--·----·-------·-····----·-___ !?_~I1Y~Y!_t:h_~_l1 __ ~Y()I1e..<:9_~}~g~_!_!he...~_i!!L 
X 1081 Alf wrote messages w/marker that he got Conclusion w/support (Alf had a marker in 
-·----·---------···--·---·------··-··-·····-· -·-···----------··-··--··-f !.C>.1!1 .. Q.eI11e_ ··-·-··-----··--·-·-·····----··---_______________________ i!_i_s_~J(_le~~EJ.()_~_t ll!c.t?_l)'.f!.()1!1_2.leI1e..L ____________ _ 
X 1059 Fel wrote note that will was in top drawer Conclusion w/support (handwriting 
___________________________ -·---·------------------- -------------·------- --------------------------------------~_Ilaj_)'~i-~?-~-~L~Jt_t!!!.le~~_Iled J>y Gen.~l_-----·-
x 1001 Blood was from steep slope 
x 1066 Vera's blood matches the kind found 
x 1009 No blood was on Fe! leg 
Conclusion w/support (looked like it was 
Conclusion w/support (she was bitten by 
Sasha 
Conclusion w/support (Fe! cleaned it off so 
·--·---···-··--·-··-------······----·---·-·-----·-·····-··-· . -- -------·--·---···--····--····--·-·······-·-····-··-···-----·-··---·--·--· ··-· ··--·--·---------·-·-----()I1!1:_§_ll.l!:v.<.t_~_p_11s._~-~le!.~.!h~e..L_____________ _ __ 
x 1078 Body was Fe! Conclusion w/support (blood type taken 
from body) 
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Med High id Evidence Proof 
Blood, cont. 
x 1059 Vera's blood was at the scene Conclusion w/support (only one open 
wound) 
x 1055 Vera's blood was there Conclusion w/support (Her blood matched. 




___ .X __ 1023 .. Ken ~rfume w~-on the towe_l __ Conclusion w/support (smell te~--­









1081 Ken perfume is on the paper towel 
1080 Perfume matched Ken 
Conclusion w/support (she wrote note, it 
went off of paper, she used towel to wipe it 
off, it rubbed against her where perfume 
was!_!_!!t()!l she l~_ft it on counter) 
Conclusion w/support (perfume wiped off 
oi:.i:_ towel~hen Ken was drying her fac())_ _____ _ 
1077 _Mystery towel h'!'I Ke~rfu._m_e ______ C_onc.lusion w/su~rt (smell test) 
1066 Ken perfume were on towel Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken washed 
1050 Perfume was left from Ken 
_______ u-4p_i_n_ba_throom after pushing Fel over side) 
Conclusion w/support (she wiped her face 
on the towel when she was painting the 
_______ s_i_gn.~>----· ________________ .. _. 
1055 Perfume towel was left when she ran in to Conclusion w/support (she didn't have any 
find Fel dead on because she had to go home to freshen 
up before the party. She left this towel 
_________ when she ran into ~~~ous~.~> ____ . 
1022 Perfume was left at scene Conclusion w/support (nothing to do 
·---------°:!Y}C~~----
Cola Test _______________ .... ________________ _ 
X 1001 Alf poisoned Fel w/ehemicals Vera made Conclusion w/support (Fel was turning his 
__ ... _______________ while __ he ~~!l!:!lO!lki_!,l] _____ _!!~~L_______ _ _______ _ 
X 1055 Poison disintegrated some of his teeth & Conclusion w/support (crime photos show 
photos show that Fel was putting hand up location of arms. near mouth) 
around chest & mouth to spit up poison 
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Cola Test, cont. 
x 1023 Vera was going to poison Fel Conclusion w/support (Ken was still 
distracting him, & Fel left drink available to 
poison, Vera sneaked out of the kitchen, 
pretending that she had just entered the 
house) 
x 1023 Fel became dizzy, pale, & sleepy Conclusion w/support (the poison was just 
setting in) 
x 1077 Alf slipped drug (made by Vera) into Fel Conclusion w/support (when Fel wasn't 
drink looking} 
x 1021 Vera gave poison to Alf in beaker & then he Conclusion w/support (both f.prints were on 
transferred it to cola bottle beaker) 
x 1081 Fel d!~n't notice ~on Conclusion w/support (liguid was clear) 
x 1035 Alf poisoned Fel drink Conclusion w/support (Vera is a chemist) 
x 1023 Small tongs fell to ground Conclusion w/support (they were lying 
around the kitchen) 
x 1047 Alf dropped & broke glass Conclusion w/s~rt (was shaking) w_w ___ 
x 1081 Alf. poisoned Fel w/chemical given by Vera Conclusion w/support (Alf went to get 
glasses for drink & dropped poison into it 
x 1075 Fel cut Alf hand when he lost his balance Conclusion w/support (cut hand when he 
lost balance) 
x 1058 Red paint was on kitchen floor Conclusion w/support (Ken spilt it while 
helping FCE!L ___ 
x 1023 Alf had cut on I. hand Conclusion w/support (Alf dropped his 
glassL 
S!!.EP.2~d B~ Scenario 
x 1078 Ken onl~ around him from 12:30-1:00 Conclusion w/support (from sce_nario) 
x 1078 Ken wao; the Jao;t person to see him before he Conclusion w/support (from scenario) 
was found dead -----· 
x 1078 Alf & Fel drinking Dr. P about 1/2 hour Conclusion w/support (from scenario) 
before Ken came ---- x 1078 Ken was helping him decorate Conclusion w/support (from s~nario) 
x 1075 No external injuries Conclusion w/support (backed up 
w/scenario) 
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Whereabouts ------- ----------------------··-----------
x 1066 Murder happened between 1:00-2:00 Conclusion w/support (Ken was helping 
him decorate at 1:00, & Vera met Gene 
------·--··-··-----·------·---·--·--------------·--·-----·--·-·---·-------~fter he ~~~t:_~-~-~:QQ) ________ ·--·---·--
x 1066 Fe! was alive when Alf left his house at noon Conclusion w/support (Alf went to the 
---------·--·---------·----·---·-··------------·-----·-·-----·--·-··---·---·-------b~!Qr09m & -~-~-~~llJ_!'to~)_-------·-···· 
X 1075 Gene left & walked to party w/others Conclusion w/support (came earlier, but 
-----·---------·---·--·-----··-·--·-··----·----------------·-·-------·--·--·--·-·---·-------------!_hough!_~~h~J.1~~-~tta~~e.~f~.!2_-···--·--·--··-·-
X 1059 Vera & Gene met on beach to plan Fe! death Conclusion w/support (they met between 
x 1050 She was at the lab all day because of proof 
x 1079 All 4 people are suspects 
2: 
Conclusion w/support (chemical stains on 
Conclusion w/support (all 4 had been 
talking to at least one of the other suspects 
--····---·--·----·------··--··-···-------··----·-----·~-----------·--------------··-·----------Qr to F~~~Q!l!_~~_!!l~_~!!_r_i~ tha!_~_yl__ ______ _ 
X 1077 Alf signaled to Vera that he had put it in Fe! Conclusion w/support (when Alf went to 
--··--··-·--·---····-----··------·-·-·--·------------drinL··-·------·----------------------------------!..~~-~!!!~!!!2_---------------·---·----
x 1077 Vera called Ken to go to Fe! Conclusion w/support (Vera & Ken showed 
---------·--·-----·------·------·-·-·-------·-----------·--------··---·---··------·-------~at Fe-1J!2.1:!~~L--------·----·---·-
X 1075 Fe! was painting on back porch Conclusion w/support (he was painting 
··-------·---·-----·-···---------·--·------·--·-··--·----···----·--·--------------~fo!:~h.~~~~q _ _<?_!!_~i_g11} _______ . ___ ._ 
X 1012 Ken came over to see if he was dead Conclusion w/support (did this to pretend to 
----·-·-···-·--·---··-·------·--·--·----··-·-·--·----·---··---·----------------------------------------S~...!:!££e.~9ratio_ns) __ . __ ·----·----·------···----· 
X 1023 Vera snuck into kitchen Conclusion w/support (Ken distracted Fe! 
----·-------------·---·---------·-·----·------··--------------------------_b)'_I!~_gi!!g~<?£Q!"_~_tj_on & preparin_g f ~) ____ _ 
X 1059 Alf is innocent Conclusion w/support (made comment that 
···------··-------···-----·-····-----·····--·--··-·-··---·--·---·-··----···-----·---·---···--··-------··---·-·-·-·--·----------------f~LI_~k~d.---1?.~e.~2J~f.!_th~_ho_l!~e.L ______________ _ 
X 1121 Alf could not have yelled to guests for help Conclusion w/suppo1t (driveway is really 
long from photographs reviewed. Any 
-------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------~2!1~Q.~-~2.l:l~-~!~_l!_t & _1:!11£!~tin_g_1:!!~h'!:~-~L .. 
X 1066 Vera's statements were false Conclusion w/support (she never mentioned 
x 1066 Ken couldn't hear Fe! yell like she says 
that she was at Fe! 
Conclusion w/support (she lives 3 blocks 
away, too far to hear) 
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-----·---·---··---.. ·--·----------.. -.... ----·----...... _____ J)_t<?!!e_s_?_~-9.11~~---------.. ·---------·----.. -·-------·---.. -.. ·---------.. -... -.... -
X 1066 Ken say she turned on football game at 1:30, Conclusion w/support (timings seem off a 
but it started at 11:30. The truth is she never bit) 
left Fe! house 
X 1066 Vera couldn't be much cleaner than 15 min. Conclusion w/support (not much time to 
_____ .. ___ _. ____ .. _, __________ .. ___ .. ___ .. ____ .. _,._ ~~l_i_~t_ ...... __ , ___ .. ,_ ... ,-..................... _ .. _ .... --... --.... - .... ·-----·-·-·---.. 0.~~--l!P1 --·-------··-.. --.. ------·-----· -- ···--·--........ .. 
X 1012 Now many variations in peoples' schedules Conclusion w/support (suspects' statements 
·----.. -...... -----·-------.. ---.. --.... --.... ---........ ____ .. _ ...... - ....... ________ .. _____ .. __ .. ______________ .......... ____________________________ !2~Iic.~_see11!~_p_i:_~~-211s_!s_!_e.!1!L _______ _ 
X 1121 Alf alibi was wrong w/games starting Aug. 5 Conclusion w/support (college football 
doesn't usually begin until Aug. 26. Pre-
---.. ·--------·---.. -·-.. - ...... --.. --.. - ........ ·-·------.... -.. --......... ·----------·----........... --.-.... ---.. ---·-·-.... _______ s~~<?l1~~~~ .. ~<?l1~!--~I.!1~..!!!_~~11!11g_s} ____ . 
X 1058 Ken heard cry coming from house Conclusion w/support (Fe! cried while 
.. -·-----·----.... --·--·-·---·----...... _ .. _ .. __ . ____ .......... --... --....... _._ .. __ ._ .. __ .. __ .. ______ . ___ ......... ___ .. ___ .. _._ .. ____ .. ____ ........ _____ ..... ____ ~i_i:i:g __ ~it~.!1.L ______ .. _·-·-.. --·------.. ·-.--.... --·----- .. --
x 1121 Good question ... How did Vera know that 
______________________ ___ ---------~-----Q~11~-~~4~£l!.J<:~~~-~s_si.9_g_ .. s_i_!!~~-11~117__ _ __ ----------------------------------------------------- ___ _ __ ____ _ 
Who Could It Be? 
X 1075 Was panicking, & was having a heart attack Conclusion w/support (phone didn't work to 
.. _._ .. ____ ·---... --.. ·----------·--.. --.-.......... _______ .. ___ . __ .. ___ ·---.. ·----.... ---··--.. ···----------... -......... _ .. _________ .. __ ... _ ..__ ~al_!_f or .. !!.€'..!PJ_ .. __ .... _ ... _ ..... -... -.... -... ------··-.. ·-------......... _ ... _ 
X 1023 Alf was guilty Conclusion w/support (Alf looked shocked 
to see Fe! 
X 1023 They didn't start doing CPR until ambulance Conclusion w/support (Fel was dead) 
wa'> --------""---------------------------------x 1012 All suspects planned the murder Conclusion w/suppo1t (all schedules were 
x 1062 Gene did it because Sasha is Gene's dog Conclusion w/support (possibly Gene is 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------···----gl!~lty_~~~s_~<?f-~<?~_Q_l!_!__Il<?_!..1!._eces__s_~!!_ly) _ 
X 1081 Fe! dropped glass & broke it & fell on Aloha Conclusion w/suppo1t (Fe! felt sick, went to 
sign the medicine cabinet, collapsed on sign. & 
·-·-.. --...... - ....................................... _ ......... -. -------·-··----.. ·-·-... - .............. - .... --.. -------.. --...... , ______ .. __ ...... _ .......... -........ __ ........ -.. -·····-·---.. --. -·--·-· .. -· 
x 1081 Body disappeared Conclusion w/support (body was taken to 
morgue, investigators went to bed, but body 
.... -·-·--·--···· .. --------------- ------------- --- -- ---- ----- - ------ ·····--------------- ------------ -.. 4! s_~p~~~~~-!h~_t_11i.gh_t_) -·---------·--------.... 
x 1081 Alf hacked into computers & codes for 
morgue so nobody would know that they 
killed Fcl 
Conclusion w/support (he was a computer 
programmer & knew how to shut off codes) 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Who Could It Be?,~-~-------·----
x 1077 Fe! was lying on Aloha sign Conclusion w/support (Ken, Alf, & Vera 
--------------·---·--·----- rolled him onto the si.s.!!2._ 
X 1079 Gene is guilty Conclusion w/support (much evidence 
----·------------·----·---------------------------·--------!~~~ed Sashal_ ___________ ·---... -
x 1066 Alf is innocent 
-----------~·--·----· 
Conclusion w/support (nothing foreign was 
(~mn~ in the dril!~-'-so ~e was not poisoned) ---
x 1050 Dr. P didn't cause death Conclusion w/suppo11 (Alf noticed that Fel 
-------·---·-------·-·---... ----------.. -· _________ . ________ }90ked a litt!!'._p~le ~ undE_~tress la.telv) -·-
X 1050 Fe! awoke from morgue & left for Hawaii Conclusion w/support (he made Aloha sign, 
woke up after fainting, didn't know where 
... ·-------------... ·---·-.. ---.. ---.. ---·-----·-----------------·-----·-·--------!!_~ w~-~ left on a t_IiEL_ __ 
X 1066 Vera took Sasha to frame Gene Conclusion w/support (Sasha was inside 
-------------------------·--------------·--------------~.!tile_ Gene w~yleep!!!A_ on the ~ach) ___ ... _ 
X 1066 Gene is innocent Conclusion w/support (no evidence shows 
_________________________ _!_hat. Gene -~~-il!S..!l!!.~!lse ~~d 0..: .. ~im~J_ __ _ 
X 1066 Ken & Vera broke into the morgue & stole Conclusion w/support (they did this to hide 
__ , ____ .. ____________ _E<i_ __________ ·--·--------- evidence) 
X 1021 Ken played almost no role in the crime Conclusion w/support (Ken left towel 
---... ---·-·--------------------------.. ---------------------~~rf~~~~mell) _________ _ 
X 1021 Fe! died while getting some cola Conclusion w/support (he was lying next to 
----·--·--------------·------------·---·-.. -.. - ... --.. -·_ ... _______ .. ______ re_fn_._gerat_or~) __ . 
X 1121 Good question ... Why didn't the police try 
to revive him? No gunshot wounds, no stab 
_________________________________ _!!!"!:f!_!l~_!?!!!~ssi~Yi!_~d f !:om a heart a~c:_~--------·------------·---·-.. ·--·-... ·-----.. --
X 1022 Fe! died while getting more cola Conclusion w/support (Fe! was lying near 
__ ... _______ .. __ .. _ ... _______________ .. _________ ·-----·---·---------_Iefij_g~~-to_r)'---· 
Conclusions With Semi-Support 
Bite Marks -·------·---·------------·--·-·--··-·--.. -·_ .... __ ,_ .. _, __ _ 
x 1023 Bile marks were 2 feel high on his leg & 
dripped as it fell 
Conclusion w/semi-supporl (blood wasn'L 
from Fe!, but interpretation of blood 
drippings was accurate) 
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id Evidence Proof 
Fii:!_g~rprints __________ ·----·-··-·-·-------·------··-·-····-----·--·-----
1016 Vera & Alf touched beaker Conclusion w/semi-support (Vera maybe 
Hair 
1055 Hairs were there. 
Shoe Prints 
1050 Vera's footprint<; were found on sign, but 
when she stepped on I when it was being 
made. She couldn't have been at the scene, 
because she was at the lab all 
Fibers 
1001 Threads belong to any of them 
brought it home because she is a chemist, 
doesn't say how it got to Fel though or why 
she needed 
Conclusion w/semi-support (hairs could've 
fallen off when they tried to save him. He 
didn't whose hairs 
Conclusion w/semi-support (doesn't say 
when she stepped on it, but does say that 
she wasn't there during the day) 
Conclusion w/semi-support (polyester & 
cotton were found because all of them were 
·-------.. ·--.. --·----·---·----------·-.. ·-·----·-·-·-----·------.. .. -·----.... -·-·--·--·--.. -.. ----·--·---------------~~IjQg CO!!_~i!_S.Q~_i:!s.L__________________ ---------
x 
Blood 
x 1042 Polyester (Vera's lab coat), blue cotton (Alf 
blue polo shirt), & cotton threads (either Alf, 
were found 
1019 Vem's blood was found 
Conclusion w/semi-support (found at scene, 
but tests were not listed) 
Conclusion w/semi-support (says that no 
blood was found at crime scene. This is not 
true. Blood was found, just not on the 
victim's 
X 1059 Vera cut herself Conclusion w/semi-support (nobody saw 
------·----------------------- _______________________ ____________ _ _____________________________________ h~L~~!_h~_i:s.~_l_f_z__Q!l!_S.h~-~-~-h_0_<:iiJ!g~~r.ii_f_c2_ __ 
X 1077 Ken had perfume on paper towel, & left it at Conclusion w/semi-support (Ken didn't like 
the scene her perfume & wiped it off) 
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1009 Note left behind stating, ""''Don't worry!! 
Soon we will be rich!" to indicate that 
friends will never go financially insecure. 
Proof 
Conclusion w/semi-support (she states that 
another person wrote this note to indicate 
that they were happy w/money, however 
she doesn't say how the note got there or 




Who Could It Be? 
1078 Vera & Ken dragged Fel into kitchen Conclusion w/some support but not another 
type of support (was lying on sign, but why 
was it dragged into the kitchen? They were 
painting it in the kitchen) Earlier it says 
___________________________ __!_l!~t o!!!_y Ke~~~ ~~_!:e until !:()() ________ _ 
1077 Wet-erase markers wrote the notes, & Gene 
& Alf each had one in their pockets 
Conclusion w/semi-support (scenario stated 
that they owned them, doesn't say when 
_____ t_hey_~~£_fe ~£~_or by_ whom_) -------· 
X 1058 Alf & Gene teamed up to commit the murder Conclusion w/semi-support (notes were 
Conclusions Without Support 
written back & forth between Alf & Fcl, but 
_ \\'hat about thegt~~r suspec!~?) 
-·-------------------------·-·-------·-·--------------------·-----.. -.. ·----------
x 
Bite Marks ---· -------------------------·-·---·-------
1009 Sasha bit Fe! on the leg Conclusion w/o support (Fel Jet the dog into 
his house, but before thinking the dog bit 
X 1019 Saliva looked like it came from Sasha Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say that it 
--------------···-·----.. ·----------------------·---.. ----.. --·----------cJ-~cj come froll_l~~h~) __________________ _ 
--·--·_ ..________________________ Fingerp_!!nts ------------------------------.. --.. ·---.. ---· 
X 1081 Alf washed out test tube & set it next to Fel Conclusion w/o support (Alff.prints 
_________________ .. _______________ .. __ .. _________ .. ___________ we._~_t:!_I_!'._t_ on __ ~~!_ tu~) ______________ _ 
x 1023 Fel & Alf only touched beaker Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state the 
importance of this) 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Fin erprints, cont. 
x 1081 At least 2-3 people involved in crime Conclusion w/o support (jumped to 
because 3 items had different types of conclusions based on the amt off.prints on 
f.erints items) 
x 1001 Alf went home & cleaned off all evidence Conclusion w/o support (Alf had f.prints on 
w/f.erints man;y on cue & beaker & the:y s~_i>W~EJ!.E)__ 
x 1016 Fel & Ken touched lg. tongs Conclusion w/o support (it was Fel & Vera 
who did) ·----x 1058 Loops & whorls were f.prints at scene. They Conclusion w/o support (doesn't say what 
were all from Gene the f.prints were on. Also, it doesn't say the 
------·------ other *~!_~~ele's f.erints) x 1055 Vera is guilty because her f. p1ints were on Conclusion w/o support (this doesn't mean 
the most objects anyt_hing) 
Soil 
x 1009 Fel pul dirl on his floor so Ken walked inlo il Conclusion w/o supporl (lhe dirl matches 
Vera's, not Fel, & why would he put dirt on 
-----------·- his own floor?) x 1079 Hairs matched only Gene & Sasha. Gene was Conclusion w/o support (also Ken hair was 
probably there but Sasha probably wasn't there, Sasha not being there doesn't have to 
do w/her hairs being there 
Thread Fibers -----------x 1048 Gene's fibers because he is only one with Conclusion w/o support (Gene wasn't 
___ _E2lyeste_r _______________ w~n~s_te_r~) ___ _ 
x 1078 Polyester is from Vera's coat or Ken's Conclusion w/o support (it could be from 
_____ ___._pai.nti.!!8_ coat another source) 
x 1022 Fibers were from Alf clothes Conclusion w/o support (Alf was not 
-----------------·--------· ____________ w_ean_·n_.g"'""po.__l._ve_ster tp.at._da__._y_,_) ____ _ 
x 1019 Polyester, cotton, & PRS were found, then it Conclusion w/o support (seems like this 
says that only polyester & cotton were found 
-------· -·-------------·-·--------
Notes ----------------
x 1021 Vera's shopping list had cola 
person is unsure of which threads were 
found) _________ _ 
Conclusion w/o support (on shopping list it 
mentioned Coke, not Dr. P) 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
---·---------·-----·-·-·--·----·------·-·----------··--·---·-· ----··------------····--··-----····--=-=-c_:_::::_'--,co=-=..:n""t.''··---·---------··------·----·-·-·--·-·--·--·---·---·------···-·--·· -- ---·---···------·-·--···--· -· 
x 1021 Wet-erase marker was used to write the 
shopping list. Vera had this in her lab coat 
that 
Conclusion w/o support (we never heard 
that a marker was in her coat) 
X 1022 Wet-erase marker was used, which is what Conclusion w/o support (Alf & Gene had 
------------------------------- _____________ Ye.i:a_ 1l_l:l~__!11_ 1l~i:~_)(e._L ___________________________ the._~a__i:)(e._~,_llQt_V er(:l)______________________. 
X 1077 Paper towels had forged handwritings Conclusion w/o support (there is no 
___________________ _____________________________ _______ _________________ __ _____ _______ _ _______ ---~~id~!!_c~_t.~!-~_he~e._Q<!!e.s ~~r-~f2_i:_g~~-L ______ _ 
X 1077 Vera told Gene to write notes that she could Conclusion w/o any supporting evidence 
do experiments on. She then gave them to (WHY WOULD THEY WANT GENE TO 
Alf to leave at the scene. WRITE NOTES TO LEA VE BEHIND? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I_I_:!!~_!§ __ ~-.~XI __ ~Q~B:J~.1.~.Q) _______ _ 
x 1055 Vera put the marker in Alf pocket Conclusion w/o support (nowhere does it 
say that she saw Alf later on & put the 
-·----·-··-···--··--·----·---··--·-···--·---------···---··-···-····---------·-----·-·-·----·--· ·- ·---·----···-----·------·------··-·---·---·--····--·-__ _!!!_<:I!_)( er !.~re.) ________ ·--·----·-·····-- -·-- ___ ----· -· .... ·-·--··· 
x 1081 Wet-erase markers wrote all the notes, which 
was in Alf & Gene's pockets 
Conclusion w/o support (seems unsure 
about who wrote which notes. VERY 
---·--·------··-··-·--·----··-··---·--··-·-·-.... -·---- -·-·····-·-·---·--·---·-··---····-··--····--------···-----·--·-··---·--··----····--·-··--····------···-··-·--· · · -·----· ·· --··---~Q_t!_B:I_~I 1'.f_QJ_ ____ ·--·-·----·--· - --- -· ---- .. 
x 1081 Another list gives shopping items for a girl Conclusion w/o support (items could be 
for a ·-·-·--·-------·-·-----···--· -····-·---···---·----···-······-·-·--·--··-···-····----·--·---·-··-·--·-···---···-··-·-·····---···---··-----···--···-·· - · - · ·----·-·--·----·---·-···--·--···· .. ·-· ··-·----·--·'-~-· ---------'·---'----···· ·-··--·-·-----·----·-··----~- -- -·- ·- -·-··---·--.. ·--- ·-···--··-·----·-
x 1050 Notes were written by all the suspects Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state who 
_ -·-·--·-··-···----·--·--·-··----·-·······----·····-·--···--·-··--·-···-··--·-·-·-··--···-··-··-··--·-----··----·---·-··-----·--·-··-··--·--·-·--------·-··---·-···------··-·--·-···-·-·---·-··--·----···-',v._._,ro ... :_t,.=e_ .. ,t,h,,e:..::m:_: __ o.:_::...r_ .. w __ ._:h:,a __t····--=-: ... : .• _ .. m.-.. : . :_e.;1n L __ _ ___ _ __ 
x 1077 Paper towels had forged handwritings Conclusion w/o support (there is no 
--·· _________ ---------------------------------------------··---------- ---------·------- ____ !!..'.'.id~ll~ __ tli:iL~_e.-~_e._!!.o_t.e_s_\\'f!r~_f 5!!:l;e.E) _ __ __ 
X 1012 Notes dropped out pockets while saving him Conclusion w/o support (how could all of 
their notes just happen to fall out of pocket 
at the same time while saving him, 
. ____ ----·····------------·· __ _____ ___ _______ ____ _ _ ________________ --··--------··- _____ __ _____________ _ ___ f!~_p_e_cl~~''.Q.e.Q_t_ll<;:_y __ ~·~!~J:ti_~~(;!:ld'!J___ _ 
Smell Test 
x 1009 Fel stole Ken perfume & sprayed it on towel, Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state how 
_________________ --· .. ----··-- _____ _ _________ f!l_~_11_g_\!1_<?S?J!:J i!se._~he. __ ~P!H ____________ . _________ .t.l1\~_h_;ip~.11~~L--------------------·······-- _ _ _______ _ 
--·--·· .. -· -···-·------·- -·-···· -- ·--···-· -·-···-··-···-····--··-·····--·-·-·-·---···-·-··---···---·--·-·---·---·-···---·-···----···--··--=: .. : ... :-------···---·-· -······-··--··-·-·-·-·--···-···--··---·-···--·-·--···-· ----········-·-·······---·-···-·-··-···--·····-·-··-·---·----· ··--·-·· -·----·---- --·-·-···--······--
x 1001 Blood from Alf & Fel all over the sign Conclusion w/o support (blood didn't match 
Alf, & no blood was from Fcl) 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Blood, cont. 
X 1056 Vera's blood on Aloha sign Conclusion w/o support (no description of 
blood No lab results were stated 
X 1077 Blood was splattered from the back of Fe! Conclusion w/o support (the blood was not 
___________________________ ne~!c b~.!!______________ -~!)---------------------·-··----··· 
----~---------__!92~---~-1-~ o~st~!:_ (w~_ fr<2._f!l_~!!)_ ________ Co_!l_clus_!~n w/_2_~~.!:1 ________________ _ 
X 1104 Vera's blood wa<> found at scene Conclusion w/o support (doesn't support 
----·----------···---------------------·---------------------····-·-·-------------ev_ide~~-~ .. h~ d~-~~-lgl~~it i~!!er !?_~:?l-
Cola Test 
x 1078 Vera put chemicals into cut Conclusion w/o support (she supposedly 
-------------·-----------·-·-·-·--··------------··--·-·---·-----------------------~~~~l _ _lher~_~_hen_!';~n was~·) __ _ 
X 1056 Vera poisoned him the night before Conclusion w lo support (no proof that he 
----·-----····-----------------------------·------------------------------~as ~~'!..~~l__ _______________________ _ 
X 1021 Vera gave Alf poison & cola Conclusion w/o support (no proof that cola 
---·-·-----·-·-···--------------------------·------··--·--------------------~~~-.P?~~l_!_in itL_ _______________________ _ 
X 1009 Fe! took the drug that Vera made Conclusion w/o support (Fe! took the 
special drug, but doesn't say why or how, & 
remained unconscious for a while before 
-------------·-·------------------------------·---------------~l_!eak:i__~ a'Y._~f~()m the n!~_ue~---··-·--·--
X 1058 Alf poisoned Fe! drink when sitting with him Conclusion w/o support (doesn't state when 
it could've happened, w/Fel sitting right 
--·-------·--·----·-·-·--··--.. ----·----------------·-----·----------- t~ere wjhil!l_) ______________________ _ 
X 1055 Fe! was given poison, which only a chemist Conclusion w/o suppo11 (assuming poison 
------------~ou~d kno~ h~~_to 11!_~~------·- _ ma~_Veraj __________________________ _ 
Miscellaneous ·----·--··-----------·-·-----·---------·------·-·-----------·-·--------------------···-------------·-·---···-·---···--···----------·------x 1078 Vern & Ken both had while powder on Conclusion w/o support 
---···-··----------------------~~~§~_§Q_~~~-~~~~~~!h~~~_f ~~~..E~I------------·-----------·--···---------------------
X 1016 Photo shows glass of pop on the table Conclusion w/o supporl (there was no pop 
----·--···--·-····-------------------·-----------···-------··-----------------__________________ on th~ ta~~J_J!_~~~-~.?._!9~2_ _________________ _ 
X 1062 Test tube found al scene, making Vern guilty Conclusion w/o supporl (this <loesn'L 
x 
Whereabouts 
1059 Vera & Gene met Ken at Fe! while she was 
decorating 
necessarily mean it is Vera's) 
Conclusion w/o support (Ken would've 
already left by then) 
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Stories ------------.. ------··--.. -----·"·---------·--·--··-----------
x 1075 Gene did CPR Conclusion w/o support (Vera & Ken were 
doing CPR) & (Why did Gene do CPR if he 
thought Fe! had been attacked? He didn't 
----··-----·--------·--·-····-··------··------------·-------------------------~j_~k th~e had ~en a heart attack.) 
---·----·--·-···-···-·-----·····-··"--··--·-·--· .. ---·----.. ·-···---·-···--·---------· .. ----·--------------·-··------
Who Could It Be? --··---·-··-·---·---·-.. ··-----·--·-----·-·-·---·----------·-----··-·-.. 
X 1019 Alf is not guilty Conclusion w/o support (his results don't 
match to Fe!. THIS DOESN'T MAKE 
---·---------·----··-·---·-·-·-···----------···-·-··-----····---·-----·--------·-ANY__SENS~----·--------·-··-----··-
X 1019 Ken & Gene aren't guilty Conclusion w/o support (says that Ken 
sometimes matched w/Fel, & Gene matched 
up once or twice, but nol as much as Vern 
-···-------------------·-------------------·------------------<!i!!_ __ I_I::!!_S D9E§N'T ~§~~-~ TH!_NG) __ _ 
x 1019 Addie may or may nol be guilly Conclusion w/o support (Addie's resulls 
were either close o far away from crime 
------·--· ______ scel!_~_'-!_~gL _______________ ···------
x 1019 Vera & Sa<>ha are guilty Conclusion w/o support (They are the 
-----------··--··----·····-------------·-· ---------·------·----------~osesl lo match m~~! of J!ie evj_de!!~J _____ _ 
X 1104 First she mentions that nobody did it, then Conclusion w/o support (says Alf is guilty 
Alf & Ken could be guilly. Doesn 'l seem jusl because he was the first lo see Fel dead, 
like this person is sure of herself. Truly 
believes that Fe! faked his death, but doesn't 
then mentions Ken because she went to help 
him decorate earlier that day) 
___________________________________________ _!!1.enti~!!_any~~.Y-~!h~t__!_~i.~£9.!1~.~J~_o~~ibl~ ------------------·--·------·-·---····-·-·· 
~----------~-----------···!__!Q'.!_ __ ~~!~~-dragg~<!-~!!-~Q~!<l?~ sig!! ___________ _i:on£J.1:1~i.~1!.~/_s>_~l:>2!:!... _________ . __ . ___ .... ____ .. 
X 1121 They were all in on the murder Conclusion w/o support (he doesn't state 
how he knows that they all did it, just based 
------·------·--·--------------·--·-------·-------·------------------------2!!.~Q.!es1:1l~J ___ ··--········------------·--------
x 1079 Vera & Gene are guilty of the crime Conclusion w/o support (decided it was 
both of them because of the lg. amt. f 
------·-··-------·--·--------····-·----·------------·----·--·-·----·-·--·--·------------------~~~-~!!E~L--------·-----···---·-·--····-·-···---x 1048 Gene & Vera committed the crime Conclusion w/o strong support (based on a 
---------·-··-·---··--··-------·--------·--------------·------------------------------~~~-~~!~_!h~!-~':'~E~!!.'.!~.!1..P~~~-~v~gL._ .. ____ _ 
X 1047 Suspects are Alf, Gene, Vera, & Ken Conclusion w/o support (what makes them 
-·-·-·--·--·-·---·------·-----·-----·--·--··--·--------------···-·------------·-·------s~_ec~~J) _______ _ 
X 1047 4 other suspect dogs: Lammy,Pucky, Addie, Conclusion w/o support (what makes them 
& Sasha suspects?) 
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Med High id Evidence Proof 
Who Could It Be?, cont. 
1056 Vera Cruise is the killer ____ Conclusion w/o supporting evide!!-~--
x 1078 Living room chairs upturned, showing Fel Conclusion w/o support (sign wasn't in 
. ___________ fe_l_l _on.to Aloh~~!.8!! living room, & no chairs were upturned) 
1119 Gene & Sasha are guilty because of the teeth Conclusion w/o support (just basing 
marks -----· 
1080 Fel died from no medical attention 
conclusion o_n on~!_ece of evidenc~--· 
Conclusion w/o support (why did he die if 
______ K_~n was there helping?) -----------
1056 Vera was looking for a place to bury him Conclusion w/o support (no proof that she 
was looking for buria~t) __ ........ _. ___ .. ___ . 
Lab Results Without Conclusions 
--------------------------------· ..---·------·---
Bite Marks ----
X 1048 Saliva & teeth marks are from Sasha Lab results w/o conclusions ·--- --------·----------- .. ___ . 
X 1121 DNA & bite marks match Sasha Lab results w/o conclusion ------ ______ ,, _______________ .. __ .. _ 






1042 Sasha's teeth marks matched Lab results w/o conclusion -------------------------
1081 Bite is from dog & is 6 112 cm, & has 
____ l!li~sing tooth. This is Sasha 
1062 Sasha bit Felix because teeth marks & DNA 
match up 
1079 Bite mark & DNA matched Sasha's jaws & 
her saliva 
Lab results w/o conclusions 
Lab results w/o conclusions 
Lab results w/o conclusions 
1019 Crime scene dog's teeth measure 7 cm & has Evidence w/o conclusion (doesn't say 
-----·---------·---~.Ll!!s>l~!llissing w~2se teeth it ml1:tches) ________ _ 
--------- -·-·--------
DNA ·------·----------·-----
x 1042 DNA matched Sasha Lab results w/o conclusion 
x 1104 Sasha matched the DNA found in the liquid. Lab results w/o conclusions 
Her teeth also matched the bite marks --- ---------x 1042 DID NOT ST ATE HOW THE CRIME Mostly lab results w/o conclusions 
HAPPENED, ONLY THE RESULTS 
FROM THE LAB TESTS -----.. ·---·----
Bones 
x 1019 Cracked tibia & missing teeth Lab results w/o conclusion 
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--·--------·------·-·-·---------- Bones~_£QJ:l_t: _____________ ·----·---.. -----··---------------·-----
X 1121 Fe! had been badly beaten based on broken Lab results w/o conclusion 
----.. ·--.. --···---·-···· .. --·-.. --.. ·---·-----~J:leS !Q_x-ray -------------------------------·-·------------
X 1016 Fractured tibia, broken ribs, missing teeth, Lab results w/o conclusion 
_ .. _ ..... ·----------·------------~2!!1.<:t:1!!.i:tKLJ:l .. I:!~S.. _ _<:raniu'!1, femu~~ut <2!Joi!!!_ _____________ .. _______ . _________ .. 
X 1062 Tibia, vertebrae, & femur were broken, Lab results wlo conclusions 
bruised ribs & cranium, cracked pelvis, & 
--···-·---------------------------'!lis..s..~~-t.<:.<:!~-----------------------------------------------··--· 
X 1104 Fel had a broken tibia, missing teeth, & holes Lab results w/o conclusions 
in the 
____ ,, _________________________________ fi~'EJ:i_J:l!_s._ ____ ._._,, ___ , ___ ,, ___ , ...... __ ,, .. ___ , _____ . __ . __________ ...... -----···--·----·-
x 1042 Vera's f.prints are on most everything, but Lab results w/o conclusions, needs to 
---·------...... _ .... ____ , __________ __s._!!~~~J:l.:!.~gi~~early_ ___________________ ~~'!!g_~!!_~!l!~!:..P!!_J:l!.!l_~e!:_~~J:l .. __________ _ 
___________ .. _ .. ___ ,, _______ ~_JQ}5 ____ f_~rjE_~~-f}-~~...!.h.~£ri~e sc~_ne -----------------~~ resuJ~".'.!..Cl..£().!!.clus._!Q_J:l_ _____ , ___ .. ____ _ 




1079 Vera's soil, footprints, & stride were in the 
kitchen 
1055 Soil was Vera's 
Lab results w/o conclusions 
Lab results w/o conclusion (how did the soil 
----~!-th~~?) __ ,,_,,_,., ______ .. ___ , ______ . 
Shoe Prints 
_______________________ X _____ _!Q'.!2 _ __y_era:~£.~tp!jJ:l~~---------.. -----·-----!:-ab_results wl!J conclusion __ _ 
-·----·-.... -------·-~--·--------------LL~.--Y~~_'_s.__.t~9?!:!.J:l~~ .. ~-tti9..<:_'!1~~I:!~-------·~~ res_1:1l~'Y.{Cl..~J:l~Ll!S..!QJ:l_s _________ ·-· 
--·---·-·-··-· .. ______ l' ___ , ___ 1077 __ \!_f'.~~~ foo._9?_rj_l!_t_s_~~~f.2_1._!nd ---------~~_!:esults v.j_?_~J:l~l_!-~-2!!__ _________ , __ _ 
................. x..... 1062 Vera's fo()tprints were found Lab results w/o conclusions 
_____ ,, .. __ .. _ .. _ .... ~ .. -·-------------lQ.!§. ____ :'{ era_) S()_i! __ ~~!!~!:i.J:l!S wei:.f'.~_sj.g.!!_ ______ b3:!?..!~S-~_!s..-~() COJ:lE}_~Si_()l:l __________ ...... 
_________ ............ --.. ---~-----..!J.1 .. !. __ lj_~_!:_f~-~!~--~~~~Q~J:l~~en, -~ Sas._!i_~ _______ _bab_~sults_w/()__£.2_!_!_0~~i~--------·-·---
X 1035 Hairs found at scene Lab results w/o conclusion ---·------·-------·----·---·-----'"·---------·-----·-------·--·------·----·· .. ------~·--·-·----------------··--··---·--······---·---·· -----·-----·--··-------· 
_____ ... ___________ X _____ _!Q?._~ __ Q.<:!!~.'-~~!1-'~-~-~~~_l~(t_!!_(l_!~_!JehLJ:!~ .. ---- Ll!_~results w/o Cc:!J:l.£l~_ion..s..._ .. _____________ .. 
______________ _K ______ l 0 !.~----.Q~ .. !1~_'._!;~ K~J!L~_J)-~~~~s__h~irs -~.re f_smnd ----~~-!:esu_!g> w /o _conE_l_u_s_io_n ____ . 
x 1019 Hairs were Gene's & Ken Lab results w/o conclusion 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
---·-·----···------·--··--------.. ----·-----------------------.. --Hai!?_~.!!.!: _________ ,_,_ .. ___________ ............ ----.. --.--.. ----------.. --------------·--
x 
x 
1022 Hair strands have rounded root, frayed tip, & Lab results w/o conclusion 
diam & length that are almost exactly the 
1119 Gen's hair was the one that was probably in Lab results w/o conclusion 
the blood on the sign, however, it could've 
been Fe! 
X 1047 Hairs matched Sasha's Lab results w/o conclusion ((indicates 
-·-.. -----·- .. ---..... -..... -...... -...... _ .... ___ ,, .. ____ .. _ .. _____ , ____ .. _______ ...... -.--.. --.. --.... ----------·----·--.. ------------~~-h_a~as.-~~~!:..~L-... - .. ----.. --·----·-----.. -- .... ----
____________ _K ________________ _!Q_!_~----~~~~-).!_Q~~~:~~~~n.J!aj~_~_a.~_(2_!!~-------- Lab resul~.~/o cof!_~IJ~!2!1 ________ ,. ___________ _ 
X 1016 DIDNOTSTATEHOWTHECRIME 
HAPPENED, ONLY THE RESULTS 
FROM THE LAB TESTS 
----- -- ---------- -- - -------~--------)_Q~--!i~!!-~l9.!1..B~9_!9._8-l1~~!'-.!.~~T_!,_~_Q~_!!_~--- --------~!?-~~~~1:~-~!g_~5>T_!_~!.1:1.~~T_! __________________________ _ 
----------------- - ___________ ?>; _____ _!~~----_Q~!J:~'.~_!_-~-~I!.!.~-8-~h~'.-~_!i_ajE_~~~-[21:1.!1~----------b.<1:Q_!:..~~~l ts ~~()_cg~~-IJSiQI!_ _______ ·-·---···-·· ------··-
Thread Fibers 
x 1055 Fibers were cotton & polyester Lab results w/o conclusion (doesn't say 
______ .. _____ .. _____ ... ______ ._ .... ____ .. ___ .. _____ .. __ ... ·-------------.... -.... -... -.. - ....... _______ .. ____ ........ ----------~_!!_()~_().ll.!f!~L ___________ .. ______ .. __ ... ______ .. _ .. __ .. 
x 1062 Cotton & polyester threads were found. Lab results w/o conclusions 
Vera was wearing polyester lab coat earlier. 
_________________________________ ,. __ Al[_~-~~-!1-~ .. ~~~~-~~~:'!_£~().!!?.1:1_~}_ daj'. _____________ ·--------------·-·---.. ----- ·-·-----.... ·--- . -----
X 1077 Cotton & polyester were found Doesn't say whose fibers they were, lab 
results w/o conclusion -----·····------···--·-----··"------·---·-·----·--·-----------···-·-·-·-·-----·------.. · ···-----·----------·---·-·-·--·-·-···----·------·---------·------···-·-·-·-·--~-------··-··-··----··-···-· 
----------------------------~-_}_Q_~----~~~-~!_t:~-~-c:;g!!~I1-~~!~ . .fg!:1!!_c!_ ________________ b<:!~-r~~':!! ts w ~ conci_!:l~!Q!l _____________________ _ 
Notes 
X 1078 Identified notes written Lab result w/o conclusion ·------------·-------·· .. ·---··--····----·---·---------·---··---·--·----···----··-···---·-·--------·--·-----··--·---··----·-··-------··---·---·-------·--·----·---·---·----····------···-·--··--·-----··----·-··-x 1078 Black wet-erase marker wrote notes Lab result w/o conclusion 
____________ ······------------?f .. ____ !_Q<!.~-- ---~-.9Lt? __ r.igt_~~~~.!:~_i_I1cf!.!!1~1!~!!!!8 __________________ 1=-ab_!e~!:1.L~_'5Y.!.9 c~~~ usig:'!~---------- _______ ....... __ 
x 
x 
X 1062 Wet-erase marker was used, the same type Lab results w/o conclusions 
that Gene & Alf 
x 
1066 Fe! note \,\las forged 
1016 Notes were written 
1121 Wet-erase markers wrote the notes 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
Lab results w/o conclusion 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
----·--·------·-----------------------·----·-------------·------------·---·---
-----·----------~ ______ !_QZ~ ____ Bl~ d.!:~E_~ypl~_t!~~~~-X~?E_l~_±_i_!_l_~_2Q'.' ________ ~~~sult w/o concl.!:!_~_?!!__ __________ _ 
X 1042 Blood came from a 90 deg angle, & fell from Lab results w/o conclusion 
@ 12 in. 
x 1050 Many different sizes of droplets of blood Lab results w/o conclusion (blood was 
--.. ·------------------------------~<!!<! re!~~~~J_!9m_~ on fl~.S.!:.<_?Un~l__ _________ !_l:l_!!l.!!_~ in eve!1'._~!f<!£~!on) _________________ _ 
X 1016 Blood on Aloha sign Doesn't support evidence (says that 1t 
matches Vera & Felix, but doesn't say who 
--·------.. ----·-----·-.. ·-------------·-----------·--------·----·---.... --·-·------·---·---.. --------~~J:!.11!..t:~------·---------------------·-------·---
X 1077 Blood drop was A No support for whose blood it is (doesn't 
-------------------·-----------·-------.. -----·--· .. ·--.. -----------------------------~~_Y._J_2Q~)'-~t F~--~_!l:~_AL __________________ _ 
------------~------!Q6~ ____ !!!~~~2~~ fro~-~ ~-~gle ~_!_-~-~L~~----~.Q.!~~~!~ wf.9-£°-~l~~i<?~-------------------
X 1012 Blood splattered from 12 in. at a 90 degree Lab results w/o conclusion 
X 1077 Blood drop is a little smaller than dime & fell Lab results w/o conclusion 
______ ... __ , ____________________ __fI~l_ll ~ 24J1!:!l!_[~!!f!s>_n.!~_g(!_lltl~ajg~-----·-·---·-------·-----·---.. -·-------.. ·------·--·-·-
X 1077 Blood drop is a little smaller than dime & fell Lab results w/o conclusion 
___________ ----------------·····----------J"~!!!i!>_ ~_:!j_!l_~_~f~l_L[!"om_!!_.S.~I1!!~-~s->~~- ------------------------·---·-·----.. ·----·-----------.. -----··---.... ··-
---~-----------------------------} 00~ ____ _8-!~--~ops f ~-~-[<!~~--------------------·-~~ rest_IJ~ w{<2...~.smc..L1:1_sjg11 _________________ _ 
X 1048 Blood is from Vera Lab results w/o conclusions --·-·---···-----·-------------·-------··-----·--·---·-·-·----·--·--·---·-·-·--·--··--··-·-·--···-·----·----·-·--·-·------·········------·-----···-·------·--------··---"-- -----.---·-·-·-···----· 
X 1104 Blood was dropped from a sh_ght(l11gle _ Lab results w/o conclusions 
x 1019 Blood fell from 3 ft. Lab results w/o conclusion 
X 1047 Smell test proved Ken perfume Lab results w/o conclusion (proof of 
_ ...... ------·-------------· .. -----·---------.. ----------------·---- .. ----·-· - .. ---·--.. -------------------------__p~!:!E.!.l!~-~f'._~-------------------·------------- - --- ·-
---·------------~- --------l_Q_?§ ___ ~(!ll_E(!_lfl)_!!l_f'.__9_!1_!9we1_ in ~~e hou~~--------------~~-~~~!-~/_9_£~11£.Ll!~!2!!. _____________ .. __ ._. 
________________________ _K ___ J_l1_! ____ ~~_11:!!_~~!.f~l_ll~211!2~~~L--------------------·-~~-E~_8_aj!:S_~2-C:2.11.~J_l)s_i~_!!_ ________________ .. _ .. ___ ... _. __ 
l---------------·----------~---·---!Q5-~--~~!1~!f~1!J:~'Y~_<?_t1_.~5-~l)~-----------------------~_!?_r~~l)!~S.-~i°-£2nc}_l)~-~9~----------------' 
X 1062 Perfume was found on handkerchief & was Lab results w/o conclusions 
____________________ K _______ JQ42 ___ :i5-~~lf !!ll:!~'Y~-5-l2!!11d O_!l_~QI'.!~ to'Y~!---------~~-Ee_~ll_)_~~-/~-~211£!.!!~<?ll_s _______________ _ 
-------------~--------------J__l_Q:I: ___ K~I1J?:(!_J1~1!."-!~1!1.(l~~~pes~------------------~~ E~~_l)l~ W~9.__co11cl l_l~i<?ll~-------- _______ ___ _ 
---------------~------------_!_Q_~----K~ll_E_(:_!_fllm~~~-0~!~~1:_~~~L-______________ LaQ..~!1:1.L~_w Io ~<?_11~-~5-io!!________ _______ _ ____ . 
X 1012 Ken perfume was found Lab results w/o conclusion 
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Miscellaneous ---·----·--·--·-·--------------·--·--·-·----·-·------·--·---·--·---··--·----··-···--------·-------··--------·-----·----------·-···----·-···-·------·-----·--·-···----···-··--·-----·--··-
X 1042 Vera didn't break into house Lab results w/o conclusion ---·-----·----·---·---··--·-----··----·----.... -·-----·------·-·-···-·-··---........ __________________________________________________________ , ____________________________________________________________ _ 
X 1042 Lab results w/o conclusions 
__ X _____________________ l_Q~-~---J>2P. .. ~~~s_PJ:J' _______________ ------------------~Q_res_1.!l_t_~_\.v}_~<:2!!.<:~~i.9.!1_. ______ .. _ .._ .. _ ... --.·-·--·--·· 
X 1021 Dr. P was the cola Lab results w/o conclusion 
-------·-·-·-----·--~· __ JQ~----E~L"Y~ __ qtj_11J~i_!_lg.Q!: __ r_ _______________________________ !?l>~~~!!~_..y~2_<:2!_1<:1_1l~ig1!________________ _ ___ _ 
_ ........ --····-··-·······················-·--X. 1062 . gegular Dr. P was found at scene Lab results w/o conclusions 
------------------------~ ___ __]_9J± _____ I?I:._e_!!!at<:_h<:.<!.!hS:_E<?P.2.1!..f<:L~!!2 ______ . _____ ~_b rcs_1.!L~~__/_9 __ ~q_n_~1_11_~!2_1_1~---------------
----·------------ ___________________________________________ Mi.s.ir1!~rp~~~ti_?.i! _ _<~~g~~~~~---------- ------------------------------------------------- _ 
Bones 
·---·--·-·---·--------··-·-----·---------·-·--·----··-·--·-··------··------·--£iTlE_e.!P_rin_~--·-··-----·--·-·-·-·-·--·---·-·--·- --·-·····--·--·--··--·--·--·-··-··-·-·-----·-···----·---·----·-·---··-··-·--···-···· 
---~---··----------···----·---·-----1 O_?:~ __ _f_:p_~i1!~8-_Q!! tes._!_tu~-~~~ fr(_)_!!!_~lf-~_y~~~-----Ml_~_l!t~!:C__tl1~_2L~iE~.1~~-e ____________ ··----------
X 1062 Most f.prints belong to Fel Misinterpreting of evidence (doesn't say 
how Lhese Louis were used or which ones 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~_f~!.P!°!l!!~_-9.1!.!he.!!!2_____________________ _ __ _ 
X 1079 Gene's f.prinls were on glass, beaker, & LesL MisinLerpreLing of evidence (his prinls 
tube weren't on none of 
X 1078 Vera's f.pnnls on LesL Lube, pliers, beaker, & MisinLerprelaLion of evidence 
x 1080 Footptints matched Ken Misinterpreting of evidence (they were 
X 1080 Ken footprints were in dirt in front of house Misinterpreting of evidence (we have no 
--------------·------ -------------------- _________________ ----------------------------------- _____________ PE~_(_t!J_a._~t.~e.~ \\'~!~i~f~?..l!~?L~!~~?~stJ__ __ 
X 1022 Alf walked into the kitchen Misinterpreting of evidence (Vera did, the 
-------···--- -··----------------------------- _____ ____________________________ _ _________________ _[<?QtE!:il!!~-·~· .~ttj_~~<!i_c!__n2!_!!!<l:!~h Al Q__ __ . _ 
___ _K __________________________ _l_~-----~-h~_ri~t \\'_(l:S_Qe._1_1~~----------- ______________________ Mi~int_~!P!£!LTIE_C.Y.l~C.!_l~e._(Y_e.r_a~s)_ ____________ . 
X 1021 Alf footprint<; & stride were present Misinterpreting evidence (those footprints 
·--·-··-····--·····-·--·-------·--·----··-··-----·----------·-----·---··------····-----·------·----·-----------·-·-·--·-···-···--·-·----\\'~Ee..Y~_i:_~:~_!_l!Je sL!:!':!~--~<1:"-~l?~_l!:l~l_e.r) 
------------··-------------)_C _______ l!_~ ____ _JS£J1_~!P!:i_J1t"-~~e.-~11_8-!8,ll ________________________ ty!i_~LTl!e.1PE~!iflE_of ~i~e.Tl_C._t: ______________________ _ 
X 1081 Footprints were 4 different sizes Misinterpreting evidence (there was only 
one type of footprint from one person) 
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• 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
Soil 
X 1022 Gene never took a nap, but led Sasha over to Misinterpreting of evidence (says the soil 
___________________________________ _f~_l_Q~~S.~---------------------------------------1!1_1!!.<;E~ G~_ne' s.1J?~_!_th~s._i~.!1.Q~~!_l!_~J2_ _______ _ 
-------------~ ______ _l_Q§~----~9-~L~~--fIQIQ G~.!1~8._):'.~<! _________________ fyfisi_~~_!P!eti_gg_()_[_~yidenc~--------------·-
Hair 
--~--·---·-----·--·------·--·-· ·-··-··-----··----·------····--·-··-··-··-·-··---·--·--···-------··---·--·----·-·-·--·--·-·-···--···--··----------------·-··-----··-----·-· .. ·· · ---·· 
X 1104 Hair was Alf & Pucky's Misinterpreting of evidence (the hairs were 
-----------·---···---------------------------------··-·-·---------------------------------------.. -------------------------------_f!:9m G~-!_l_~!-~~n, -~ S~_S._~l_ ______________________ _ 
X 1077 Alf & Sasha's hair Misinterpreting of evidence (hair was 
--------- --------------------------------- ---- ---------------------------------------------------~ll:S.h~_·s._,Q~!l~_'.s.!_c!_~~!!}________ -----------
Thread Fibers 
····-·-·--··-·-··---··--··-··--·--·-··----····-----·--··--------------.. · ·--·-·--··---· .. -···----.. ----·-------··-···---·-··-··----··----------···---·-----·-·---·-·-·---------------·--------------------
X 1050 Red wool was found at scene & black cotton Misinterpreting of evidence (no wool or 
__________________________ -----------------·-···-··-------~hj_~-~-tE.~_8.£~!1~!--~'!~!lg_y ~E'!i!!!!9-Ce!_l_~ _____ ~_'!_".~_(;_9_!!_~~-~e-~_[<:>_~~L___ ____ _ _________ _ 
X 1081 Polyester, cotton, & wool were found Misinterpreting of evidence (wool wasn't 
-----------------------------------------·-------------·---------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------JOl!_!ld at 8.£~_!!~_) _____________________________ _ 
x 1081 It could've been 3 out of 4 of the suspects 
who were guilty, based on threads found 
Misinterpreting evidence (seems confusing 
after student wrote what outfits suspects 
-·-·-----·--------------·---------------------------------------·--------·-----··--------------------------------------------------------~-e~--~~ri_!l_g) ______________________________ _ 
X 1021 Alf black threads were found Misinterpreting evidence (Alf wasn't 
·------------------------------·-···-·-··---------·---·-···------··--·----------------------------------------------------·-------------·-·----------------------------------------~~-ll:-rt.l!B_i?Lll:~L .... _______________________________________________ __ 
x 
X 1079 Blue wool was found at the scene & Misinterpreting evidence (it was cotton, 
x 
belonged to Gene Gene was weanng a white wool sweater, 
not 
1050 Blue cotton was not found at scene Misinterpreting of evidence (blue cotton 
Notes 
1055 All the notes were from Vera Misinterpreting evidence (doesn't state why 
she wrote all of them, only that girls write 
--------------------------------------------------·------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~-!!!igg_~---~!!..P_~_O ________________________________________________ _ 
X 1001 Six notes were written w/dry-erase marker Misinterpreting evidence (the marker was 
1119 Dry-erase, wet-erase, & perm markers were 
used on the 
x 1016 Notes were written by a dry-erase marker 
Misinterpreting of evidence 
Misinterpreting of evidence (it was a wet-
erase marker) 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
-------------------------~-----------1_9_!; _____ ~~_i:in~~!!_t _ _!!1~~-~i:_~!_~_!€?_!.h~_!1Q~~-------------------M!~i!!.t_~~~!!!1.&of _e_y_i~!!<;_e_(~_e_!~~!'iS~L _____ _ 
X 1081 Ken made shopping list of things needed Misinterpreting of evidence (it was Vera's 
from the store & left shopping list behind 
x 1075 Fe! wa<> writing shopping list on towels 
note, unless it was forged again. others 
wanted Ken to do something & she got 
distracted which caused her to leave the 
note 
Misinterpreting evidence (shopping list was 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------~i:i__y_~-~:~-h~nE~~~!!gL ___________________________ _ 
______________ -------------~--- ____ !Q~ __ .Q~!!~_hf:lq_~--~!Y..:~.i:.~~~:.. m~~~i:_ lik~~~!L __________ _M~s!Q~~!Pre~~-gf ~tdenc~--------------------
1080 Blood matched Fel Misinterpreting evidence (proof shows that 
_____ _ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ___________ .!!..~!?l~-~~~_[Q~1!1_~_ ne~!_ ~y]_ ____________ _ 
x 
x 
1080 Fel blood matched Misinterpreting of evidence & no support 
(Fe! never cut hand because no blood was 
1023 Fe! bled on the Aloha sign Misinterpreting of evidence (blood was 
1022 Alf put poison into pop can for Fe! to drink Misinterpreting of evidence (his f.prints 
later weren't on test -----·-·······------·······---------------····----·- · -·-···---·-·----
x 1077 Fluid was found in beaker Misinterpreting of evidence (fluid was 
--------------------------------- ___________ _____________________ ________________________ ___ _ ____ !!.~"..~IJ.9-~!!_dJIJ_~~~_rl________________ _ _________ _ 
Miscellaneous ----.·-·-------·---···-·-----·--·--·-----···----.. -----·-----·--·-·----··-·-·--·--·----·-···----·······--··-·-·-·······------··· ·-- -···-··---·-·--·· .. --·-··-·--·--------------···---·--·--·-----------·--··-----------------···~····-·---········--·---·-·····---·-·-
----- ---------------------~--------- !Q~~-----~()_1:1_~~9_~g_!s(! _i!!!28l~s§__________ __ _ _ ...... __________________ _Mi§iQ~(!.!E!:~!i.Il.B~_yj_~_(!_!l~(! _(~~~l?EJ:>l. ________ _ 
X 1050 Prongs, stethoscope, & measuring tube wired Misinterpreting evidence (no stethoscope 
matter were found was 
--------------~-----------------!Q~_L ____ Q!"i_I1~~''.~~-~_s>~~-----------------------------------------~i~I1!~'Ere_!j_!1g__2[e''L4~.Il~~J_Q~:..PL ___________ _ 
X 1075 Alf & Fel drank Coke _ Misinterpretation of evidence 
------------~---------------_]_Q _l_~-----~~-<l:_f_s>_l~'-:~~-~Il_!_h_e_~-~!~-------------------------M.!~jI1!.~IE.~t_i_I1g_~f~_~j-~~n-~~jp~'.-P ~-~~)__ ______ _ 
X 1062 Earring found at crime scene, indicating that Misinterpreting of evidence (no earring was 
it was Vera's 
x 1119 Gene, Ken, Vera, & Alf all owned dogs Misinterpreting evidence 
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Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
---·----·-·----------------·---·-·-----------
-··-------------··-------·-----~J:IP.£<?!!~.9 _ _!3-y_~~.!!..~.2-.. ---·---·-·-· ·-----------------·· 
X 1047 Cut on Alf I. Info from scenario ---------------------------
-·--·-----?f_ ________ _!_Q47 __ Q~ne ent~r.~<! ho!!~~-!'l:!.!1-:~2----·------~~rted~ scen~i:i.2 times -----·--
X 1047 Dr. Pepper was on back patio where Fe! & Test was taken. Backed up location of 
---·----·----------·-------------~~JL c!!:fillL _______________________________ ~!!~~-th~Y-~-~~-----·-·· 
X 1079 Gene & Vera talked to each other before the Taken from scenario 
-·--··-----·---·-----·-__pa_!!Y_ ___________ . __ . ______ ·-·---·---------------·-----·--···--·--····---·--·-·-·-·---
x 1079 Alf & Ken talked to Fe! at his home before Taken from scenario 
the 
Began Scenario The Same Way 
-------------~----·_J.07~-- Beg~lo!._~/st<?!Y_line _____ ··----------- Same way that scenario_~g~---------·----
1003 ~~~an J>!Ot w/s.t2ryli11e _ BegaJ}S.~f:\\-'<lY l.lS sc~nario 
__________________________ ! O:?§ ____ l:!_~~EQt w/~2r.Y!.!..'!e___ _ _________________ :1?_~_g_a.i:i_s~e way_~-.S..~~!lari_o ___ . __ . ______ .... 
________ K____ l_Q9J_.~3:!!..P!.2!_~!_8-_!2!Y]ine _______ Began s~e w~ as S£~11~.2 _________ _ 
------------------~ _____ _lQJ2__ __ ~~-g~_p!S?!~1-8-!2!YJinc_____________ Began S<ltp.£. wa1_ as sc_~nario ____________ _ 
--·-··-· _____ K__. ________ _!Q±_! __ _!3~~_plo!_ w/~!!_11_e _________ . _____ ._BJ'.gan S~J'.~_E_ as s~~l!_~Q_---------·--·-
·-------~----------· ____ _!05~_ Began plot wl_S.!2~.!!1~.----------·----.?~~-.s._ame wa~§Y.£~n~o _____ . ....:_. ___ _ 
_____________________ lC ____ ]_91~--~~~-RLot w1-s.~C!.!Y~!ll~------·------------:SJ'._g~~am~ wa_y_~-~~I_ll!.ij_9 ________ ····--··--·-·-·-·--· 
--~---~------11~-~~_g_~_p.!~J:_w/~!~!:Y!ine ___________ __l3Egan s~e way_~~~~_r.io _________________ _ 
------------~ ___ JOl~~-egan P!.<!!..~!~~li~~------------------:S~_g~ s~~ w~ as .scenario -----·--··-·-----
-----··-· __ _x__]~~-~~__plot ~~!<?!2'.!i~---·--------------13-~~~amE_.~-~-as ~~nru.j.9 ________________ _ 
_ X _______________ X _______ }.Q?_? ____ Began plot w/st~.f.Yline _____ ·--·---··---------·-BJ'..S_<!_I_l_~ame w~y-~.S..§E~I_l~ri(l ____________ _ 
1119 STUDENT BASICALLY WROTE THE 
PAPER THE SAME WAY THAT THE 
SCENARIOS WERE GIVEN BY THE 
TEACHER 
Some Vital Informalion Is Missing 
Thread Fibers 
--------·-~----- ______ _l~? _ _fibf:.!:~J.9~!1~_I_!!_atc~~-ne ___________________ _Qoe~_!l~t~~y_~Q_i~l_l__t}.~~-s --------··---··-
X 1056 Vera's fiber was at the scene No lab results, no conclusions. Doesn't say 
which fiber wa-; found 
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Table D3. Reasoning patterns displayed in students' essays (Organized by Type of Reasoning Pattern) 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
x 1047 Fibers found were Alf's Doesn't say which fibers, just that they 
match his outfit 
Notes 
x Notes were left Doesn't describe what the notes said 
x 1062 Notes were written on paper towels No description of what the notes said, or 
who wrote them -·-,.-·---·-··---·---.. ----·-------·-·-·----·--·-----·-·-·---··--····---·--···---------·----·--··-·--·-··"··-·-····-·-·-----·-·---··--···--...... --. ·--·-·---·--------·---·---··---·--------··---··-·-··---·-------··----···-----·-·-·--·----·· 
1080 Notes matched all of them Just mentions notes, but not what they say. 
X 1035 Notes were written on paper towels Lack of information about notes & who 
------------------------------------------- ________ _ ___________________ -----------------------------~~2!!.!heJ!1_~'.!!!!!._d._~~!~-~-L~!!I? ______________ _ 
__ _ ________ >; ______________________ _1~7 ___ ~'12~1.1_s __ \_'.'j!h_'.'.'rj!:igg_~~!!'._<l!.~Ji1!1~~~1.1.~---- __ tJ.2.E~~~.!!E!!:i.2!!_C?!._!!<?!.~-~-2E_'Yh2._"_'!:Qt~ ~~!!! ___ _ 
X 1047 Gene has black marker Doesn't relate to case 
Blood 
x 1012 Blood is either Fel or Vera's, but doesn't 
state whose 
Not sure of evidence (doesn't state whose). 
Fel doesn't have any external injuries & 
there was no blood on his body) 
____________ -------------~- _____ !.~7 ____ 13-1~-~..,~-~t~~~-f.~1-.2~ . .Y-~<l'-~------------------ D~~i:i~_t __ ~~J.t~yl}.g~_e_l?.!~--~U~---------·-------
x 1047 Blood didn't match crime scene Conclusion w/evidence 
Cola Test 
x 1047 Alf poisoned Fe! drink No proof & doesn't state when or why Alf 
him 
Whereabouts 
x 1047 Ken broke Fel promise No proof. .. but description of her helping 
Fel re-decorate his house 
x 1047 Gene walked on beach. No witnesses that Assumption w/o proof 
saw Gene 
Incorrect Information About Case 
x 1119 Football was on Sun details 
-------------------·-·······---X ______ !.Q~-- --~~i:iJ~H __ g<:>l~--~~!1g_s._ _____________________________ ~<:>.-~!.i.1.1B\\'<i~ _ _[<:>_~1~_<!_~!_sce!!_t: ____________________ _ 
X 1054 Ken helped Fe! on Fri Aug. 4 Wrong details for date (Aug 5, Sat) 
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Table D3. Reasoning patterns displayed in students' essays (Organized by Type of Reasoning Pattern) 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
-···-----·----------_______________________ I nc91!~_c!Il!f?!:!.l!'!!!S'!1_~~!1-!_~~~-~1!!:_______ ----------- ----- ---------------------------·---·-·-···-
X 1047 Type A blood was found on & around Wrong .. no blood on victim. Doesn't give 
------------------------------- ~!~~!!!11_~~t F~!_h~_A_!~ ______________________________ !!!~--l~~~--9L!!1~1!!!?!1i_!1g_i:;~1:__~ __ l:?.l_~ ----
x 1047 Alf was waving to guests Conclusion w/o evidence, he actually was 







1016 Weird things at scene: things plugged in, Nothing unusual about scene in this way 
couple of bowls & liter of pop on the kitchen 
floor 
I 003 Ken had walked into house at 1 :00 & left at 
1: 
1054 Ken or Alf may have done something to 
make Fel die 
1054 Alf came over at 11:00 & went to the 
bathroom at 1 1 :30 
1054 EVERYTHING WAS IN A JUMBLED 
MESS & NOTHING WAS IN ORDER 
Inconclusive (wrong times, entered at 12:30 
& 
Wrong detail of times ( 11 :30 & 11 :40) 
1022 Gene never took a nap, but led Sasha over to Soil matched Gene (this is not true!) 
Fel house 
.. -----·--·-----···-· .. -·-·--·---· ..-·------... ···-·-··-·-""·-····--···-·--·---.... -.. ·----·-·----·----··--·------·-··-·---·---·---·-----·-···-·-·-·--·----·-·--·-·--·-·--·-----····-----·--·--·-----·····---·------··-······--·--····--···-·-····--x 1047 Candy bar wrappers found on plate Named wrong candy (mores), indicating no 
proof of what they are 
x 1104 Ken signature matched the note best This doesn't make sense. There were 6 
Statements Are Contradictory 
Soil 
X 1021 Soil belongs to Gene Contradictory to previous statement (that 
__________________________ _ _ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- .... ____ :<\Jf_f~~P!°!Q.t~ ~~!<:_fgl!.!1.Q.L_ --·····-----·····-·· 
Miscellaneous 
, ____________ l<-_________________ ~Q£i' ____ ~J(_~fe_l_~@!!~-~<::1!':~---------- ______ -------··--------!_n£9!1_~l!!~Y.t:~-~':lt:!!~~':l!~ __ Q~:_f· .... --·--····--
x 1021 Gene left house & took a nap Contradictory (in previous part, Gene never 
took a nap from 11:30-2:00, then it says he 
left to take a nap like nothing happened 
<What happened'?>) 
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Table 03. Reasoning patterns displayed in students' essays (Organized by Type of Reasoning Pattern) 
Low Med High id Evidence Proof 
----------------·------------
---·------------·-------· ___ Mi~~JJ~~us, COJ!!: ___________________ , 
X 1059 Vera finished decorating at 1:00 Contradictions (earlier said that Vera & 
------------·-·---·------·---------G~~c:'. met Ken there) ----·---
--------·-·--------------.. ·----
Who Could It Be? --------------------·--·----------·----·-·-·-----·---
_______ . __________ IQQ~ __ y e~ ml!_~~~d ~il!J....!....9r it w~J:..~~~---------~ontraE_Lc~. Mi~!?:~!P!~~t_ion __________ _ 
1080 Alf, Gene, Vera, & Ken murdered Fe! Contradictory (earlier it is mentioned that 
he fell & died. Why does it say now that 
-----·-.. --.--.. -.. ·-·-·-.. ---.. ·--------------·-·---·-------.. ------------------------.. ~~Y.-~!le~_I:!!_~?) __________ . ________ _ 
* abbreviations represent the following words: 
Fel - Felix lg.tongs - large tongs 
Alf -Alfredo I.hand - left hand 
Ken - Kendra 
Gen - Gene 
f.prints - fingerprints 
s.longs - small longs 
diaID-diarneter 
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APPENDIX E - QUIZZES AND TESTS 
El - Bone Quiz 
r-1~.~ H 51 _1 L uc 1uman .Kc1eLOn 
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E2 - Skeleton I Muscle Test 
THE SKELETAL AND MUSCULAR SYSTEMS TEST 
1. Which system breaks down food so those cells can use it? 
a. digestive system c. nervous system 
b. circulatory system d. respiratory system 





3. Which system carries food & oxygen throughout the body? 
a. digestive system c. nervous system 
b. circulatory system d. respiratory system 
4. Before birth, the human skeleton is composed almost entirely of 
a. cartilage c. bone 
b. membrane d. marrow 
5. Which system includes the brain & spinal cord? 
a. digestive system c. nervous system 
b. circulatory system d. respiratory system 
6. The type of tissue that forms a protective surface on the outside of the body & lines 
body parts is 
a. muscle tissue c. epithelial tissue 
b. connective tissue d. nerve tissue 
7. Which system contains the skin, hair, & fingernails? 
a. digestive system c. integumentary system 
b. circulatory system d. nervous system 
8. Which system contains the lungs and windpipe? 
a. digestive system c. nervous system 
b. circulatory system d. respiratory system 
9. Bones are attached to bones by 
a. ligaments c. muscles 
b. tendons d. cartilage 
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E2 - Continued 
10. A type of joint that allows forward & backward movement such as the elbow is the 
a. ball-&-socket joint c. hinge joint 
b. pivot joint d. hip joint 
11. A group of similar cells that perform the same function is called a(n) 
a. organ c. organ system 
b. tissue d. organism 
12. The tough membrane that surrounds bones & contains bone-forming cells & blood 
vessels is the 
a. periosteum c. tendon 
b. marrow d. Haversian canal 
13. The soft material contained in the hollow cavity of a bone is 
a. red marrow c. neither a nor b 
b. yellow marrow d. both a & b 
14. The system of pipelike passageways that runs through the middle of thick bone is called 
the 
a. Haversian canals c. red marrow 
b. periosteum d. cartilage 
15. Which type of tissue carries messages between the brain & the spinal cord to every part 
of the body? 
a. connective c. nerve 
b. muscle d. epithelial 
16. Which are not in the same organ system? 
a. heart & blood vessels c. stomach & intestines 
b. brain & spinal cord d. bones & skin 
17. Fat is an example of 
a. epithelial tissue c. nerve 
b. nerve tissue d. connective tissue 
18. The shoulder is an example of a(n) 
a. immovable joint c. pivot joint 
b. hinge joint d. ball-&-socket joint 
19. Which is part of the axial skeleton? 
a. pelvis c. cranium 
b. vertebrae d. both b & c 
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20. Two minerals that make up bones are 
a. sodium & chlorine c. magnesium & phosphorus 
b. calcium & iron d. calcium & phosphorus 
21. A lateral or sideways curvature of the spine is called 
a. Lordosis c. Scoliosis 
b. Meningitis d. Kyphosis 
22. The changing of cartilage into bone is called 
a. Calcification c. growth spurt 
b. Ossification d. mineralization 
23. A group of organs combined together make up a(n) 
a. tissue c. organ system 
b. cell d. church choir 
24. The bones of the arms & legs are part of the ______ skeleton. 
a. axial c. sideways 
b. appendicular d. all of the above 
25. The disease that elderly people get when they have had a lack of calcium in their life is 
called 
a. Tuberculosis c. Osteoporosis 
b. Hepatitis d. Influenza 
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26. Compare cartilage & bone. Mention 1 way in which these 2 tissues are similar & 1 way 
In which they are different. (2 pts.) 
27. The skeletal & muscular systems work together to provide support & movement. 
Choosing another organ system, describe 1 way in which the muscular systems each 
work with this system. (1 pt.) 
28. Describe how the vertebrae protect the spinal cord but also allow for movement. (2 pts.) 
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E2 -- Continued 
Using Science Skills: Making observations 
1 3 




1. Which number represents the movement permitted by a ltlnge joint?-------
2. In diagram 2, what type of joint allows this movement? ___________ _ 
. 3. Which number represents the movement permitted by a pivot joint?-------
4. Which number represents the movement J:)ermitted by a gliding joint? ______ _ 
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E3 •• Circulation and Respiration Test 
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS TEST 
1. Which type of person would be able to donate blood to someone who has B blood type? 
a.AB c.O 
b. B d. Answers b & c 
2. What substances are present in a person who has AB blood? 
a. Anti-A & Anti-B c. No substances are there 
b. A&B d. A&Anti-A 
3. When a person is able to feel their arteries expand on their neck, this is called their 
a. Pulse c. Defibrillation 
b. Heart murmur d. CPR 
4. The heartbeat can be heard 
a. On the right side of the body 
b. On the left side of the body 
5. Which type of person could AB donate their blood to? 
a.AB 
b.A 
6. The 2 lower chambers of the heart are called 
a. Ventricles 
b. Atria 
7. The heart is located 
a. Exactly in the center of the chest cavity 
c. Up near your neck 
d. By the stomach 
c.B 
d. None of the above 
c. Aortas 
d. Pulmonations 
b. Approximately in the center, but pointing to the left 
c. Approximately in the center, but pointing to the right 
d. Down near the kidneys, pointing straight outward so the doctor can 
poke at the heart 
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8. The muscle that stretches across the bottom of the chest cavity is the 
a. Lungs c. Epiglottis 
b. Diaphragm d. Alveoli 
9. About 85% of the US population has 
a. Some type of Circulatory disease c. Rh-positive blood 
b. Rh-negative blood d. None of the above 
10. Blood serves a purpose of 
a. Maintaining body temp. 
b. Helping fight disease 
c. Carrying chemicals, nutrients, & oxygen throughout 
the body 
d. All of the above 
11. A part of the Red Blood that helps attach oxygen, therefore carrying it throughout the 
blood is called 
a. Proteinase c. Oxygenase 
b. Hemoglobin d. Fibrinogen 
12. One major purpose of the White Blood Cells is to 
a. Help fight disease c. Carry oxygen in the body 
b. Clot the blood when bleeding d. Thin the blood 
13. The largest artery in the body is the 
a. Pulmonary Artery c. Aorta 
b. Systemic Artery d. Jugular Artery 
14. The type of blood vessel that carries blood away from the heart and to other organs is 
a. Artery c. Capillary 
b. Vein 







E3 •• Colltinued 
16. What will happen to the White Blood Cell count when you are sick? 
a. It will greatly increase c. It will stay the same 
b. It will slowly decrease d. They tum into Red Cells 
17. The chemical that helps form a net to clot blood during bleeding is called 
a. Agglutination c. Fibrin 
b. Calcium d. Phosphorus 
18. A fatty substance that commonly collects on the inner wall of arteries is 
a. Cholesterol c. Dead blood cells 
b. Calcium d. Connective tissue 
19. The type of blood vessel that carries blood toward the heart from other organs is 
a. Artery c. Capillary 
b. Vein d. Nerves 
20. When you are extremely hot, what will happen to your blood flow? 
a. The blood vessels get larger and more blood goes to the surf ace 
b. The blood vessels get smaller and less blood goes to the surf ace 
c. The blood vessels stay the same size 
d. None of the above 
21. A blockage in the brain's arteries can cause a(n) 
a. Heart attack c. Infection 
b. Stroke d. Toxin 
22. The------ is also known as the "Adam's Apple". 
a.Larynx c.Esophagus 
b. Diaphragm d. Alveoli 
23. The heart's right ventricle sends blood 
a. Out the pulmonary arteries and to the lungs 
b. To the rest of the body 
c. To the left atrium 
d. To the left ventricle 
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24. The 2 upper chambers of the heart are called 
a. Ventricles c. Aortas 
b. Atria d. Pulmonations 
25. If you eat a lot right before sleeping, what may cause leg cramps? 
a. Nerves become tense from eating too much 
b. Too much water flowing in the bloodstream 
c. The blood needed for your leg is used to digest the food 
d. The muscles are starting to rot from old food 
26. Which of the following is a risk factor associated with heart disease? 
a. Smoking cigarettes c. Diabetes 
b. Lack of exercise d. All of the above 
27. Organs that are part of the Respiratory System include 
a. Lungs c. Trachea 
b. Bronchioles d. All of the above 
28. While exhaling, what must occur? 
a. The chest cavity decreases c. Nothing happens 
b. The chest cavity increases d. None of the above 
29. During relaxation, what will occur? 
a. The diaphragm is dome-shaped and goes up into the chest cavity 
b. The diaphragm flattens and decreases the size of the chest cavity 
c. The diaphragm breaks, causing internal organs to bleed 
d. None of the above 
30. The process in which cells receive oxygen and get energy is called 
a. Excretion c. Respiration 
b. Reproduction d. Circulation 
31. The first part of the Respiratory Tract is the 
a. Lungs c. Nose 
b. Trachea d. Bronchial tubes 
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32. The spongy air-filled sacs in the lungs are the 
a. Bronchioles c. Epiglottis 
b. Alveoli d. Vocal cords 
33. When you choke on food, what may be the reason? 
a. The food doesn't like you 
b. The food has gone down the trachea 
c. Both a and b 
d. Neither a nor b 
34. The trachea is also known as the 
a. Windpipe c. FOOd canal 
b. Voice box d. Stomach 
35. Different things that may cause the pitch in your voice is the 
a. Amount of air going by your vocal cords 
b. The shape of the mouth 
c. The length of your vocal cords 
d. All of the above 
36. The main defense mechanism used to prevent germs from going down the windpipe is the 
a. Bronchial linings 
b. Alveoli 
37. The tubes that lead to the lungs are called 
a. Alveoli 
b. Bronchial tubes 
c. Voice box 
d. Nose hairs 
c. Epiglottis 
d.Esophagus 
38. ~ air bas entered through the nasal passages, what happens? 
a. It is warmed up 
b. The lungs clean out the dust and mucus 
c. The alveoli exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide 
d. The epiglottis closes 
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39. If someone has a short set of vocal cords then 
a. He/she will have a deeper voice 
b. He/she will have a higher voice 
c. He/she will be sick a lot 
d. He/she will be mean 
40. The vocal cords are 
a. Near the larynx and allows for sound 
b. Another name for the windpipe 
c. Those fibers that vibrate with the passage of air 
d. Both a and c 
Essay Question (10 pts.) 
Explain in your own words the process of blood flow throughout the entire heart. Remember 
to include: 
1.The process of getting oxygen & giving off carbon dioxide 
2. Arteries & veins that carry the blood 
3.Blood flow to the lungs & the body 
4. The order of the chambers as blood flows 
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APPENDIX F - SURVEY AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
Fl - Survey for Forensics Unit 
Filling in the appropriate number on your scan-tron sheet, rate each of the following 
activities you participated in throughout the Forensics unit. 
5 = I strongly agree 
4 = I agree somewhat 
3 = I am neutral, not sure if I agree or not 
2 = I disagree 
1 = I strongly disagree 
1. I enjoyed participating in the x-ray lab, looking at the x-rays with the viewing box. 
2. The instructions to the x-ray lab were easy to understand. 
3. The instructions in the microscopy lab at Iowa State University were very easy to 
understand. 
4. The scientists in the microscopy lab were very helpful when I had questions about the 
hair or thread fibers. 
5. The ink chromatography instructions at Iowa State University were very easy to 
understand. 
6. The instructions for finding pH and density of pop were easy to understand. I could 
explain this concept to someone not familiar with this scientific principle. 
7. The kiwi DNA experiment at Iowa State University helped me understand molecular 
structure of DNA much better. These instructions were easy to understand. 
8. The DNA demonstration by Ms Sanders was fascinating and helped me understand better 
about DNA testing in individuals. 
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Fl - Continued 
9. I enjoyed watching the DNA (saliva) test done because I've never experienced this 
before. 
10.The fingerprint instructions were very clear in class. 
11.Learning the different techniques to uplift or stain fingerprints was very fascinating 
to me and I enjoyed watching these techniques. 
12.The blood drop activity (performed outside) was explained very clearly. 
13.Drawing sketches of the crime scene was beneficial to me for solving this case. 
14.1 enjoyed burning threads to determine mystery fibers. 
15.The instructions to the thread-burning test were well-explained. 
16.1 enjoyed looking at the various threads under the microscope in order to determine 
colors, weaves, and textures of many kinds of materials. 
17.The instructions to the microscope lab were clearly explained. 
18.Although time-consuming, the tooth analysis mini-lab was easy to follow. 
19.Tread mark analysis was interesting to me when examining the crime scene for footprints. 
20.The soil analysis was interesting to me. 
21.The blood type demonstration (with the TV/VCR and scopecam) was easy to understand. 
22.The blood type demonstration was easy for the entire class to see via the television. 
23.1 enjoyed the blood type demonstration and learned a lot from it. 
24.The hair analysis (with the TV/VCR and scopecam) was easy to understand. 
25.The hair analysis demonstration was easy for the entire class to see via the television. 
26.After performing all of these lab tests, forming a conclusion about the mystery was an 
easy task. 
27.0verall, I enjoy trying to solve a mystery, using the evidence I am given. 
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Fl - Continued 
28.Writing any type of paper comes easy for me. 
29.1 am a good writing and enjoy writing in my free time. 
30.Writing any type of scientific paper comes easy for me. 
31.1 enjoy writing scientific papers. 
32.Writing this forensic paper was easy to do, given all the evidence collected and test 
results. 
33.1 enjoyed making the enlarged poster for my debate. 
34.1 enjoyed debating my opinion in class with another group of students. 
35.The amount of time given to plan the debate was adequate since many issues are argued 
at a spur-of-the-moment. 
36.A mystery similar to this one should be done for future classes. 
Answer these questions on your answer sheet. Remember to write the number of the 
question next to your answer. Please write neatly. 
37.What was your most favorite part of this forensic activity and why was it your most 
favorite? 
38.What instructions could be improved for next year? 
39.Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred next year? 
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F2 -- Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab help your investigation in the forensic case? 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier to understand? 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscopy lab easy or difficult to understand? 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
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6. What images did you have before entering the chemistry lab? 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you hadn't known before? 
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F2 -- Continued 
11. Is there anything that was unclear during the DNA demonstration (of dog saliva)? 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration? 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab ( eg. drawing fingerprints & observing evidence) 
difficult to follow? 
14. How could the instructions or the activity be improved in the future? 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity easy or difficult to understand? 
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16. How could this activity be improved in the future? 
17. How could the 6 mini-labs (eg. microscopy of threads,. burning threads, blood drop 
analyses, footprinting, dental analyses, and smell test) be improved in the future? 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? Do you feel that any of these would be 
an activity to repeat or discontinue in the future? 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and handwriting activity 
difficult to understand? 
20. What could've been done to improve student performance on these tasks? 
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21. A while back, a demonstration of labs in class was performed for the entire class to 
observe. These include: ink chromatography analyses, blood typing, hair thread 
microscopy, and soil analyses. In what ways could these activities have been 
improved for you to understand the case better? 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your 
scientific paper this semester? 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial? 
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25. In what way could these instructions be changed for other years? 
25. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
26. What was your most favorite part of this forensic mystery? 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
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F3 -- Antoine's Interview Responses 
Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember the x-ray labs that we did back in February, in what way did the x-ray lab help your 
investigation in the forensic case? 
Well ... one thing it told me was that Felix somehow had broken bones, and I knew that this couldn't happen 
by just poisoning him, so I knew that in some way, somebody kinda got in a.fight with him, or something 
like that. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow, that I told you how to do? 
Um, they were pretty easy. They basically had everything you needed to know there. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make the x-ray lab easier to understand? 
Um, no, I don't think so. 
4. In what ways were the instructions to the microscope lab easy or difficult to understand? 
Um, the directions were easy to understand and basically by the time we got to that, we basically knew how 
to use a microscope, so it wasn't any big deal, and we knew how to take the data. 
So, at Iowa State, did the scientists explain things easy or were they kinda difficult with what they were saying? 
Um, some things were kinda difficult, but then when you asked them, they kinda explained it, so it was 
pretty easy. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity at Iowa State be improved in the future? 
Um, maybe a little bit more time, because I know that we didn't get to exactly go through it, look at them 
very detailed. We didn't get to see all of them. 
Ok, because of the rotation times? 
Yeah. 
6. Before we went into the chemistry lab, what images did you have of a college chemistry lab? 
Um, I thought it was gonna be big with a lot of equipment everywhere. 
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7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Um, a linle bit, not too much. It wasn't as big as I pictured it, but it had a lot of equipment in it. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, we did the pH and density of pop, and we did the 
ink chromatography, what would it be? 
Uh, I'd have more people in there to help, because some people had to stand around for a long time to wait 
for the people running that statwn to come around and tell them what to do next. 
Ok. How about stations? Do you think there was needed any more stations? 
No. 
You just think more people helping? 
Yeah. 
9. Was there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
Nope. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
Um, learned that there's machines that could take densities of liquids. 
11. Was there anything that was unclear during my DNA demonstration when I demonstrated the dog saliva into 
the wells of the electrophoresis? Was there anything that was unclear? 
Uh, no. 
12. Is there anything that I could've done differently or that could be changed in this demonstration so people could 
see things better or do things to understand better? 
Um, no, I don't think so. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, drawing fingerprints and observing evidence, 
difficult to follow? 
Uh ... It was kind hard to draw the fingerprints and it was kinda hard to look at them under the magnifying 
glass to find exactly what they looked like. But other than that, it was fine. 
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14. How could the instructions or the activity for the fingerprinting be improved in the 
future? 
Uh ... I really don't know. Maybe get a stronger magnifying glass so that you could see the fingerprints 
more easily. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity we did outside along the wall easy or 
difficult to understand? 
It was pretty easy to understand because you had it all measured out and everything and that was good. 
We just basically followed what we were supposed to do. 
16. How could the blood drop activity be improved in the future? 
Uh, I don't know. I don't have anything for that. 
17. Last week we did six mini-labs. Microscopy of threads, burning threads, blood drop analysis, footprinting, 
dental analysis, and the smell test. How could these be improved in the future? 
On the tooth analysis, I don't know if drawing the teeth out is necessary or 1wt in the packet, but identifying 
them is good. Other than that, I don't think I have anything else. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs interesting to you, that you liked that you think should be repeated or any that 
should not be repeated in the future? 
I liked the burning. I just liked that one. 
That's what a lot of people said. Anything else? 
Nope. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and the handwriting activity difficult to 
understand, when we did the sketches and the handwriting half and half and then we switched. 
Oh, well ... the sketches were kinda hard to draw exactly what you saw in the picture. 
20. What could've been done to improve people's performance on these, the handwriting or the sketches? 
Um, sometimes you could put a light through your photo and put paper on top of it, you can trace it. 
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Ok, so being able to trace the photo, maybe having more photos. 
Yeah. 
21. A while back I did demonstrations. We did soil analysis, hair threads on the TV, blood typing on the TV, and 
ink chromatography. In what ways could these activities have been improved for you to understand the 
case better? 
I don't see any other way. The 1V was really helpful in showing the big picture of it to the class. 
Ok, anything else? 
(Nods his head no) 
22. What were some of the most difficult things you struggled through while writing your scientific paper this past 
week? 
Uh, going through all the evidence and it took a long time to do that, but other than that, it wasn't really 
that hard at all. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes, to write the paper? 
Um, I think that when they state what they think happened, they only have to use evidence to back it up 
because using all the evidence sometimes it works against you and sometimes it works for you. 
Ok, so some of it wasn't important? 
Yeah. 
24. What's the most difficult thing about making your poster for the debate? 
Um, I don't know. Drawing the crime scene was the hardest thing that I had because you had to draw 
everything as it was. 
25. In what way could these instructions be changed for drawing the poster? 
Um, I don't know. I don't have anything. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
Um, we could have different groups ... I don't know that one either. I don't see anything that needs to be 
changed with the debate. 
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27. What was the most favorite part of this entire forensic mystery? 
Um, going to Iowa State. 
Ok, what did you like about that? 
Uh, we got to go through those labs and stuff, got to walk around on campus. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
Nope. 
Nope. Nothing. Anything you want to add? 
Uh, no. 
** Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
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393 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. From the forensic investigation, explain in what ways did the x-ray lab help your investigation in this case? 
Um, you could tell if he had fallen or was killed besides the bite on his leg or if he was poisoned from the 
test tube. It could help explain a little more, exactly what happened. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
Um, they were pretty easy, 'cause we had just studied bones, so you knew what most of the bones were and 
you just kinda had to tell if there was any jottings on the bone and you had to remember what bone it was. 
You said you could tell what? 
You could tell ifthere was any unusual marks on it and then you just had to know what the bone was. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier to understand? Anything from the x-ray lab that 
could make the instructions easier that people maybe would not have understood. 
Um, maybe showing a few examples so they knew exactly what they were looking for. Like, what unusual 
marked spot. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab that we did at Iowa State when we went in and looked 
at all the different microscopes, how was that easy or difficult to understand? 
With the hairs? Um, it was pretty easy 'cause they showed you examples. They told you to look for the 
color, and the shape and size, and then you had to draw it. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
The hair fibers? 
Yeah, how could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
Which one was that? 
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The ones at Iowa State, when we went in and looked at the microscopes. 
Oh ... The only bad thing was that we were short on time. I don't know how you could get more time, but 
we just needed a little more time, to get more detail out of them. 
6. What images did you get before going to the chemistry lab at Iowa State? So, in other words, what had you 
always thought of in your mind of a university chemistry lab before going there? 
I don't know. I thought high-tech microscopes and lots of equipment. 
Ok, anything else? 
No. I don't think so. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Yeah, 'cause they were kind of a lot like our's, only their microscopes were a little more powerful ... than 
our's. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
With the fibers? 
No, with the ink and the ... 
Oh ... I'm not sure if it's in the same spot, but I didn't do the cola testing, 'cause I don't know why. I think 
our bus got late, 'cause our homebase was split up and then we never had time to switch. That was kind of 
important for the mystery. 
After we went to the chemistry lab, what ideas changed? You said that you thought there would be a Jot of 
high-tech equipment in the chemistry lab where we did the cola test. What ideas changed after going into 
this chemistry lab? 
Um, well, they had a lot of equipment but they just didn't have as much as I thought they would, and I 
thought it would be really basic stuff, but it wasn't as big as I thought it would be. 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
Not really. It was pretty well explained. 
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10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you hadn't known before? 
Um, well, I've done ink chromatography before, but I haven't done all those markers. I don't think I've 
done a dry erase marker before, and I didn't know the order of colors. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear during my DNA demonstration when I did the demonstration of the dog 
saliva? 
Not really ... It was pretty easy to understand. 
12. ls there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration? Anything you didn't understand or anything 
that should've been changed? 
I can't chink of anything. That one was pretty clear. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, we did drawing fingerprints and we looked at the beaker and the pliers 
and all those other pieces of evidence, how was that lab difficult to follow? 
Um, it was kind of hard to find some of the fingerprints 'cause they were blurry and stuff, or there weren't 
very many on there. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity for the fingerprint lab be improved in the future? 
Some kids, they thought they were supposed to draw the piece of evidence instead of the fingerprints, so 
you might want to explain that part more clearly. And I thought we were supposed to draw whether it was 
a kJop, what a loop looked like. We were supposed to draw what was on it. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity that we did out along the wall outside easy or difficult to understand? 
Um, it's pretty easy, 'cause you had a demonstration, and getting into groups helped, only some people 
didn't know they were supposed to do three drops. 
16. How could this activity be improved in the future? The blood drop activity. 
Um, maybe do it on two different days, 'cause you kinda had to hurry through it 'cause we were short on 
time. 
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17. Remember we did the six mini-labs last week, the microscope of threads, the burning threads, the blood drop 
analysis, the footprinting, the dental analysis, and the smell test How could these six mini-labs be 
improved in the future? 
Um, more time because it was kinda hustle through. And the blood analysis, when we were cutting them 
out in class and gluing them, we didn't have enough time so some of them might have gotten mixed up, so it 
was kinda hard to tell what it was. 
So, are you talking about when you cut it off of the paper? 
Yeah. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? Did you enjoy any of the labs? Those mini ones we did last 
week. 
I have to remember. (Laughs) I kinda liked the smell test. 
Do you feel that any of these would be an activity to repeat or not repeat in the future? 
Um, the smell test was kinda helpful, but it wasn't a necessity. But the teeth and the blood analysis were 
because the teeth tells you who bit Felix and the blood could tell you maybe how it fell or what position the 
person was in and how high up the fighter might have been. And the burning and microscope needed to 
figure out what.fibers 'cause then that told you who was there. 
Ok, so these were all helpful? 
Uh huh. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and handwriting activity difficult to understand? 
Half the group did drawings and the other half did the handwriting and then we swapped the next day. 
Well, I didn't know we had to do all four at first, and all six. 
So, what else? 
I spent too much time on one trying to get it more detailed and then I didn't get them all done. I had to 
come back and finish them. 
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20. What could've been done to improve everybody's performance on these tasks? The sketches and the 
handwriting. 
Um, maybe have explained how much important they would really help you, 'cause some people thought 
they were really gonna help us, but needed them later on to help you solve the crime.,, Because some 
people based who they thought did it by what they said in their notes, and you needed the pictures to help 
you with it overall. 
21. A while back a demonstration of labs was performed. I did the ink chromatography on the chalkboard, we did 
the blood typing on the TV, the hair threads on the TV, and the soil analysis a few days ago. In what ways 
could these activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
Um ... (Pauses) Um ... I don't really know (Laughs) Maybe the soil because at first people were thinking 
about what that meant and how it would help. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your scientific paper this last 
week? 
That's a good one. Um, my mom and I love mystery shows, but we couldn't.figure out exactly how it 
happened. l couldn't think of a scenario, and so finally l just had to make up something and back it up 
'cause we couldn't really think of any logical ways it might have happened. So, finally /just made up a 
scenario and um, backed it up with the labs, 'cause I was thinking at first he fell off the ladder but in the 
book nowhere it had a ladder in it, so that was kind of confusing. (Laughs) 
What does that really tell you about our crime case? Was that confusing to figure 
out? 
Basically. 
Then it's almost impossible, unless you have strict, good proof without a reasonable doubt. You can't accuse 
unless you have proof. 
23. How could this scientific paper be made easier for future classes? Like next year. 
Maybe spend half a period or a period reviewing over the information and kind of piecing it together and 
saying how it could have been all four of them, but how it also could've been one or two, or all but one, and 
then they could go home and think about it and think what they thought happened. But kinda get feedback 
from other classmates. 
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24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial? 
(Laughs) Not being a very good artist. 
Ok, I'm sure you are. 
Um, and trying to figure out if the counter was in the middle and stuff. 'Cause the pictures was kinda hard 
to tell, so you kinda have to think about it, and sometimes if you rush through the pictures, you might have 
left out some evidence that you needed later on. 
25. In what way could these instructions for creating the large poster be changed for other years? 
Um, saying, "You could do it any way you want to. like you could do the man, or you could do it looking 
up or into the kitchen." And like having various angles that you could do it from. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining this debate activity for today? Is there anything I could've 
done better to explain it better? Because we were rushed on time this week, how could I improve it? 
Um, maybe say stuff that would be important to include, and maybe explain the grading a little bit more. I 
don't know ... if it wouldn't have been for my rubber bands [from the braces], then I would've been up there 
screaming. They kinda hurt too much to talk. 
Oh really ... does it even hurt now? 
Yeah. I'm getting used to them. 
27. What was your most favorite part throughout this entire mystery? 
Um ... I don't know. Just trying to figure it out, I guess. I didn't like the paper cause it was really hard, but 
I like solving cases. I like that part. That was great stuff, and I'm thinking about being a forensic scientist 
when I grow up so ... 
Did this kinda make you steer in that direction? Have you always wanted to do it or. .. 
I've always seemed interested in that stuff but this kinda steered me in that direction. 
I don't know anybody that doesn't find this fascinating. This field. It was my degree in college, criminology too 
besides biology. 
Almost every night we watch CS/ [the television program, Crime Scene Investigation]. 
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Oh yeah. 
Yeah. 
I love mysteries, Unsolved Mysteries. 
I love mysteries. My mom's kinda gotten me hooked on it 'cause she l.oved mysteries too. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" or add to groups that would do this in another year? 
Um, I would try to maybe get DNA or fingerprints on a bl.oody knife' cause that was kinda something 
confusing because you didn't know whose blood on it it was or who touched it and he didn't have stab 
marks on him. 
Right. .. and we'd have to do the DNA in the blood too because we didn't have access to actual blood 
with DNA and we can't work with it in here, but if we had the DCI [Division of Criminal Investigation] to 
give us the info and·then we could figure it out. So, get the DNA or fingerprints on a blood knife? and ... 
. . .and maybe the fingerprints on the gold ea"ing and a cigarette butt. 
Ok, good. 
'Cause it was in one of the facts in the front, but it didn't mention anybody 
smoked so they could've placed someone at the scene and the gold could have placed Kendra or Vera but 
you didn't know for sure which one it was. 
Those pictures were just samples. They didn't have anything to do with the case. 
Oh, they didn't? 
But, that's a good point, if we wanted to add it. It was in a map in the front. Is there 
anything else you want to add? 
I think that's it. 
**Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab that we did way back in February help your investigation in our forensic case? 
Well ... we could see what bones were broken, and we could sort of see if it was a hard fall or if someone hit 
him, and we could figure out if it was a hair fracture or if the bone was broken in two places or three 
places. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
Yes ... because we were told just to look at the x-rays and write down what we thought had happened to 
Felix Navidad. 
3. Are there any instructions to the x-ray activity that you think would make this activity 
easier to understand? 
No, I don't because they were pretty formal. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscopy lab ... remember at Iowa State 
when we went into the microscope Jabs to look at the hairs ... in what ways were 
the instructions in this lab easy or difficult to understand? 
They were difficult because the scientists that were there were giving us the instructions and they were 
using all these scientific names and utensils and we hadn't learned about them. They were just being really 
scientific. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? In other words, 
if we went to Iowa State again, how could this hair fiber activity be improved? 
You really didn't know whose hair it was until the middle of the activity so I guess they could have told us 
whose hair we were going to be looking at, because we didn't know if it was a dog or if it was a human' s 
hair until the very middle. 
6. What images did you have before going into the chemistry lab? 
All high-tech, sort of like a doctor's office. I thought that there would be cleaner and brighter than it 
was ... and I thought that it would be a little bit more bigger with a lot more stuff like science clutter that 
chemists would use. 
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7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Oh yes. 
In what way? 
It wasn't what I had pictured. 
So what do you mean by that? How was it different? 
It wasn't like the doctor's office. I mean you'd watch shows on 1Vwith all these rooms, you'd have this 
one big room and it'd have everything that you'd need in there so you wouldn't have to go to another lab. 
They'd have cameras and microscopes, sinks, and a storage room, but these labs didn't really have 
anything like that.. There's one room for one thing. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity that we did ... we did the 
Pepsi test with densities, we did the pH test with Pepsi, and we did the ink 
chromatography with the ransom notes, what would it be? If you could change 
one thing in this activity? 
I think it would be the pop analysis because in my opinion, I do not think that he was poisoned. He might 
have been, but someone was over at his house before the party and had drank the same pop as he did and 
nothing happened. No side effects happened to that person. 
9. ls there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
I don't think so ... I mean, if we raised our hand and the scientists would come over there and talk seventh 
grade english to us instead of using all these high-tech words and they were pretty formal too. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you hadn't known before? 
Certain household things that you wouldn't really know about could cause illnesses, could cause death. 
Always wear safety goggles when touching with anything, even pop. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear when I did the DNA demonstration? Remember 
that I had the dog saliva and I used the electrophoresis box and let electricity pull 
the DNA to the opposite end. Was there anything that was unclear during this 
demonstration, that you did not understand? 
No ... because the electricity pulled the DNA samples to see if they matched or didn't match. That's pretty 
self explanatory. 
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12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration? 
No ... everything was explanatory. I don't think anybody had a problem with it unless they didn't listen. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab (eg. drawing fingerprints & observing 
evidence) difficult to follow? 
Some of the utensils had different fingerprints on it. 
What do you mean different? 
Not the same ... they were like an arch fingerprint and there was a circular one. Like someone else had 
touched it besides. And one fingerprint was bigger than each other and the other one was smaller than the 
other one. 
14. How could the instructions or the fingerprint activity be improved in the future? 
Um ... I don't really think it needs to be improved. As long as you just pay attention and listen to rite 
teacher's instructions, then it is pretty self-explanatory. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity ... when we did it outside along the wall, 
easy or difficult to understand? 
It was perfect to understand, but the part that sometimes the wind would blow and it would blow the blood 
drops towards you or away from the place it was supposed to fall. It really wasn't difficult to understand, 
it was just difficult with how we did it. 
16. How could this blood drop activity be improved in the future? 
Possibly try to do it on a no-wind day. Or you could do it in the cafeteria or something, just put a 
newspaper down so we don't get any blood stains on it. 
That is the problem. You can't always determine when, can you? 
No, you can't really say, "Well ... you know we're gonna have my class outside so it can't be any raining, 
110 wind. 
17. Do you remember the six mini-labs we did last week, the microscope of threads, burning threads, blood drop 
analysis, footprinting, dental analysis, and smell test? How could these labs be improved in the future? 
I think the one where we burned the things, you might want to choose not to use ones that smelled so bad. 
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Why? 
Because when they burned, it smelled like something burned inside of an oven. It smelled so bad. 
Is there anything else that you would want to improve in the future with these six 
labs? Microscopes, burning, blood drop, footprinting, dental, and smell test? 
I don't think so. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? 
The smell test was and the dental. 
Why? 
Dental because ... it's sort of funny to see what people who has missing teeth and who has all their teeth in. 
It's just sort of interesting of how you think that your mouth is so small but then really it's big inside. The 
smell because we sort of had it figured out, you kinda had to think back to the mystery one to see what 
matches up to one sample. 
19. In what way are the instructions to the crime scene sketches and the handwriting activity difficult to 
understand? 
It's kinda hard to understand from where they took the pictures at because he's just sort of lying there. The 
position that he's in sort of makes you think that someone placed him in that position because his hand was 
across his heart. So it makes you sort of think that someone had placed him there. 
How about the handwriting activity? Anything that was difficult to understand? 
No, because all we had to do was match up people's handwriting with the notes that were found. 
20. What couldn't been done to improve the people's performance on these activities? The handwriting and the 
sketches. 
Maybe have told them that this is going to help someone figure out if anybody murdered someone or not. 
They should be respectful of other people's property because I don't think that they would like to have a 
picture that they liked torn up or something like that. How they wouldn't like their property destroyed or 
written 011. It's kind of making them look like a two-year-old. 
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So, do you mean that I should give instructions not to tear up the pictures? Or are you talking about to tear up 
property when committing a crime? Are you talking about my pictures? So I should explain to them not to 
destroy these pieces of evidence because these are important for ... 
Yes ... figuring out the mystery. And also it's really rude and makes people wonder if, since you're a 
seventh grader, you're disturbed or whatever since you're writing on and destroying people's property. 
21. A while back, I did several different demonstrations of labs in class that were performed for the entire class to 
observe. These include ink chromatography when you looked at the ink on the chalkboard, the blood type on 
the TV, the hair thread microscopy when we drew twelve pictures of threads, and soil analysis a couple days 
ago. In what ways could these activities and demonstrations have been improved for you to understand this 
case better? 
The hair was a little hard to see and so were the threads. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your scientific paper this last 
week? 
Trying to remember all the evidence ... because it was very important that you had all the evidence and not 
just five pieces of evidence. We had a lot of evidence for people to make a conclusion of who they think did 
it and you really shouldn't leave other evidence out, because that could prove the wrong person guilty or 
the right person innocent, or leave something out. 
23. How could this task of writing the paper be made easier for future classes? 
Maybe extra time. Because you really didn't tell us, because all the information should be in there. 
Because that would be how we could get our extra points. 
So, I didn't tell what information to include. 
And I don't think you should've because if people don't know that they needed to include information, then 
they should ask you. If we should include this information. 
Are you saying that I should have not had a list of what to include? They should try to 
remember. All the things. 
Yeah. I mean, you wrote it down in our packets too. And you allowed us to take our packets home two 
days. 
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So, give more time, but let everybody gather their own thoughts. 
Uh huh. 
24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial 
tomorrow? 
Trying to figure out where everything goes and trying to combine them without making it look ridiculous. 
Trying to make it look like you were at the mystery, at the scene and you remembered what happened, and 
just trying to figure out where everything goes and where it should belong. 
25. In what way could the instructions be changed for other years for this poster? 
Well ... I don't think tliey should, because if you just draw one crime scene of one photo, then your jury 
won't be able to have a good look at what all was missing. Or if anything was out-of-the-ordinary. 
In other words, you're saying if you draw just one photo, the jury can't see what's 
missing? 
Yeah. like, out-of-the-ordinary. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity for tomorrow? 
Anything that I could change to explain the debate? 
No ... I don't really think people should get to pick who they are with. Lawyers 
don't get to pick who their clients are. I think a lot of people put what they 
thought on paper because their friends put that down. 
Do you think that was good that I kind of mingled people when I saw that? 
How would you see that? 
I could tell because that afternoon class yesterday, some of the papers were missing because people were gone 
to band and everything, so I had to kind of go through and ask out loud and some of them I could kinda tell 




27. What was your most favorite part of this entire mystery since January, which is when we started it happening 
here? 
Doing all the little analyses. You're sort of the scientist or detective. You're writing down your conclusion 
of what you think happened. You are a real scientist doing this. 
28. Are there any activities that you would give up if this unit occurred another year? 
Any of these whole things, any labs, or any activities, or anything that you would 
add? 
Um ... the pop one. 
What do you mean the pop one? 
When we were at the /SU, trying to figure out the pop because, like I said earlier, that someone else had 
drank the pop, but nothing happened to that person. 
Do you mean that the activity was difficult to understand, or it was confusing? 
No ... I just don't think that we should've gone to /SU because we didn't really use anything that special. I 
thought we were gonna use a whole bunch of stuff special ... but we didn't. 
Is there anything else that you want to add? 
No. 
** Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab help your investigation in the forensic case? 
They showed if he was hit on the head or someone had broken his leg or arm. 
Anything else? 
Helped you learn bones. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
Some of them were easy and some were difficult 
What do you mean, "some of them were easy". The instructions were easy? 
Some of the instructions on particular bones were easy to foUow and find what was wrong with them, and 
on some of the bones, the instructions were a little bit complex. 
How about the instructions given to you for this activity when I told you what you were going to do? Were 
these instructions easy or difficult to follow? For the x-ray lab. Remember back in February, we had to do 
the x-ray lab looking at all the different x-rays on the machine with that light. Were the instructions I gave 
easy or difficult to follow? 
They were ok. They were easier than the books. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this x-ray lab easier to understand? 
If you had a picture of it and then specifically showed what to look for. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab, remember when we went to ISU, when we went in to 
look at the threads in March, in what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab with the hair threads 
easy or difficult to understand? The instructions given by these people. 
It was easy when they said to explain to color it, but then it was hard to tell what fiber it was. We had no 
way of knowing 'cause we never looked at them before. 
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5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
It could be improved on having the examples put up on the board. It might help to put what it looked like 
up on the board so that we could tell the type of fiber it was. Sometimes your first guess always stays in 
your head. 
6. What images did you have before we went to ISU's chemistry lab? What images did you have of what a 
chemistry lab in a university looked like? 
A whole bunch of tubes and vials and beakers. 
Anything else? What about the scientists, what did you think the scientists would look like? 
Short [scientists], big glasses, weird hair. 
7. Did your ideas change after going to the chemistry lab? 
Somewhat. 
In what way? 
They didn't look like I expected them to. They looked normal. 
What about the lab? Did the lab look different from what you thought? 
Yeah. It didn't have as many beakers and stuff as I thought it would. It just kind of looked like a classroom 
with a bunch of experiments in it. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? When we did the chemistry lab 
with the pop and we did the ink chromatography. If there was something that we could change that maybe 
would go better, what would it be? 
To taste the pop and then decide. 
What about if it was poisoned pop? 
Give it to a rat, or a worm. 
How about anything else in the lab? Is there something that could've gone better in the lab that you'd change?' 
Easier instructions for that pen thing. 
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Easier instructions for the pen? 
The marker. 
9. Is there anything that you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
Why we needed to put it [the paper towels with marker stains] in two different chemicals. 
The ethanol and the water? 
Yeah. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
How to find pH analysis. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear when I did the DNA demonstration of the dog 
saliva? 
No. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration? 
You could've had a camera/acing towards the wells so you could see what you were doing. 
Because it was hard to see down onto it? 
Yeah ... (Pause) We only saw this side of it because we were sitting away from it. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, remember when we drew fingerprints and we looked at evidence like the 
pliers and the beaker and so forth, how was this fingerprint lab difficult to follow? 
The fingerprints were all messed up. Some of them were smeared and smudged. Some of them weren't 
copied all the way. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity be improved in the future? 
The activity could be improved with darker lines and bigger fingerprints. Enlarge them so it would be 
easier to see where the lines go. 
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So we could see where the what? 
We could see where the print follows, the lines on the fingers. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity that we did out along the wall on the front of the building easy or 
difficult to understand? 
Not difficult to understand. It just took a long time and the wind was blowing. 
(Laughs) That's what everybody said. 
We should've had a page in the book where actually we drop it on the notebook. Sometimes it fell out of the 
notebook. 
So they fell out. .. ? 
When you cut them·out and glue them in. You should just have a page and we could drop it on that page. 
Oh, ok, I see what you're saying. Just drop them on that one page. 
Yeah. 
16. How could this activity be improved? and you said, because of the separate ... 
Put it on that page because you don't have to worry about losing them. 
17. We did six mini-labs last week, microscope of threads, burning threads, blood drop analysis, footprinting, dental 
analysis, and smell test. How could these be improved in the future? 
The smell tests could get better perfume because it kinda makes your head hurt after a little while. They 
make you dizzy. It's smelly. And the footprint ... there were lots of drawings and stuff all around it so you 
can't tell 'cause there were a lot of blood splatters all over it. The footprints could get a little bit more 
clear. They're hard to follow. And the jaw should just be printed into your notebook 'cause it takes hard 
and long to draw. 
Instead of you drawing them? 
Yeah. 
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18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? Did you like the smell test, the footprinting, the burning 
threads, the microscope? 
The burning one. 
Anything else that you really really liked? 
The smell test was ok. 
Do you feel that any of these would be an activity to repeat or discontinue next year? 
The microscope one because we did it at Iowa State. 
So, don't do it twice? 
Not that. We just bring it all up to Iowa State and do them all here. 
Instead of re-doing it? 
Yeah. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and the handwriting activity, we did the crime 
scene sketches and the handwriting and we swapped the next day, how were they difficult to understand? 
The handwriting ... some of the letters have loops and some of them don't. The crime scene, when you look 
at the photos, they don't have as much blood and stuff spilled over the actual sign. 
What do you mean, "some letters had loops and some didn't"? 
Some of the letters had loops in the same word. Like, if you had a word with a "y" and an "e" and a "w", 
the "y" would be all loopy and so would the "e", but the "w" would stick straight up. 
Oh, that's how it was difficult to read? 
Yeah. 
And then what about the sketch activity? 
I didn't like that because you had to draw sketches and then draw it all on the big one. 
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20. What could've been done to improve student perfonnance on these tasks? 
You could've made an overall larger crime scene, like on a big sheet of paper right after you did the 
sketches so you don't lose your sketches. 
Right after it, instead of waiting a month or whatever? 
Yeah. 
21. A while back I did several demonstrations in here. We did ink chromatography, blood typing, hair thread 
microscopy, and the soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been improved to understand 
the case better? 
I didn't get the clumping, like how the anti-A and anti-B stuff worked. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your scientific paper this past 
week? 
Punctuation. (Laughs) 
Ok, was there anything about the paper that you struggled through to write it? 
Some of the evidence contradicts other evidence. It's kinda hard to put it all together. 
23. How could this task of writing the scientific paper be made easier in the future? 
You could just put down the evidence and say who did it, not how it was planned out, or just put down a 
couple pieces of evidence and then plan it out. Not to have all the evidence to make your plan. 
Ok, so you could just put down the evidence and how ... 
Yeah ... and who killed him. 
Rather than the plan? 
Yeah. 
24. What was your most difficult thing about creating your poster for today? 
Getting the length of the body on the floor, on the Aloha sign 'cause I could never get it just right. 
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25. In what way could these instructions be changed for other years, for making the poster? 
Well, I didn'tfind out until today that we could just zoom in on a specific part, so I drew the whole thing, 
and sometimes it's hard to get some of the details in. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity for today? 
Say how to do it 'cause I didn't exactly get on what you mean by you couldn't write it down, then you told us 
to write what we're gonna say down. Like, what we're gonna debate about down. 
Oh, as far as you could take notes up there? 
Yeah. 
Yeah, you were allowed to bring notes up there. 
And I didn't get if we were up there in a group and two of us worked really hard on it, but the other one 
didn't, if somebody asked that person a question, and they can't say anything about it. 
Basically, everybody's going to get their own score. So, for instance, if somebody stands up there and doesn't 
say anything, you're going to get the score for what you participate in. 
So, if somebody asks them a question and they don't know, we can answer for them? 
Yeah, your team. 
27. What was your most favorite part of this entire mystery? 
Going to Iowa State and extracting DNA. 
Anything else that you really really liked? 
Reading through their alibis and what happened. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" or keep if this unit occurred next year? 
I'd probably keep with the blood 'cause it makes it easier to learn when you learn it over a longer period of 
time, instead of like a week. 
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Ok, so learn about the unit before we tackle it? 
Yeah. 
Ok, I see what you're saying ... Are there any questions, anything else you want to 
add? 
(Nods her head no) 
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415 
F7 -- Chris's Interview Responses 
Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. Do you remember back to the x-ray labs we did in February, in what ways did these x-ray labs help your 
investigation in the forensic case? 
Well, they helped prove that he had either fallen or taken a beating 'cause therewere certain broken bones. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
They were pretty easy. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier to understand? 
No, not really. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? 
I really didn't get to do that one. 
Oh. you didn't? 
No, I just set back. I couldn't see anything through the microscope. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
I don't know ... There wasn't really anything I saw wrong with it. 
6. What images before we went to the chemistry lab at Iowa State, what images did you 
have of the university chemistry lab? 
I thought it would be really big with big microscopes and lots of cool electronic stuff. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
No. 
Nothing that was different from what you had imagined? 
No. 
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8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
I don't know. I thought it was pretty fan. 
Was there anything that you would change? 
No. 
9. ls there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
Nope. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? We did the pH and the densities of pop 
and we did the ink chromatography. 
I didn't know anything about the ink chromatography. 
11. ls there anything that was unclear during my DNA demonstration when I did the dog saliva? 
Not really. Everything looked pretty easy to understand. 
12. ls there anything that could've been explained a little bit better or changed in this demonstration? 
I don't know. I thought it would've been a little more hands-on. 
Ok, instead of just a demonstration? 
Yeah. 
13. In what way were the fingerprint lab, the drawing of fingerprints and observing evidence difficult to follow? 
Well, the.fingerprints were kind of blurry and you couldn't really see very many of them ... and a lot of the 
objects hadn't been dusted or anything. 
14. How could the instructions to the fingerprint activity be improved in the future? 
The instructions were clear. 
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15. In what way was the blood drop activity we did outside easy or difficult to understand? 
It was kinda difficult because you only had one person dropping the blood and the others just kinda had to 
stand around and watch, and if the one person didn't really know what they were doing, then it kinda 
messed the entire thing up. 
16. How could the blood drop activity be improved in the future? 
Maybe more stations so that more people could do it at the same time 'cause quite a few groups got held 
back. 
17. Last week we did six mini-labs. We did microscopy of threads, burning threads, blood drop analysis, 
footprinting, dental analysis, and the smell test. Are there any of these that could be improved in the 
future? 
The smell test, 'cause a lot of tlwse smelled more like household medicines and 
stuff. 
(Laughs) They smelled like ... 
You know ... like Grape Tylenol. That's what it smelled like ... And they kinda forgot the towel. 
Who forgot the towel? 
There was no towel there. 
(Laughs) 
It was a cotton ball instead of a towel. 
(Laughs) Ohhhh ... but, one of the evidence at the crime? 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? 
I liked the burning one. 
Ok, any others that you really really liked? 
Not really. 
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Do you feel that any of these would be an activity to repeat or discontinue in the future? 
(Nods his head no) 
So, you liked the burning. Was there any of them that you want to repeat or 
discontinue? 
No. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and handwriting difficult to understand? 
Well, I thought we only had to do one picture, and so I just did one of them and I made that one fairly 
detailed. But when I learned that we had to have them all, it was a little bit late, so I was kinda lost. 
20. What could've been done to improve people's performance on the handwriting or the sketches? 
Maybe some more copies of the pictures from the crime scene, and for some reason, I never even saw the 
handwriting. 
You never did. 
/never did. 
That's odd. I wonder if you were gone on that day or something when we swapped with the opposite side. 
21. A while back a demonstration of labs in class was performed for the entire class to observe. These included the 
ink chromatography analysis, the blood typing, the hair thread microscopy, and the soil analysis. In what 
ways could these activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
I liked more hands-on stuff most of the time and because we never actually got to do any of that or even see 
those. We never even knew anything about that before. So, it was kinda like we'll get this right now and 
then we'll do something tomorrow. We never even knew about this stuff. 
Oh ... ok ... so do you mean as far as the results? Is that what you are saying? 
Well, I never knew that there was a soil analysis. Well, I knew it was there but I didn't know that you had 
taken samples of the soil. 
Oh ... ok ... so basically letting you know ahead of time that we had done the sample? 
Yeah. So we could prepare for it. 
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Ok, that's good. 
22. What were the most difficult tasks you went through while writing your scientific 
paper last week? 
Um ... I didn't have all the sketches, and for some reason I didn't have one of the notes, so I had to call a 
whole bunch of people to see if they had their's. 
Did you really? 
Yeah ... I could remember what it looked like, but I couldn't remember what it actually said. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
More time ... If we had more time I think most of the papers would be better. 
24. What's the most difficult thing with creating your poster for the debate trial. 
Um ... it takes a long time to put all that detail in there ... and to color it takes even longer. So, if we had a 
little bit more warning that we had to do that ... 
25. In what way could the instructions be changed for other years for the poster? 
I don't think they really could be except/or giving a little bit more warning. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
I don't know. I think most debates should have a little bit more space because we only had a very small 
amount of space to work in. 
Ok, in the classroom? 
Yeah ... and we only had two days to do it, so we were kinda pressed on time. 
27. What was your most favorite part of the forensic mystery? 
I liked going to the Iowa State. 
Ok, what did you like about it? 
The big microscope. I thought that was really cool. 
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The stereomicroscope? 
Yeah. 
Yeah, those things are expensive, but they are really cool to see detail. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
Activities being in the unit or ... ? 
Just any of them throughout the whole forensics. 
Probably the Integumentary System. 
So, you didn't like doing the hairs? Is that what you're saying? 
Yeah. 
So, anything else that you'd "give up"? 
No. 
Is there anything you want to add? 
No. 
Ok. 
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421 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-ray labs we did back in February, how did these x-ray labs help your 
investigation in the forensic case? 
Well, it helped by knowing what happened with Sasha's teeth marks in Felix's legs, and how you could tell 
what happened, if they fell or not. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow from the way I told you how to do it? 
Uh, sometimes it was easy, but most of the time it was just medium, not really difficult. You could tell what 
to do. 
3. Were there any instructions that would make this activity easier, like if I explained it any differently? The x-ray 
activity. 
No, if people listen, it'd be fine. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab [at Iowa State] easy or difficult to understand? 
Some of them were difficult. The way they explained it was kinda hard to listen because half the people 
were probably talking. If everybody was quiet, they'd be able to get down what they need. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity in the microscope lab be improved in the future? 
It really didn't need to be improved. Sometimes it was hard to see a little. That was basically it. 
When you say, "hard to see", do you mean ... ? 
It didn't come in perfectly clear. 
Oh, so it wasn't focused, in other words? 
Yeah. 
6. What images, before we went into the chemistry lab, did you have of what a college chemistry lab would look 
like? 
I really had no image. It was basically a total shock to me. 
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Ok, so you never really thought about what it would look like? 
All I thought there would be tables, some beakers, and that's it. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Most of them did. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
Nothing, it was fun. 
9. Was there anything that you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
No, I understanded most everything. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you didn't know before? 
That not all of the stuff that you think is there is actually there. 
What do you mean? 
Most people would think there's /,ot of boiling beakers that would be there. 
11. Remember when I did the DNA demonstration with the dog saliva? Was there anything that was unclear about 
this demonstration? 
Nope, it just worked out fine, and it was ok. 
12. Was there anything that I could've changed in this demonstration? 
No, everything worked. 
Ok, did I need to explain anything different? 
No, not really. 
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13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab when you drew the fingerprints and you looked at the evidence, how were 
they difficult to follow? 
Well, if you're looking on the scissors, some of the fingerprints you really couldn't see them very well. You 
couldn't tell. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity for the fingerprint lab be improved in the future? 
People listening. That's basically it. 
So, having people listen for the instructions? 
Yeah. 
How were my instructions? Do I need to explain anything differently for the fingerprint 
lab? 
No. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity that we did out along the building easy or difficult to understand? 
It was easy because basically you just had to take three sheets of paper and drop one, and it was difficult 
because we didn't know we had to do three drops until later. 
16. How could this activity for the blood drop be improved in the future? 
It really can't. 
Nothing that you thought we needed to improve? 
No. 
17. Last week we did six mini-labs. We did a microscope of threads, we did burning threads, we did a blood drop 
analysis, footprinting, dental analysis, and smell test. How could any of these be improved in the future? 
Really, none of them needed to be changed. Maybe the footprints could've been deeper in, and shown a 
little bit better. 
Ok, anything else? 
Nope. 
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18. Were any of these mini-labs interesting to you? What did you like? Or do you feel that any of them should be 
repeated or not repeated? 
The burning of the threads should be repeated 'cause most people really didn't get what threads were. 
What do you mean, "they didn't get"? 
Well, there's differences polyester and polyester. Of those. 
Oh ... so did that help you to learn that? 
Yeah, plenty. 
Anything else that you think should be repeated or not repeated? 
No. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches when you did drawings and you did the 
handwriting analysis, how were they difficult to understand? 
You had to have every linle detail, and you needed just a little more time to get all detailed and colored in. 
20. What could've been done to improve student's petformance on these tasks? 
People working harder. 
So, with their sketches, do you think if they would've been working harder at handwriting they would've done a 
Ii ttle bit better? 
Yeah. 
21. A while back, a demonstration of labs in class was petformed for the entire class to observe. We looked at the 
ink chromatography on the chalkboard, the blood typing on the TV, hair threads on the TV, and soil 
analysis in the little bowls. In what ways could any of these be improved to understand the case better? 
Really, well, the soil analysis needed to be improved just a little and spend a little more time on it. 
Ok (Laughs) 
So people would know what they were doing. 
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Now, when you say, "spend more time on it", do you mean ... ? 
Like an extra day. 
What else would've helped you understand from those four things? Anything that you would've like 
differently? 
Nothing really. Afl the information was basically right there if people just went back and printed them. 
22. What were some of the most difficult things you struggled through while writing your paper last week? 
You didn't have all the information right where it is. Like, the soil analysis ... I didn't have most of that 
information down. I couldn't find it in my packet. 
Oh ... so it wasn't on the chart? 
Yeah. 
23. How could this task of writing the paper be made easier for future classes? 
More time, and people doing a rough draft and having it proofread. 
That's a good point. Nobody said that yet. That's a good point. 
24. What's the most difficult thing about making your large poster last week? 
Details and what to draw where. 
25. In what way could the instructions for making the poster be changed for other years? 
Really they can't be changed because if you listen to what the teacher says, you'll get it right down. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity that you guys did? 
Well, you should have everybody who has like Vera, or Gene, Kendra, and Alfredo, all of them, on one 
team, and have not like divided them up in four groups. 
So, you think that all of them should have been together? 
Everyone should've been together. 
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27. What was your most favorite part of the forensic mystery? 
Going to Iowa State and learning all the stuff at Iowa State. 
Ok, what did you like there? 
I liked all of it. Going into the chemistry labs and seeing the microscopes, and how they do all that stuff. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? Or that you would like to 
see? Any of them that you'd like to "give up"? 
No, because if you give up one activity, then it would be harder for other people to solve the crime. You 
need every little detail you can get. 
Ok, is there anything else that you think you want to add? 
Nope. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-ray labs we did back in February, how did this x-ray lab help your investigation 
in the forensic case? 
I think it gave different looks at who did it 'cause it ruled out other possibilities of how he got murdered. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
I'd say easy. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this x-ray activity easier to understand? 
I think everything was well put out. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab, when we went to Iowa State, easy or difficult to 
understand? 
Um, easy because they put out what you have to do and why you're doing it. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber lab be improved in the future? 
Um, I think when we did it the camera wasn't working. I think it should be put up well ahead of time. 
Do you mean at Iowa State? 
Oh, at Iowa State 
When we were at Iowa State, in what ways could the hair lab activity be improved in the future? 
I think it was just well put out. 
6. What images before you went into the chemistry lab there, did you have in your mind of what a college 
university chemistry lab would be like? 
I thought it would be a clean room type thing where everyone had to wear a suit or something. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Yeah. 
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Ok, how did they change? 
It's a lot different than what you think it's going to be like. I mean, it's a lot smaller. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
Um, I think we should've had more time on it. 
Ok, do you mean on the different activities? 
Yeah. 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
Not really. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
How they figure out what kind of chemicals are what. 
11. Was there anything, when I did the DNA demonstration with dog saliva, that was unclear to you? 
I think it was just right, how it was described how to do it. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration? 
Um, I think the DNA, where the results came out, I think they could've been labeled or something. 
Ok, for you to take a look at? 
Yeah. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab difficult to follow? 
Um, some of them were hard to find the fingerprints and some were really easy to find. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity for the fingerprints be improved in the future? 
Um, I think it could've been on our table, and we just walked through it so we didn't have to pass around 
and stuff. 
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Ok, so you walk around instead of passing ... ? 
Yeah, like it's on the counter and you just walk. 
Ok, that's a good one. That's a good point. 
15. In what way, when we went outside and did the blood drops along the building, was the blood drop activity easy 
or difficult to understand? 
I think it was easy because it's just dropping a watery substance on the side to hit on a piece of paper. I 
thought that was easy. 
16. How could this blood drop activity be improved in the future? 
Um, I think the paper should be well put down, taped on the side of the building 'cause it wasn't holding 
right when our class did it. 
Right, well see the thing, because you have me seventh period, and by then all the wind was taking all the tape. 
(Laughs) The morning classes it worked ok, but it was just hard because we had that couple hours of a 
break there and it blew down. 
17. Last week we did six mini-labs, the microscope of threads, the burning threads, the blood drop analysis, the 
footprinting, and the dental analysis, and the smell test How could these be improved in the future? 
Um, I think we should have more time on them because we only had two days and the teeth took almost a 
whole day. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs interesting to you? 
I thought the burning analysis was really interesting. 
Because you had never seen it done before? 
Yeah. 
Anything else that you really liked? 
Um, I thought the thread under the microscope analysis was pretty cool 'cause we got to see the threads 
close up. 
Ok, because you don't bother to think about the threads actually looking all tiny like that. 
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19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketch and the handwriting activity difficult to understand? 
I thought the handwriting activity was easiest and it wasn't really difficult to understand because the 
instructions were to write it down exactly like it was so you'd know who did it. 
20. What could've been done to improve student performance on these tasks? Like with the handwriting and the 
sketches. 
Um, I think there should be more pictures so each table has these 'cause you have to hu"Y· 
21. A while back, a demonstration of labs in class was performed for the entire class to observe. We did ink 
chromatography on the chalkboard, we did blood typing on the TV, we did hair thread microscopy on the 
TV, and soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been improved for you to understand the 
case better? 
Um, I think we should've had the IV in the back so everyone could see it 'cause it was on the one side 
where not everyone could see it. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your scientific paper this 
semester? 
Um, what to put in front of the other. 
To do what? 
How to put it in order to sound good. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
Um, I think there should be a word describing list of what should be first and not. 
What do you mean by that? 
Like, all the stuff like the blood drop. I think there should be an order to it so you know when you're 
checking it, you don't have to jump back and forth. 
Oh, I see what you're saying. So, if I put them in order and then you just come up with the results you got. 
24. What is the most difficult thing you had about making your poster for this last week, the big poster? 
Um, I didn't think it was really hard. Um, I think the hardest part was putting the utensils in place where 
he was dead 'cause you had the tongs and the test tube. 
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Ok, so you said, "putting the utensils" ... 
In the exact place. 
25. In what way could these instructions be changed with making your poster for another year? 
Um, I think it was right. You couldn't get much more. The instructions were pretty well done. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
Um, I think the instructions could be improved by putting wluzt facts should be presented or not, how to use 
your poster. like how to debate it. 
27. What was your most favorite part of this entire forensic mystery? 
I think it was going to /SU. 
That's what everybody says. Why did you like that? 
Because you got out of school, I mean you get to go somewhere and interact with different things and other 
people. Actually going to a college. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year again, 
or that you would like to have done? 
I would give up probably the teeth analysis. 
OK. Anything else? 
No. 
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FlO -- Justin's Interview Responses 
Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab help your investigation in the forensic case? 
It helped because I actually knew kinda what happened to him, like if he had a cracked, neck or something, 
then I knew that there was something really happening, but if there was just fractures, then he might have 
just fallen down the stairs or something. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
They were really easy because all you had to do was look at the pictures and try to determine what 
happened. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this x-ray activity easier to understand? 
No ... no, because I think it's just quite simple, to look at the pictures. 
So in other words, there was nothing that was unclear in the instructions? 
No. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscopy lab at Iowa State University easy or difficult to 
understand? 
They were pretty easy because they already had most of them preny much focused and you just had to look 
in the microscopes and draw what you saw. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity in the microscopy lab be improved in the future? Is there anything the 
instructors at Iowa State or I or the chaperones or anybody could have done to make that activity 
improved? 
I thought that was preny simple, and you just really didn't have to do much. 
6. What images did you have before entering the chemistry lab? When you thought of previously going into a 
chemistry lab at a college or university, what images did you have in your mind before going there? 
I thought of big beakers kind of boiling on heat or something. 
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7. What images did you have before entering the chemistry lab? When you thought of previously going into a 
chemistry lab at a college or university, what images did you have in your mind before going there? 
I tlwught of big beakers kind of boiling on heat or something. 
Anything else? 
That's pretty much the main image. 
8. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Yes ... I thought it was just, it wasn't all that elaborate stuff. It was pretty simple. 
How about, did you have any images of the scientists that were different from what you thought scientists would 
have been? 
Not really. 
9. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
I don't really think there was anything to change. 
10. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? We did densities and Coke 
pH's and chromatography. 
No ... not really. 
11. Ok, what did you learn in the chemistry lab that you hadn't known before? 
Um ... I learned that when you dip markers in salt, or in a special solvent that all the colors spread out. 
12. Is there anything that was unclear during my DNA demonstration? My DNA demonstration of the dog saliva? 
Uh, no. 
So you understood the electrophoresis and the saliva test? 
Yeah. 
13. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration maybe to make it easier to understand? 
Not really. No. 
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14. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, such as drawing fingerprints and observing evidence ... we looked at the 
beaker and the pliers and so forth. What was difficult to follow in that lab? 
It was really hard to actually see the prints which was probably about the hardest thing. 
What about. .. was there anything that, say, you could have improved in the instructions in the activity? You 
can be honest if there was anything not clear, or whatever. 
No. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity that we did out along the wall outside easy or difficult to understand? 
Uh ... it was pretty easy to understand. 
16. How could this activity outside be improved in the future? 
Do it when there's less wind. 
Ok ... what did that do? 
Well, blew the blood drops around, and it was hard to stick to the paper. 
So basically, if the blood drops were blown around, what do you think that would 
prove? 
It would distort how they fell and it might make it look different. 
17. We did six mini-labs last week, microscope of threads, burning the threads, the blood drop analysis, 
footprinting, dental analysis, and smell test. How could these six mini-labs be improved in the future, say 
for next year? 
Well ... have more people to help with different things because a lot of kids were messing around because 
they weren't sure what to do. 
Ok ... what do you mean more people help? Like more teachers? 
Yeah. 
So, for instance, if I was doing the burning test, then have Mr. Huey [special education teacher] do ... ? 
Help with like the footprints or .... 
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With the measurements? 
Yeah. 
Instead of the time on the instructions and stuff? 
Uh huh. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? 
Uh ... I liked doing the microscopes. 
Ok ... the threads? 
Uh huh. 
Do you feel that any of these would be an activity to repeat or discontinue? Anything you think that, say, next 
year, people would like to do or would not like to do? 
I think they were all pretty good. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches, when you had to draw those four sketches, and 
the handwriting activity when you swapped ... how was it difficult to understand? 
It really wasn't difficult to understand. It was just hard to get them done in the amoullt of time. 
20. What could have been done to improve student performance on these tasks? The crime scene sketches and the 
handwriting? 
More time to work on it. 
21. A while back, a demonstration of labs in class was performed for the entire class to observe. This was when I 
did ink chromatography analysis up on the chalkboard, the blood typing which was on the television, the 
hair/thread microscopy where we drew those twelve threads, and soil analysis a couple days ago. In what 
ways could these activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
I think they didn't really need to be improved. 
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22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your scientific paper this 
semester? 
Well ... the most difficult thing was probably being able to include all of the information and detennining 
how he was actually killed. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
I don't think it could have been made easier or better because you had to do this really on your own and 
you just lzad to use all the evidence you had gathered from labs. 
24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial 
tomorrow? 
Uh ... making it look kind of three-dimensional. 
25. In what way could these instructions be changed for other years? The instructions for the poster be changed? 
Um ... I don't think they really could. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
Uh ... I think the instructions are really pretty clear. 
27. What was your most favorite part of this forensic mystery? 
Um ... Probably getting to see the threads on the big microscopes. 
What do you mean big microscopes? 
The ones up at /SU. 
Ok ... those big expensive ones? 
Yeah. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up? If this unit occurred another year? 
No. 
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Is there anything you'd add to make this better that you can think of? 
Not really .. 
** Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
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Fll -- Kevin's Interview Responses 
Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab that you participated in help your investigation in the forensic case? 
Well ... they helped really good and it was easy to find what happened at the case. 
What do you mean what happened at the case? 
LJke, who killed Felix and what had happened. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
They were easy to follow. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier to understand? 
No ... not that I know of. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? 
They were easy to understand. 
Ok, so when we went in there, and those different scientists were telling you about the microscopes, were their 
instructions easy or difficult when you were supposed to look at the hairs and the threads? 
They were kind of difficult. 
Ok, in what way were they difficult? 
Well, I couldn't actually pick out whose hairs were which. 
You couldn't pick out? 
No. 
Ok, what about their instructions though? How were their instructions not that great? 
Well, they weren't that great because they were hard to keep up with. 
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5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity that we did at Iowa State be improved in the future? 
Well ... they actually couldn't be improved. They were pretty good. 
6. What images did you have in your mind of what a college chemistry lab would look like? 
Bigger. 
Ok, anything else that you thought of? 
No. 
7. After we came back from Iowa State, did your ideas change about the chemistry labs? 
Yes. 
Ok, how did they change? 
The classrooms were actually smaller than I thought they were. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
I wouldn't change anything. 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? We looked at the pop, the 
pH, we looked at density of pop, and we looked at ink. Was there anything you did not understand? 
No, it was all clear. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
How Felix was hurt ... 
Well, in the chemistry lab at Iowa State, what did you learn that you had never done before? We did pop and the 
ink. 
Pop thing ... 
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Ok, so how did that teach you that was different? 
It taught me that it was different from ink 'cause the pop was a lot bigger. You used the two thick thing-a-
ma-jigs. 
11. Was there anything that was unclear during the DNA demonstration in here? Remember when I put things in 
the wells, was there anything unclear? 
No, it was all clear. 
12. Was there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration ... ? 
No. 
That would've made it better? 
Just the same. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab difficult to follow? 
They weren't actually difficult for me to follow. 
14. How could the instructions or activity for fingerprinting be improved in the future? 
By, um ... doing less work with the fingerprints, like finding the fingerprints. 
So, what do you mean? What do you mean, "doing less work"? 
Like, looking for the fingerprints on the stuff with the groups together. 
So, looking together, instead of by yourself? 
Yeah. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity, when we went outside to look at blood drops, how was that easy or 
difficult to understand? 
They were easy to understand, because blood drops either fast or slow ... either. 
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16. How could this activity be improved in the future? 
Well, it couldn't actually be improved. It could just stay the same. 
17. Last week we did six activities. We did the microscope of threads, we did burning threads, we did blood drop 
analysis, footprinting, dental analysis, and the smell test. How could any of these be improved in the 
future? 
Well ... they couldn't be changed because they were easy. 
Ok, but what could I do better? 
(Pause) Um ... lzaving some other teachers in here. 
Ok, having more teachers help? 
Yes. 
18. Which of these mini-labs did you really really like? We had the smell test, the burning threads, the microscope 
threads, the blood drop, and the footprinting. 
I like the blood drop. 
The blood drop analysis? 
Yes. 
Is there any of them that you think should be repeated in the future, or not repeated? 
I think all of them should be repeated. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketch and the handwriting activity difficult to understand? 
You could barely read their handwriting. 
Ok, what do you mean, "barely read the handwriting"? 
If it was in cursive, then it was hard to read. 
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20. What could've been done to improve kids' performance on the handwriting or on the sketches? What could've 
helped you to do a better job? 
(Pause) Nope. 
21. A while back I did four demonstrations, ink chromatography that was on the chalkboard, blood type on TV, hair 
threads on the TV, and the soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been improved for you to 
understand the case better? 
It wouldn't actually improve. They could either stay the same or ... (Pause) 
How could I make these activities better for you? 
Well, you could let the kids see the stuff on their own. 
Ok, I see. So you're saying the soil. 
Yeah, the soil. 
22. What were some of the most difficult things you struggled through while writing your paper? 
Trying to find what happened and how it happened. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
Um ... doing less papers. Like two to three pages. 
Do less for your paper? 
Yeah. 
Do you think that people would be able to write a good paper if it was only two or three pages? 
Yes. 
24. What was the most difficult thing about creating your poster last week? 
Um ... (Pause) it was fun. 
What was the most difficult thing though? 
Um ... getting all the stuff on one box. 
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Ok, but this was on the big page. 
Yeah, and trying to get all of them on the paper from the boxes. 
25. In what way could the instructions for the poster be changed for other years? 
(Pause) Well, it wouldn't actually be changed. It could stay the same. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? When I told you guys how to debate, 
what could be improved? 
Um, telling them how to debate if they don't actually know how to debate. Like I didn't know how to 
debate. 
(Laughs) 
27. What was the most favorite part of the forensic mystery for you? 
Um ... finding out how Felix disappeared from the morgue. 
What about, did you enjoy any of the particular activities? What activities did you like doing? 
The footprint analysis. 
You like the footprints? 
(Nods his head yes) 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if you were to do this activity again? What did you not like? 
I didn't like how Felix got hit and concussion. 
(Laughs) So, you didn't like the storyline? 
No. 
Ok, what else? 
That's it. 
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Ok, is there anything else? Like, are there any activities that you would "give up" though that you didn't like? 
No. I liked all of the activities. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-ray lab we did in February, how did this lab help your investigation in the 
forensic case? 
Um, I figured out that he had a lot of broken bones and stuff. I figured that he must've fallen or something. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
Um, they were pretty easy. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier to understand? 
Um, I don't think so. It was pretty easy to follow. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand when we 
went in there and looked at hair and thread? 
Um, it was easier because they told us that we had to look through and see what we thought was differeflt 
about them. It was a little hard because there were so many things that we had to turn to focus it. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity at Iowa State be improved in the future? 
Um, I don't think there could be any ways. 
6. What images, before we went into the chemistry lab, did you have of a college chemistry lab? 
Um ... tables with all these different bottles and stuff. 
Did you think anything different of the scientists before you got in. Did you think the scientists would all be a 
certain way? 
I always thought of them like on 1V shows, you know, kinda crazy. 
7. Did your ideas change after going into this chemistry lab? 
Uh huh. Um, the stuff was more different. They had everything kinda set up into sections. 
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8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, whether it was the pop, the pH or density, or the ink 
lab, what would it be? 
Um, maybe have everybody change at the same time, not everybody just kinda go to a different spot after 
they were done. 
So, everybody change? 
Like at the same time. Like in three minutes, everybody change to a different station. 
Ok, how did they have that when you were there? 
They just kinda said, "After you're done, you can go to a different station." 
Would it be more organized that way? 
Yeah. 
9. Is there anything that you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
Um, kinda the density was kind of hard, just because there was three people trying to help everybody. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you didn't know before? 
I learned about how the markers seep up the cloth differently. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear during the DNA demonstration when I did that demonstration with dog 
saliva, with that electrophoresis box? 
Um ... it was kinda hard to see 'cause I was on the other side. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration? 
I don't think so. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, drawing fingerprints and observing evidence, difficult to follow? 
Um, it was kinda hard to see all of the fingerprints, just because they were white. 
14. How could the instructions be improved in the future? 
Um ... (Pauses) I don't think any ways. 
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15. In what way was the blood drop activity easy or difficult to follow when we did that out along the wall. 
It was kinda hard because of the wind. 
Is there anything that was difficult to follow from what I was saying? 
Uh uh. 
16. How could this activity be improved? 
Um, I don't know. Maybe have the books all set up ljor the slopes]. We were trying to figure out how to do 
that, slightly. 
Right, that's the thing with your class because you're the first class of the day, so trying to find a free period 
when there won't be other groups moving them before we get there. We usually have to set things up 
during your class. 
17. We did the microscope of threads, the burning threads, the blood drop analysis, the footprinting, the dental 
analysis, and the smell test. How could these six mini-labs be improved in the future? 
Um, maybe a linle more time to do them. 
How about the individual tests? Was there anything that needed to be improved with them? 
Nope. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? Did you like any of those six labs? 
I liked the burning one. That was pretty neat. 
Ok, do you feel that any of these activities would be an activity to repeat or not repeat in the future? 
Um, I don't think of any. I think all of them played a part in trying to figure out the mystery. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and the handwriting activity difficult to 
understand? 
Um, it was kinda hard to draw all the sketches in a short amount of time. 
20. What could've been done to improve peoples' performance on these? The handwriting or the sketch. 
Um, maybe a linle more time. 
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21. A while back I did some demonstrations. I did ink chromatography on the chalkboard, I did blood typing, I did 
hair thread microscopy, and soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been improved for you 
to understand the case better? 
Um, maybe with the soil, you could've brought it around. It was hard to see. 
Anything else? What about the ink or the blood typing or the hair threads? 
All of those were pretty good. 
The blood typing and the hair threads, could you see them on the TV? 
Uh huh. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your paper this past week? 
Um, the short amount of time and trying to get everything together on paper. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
Um, maybe give them ahead of time and telling them to start getting things ready. 
So, maybe give a day to let everybody collect their ideas? 
And then give them three days more to do the paper. 
24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your poster this past week? 
Um, it was hard to picture all of the pictures together. 
25. In what way could these instructions be changed for other years? 
Um, help us to figure out what picture was where. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
Give us more details on what we're supposed to talk about, and have somebody be asking them questions to 
keep the debate going. 
So, if I would've asked questions or if somebody else out in the jury would've? 
Yeah. 
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27. What was your most favorite part of this mystery? 
Um, I like writing papers and I like just figuring out who did it. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
Um, the littler drawings didn't really do a lot for me, I guess.for what !figured out. 
Ok. Anything else that you would "give up" if you were to do this again? 
(Nods her head no) 
Anything that you would particularly add? 
Um, I don't think so. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab help your investigation in the forensic case? 
You could figure out if he had any falls. If he jell or you figure out if he had any broken bones and how he 
broke them. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? The instructions that I gave. 
Easy. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier to understand? The x-ray activity. 
Give us more infonnation. 
What do you mean by that? 
Um, tell us more what's going on. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? 
I didn't go. 
Ok, so we're going to skip severnl questions here. 
** Did not answer questions 5-10 because she did not attend the field trip at Iowa State University. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear during the DNA demonstration, of dog saliva? 
No. 
Ok, do you remember when I did the DNA demonstration? Anything unclear or was there anything that 
could've been changed in this demonstration? 
No. 
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12. Was there anything that I could've done differently to help you understand DNA better? Do you remember 
when I put it into the wells and I used the saliva to put in there? Anything I could've done differently? 
(Nods her head no) 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab (eg. drawing the fingerprints and observing the evidence) difficult to 
follow? 
Um, I couldn't understand it. 
Ok, what do you mean, "couldn't understand it"? 
It was just Izard to understand. 
Are you talking about the fingerprint instructions? 
Yeah. 
How were they difficult? 
Well, 'cause it didn't say how to do it, and you needed to explain it better. 
So, how to draw the fingerprints? 
(Nods her head yes) 
14. How could the instructions or the activity be improved, the fingerprint activity? 
Better instructions. 
So, just explain it more? 
Yeah 
15. How were the blood drop instructions? 
Well, you just explained it really good. You just go up there and drop the blood. 
16. How could this activity be improved, going outside with this? 
Make sure it's not too hot. It was hot out there that day. 
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Was it? 
Yeah. 
I think it was windy too, wasn't it (Laughs). 
Yeah. 
17. We did six mini-labs last week, burning threads, microscope of threads, blood drop analysis, footprinting, dental 
analysis, and the smell test. How could any of these be improved? 
Um ... give us more time to do them. 
Do you mean another day or just longer time to do them? 
One, maybe, or the other. 
18. Were any of these labs of interest to you that you liked and do you feel that any of these should be repeated or 
not repeated? 
I liked the smell test 'cause I like to smell different perfumes. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and the handwriting activity difficult to 
understand? When you had to draw the pictures and you had to look at handwriting on the paper towels. 
It was hard because you really couldn't draw exactly how it was. 
20. What could've been done to improve kids' performance on the sketches and on the handwriting? 
Make them bigger, like blow them up. 
That's a good one. Nobody said that yet today ... How about the handwriting? Was there anything I could've 
done differently? 
(Nods her head no) 
21. A while back I did a demonstration in class that we looked at ink chromatography on the chalkboard. We did 
blood typing on TV. We did hair threads on TV, and we looked at soil a couple weeks ago. In what ways 
could these activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
More worded. 
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So, what do you mean, "more worded"? 
Explain it better. 
Ok, explain the tests better? 
Yeah. 
22. What were some of the most difficult things you struggled through while writing your paper last week? 
Figure out who was the person. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
(Pauses) More information, like more than just the b/,ood, the hair. 
How about making the paper easier other than more information? Is there something I could've done 
differently? 
Not make it four pages. 
24. What's the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial? 
Getting every single detail. 
25. In what way could the instructions for the poster be changed for other years? 
Not at all. It was pretty easy to understand. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
None. It was pretty easy too. 
27. What was your favorite part of the forensic mystery? 
Figuring out who the killer was. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
The blood. 
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You didn't like the blood drop analysis? 
No. 
Are there any things that you'd like to add to this? 
No. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-ray labs that we did for the forensic case back in February, how did the 
forensic labs help your investigation of the forensics case? 
Well, a couple of the bones were broken. I can't exactly remember which ones. It showed that there 
had to be some kind of fall or injury that would break those bones. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions that I gave easy or difficult to follow? 
They were fairly easy. I didn't have any problem at all with doing the lab. 
3. Are any of the instructions in the x-ray lab activity ... are there anything that would make this activity 
easier to understand? 
As far as I'm concerned, no, there's not really anything that can make it easier. 
4. In what ways were the instructions to the microscopy lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? If 
you remember when we were back in the microscope Jab at ISU, how were these instructions easy or 
difficult that the scientists gave us? Remember when we were looking at threads and hair fibers. 
Oh yeah ... um ... that was easy, basically because it was straight forward and told you what to do. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity at Iowa State be improved in the future? Is there anything that 
they could've done differently for that activity? 
No. 
6. What images before you went to Iowa State did you have of what a college chemistry lab would look like? 
Um ... I just thought there would be like a whole bunch of microscopes and stuff. and all packed into 
one little lab and stuff. 
7. Did your ideas change after seeing this chemistry lab? 
Yeah, because they had it organized into different places, and a whole bunch of little labs with 
different stuff that you did in it. 
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8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? If there was something that 
we could've done better. 
Which ones did we do for the chemistry lab? 
The pH and the density of pop and the ink. 
I think we should have pH papers or something so we could learn how to use them. 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
No. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
I learned that basically all pops have pH of around 3 and stuff. 
Ok, anything else you learned that you didn't know? 
Diet pops either had a lower or higher density. I can't remember which one. 
11. Is there anything, when I did the DNA demonstration with the dog saliva, that was unclear during this 
demonstration? 
No. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration to help you better? 
I can't remember how you did this one. 
Ok ... anything that you maybe couldn't see or that you didn't remember off-hand? 
No. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, looking at the fingerprints on the evidence and drawing them, how 
were they difficult to follow? Is there any way? 
Because it's kinda hard to draw a fingerprint even close to exactly how it looks. 
That's true, because our drawings aren't gonna be nearly as close. 
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14. How could the instructions or the fingerprint activity be improved in the future? 
I don't know how it could be improved ... just make it a little bit easier to draw the.fingerprints. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity we did outside easy or difficult to understand? 
It was easy because it was just straight forward. You drop it from a certain height on a slope or a flat 
land or something. 
16. How could the blood drop activity be improved in the future? Any ways? 
No. 
17. Last week we did six mini-labs, microscope of threads, burning threads, blood drop analysis, footprinting, 
dental analysis, and the smell test. How could any of these be improved in the future? 
The dental analysis had so many teeth and it took a long time to draw those. 
Anything else? 
No, I don't think. 
18. Were there any of these labs that you particularly liked and that could be repeated if I did this again or that 
shouldn't be done? 
Um ... I liked the smell test because it was kinda interesting smelling the different kinds ofperfames 
and stuff. 
Anything else? 
And ... the dental lab ... I just didn't exactly like that. 
You didn't like that one? 
No. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches when you had to do the drawings and the 
handwriting activity from the paper towels, how was that difficult to understand? Was there anything 
that wasn't clear? 
No. 
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20. What could've been done to improve student petformance on these tasks so people did a better job with 
their sketches or with their fingerprints? 
Well, there were a lot of people having to do it in Supervised Study [study hall]. I think we should've 
gonen a little bit more time to do it. 
So, more like a day for each activity or something? 
Yeah. 
21. A while back we did a demonstration on ink chromatography that we had up on the chalkboard. We 
compared ink. The blood typing which I did on the TV with the clottings. The hair thread on the TV 
and the soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been improved for you to understand 
the case better? 
Um ... I don't know. I think you did them pretty good. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your paper this past week? 
Um ... I was just looking for different labs and stuff and the results of different labs. It was kinda hard. 
Anything else? 
No, not really. 
23. How could this task of writing the paper be made easier for future classes? Is there anything that I could've 
done different to make it easier? 
No. I don't think so. 
24. What's the most difficult thing you had while creating your large poster for the debate this week? 
I had a hard time looking at my little sketches because I didn't exactly draw them that great .. 
So, trying to re-do it? 
Yeah. 
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25. In what way could the instructions for the poster be changed for other years? 
I think you should have an example or something so we could see how it's supposed to look. I can't 
remember if you showed us that. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
Um, I think that the debate was pretty easy to understand. 
27. What was your favorite part of doing this entire forensic mystery? 
I liked writing the paper because you get to see how it all comes out and put it all together. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
Um, probably only the dental forensics lab. 
Ok, anything else? Anything that you think should be done again or whatever or any other comments or 
anything? 
The smell test and the blood drop analysis were pretty fan too. 
The smell test and what else? 
The blood drop analysis. 
Ok, anything else you want to add. 
No 
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F15 -- Miguel's Interview Responses 
Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-ray lab that we did in February, in what ways did this lab help your investigation 
in the forensic case? 
It made it so that I knew that the bones were broken and that somebody else hit him. 
Were the x-ray labs easy or difficult to follow? The x-ray instructions. 
Easy. 
ls there anything that you did not understand when I said, "This is what you're looking for", and things like that? 
(Nods his head no) 
3. Are there any instructions that would make the x-ray lab easier to understand? ls there anything that I could'\'e 
done differently? 
No. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? 
They were easy. They explained them really well to you. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity at Iowa State be improved in the future? 
I don't know. 
Is there anything that they could've done differently so the hair fibers were better to look at or more understood 
or anything? 
Have more, so everybody could look at them. 
So, you're saying, "More stations up." 
Yeah. 
6. What images, before we went into the chemistry lab, did you have of a college chemistry lab? 
None. 
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When you thought of college chemistry labs. What would you think they would have? Before we went there. 
Test tubes, and bottles with chemicals in them. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Yes. 
Ok, how did they change? 
There wasn't a lot of test tubes or glass things that you mix stuff in. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab today, what would it be? If we were to change something 
from that lab? 
Nothing. 
You liked everything there? 
Yeah. 
9. Was there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? We did the pop, the pH, 
we did the density of pop, and we did the ink chromatography. Was there anything you did not understand 
in these labs? 
No. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
That you can tell how long a pop's been open. 
Ok, anything else? What do you mean, "You can tell how long a pop's been open." What did you do there that 
allowed you to learn that? 
You put a thing in the pop and it told how long the density of it. 
11. When I did the DNA demonstration with the dog saliva, was there anything that was unclear during this 
demonstration? Now, tell me if there was anything that you didn't understand when I was putting the DNA 
into the wells. 
I understood it all. 
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12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration to help you be able to understand it or see it 
or whatever better? 
(Pauses, then nods his head no) 
How about, were you able to see the DNA pretty well? 
Yeah. 
13. If we look at the fingerprint labs, drawing fingerprints and observing evidence, was there anything that made 
this lab difficult to follow? 
No, the instructions were good. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity be improved in the future? Looking at fingerprintc;. 
Have more, get better equipment to tell fingerprints. 
So, in other words, like the powders and other stuff like that? 
Yeah. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity we did out on the grass easy or difficult to understand? 
It was pretty easy to understand. 
Ok, in what way? What did you find that was pretty easy and understandable? 
That you can tell how high the blood dropped if it was 011 a slope. 
16. How could this activity, the blood drop activity be improve? 
Have more stations instead of everybody crowding around one or two. 
17. Last week we did six mini-Jabs. We did burning threads, we did microscope of threads, blood drop analysis, 
footprinting, dental analysis, and the smell test. How could any of these be improved in the future? 
You could give more time on the teeth one. 
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Anything else? How could any of the others? 
(Nods his head 1w) 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? Did you enjoy any of those six labs we did last week? 
Yeah. I liked the burning of threads. 
Ok, anything else? 
Looking at the threads under the microscope. 
Anything else? 
(Nods his head no) 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and handwriting activity difficult to understand? 
What do you mean? 
We did crime scene sketches and we looked at handwritings on the paper towels. What way were they difficult 
to understand? 
You couldn't read what the notes were saying. 
What do you mean, "we couldn't read what the notes were saying"? 
LJke, on some, we had to guess what the words were. 
Oh, so the focus? 
Yeah. 
20. What could've been done to improve student performance on these tasks? Is there something that could've been 
done to improve it? 
(Nods his head no) 
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How about with the crime scene sketch or the handwriting? Is there something that I could've done better so 
everybody could have done better on them? The sketches and the handwriting. 
Get more pictures, from different angles. 
So you could get a better view of everything? 
Yeah. 
21. A while back, I did demonstrations of several things. Ink chromatography, blood typing on the TV, hair thread 
on the TV, and soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been improved for you to understand 
the case better? 
For the soil, have more soil on the shoe so you could see it better. 
What about the soil that was in the bowl? Is there anything that I could've done different for that? Remember I 
had those five samples in the bowl and I told you guys it smelled and had stuff in it, and the coloring, and 
so forth. 
(Nods his head 1w) 
22. When you wrote your paper last week, what were some of the most difficult things you struggled through while 
writing it? 
Nothing. 
Did you have anything that made it hard to writing? 
(Nods his head no) 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes so people could write a paper easier? 
Nothing. 
Is there anything I could've done or explained differently to have people write it better or make it easier? 
Give them a sheet that says what needs to be on it like double-space. 
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Oh, ok ... So the criteria? 
Yeah. 
24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial? 
Making it bigger. Drawing a lot more. 
25. In what way could these instructions be changed for other years? 
Nothing. 
Nothing? For the poster, you don't think there's anything that could be changed? 
Uh uh. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity, how I explained the debate? Is there 
anything? 
Give more time ... 
More time to ... 
... to plan it. 
In the group? 
Yeah. 
27. What was your most favorite part of the forensic mystery? 
The blood drops. 
You liked that outside? 
Uh huh. 
Ok, anything else? 
A1td the burning activity, where we burned threads. 
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28. Is there anything else that you would "give up" if I were to do this again? Or that you liked in particular to add? 
(Nods his head no) 
Nothing to "give up"? So you think everything else should've been there? 
Uh huh. 
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467 
F16 -- Penny's Interview Responses 
Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-rays that we did in February, in what ways were the x-ray labs helpful in your 
investigation in the forensic case? 
It helped with seeing how he could've hurt himself. like with his tibia and his teeth. 
Anything else? 
Nope. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
They were easy to see like the broken leg, but it was difficult from the cranium, like to see if it was cracked 
or not. 
What about the instructions? Were my instructions easy or difficult to follow for that activity? 
They were easy. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier? Is there anything that I could've said or done 
differently during the x-ray lab to make it easier to understand? 
No. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscopy lab, when we went to Iowa State, easy or difficult to 
understand? When we went in there and there were different scientists in there, three scientists, and we 
looked at hair and threads. Remember going in that lab? In what way were their instructions easy or 
difficult? 
Like 011 the texture and colors? 
Is there anything they didn't explain well, or that they explained really good? 
Not that I can think of. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? If we went in there again. to improve that 
activity. 
Maybe to have more time. 
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Ok ... because I knew you were with my homebase [group we rotated activities with] and we had four 
microscopes set up so maybe having a bit more time or more equipment. Would that have helped? 
Uh huh. 
6. Before you went to the chemistry lab at Iowa State, what images did you have of a chemistry lab? 
Lots of chemicals and a lot of white coats, and professional. 
Did you have any image of what a scientist would look like there? 
No. 
7. Did your ideas change after going to the chemistry lab? You said a lot of chemicals, white coats, professional. 
Did your ideas change after going there? 
Some of them. 
Ok, what type of ideas? 
They weren't like very smart. They just knew what they were talking about. They didn't act too smart. 
So, in other words, you thought they were more down-to-earth? 
Yeah. 
Like real people? 
Yeah 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, we did the pop and we did the ink, what would it 
be? 
I can't think of anything. 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the pop or ink lab, while they were explaining 
that? Anything they were not clear with? 
No. 
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10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you didn't known before? 
Well, like the pop. 
What was different about the pop that you hadn't known? 
How they checked the pop. 
So, the pH and the density? 
Yeah. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear when I did the DNA demonstration out there with the dog saliva? 
No. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration. Anything that I could've done differently to 
make it better or more clear? 
Uh uh, I don't think so. 
Ok, were you able to see it pretty well when I put things in the wells? 
Yeah. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, drawing fingerprints and observing evidence difficult to follow? When 
we looked at the fingerprints in the evidence, how was that difficult? 
Some of them were hard to see and you couldn't tell if they were loops or whorls. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity be improved for the fingerprint lab? How could I do that better next 
time? 
Have them more clear. 
The instructions or the fingerprints? 
The fingerprints. 
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15. In what way was the blood drop activity we did outside along the wall easy or difficult to understand for my 
instructions? 
/twas easy. 
What did you like about it? 
On how it showed the hillside and the steep and the ninety degrees. 
16. How could this activity be improved in the future? 
Oh, the measuring thing a little easier. 
So, what do you mean, "measuring thing"? 
'Cause when you took it off of the measuring to bring it out to the paper, we kinda lost our spot. 
17. Last week we did six mini-labs. We did the microscope of threads, we did burning threads, blood drop analysis, 
footprinting, dental analysis, and the smell test. How could any of these be improved in the future? 
I can't think of anything. 
Did you think the timing was enough or do you think we needed more time? 
Yeah, more time. 
With any particular one? Which ones did you think? 
Um, the teeth ... of drawing them. 
Anything else? 
Nope. 
18. Were any of these labs of interest to you? Did you enjoy any of those in particular, those six labs that we did 
last week? 
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Did you like any of the others, the smell or the footprint or the blood drops or anything? 
The smell was kinda interesting. 
19. In what ways were the instructions to the crime scene sketches, when we drew pictures, and the handwriting 
activity difficult to understand? 
I tlwught it was hard to transform them on the piece of paper. 
Do you mean the sketches or the handwriting or both? 
Both. 
20. What could've been done to improve peoples' performance in that? What could I have done differently or what 
could've been done? 
Maybe to give us our own so we didn't have to draw it. 
Do you mean the handwritings or the crime sketches? 
The crime sketches. 
So, just have it printed on paper? 
Yeah. 
21 A while back, a demonstration of labs in class was performed for the entire class to observe. These include: ink 
chromatography when I looked up on the chalkboard and told you about the ink analysis at Iowa State, the 
blood typing we did on the TV, the hair threads on the TV, and the soil analysis. In what ways could any 
of these activities have been improved for you to understand it better? 
Maybe the blood typing. 
How could that be improved? 
Just understand it more, 'cause I didn't really understand it. 




22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your 
scientific paper this semester? 
Trying to back up my answer. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
Um, more time. 
Ok, more time to ... 
Think about how to back up your results. 
Ok, so more time to write the paper? 
Uh huh. 
24. What is the most difficult thing you had with creating your poster for the debate trial? 
Um, trying to have it spread out and all being one picture. 
25. In what ways could these instructions be changed for other years? 
Um, maybe to have a smaller one. 
Smaller poster? 
Uh.huh 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? When I was 
explaining how you were going to debate, what could I do to change the instructions? 
Nothing. I can't think of anything. 
27. What was your most favorite part of this forensic mystery? 
Um, going to Iowa State. 
Why did you like that the most? 
Just to get to work with different kinds of things to figure it out. 
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To work with what? 
Different tools. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year, that you don't think really 
was that interesting or that we could do without for this? 
Maybe the hair threads. 
Ok, you didn't like the hair threads? 
Uh uh. They could've just been left around. 
Instead of examining them? 
Yeah. 
Ok, anything else? 
(Nods her head no) 
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F17 -- Ray's Interview Responses 
Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-rays we did in February, in what way did these x-ray labs help your investigation 
in the forensic case? How did the x-rays help you? 
They made it so you could tell better if the man was beaten up or had a fall, how he was injured, what his 
injuries were, things like that. 
Anything else? 
No. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
They were pretty easy. 
What did you find was easy about them? 
It basically just said right out what to do. It was very explicit. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this x-ray lab easier to understand? 
Yes ... it would make it easier if it had a sheet that said what the bones were. We were working 011 bones at 
that time. We can't always remember what they are. 
With diagrams or something? 
Yeah. 
4. In what ways were the instructions to the microscope lab that we did at Iowa State easy or difficult to 
understand? When we went into that lab with the different scientists. 
Um, they were pretty easy because the scientists really explained what we were doing and what everything 
was. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
Um, it would be a little bit easier if it explained, also again if it had diagrams of what the parts of the hair 
were, and if it said what kind of fiber it was, if it knew. lfit didn't know, if it just found a fiber, it could take 
something from a bunch of different fibers so you could compare. 
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So taking some and seeing it ahead of time? 
Yeah. 
So you know what to look for? 
Yes. 
6. What images did you have before entering the chemistry lab? Now, when we went to Iowa State and entered 
the chemistry lab, before we went into this chemistry lab, what images did you have of a university 
chemistry lab, whether it was the scientist. .. whether it was anything? 
I thought it would be really big with lots of different stuff that I wouldn't be able to figure out how to use. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Yes. 
In what way? 
It was pretty small actually. About the same size as our regular classroom. I pretty much understood how 
to use most of the stuff after basic instruction. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
We would, I say, do it somewhere where it was a little bit bigger, and have more places to do the things, 
because we didn't have very much time to do it because there were a lot of people trying to do it at the same 
time. 
9. ls there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? We did the pop samples and 
we did the ink. 
I didn't understand. I'm not really sure what pH means, things like that. What some of the things we were 
doing meant. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you hadn't known before? 
I learned that there was Dr. Pepper at the scene of the crime, and I learned that you could easily tell 
different types of pop because of flotation. 
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One thing about the pops that was unusual, I didn't realize because I have a minor in Chemistry, but I hadn't 
learned this in Chemistry in college, but that they can determine liquids. Different pop de-carbonates at 
different rates, so they can tell how long pop has been sitting there, based on how much carbonation is left, 
and they can determine how long it's been since a person got it out of the refrigerator and so forth which is 
neat. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear during my DNA demonstration when I took the dog saliva and I put it in the 
wells and let the electrophoresis run? 
Um, our class didn't get to finish that, so I'm not really familiar with it, but I didn't understand what the 
bars [DNA strands] meant. But, I knew you could tell different dogs and things like that, based on the 
bars. 
So, understanding the different runs and why they ran that way? 
(Nods his head yes) 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration to help you understand it better? 
Um, I think you could've explained it a little bit more 'cause I think a lot of people really didn't understand 
what the things meant. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab when we looked at drawing fingerprints and we observed the different 
pieces of evidence, how were they difficult to follow? 
Well, with the white, I think it was superglue, how it would stick to it. It, a lot of times, pushed them 
together, and it was a lot of times solid. 
A lot of runs? 
Yeah. 
That's because probably when the person gripped it with their hand, the oil from their hand was around the 
whole thing, and that's what can sometimes be a problem. On tools, it worked better, but on something like 
a beaker it is harder. So with the white superglue it pushed it. 
And also when it had a picture of the different set of fingerprints, you couldn't really see them. You could 
just see loops or whorls and things like that. 
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So, hard to distinguish? 
Yeah. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity for the fingerprint be improved in the future? 
Um, it could explain better exactly what we were doing and I'm pretty sure that there's better techniques to 
use to lift some fingerprints. 
Right. 
Because I don't think very ma.ny people could really tell the difference between a lot of the fingerprints. 
15. In what way was the blood activity we did outside easy or difficult to understand? 
Well, I think it was a little bit difficult to understand because it was pretty windy that day. When ir 
dropped, the wind would blow it. 
That's what everybody said so far. (Laughs) 
You couldn't get an accurate perception of how the blood dropped. 
You know, that's something too. If there was an actual real situation with some type of crime out on a hill and 
the wind was blowing, we wouldn't really have a good perception either, would we? 
(Laughs) No. 
16. How could this activity be improved in the future? The blood drop. 
The blood drop, well, we could do it inside. That would make it easier. But, I think we would be confined 
on space to do that. One of the problems that I had was my group was uncooperative, and so I think it'd 
help to do it by ourselves. Because a lot of times if you're in a group, you either want to talk or you just 
completely ignore the person you're with. 
17. Last week when we did the six mini-labs, the microscope of threads, the burning threads, the blood drop, the 
footprinting, the smell test, and the dental analysis. How could these be improved in the future? Any of 
these. 
Well, the teeth, if there were actual x-rays of the teeth instead of drawings, that would be better, but I think 
that would be kinda hard with the dogs. And also, with the thread, where we were burning threads, I don't 
think it was explained very well, and my group got there in the middle of you doing it, so we didn't get all 
the information to it. 
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That's probably why, because I explained it at the very beginning before everybody got there. You arrived in the 
middle? 
Yeah ... Not the exact middle. 
After I had explained it probably? 
Yeah. 
So that would've helped you? 
(Nods his head yes) 
Yeah ... because I had explained it for each group at the beginning so that might have been why it was. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? The threads, or the blood drop, or the footprint, or dental, or the 
smell test. 
The smell test was pretty interesting. The teeth also, the dental analysis. 
Ok, anything that you wouldn't want to do? 
The burning threads. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and the handwriting activity difficult to 
understand? 
Um, it helps that I'm not a very good drawer, but I don't think we really were understanding what we were 
doing when we made our big drawing because I was gone the first day you explained it. 
Oh ... the big drawing? 
Yeah ... I/you would have planned it on a day you knew almost all the class was going to be there. 
Was that on the day you guys went to Adventureland [band day at the theme park]? 
Yeah. 
Oh ... I had no other choice because I was trying to work it the rest of the year, but that's true to maybe have 
done it on Friday instead. 
Yeah, and then we would have had two weekends to get it done. 
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20. What could've been done to improve you guys' performance on these tasks? 
Um, if we had a little bit more time, like a day per each of those mini-activities, and then it would've 
helped. 
That's true. Those activities are really small. I could've put three and three maybe, so that we would've had two 
full days and done that 
Yeah. 
One day per each activity. Ok, anything else? 
No, not really. 
21. A while back, a demonstration of labs in class was performed. My ink chromatography on the chalkboard, the 
blood typing, hair thread microscopy, and the soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been 
improved for you to understand the case better? 
The blood typing ... I didn't really understand why we were doing that because I didn't see any reason to 
have the blood typing, because there wasn't any blood at the crime scene, so it seemed odd to me to have 
blood typing when there wasn't even any blood at the crime scene. 
Ok, actually there was blood at the crime scene. It wasn't on Felix, but it was at the scene. It was just to show 
you guys how to do that. But that's good. That's what I want you to tell me. Ok, anything else? 
No. 
22. What were the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your paper this past week? 
De.finitely, it took three hours to do, so it took up most of an afternoon and then mainly because I had my 
packet with me, but it would've taken me a lot longer if I didn't. If you had to look up stuff in your packet, 
that probably took me an hour, just looking things up. 
23. How could this task, for writing the paper, be made easier for future classes? 
I think if we didn't have to use all the labs, because if we just Juul to use the ones that fit to our case, then I 
think that would make it a little bit easier. 
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24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your poster for the debate trial? 
Well, as I said earlier, I'm not a very good drawer, so copying things down, and I didn't get one of the 
drawings so I had to do that one from memory, with some of the stuff from the countertop. I didn't get it 
all. 
25. In what way could these instructions be changed for other years? 
Um, if we had more pictures of the crime scene, that would make it a little bit easier. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? 
Ok. 
The debate, um ... if we had maybe one more day with our group, a fall class period, that would probably 
make it a lot easier, because I thought a lot of the groups didn't know what they were talking about 'cause 
they didn't lzave enough time with each other. 
27. What was your most favorite part of this forensic mystery? 
I really liked the debate and writing the paper. 
Ok, that's good. Do you like to write? 
Yes. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" or basically add if this unit occurred another year? 
I wouldn't do the blood typing 'cause I didn't find that usefal, and then also, the footprints I didn't find 
usefal and the smell because the smell was of a person that was there helping set up and so it was 
inconclusive evidence. 
Good ... Is there anything you want to add? 
No. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-my lab that we did in February help your investigation in the forensic case? 
Um ... it helped by showing if he had any broken bones or ... um ... any fractures and stuff. 
2. Were the x-ray instructions that I gave you easy or difficult to follow? 
Sorta difficult, but easy. 
What do you mean by that? 
Kinda complicated. Um ... in the x-ray analysis. 
So ... do you mean the in.structions were difficult or the task was difficult? 
The task and the instructions. 
What was difficult about the instructions? 
They were confusing. 
How were they confusing? Do you remember what it was? 
Uh ... I can't remember much about it but they were sorta confusing. 
So, just about the rotation of the x-rays and so forth? 
Yeah. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier to understand? 
Um ... not that I can think of right now. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? 
They were easy to understand the way that they put it. 
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How about the scientists? Did they explain it well or not so well? 
Yeah, they explained it very well. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
Um ... more hair samples. I/we had different peoples' hair to match up with those peoples' hairs. 
What do you mean by different peoples' hair to be matched up? 
Um ... Like, if we had some of your hair, for example, matched up with Kendra's hair, to see the difference 
between those. 
So, have an example first? 
Yeah. 
6. Before we went into the chemistry Jab ... do you remember going into that with Mr. Pauly's [history teacher] 
group? What images did you have before going into the chemistry lab? What did you think a college 
chemistry lab would be like? 
A lot bigger. 
That's what everybody said. Anything else? What about the scientists? What did you think the scientists 
would be like or what did you think that the Jab itself would look like? 
I figured the lab would look like stuff I see on movies and IV. 
Such as ... ? 
IQ ... It's a movie about Albert Einstein or all these labs have like sinks in the middle with all these 
graduated cylinders 011 it and all these other stuff. 
So you thought they'd have a lot of them? 
Yeah. 
7. Did your ideas change after going to the chemistry lab? 
Yes. 
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In what way? 
A very large way. I don't know how to put it. 
How did they change your opinions? 
My opinion of the appearance changed very much. It was nice and neat. Maybe some petals on the table. 
What do you mean petals? 
There were flower petals on the table. 
There were? 
Yeah. 
Oh ... I didn't realize that. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
Nothing. 
You liked it all? 
Yeah. 
9. Was there anything that you did not understand in the chemistry lab? 
Nope. My mom went along to help me on that. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
That the Coke was so light. 
11. Was there anything that was unclear when I was doing my DNA demonstration? Remember when I got up and 
did the dog saliva demonstration? 
Yeah. 
Anything that you did not understand? 
Nope. 
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12. Is there anything that I could've done to change this demonstration to make it better? 
Um ... maybe have some kids experiment with it. 
Ok., that's a good one ... Nobody said that today ... So, have all of you try it or just have a couple people do it? 
Just pick some kids that you think would be responsible enough to come up thereand try it. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, the drawing of the fingerprints and the observing of the evidence, 
difficult to follow? 
Um ... there wasn't much to change ... More experiments would help. 
How were the instructions for the fingerprint lab? 
Um ... I wasn't here to do the fingerprint lab, but everybody said it was kinda difficult to understand. 
Do you know how? 
No, not exactly. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity be improved in the future? 
Um ... Like, um ... have more groups in it. 
Have more groups? What do you mean more groups? 
Like ... there was only like six groups there ... and you could have more than six, like have everybody do 
their own thing, or two people in a group. 
Ok, for fingerprints? 
Yeah. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity easy or difficult to understand? 
It was simple to understand because all basically you had to do was drop paint off the back of a fork. 




Oh ... so put it higher up? 
Yeah. 
That's a good one. Nobody else has said that yet. 
17. How could the six mini-labs that we did, the microscope of threads, the burning thread, the blood drop analysis, 
the footprint, the dental analysis, and the smell test that we did last week, ... how could they be improved in 
the future? 
Um ... try to ease up on Kendra's perfume. 
(Laughs) So, you didn't like the amount that was put on this paper towel? 
It was Kendra's perfume, of course, that smelled like cotton candy. It just gave me a headache. 
How about any of the other labs that could've been improved? 
Um ... simpler instructions on the dental lab. 
(Laughs) That's a big one. That one was a time-consuming one, wasn't it? 
Yeah ... simple instructions might make it go faster. 
-18. Were any of these mini-labs interesting to you, that you really really liked? 
I liked tlze smelling one and the thread burning. 
That's what everybody likes. 
Well, you getta burn stuff. 
Yep. Do you feel that any of these would be an activity to repeat or not repeat in the future? 
Um ... I wouldn't repeat the dental, but you can go through it. 
Ok, that's a good one. 
And I would repeat the thread burning one 'cause that's the one we all liked the most. 
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19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketch and my handwriting activity difficult to understand? 
Um ... The handwriting was simple, but the drawing of the pictures was kinda harder, because the kids 
around you kept talking and, um, it's kinda hard to concentrate and look back up and draw it again. 
How were the instructions, though for them? 
Um ... the instructions were ok, but if we had it down on a piece of paper, it would be a lot simpler 'cause 
we wouldn't forget it. 
20. What could've been done to improve kids' performance on these? On the sketches and handwriting? 
Not doing the big sketch on the big sheet of paper because lots of kids did not get a chance to hand that 
back in 'cause they didn't getta complete the first time because they didn't have all the pictures 'cause all 
these kids kept hogging up one picture the whole time. 
21. A while back I did a dernonstration of labs in class such as the ink chromatography of the ink pens, the blood 
typing on the television, the hair threads on the television, and the soil analysis. In what way could these 
activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
Let us, um, get interactive with it and, um, let the kids do it themselves instead of the teacher showing them 
what to do. Let it be a hands-on thing. 
Good ... Anything else for that? 
Nope. 
22. What were some of the most difficult things you struggled through while you wroteyour paper last week? 
(Whispers that he hasn't written his paper yet) 
Ok, so you said you haven't written yet, but you will get it to me in the next couple days. 
But the reason I didn't get a chance to write my paper was because it was sorta difficult to put all the 
evidence together. 
Ok, so, coming up with a storyline? 
Yeah. 
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23. How could this paper-writing task be made easier for future classes? 
Not doing it. It takes too much time out of your stuff and you have lots of other stuff to concentrate on ... 
yeah, other stuff to concentrate on. 
Such as ... do you mean other classes? 
Yeah., other classes. 
24. What's the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial? 
(Pauses) 
You didn't do it, but you said you were gonna still do it, right? 
Yeah, and um ... it was difficult, the same reason I had/or the other couple questions back. Um ... I didn't 
get all the pictures, so I couldn't put it together correctly. 
25. In what way could these instructions for making the poster be changed for other 
years? 
Um ... first off. .. um ... only do like a top view so all you see is the body in the poster. 
So, have you do just the top so you can see ... 
Yeah, so you just see the body in the poster and how the body's laying. 
26. What instructions could be improved for me to explam how you're going to debate? 
Um ... put us with groups that don't have the same idea as us, but mix us in groups, like I accused Kendra, 
Vera, and Gene of doing it, and of course Sasha, so put us, uh ... in a group that they say Alfredo and Gene, 
or just Alfredo. 
For your little team? 
Yeah ... for our team. 
And then you guys will decide what you're gonna come up with? 
Yeah ... that way we get a point of view of what we think they're gonna say on behalf of our statement. 
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Ok, so instead of just kind of being simple-minded? 
Yeah. 
That's a good point. I never thought of that. 
27. What was your most favorite part of the forensic mystery? 
I'll have to say the debating, even though I didn't say much on it. I have to say the debating. 
You liked the arguments? 
Yeah. 
Do you think you'll be in debate in high school? 
Probably not. 
(Laughs) 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
Um ... 
Anything that we did that you didn't really think we had a purpose? 
The paper and the poster. I don't know why we did the poster or the paper. I'm still wondering. 
But you think the debate would have been ok? 
Yeah ... the debate would be fine. 
Ok, but the poster you thought was not very important because it didn't really do anything? 
Yeah ... Well, it showed nothing. I don't even know why we did it. It was useless to do it. 
Basically it was used to be a prop in the debate so people could point to it, demonstrate, but not many people 
used it as you noticed. Not many people used their poster and then the paper was ba<>ically to get your idea 
of who you think did it. But you think the debate would have been better? 
Yeah ... the debate's fine on itself because you can get other peoples' point-of-view, but the paper, it comes 
out of your mind and it's just what you think it is, but you don't know what everybody else is thinking. 
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Ok, that's a very good point. Maybe next year I'll do that... Then getting everybody's viewpoints because 
you're the last one, you're number twenty, getting everybody's viewpoint is very important because a lot of 
you said the same thing. A lot of you said, "I like the burning test. I like the smell test." Some people 
said, "I like the thread test." Some people said, "I don't like the thread test." Some people say, "Let's 
scrap the paper and the poster." Other people said they enjoy the poster or the paper or whatever because 
they like to draw. So getting everybody's viewpoints, I could take it and when I do the research I can come 
up with "what does the majority say, what's the best way, and I'll change it next year" and then I'll do the 
same thing. I'll find out what didn't work and then the next year I could try it again. Does that sound 
good? 
Yeah. 
** Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab back in February help your investigation in the forensic case? 
Um ... it sltowed how he was lturt or if he /tad bite marks or broken bones or sometlting. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
They were pretty easy ... If you had a question, just ask you or something. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make this activity easier or difficult to understand? 
No, it was pretty easy to understand. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? 
They were pretty easy ... They told you step-by-step what to do and how to do it. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity in this microscope lab at Iowa State be improved in the future? 
No, not really. It's fine just the way it is. 
6. What images before we went into the chemistry lab did you have of what a university chemistry lab was like? 
Kinda like high-tech with microscopes. 
Anything else? What about the scientists. What did you think the scientists would be like before we went in? 
Like lab coats. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab from what you thought of it ahead of time? 
No, not really. They had pretty high-tech stuff. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab, now we did the pH and the density of pop, and then we did 
the ink chromatography, what would it be? 
I don't know, because all of the labs that we did told information about who did it and what they did it with. 
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9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? 
No, not really. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you hadn't known before? 
How to work stuff. 
What do you mean "how to work stuff'? 
It explained more of what we were talking about. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear to you during the DNA demonstration when I was demonstrating with the dog 
saliva? Was there anything that was unclear? 
No, it pretty much made sense. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed, like if I were to do this demonstration again, what could I do that 
could make it better or easier for people to understand? 
Not really ... just do tlte same thing, I guess. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab, drawing fingerprints and observing evidence, difficult to follow? 
Um ... some of tile fingerprints you really couldn't see so it was hard to know whose fi11gerpri11ts were on 
some of tile stuff. 
Do you mean fingerprints on the items? 
Yeah. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity for fingerprinting be improved in the future? 
Maybe have a worksheet or two on it, just to explain how fingerprinting worked. 
15. In what way was the blood drop acth'ity easy or difficult to understand? 
It was pretty easy ... because you could figure out if blood was dropped from a high or low level. 
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16. How could the blood drop activity be improved in the future? 
I don't know, it was ... fine 
Was there anything outside that you wish would've been different or could be improved that you can think of. 
No. 
17. We did six mini-labs last week, the microscope of threads, the burning threads, the blood drop analysis, the 
footprinting, and the dental analysis and the smell test. How could each of these six or any of these six be 
improved in the futw-e? 
Tlze footprint was kinda hard to see where you were and stuff. 
On the mat? 
Yeah, and we co11ld11 't really figure out tlte stride of the feet and stuff. 
Anything else that could've been improved? 
No. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? Is there anything that you feel should be repeated if this was 
done next year or anything that really shouldn't be repeated? 
Uh ... I thillk tlzey should all be repeated because they give us good i11formation if we were to do an essay 
agai11. 
Anything that shouldn't be done again? 
No. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and handwriting activity ... half the class did 
handwriting and half did the crime sketches and the next day we swapped ... is there any way that those 
were difficult to understand? 
No, not really. You explai11ed tile handwriting pretty well. 
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Anything about the sketches? 
They were easy ... You just have to draw in detail and stuff. 
20. What could've been done to improve everybody's performance on these, like is there anything that I could've 
done better to impro,·e helping people do better sketches or handwriting analysis? 
Maybe if you wanted to get tile handwriting right, then you might get some tracing paper. 
21. A while back, I did some demonstrations. We looked at the ink chromatography on the chalkboard, we did 
blood typing on the TV, we did hair thread on the TV, and we did soil analyses. In what ways could these 
activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
Soil was kinda out there. 
What do you mean? It was difficult? 
I didn't see any poillt to it being a lab. 
So you didn't think maybe there was any relevance to the rest of the case? 
No. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks that you struggled through while writing your scientific paper last 
week? 
Um ... putting together all the labs so tltey made sense. 
Anything else? 
No. 
23. How could this task be made easier for other classes? Like the scientific paper? 
Nothing really. 
24. What is the most difficult thing you had about creating your large poster for the 
debate trial? 
I didn't have very good detail for the pictures. 
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25. In what way could these instructions be changed for other years? That I could tell people better about the large 
poster. 
Emplzasi::.e that tltey need detail. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity? When I was telling you guys about the 
debate, what could I do to explain it better? 
Tell them to be ope11 and say whatever comes into your head to help you defe11d vour case. 
27. What was your most favorite part of this entire forensic mystery? You could say several things if you liked a 
lot of them. 
I liked tile field trip ... and all the activities t/zat we did. 
Why did you like the field trip? 
For one, we got out of school. It just kind of explained ... a lot more. 
It gave you kind of a situation to work out of? 
Yeah. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? Like any particular things 
we did that you would think shouldn't be repeated. 
Um ... t/ze soil. I don't understand why we needed the smell either. 
The smell test? 
Yeah. 
So, have that tied in more, or something? 
Yeah. like spend less time 011 them. 
**Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. In what ways did the x-ray lab we did back in February help your investigation in the forensic case? 
Um, it helped us slww that there were no injuries to the body, and it helped us by being able to tell what 
kind of bo11e structure lie fwd, or if it was a male or a female. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
Um, they were easy because they were word for word what to do. 
3. Are there any instructions in the x-ray lab that would make it easier for you to understand? 
Um, I do11 't k11ow ... I think that what you did for us was pretty well organi-:,ed so that we could understand 
it. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State that we saw the hair and the threads, 
difficult or easy to understand? 
They didn't really explain what we were supposed to do because we didn't have that much time to do that. 
So if we !tad more time to do nwre things, then we could do more things out there. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? 
Um, they could (Pause) I don't k11ow about that one. 
If we were to improve this hair fiber activity, what could we do better so everybody could do better? You said 
we didn't have much time. What could we do? 
Exte11d the time so we had more time to figure out whose hairs they were. 
6. What images did you have before going into the chemistty lab at Iowa State? When we went in there with the 
pop and the ink. What images did you think of a chemistry lab before going in there? 
I thought it was better a11d it had more tools to use and stujf i11 it. 
Ok, anything else? Did you have any image of the scientists before we got there, what they would be like? 
No. 
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7. Did your ideas change after going to the chemistry lab from what you originally thought? 
After I thought about what? 
After you thought originally that there were bigger labs with more tools, what did you think they were like after? 
I thought they were organi:ed and they were ready for us to come and stuff. 
What about after going into the chemistry lab? What did you think was different than what you originally 
thought? It was bigger with a lot of tools. Did your ideas change? Did you think that it was different from 
what you originally thought? 
Yeah. 
In what way? 
I thought it was different by what I said. 
8. If you had one thing to change in this chemistry lab, what would it be? That activity. 
Um, I would make it so tltat you could do bot It of tlte activities, instead of just one of them. 
Were you in Mr. Pauly's (the history teacher] group? 
Yeah. 
So you were one of the first groups to go there? 
(Nods her head yes) 
So you probably didn't have as much time to work on it, right because of the buses. So I make it so you could do 
both activities? Not just one? 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab at Iowa State? 
Um ... no, not really. 
10. What did you learn there at the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
Um ... that differelll pens bleed different. 
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11. Is there anything that was unclear during my DNA demonstration when I was putting dog saliva into that 
electrophoresis box? Anything unclear? 
No. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration? 
Um, you could make it so tlzat we can all see from a distance. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab difficult to follow, drawing the fingerprints and observing evidence? 
Um, you couldn't really see the fingerprints that well. 
Ok, anything else that made it difficult? 
Nope. 
Do you mean seeing the evidence on the fingerprints or on the pictures? 
The evidence and on the pictures. 
14. How could the instructions or the activity be improved in the future? 
Um, I think (Pause) they were fine how they were. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity easy or difficult to understand? 
It was easy because all we had to do was to drop tile blood off of different heights. 
16. How could the blood drop activity be improved in the future? 
Um. I think it was just fine. 
17. We did six mini-labs last week. We did the microscope of threads, burning threads, blood drop analysis, 
footprint, dental analysis, and the smell test. How could each of these be improved in the future? 
Um, you could explain eaclz one. like go through eaclt one. 
So instead of having it on paper ... ? 
Yeah. 
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18. Were any of these mini-labs of interest to you? Did you enjoy any of those six labs we did last week? 
Um, the burning of the thread, the footprilll one was ftm, and looking at the differelll titre ads underneath 
the microscope. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketch and the handwriting activity difficult to understand? 
Um, tlte_v were pretty easy to understand. 
20. What could've been done to improve everybody's performance on the crime scene sketch and handwriting 
activity? 
They could have taken more time to draw and write the stuff out so you knew which person wrote each 
selllence on papers. 
21. A while back I did demonstrations in chromatography on the chalkboard, blood typing, hair thread microscopy, 
those were on TV's, and soil analysis. In what ways could these activities have been improved? 
Um, they could be improved by !tow you explained !tow to do them. How you show us how to do them. 
Is there anything else about those, the soil or the hair threads or the blood or the ink that could've been different? 
(Nods her l1ead no) 
22. What were some of the most difficult things you struggled through while writing your paper this last week? 
Um, I didn't have m.v packet with me, and it's kinda hard to write it wit/tout a packet. 
Ok, did you leave it here [at school] over the weekend? 
Ult !tuft. 
23. How could this task of writing the paper be made easier for future classes? 
Um, we slwuld just have to write about how we think he was killed or if we didn't think he was killed. 
Ok, how was that different? 
Um. instead of using all the lab things. we could just use some things to show who we think did the murder, 
wlw killed him. 
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So, in other words, you don't want all the evidence to be used, just some of them that's really important? 
Yeah. 
24. What is the most difficult thing about making your large poster for this week? 
Um, we didn't have enough time. 
25. In what way could the instructions for the large poster be changed for other years? 
Um, if could not have to be colored. or (Pause) just draw not all of the pictures. Just the ones that were 
most important. 
26. What instructions could be improved for me to explain the debate activity better? 
We could go over the stuff and have a little more time. That would help us. 
27. What was your favorite part of this entire forensic mystery? 
Um, I thought the blood drops were fun and the threads. 
You liked the threads? 
(Nods her head yes) 
Anything else? 
Um ... (Pauses) When we did t!te debates. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? 
Um, probably the hair fibers. 
You didn't like those? 
Well, it was fun. It just didn't help us figure out who was there. 
Ok, are there any questions? 
Nope. 
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Do you want to add anything? Any other comments? 
Nope. 
**Standard lettering represents tile teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-ray labs that we did in February, in what ways did these x-ray labs that we 
looked at help your investigation in the forensic case? 
Um, by looking at the breaks, it could show the size of the person. If you put some of the x-rays together 
you could see the size of the person, and what happened to the break, and what kind of pressure was used. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
Somewhat easy to follow. 
So you didn't have any problems understanding that you needed to label what was wrong with him in the book 
because it's important. 
3. Are there any instructions that would make the x-ray activity easier to understand? Is there anything that you 
can think of? 
No, I just thought it was easy itself. I just did what it said to do. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State ... remember when we went to look at 
the hairs ... in what way were these instructions easy or difficult to understand from these instructors and 
scientists? 
Um, the microscopes themselves? 
Yeah, but anything with the microscopes. 
Trying to find the color of the hair, the physical features of it. The spaces we had to make it where it had to 
be, 'cause it was difficult. And where to put it. By looking at the hairs, it was kinda hard to find physical 
features. 
So basically, where to draw it at on your paper? 
Yeah. 
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5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity be improved in the future? If we were going to do this again, say if 
you were going to do it next year, in what ways could this hair fiber activity be improved? 
Um ... I don't really know how it could've ... it was good itself this year. 
6. What images did you have before entering the chemistry lab? Now, when we went in there and the scientists 
were in there. What images did you have in your mind of what a university chemistry lab would look like? 
Hard to understand what to do. The techie stuff in there looked kinda hard to figure out what to do with 
the machines and stuff. 
7. Did your ideas change after being in the chemistry lab? 
Of what you tlwught it was before? 
Yeah, you thought beforehand that there was going to be a lot of, you said, "Technical things." Right? Did 
your ideas change after going in there? 
Yeah, 'cause they explained what the things were and how to use them, and you kinda got the "ha111:" on 
how to use them. 
8. If you had one thing to change in this chemistry lab activity, what would it be? 
I don't really have any ways you could make changes. Leave it the way it was. 
9. Is there anything you did not understand while participating in the chemistry lab? Like we did the pop samples 
and we did the ink chromatography with the pen. Is there anything you didn't understand? 
I didn't do the ink chromatography, of course, so I wouldn't know what to do 
with that. 
Was it because of timing? Were you one of the first groups in there? 
Yeah. 
When we got off of the bus, we were short on time there, so you dido' t know what to do. 
No. All I did was pH levels. (Pause) All we did was pH levels. 
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10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you hadn't known before? Is there something you learned in the 
chemistry lab? We did densities and pH's of pop. Had you done that before? 
Oh no ... I never have actually been inside a chemistry lab at Iowa State or any other university. 
So this was all new? 
Yeah. 
11. Is there anything that was unclear during the DNA demonstration of dog saliva? Anything that was unclear? 
I can't remember when we did it. 
Remember I demonstrated it with an electrophoresis machine? 
Yeah. 
So, when I did the DNA demonstration with that box that I put each of the dog salivas in there and let it run in 
the gel, was there anything that was unclear during this that was difficult to understand? 
Well, how you did it and how it turned out. I didn't get how it worked. 
12. Is there anything that could've been changed in this demonstration, maybe to help you understand that? 
I don't really have anything to say on how it could be. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab when we did drawing fingerprints and we looked at the beaker and the 
glass and so forth, how was this lab difficult to follow? 
Well, some of the fingerprints that were shown on the papers didn't really show up and so it was hard to 
see if it was the index finger I saw on the beaker or some glas,s or some of the fingerprints on the paper 
were hard to follow. 
14. How could the instructions or the fingerprint activity be improved in the future? 
Leave it the way it is, 'cause I don't really have anything to add to make it bener. 
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15. In what way was the blood drop activity we did out in front of the building easy or difficult to understand? 
It was easy 'cause if Felix had died on a hill and you drug him back in there, then you found a blood drop 
that was kinda lying on the ground, you could say he had gotten punched and the blood had flew in the air 
and it dropped to the ground in a line, and so the drop from a ninety degree angle, you would drop it and it 
would kinda dribble down the paper. 
16. How could the blood drop activity be improved in the future? 
Make the blood drop stuff that you used maybe a little darker. 
What would that do, do you think? Make it a darker? 
It would look more realistic and people would actually want to do it. 
How about the thickness? Do you think it needed to be a little thicker, like blood? 
Yeah ... Probably. 
17. We did six mini-labs last week. We did the microscopy of threads, we did the burning threads, the blood drop 
analysis, footprinting, dental analysis, and the smell test. How could these be improved in the future? 
I only did the drawing of the pictures, the cutting out of the blood, and teeth of the dogs and the people that 
were involved. 
You did the drawing of pictures, cutting out of blood, and what else? 
The teeth models on the paper. 
So ... how could these be improved in the future? 
The drawing one. You could have a copy of the picture and you could copy the lines on the pieces of paper 
and then we could color it in, the colors of it, and put so many objects that we found by the sign. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs interesting to you? You really felt should be repeated in 
the future, or not repeated. 
I liked the teeth models 'cause that helped on who bit Felix. 
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Anything else that you liked particularly? Did you do the smell test? You didn't do 
the thread test, did you? 
No ... but I thought the thread test would've been fun. 
Is there anything you think that maybe wouldn't be good to do in the future? Or did you like all of them? 
The drawing ... 'cause/or the drawing, it's just like as you said, "Copy it down" and put the lines on, or just 
not have the drawing because for some people, it was kinda hard for them to draw because some people 
aren't real artists and it wouldn't be real accurate. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches when you did the coloring and the handwriting 
activity difficult to understand? 
Well, it was hard to do the napkin ones 'cause you couldn't really wriie down the exact handwriting that 
they have. 
What about the sketches? 
I can't remember what that was. 
When you had to do that on the storyboard sheets. 
Oh that ... 
What about the sketches? Remember the sketches? How was that easy or difficult to understand? 
It was difficult to draw. 
20. What could have been done to improve peoples' performance on the handwriting and the drawing of sketches? 
You could have the handwritings on a piece of paper a little more compact so it could fit on the page, and 
they could kinda lay their paper over the paper that you have the writings on and they could just copy it 
there and identify who do it. 
21. A while back, I did a demonstration. We looked at the ink chromatography on the chalkboard, we looked at 
blood typing on TV, we looked at hair thread on the TV, and we looked at soil. In what way could these 
activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
Was the blood where you had the model on how ... ? 
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... with the blood drops on the anti's and you watched how they clotted. Is there any way that those could've 
been improved for you to understand the case better? 
Maybe, well, I don't know. Borrow a more powerful microscope to see the clotting actually happen better. 
Make it interesting. 
Yeah, because some of the powers aren't that high. Anything else? Anything about the soil sample or the ink 
chromatography or the hair threads on the TV? 
No. 
22. What were some of the most difficult tasks you struggled through while writing your paper last week? 
Trying to remember all the labs that we've done, and trying to remember what peoples' roles were in the 
murders. 
Ok, anything else? 
Uh uh. 
23. How could this task, the scientific paper, be made easier for future classes? What could I do to make it better or 
easier for them? 
The writing ... you could have separate, you could have just one writing paper and all the labs you did and 
how you felt about them, and then the next one, how you felt the people were involved in the murder, and 
just have separate papers for the murder scene on what you saw and what you did, and the labs on what 
you did. 
So you think several mini-papers? 
Yeah. 
So do you mean a paper on the labs, like a little lab report? 
Yeah. 
And then having a paper on "what do you think of this" and a lab report over all of the murder scene? 
Yeah. 
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24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your poster for the debate trial? 
Drawing it and, that was the main thing. Drawing it and remembering what all was on the counter and 
stuff, and the sink, and where the other cabinets were. 
25. In what way could these instructions to make the poster be changed for other years? 
You could draw the guy on the poster, and then you could just do a close-up on the guy on the floor, laying 
on the Aloha sign, and then just the objects around it. 
Ok, so separate posters? 
Yeah. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity when I explained your debate? What 
could I do differently? 
Not let everybody interrupt what you were trying to say ... You could have a judge, and if someone was 
interrupting what you were saying, he could make them stop. 
27. What was your most favorite part of this entire forensic mystery? 
Probably the pictures and explaining what happened. 
What do you mean "the pictures"? 
The pictures of Felix laying on the Aloha sign and all the objects around, and then in the beginning, where 
the people told their story on what happened. 
So, you liked hearing their scenarios? 
Yeah. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year? Any sorts of activities you 
would "give up" or that you liked particularly well that should be kept? 
Maybe the thread burning one, just in case someone would go crazy and try to burn other stuff. 
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(Laughs) So, you mean maybe don't do that, unless I do that station. 
Yeah. 
Or do it as a class. 
(Nods his head yes) 
Ok, anything else that you'd "give up"? 
No. 
** Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
Student #1119 
Academic Ability Low 
Reasoning Pattern -2_ 
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Questionnaire for Investigating Forensics 
1. If you remember back to the x-ray lab we did in February, in what ways did this x-ray lab help your 
investigation in the forensic case? 
Um, it showed me that it looked like he had been beaten, so I had written in my paper that he had been 
beaten. 
2. Were the x-ray lab instructions easy or difficult to follow? 
Um, they were pretty easy. Some of the bones I didn't quite know. 
3. Are there any instructions that I could've said or done that would make this activity easier to understand? 
Maybe have told us' what fractures and bruises and breaks look like. 
4. In what ways were the instructions in the microscope lab at Iowa State easy or difficult to understand? 
Um, because the people were right there and there wasn't very many of us in there. Jjwe didn't understand 
them, they could just tell us. 
Ok, so were their instructions pretty good or were they difficult? 
They were pretty good. 
5. In what ways could the hair fiber activity at Iowa State be improved in the future? 
Have longer time to draw and color. 
6. What images, before you went to Iowa State, did you have of what a chemistry lab looked like? 
I wasn't quite sure. (Laughs) 
Ok, did you have any idea when you went in of what scientists would look like or what the lab would look like? 
I thought they were all going to be wearing those white coats and with all the name tags and everything, 
and all clean and everything. 
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7. Did your ideas change after going into the chemistry lab? 
A little 
Ok, how did they change? 
The white coats weren't white. 
Ok, what did they look like? 
They were stained ... All colors, multi-colored. 
8. If you had one thing to change in the chemistry lab activity, we did the pH and the density of pop, and we did 
the ink chromatography, if you had one thing to change, what would it we? 
We needed more people. 
In the chemistry lab? 
Yeah, cause I tried to talk to some ojthem and there were so many people trying to ask questions. I 
couldn't ask any. 
9. Is there anything that you did not understand while in the chemistry lab? 
No, I don't think so. 
10. What did you learn in the chemistry lab that you did not know before? 
The black marker had all of the colors, and that each marker could split into different colors. 
11. Was there anything that was unclear when I did the DNA demonstration with the dog saliva? Anything that 
was not clear during this demonstration? 
No. 
12. Was there anything that could've been changed, like how I could've made the demonstration better or easier to 
understand? 
No, but it would've helped if the people there were a little quieter. 
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In your class? 
Yeah. 
13. In what ways were the fingerprint lab such as the drawing fingerprints and the observing of the evidence, 
difficult to follow? 
Because the fingerprints couldn't really tell. The glue, or whatever you used, didn't show up very well. You 
couldn't tell if it was round or ... 
14. How could the instructions or activity for the fingerprint lab be improved in the future? 
Clearer fingerprints probably. 
15. In what way was the blood drop activity that we did easy or difficult to understand? 
Um, some of the drops looked a lot alike. Like the slope would go up like the ninety degrees, and the 
people I was with cheated on the last one. 
Oh, they did? 
Yes. They just started dropping it 'cause you said they were out of time. 
Oh ... 
So I couldn't tell. 
So, how were the instructions, though? 
Really good. Yeah, I understood it very well. 
16. How could this activity be improved in the future? 
Longer time. 
A longer time to go outside and do that. 
Yeah. 
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17. Last week we did six mini-labs. A microscope of threads, a burning threads, a blood drop analysis, the 
footprinting, the dental analysis, and the smell test. How could these be improved in the future? Any of 
these. The six that we went around and did. 
The thread. That was kinda difficult to understand. The one with the microscope. 
What was difficult about it? 
A lot of the clothing looked a lot alike. 
18. Were any of these mini-labs interesting to you that you liked and that you feel we should do as a repeat or that 
we shouldn't do? 
I liked the burning of the threads 'cause you could see them burn quickly or slow. 
Ok, everybody says they liked that one. Is there any others that you really really like that was interesting? 
I like the scent smell 'cause each of the smells smelled a little different. 
Ok, and was there anything you didn't like that shouldn't be continued? 
Um, no. 
19. In what way were the instructions to the crime scene sketches and the handwriting activity difficult to 
understand? 
The sketches. You couldn't see the whole entire kitchen, so you didn't quite know what was past the stove or 
past him, past the guy, and the handwriting was kinda difficult because when we wrote it down, it didn't 
look quite right. 
20. What could've been done to improve performance on these to help students perform better? 
Longer time. 
For the sketches and the fingerprints? [teacher should have said handwriting] 
Yeah. 
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21. A while back I did demonstrations. We looked at blood type on TV and I showed you the clotting. We looked 
at hair threads, we looked at soil analysis, and we looked at ink chromatography. In what ways could these 
activities have been improved for you to understand the case better? 
Um, tooken closer to the 1V, 'cause one of them I was far away, and I couldn't see the blood clotting. 
Ok, anything else that could've been improved? 
No. 
22. What were some of the most difficult things you struggled while writing your paper this past week? 
The times. I was having trouble having all times match up. 
23. How could this task be made easier for future classes? 
I don't know. 
Is there anything I could've done different, to have people write a better paper or to make it easier? 
Maybe have told everybody what you needed and expected. 
24. What is the most difficult thing about creating your large poster for the debate trial? 
Not being able to see everything 'cause there was things that we didn't see in the photographs that were 
taken. 
25. In what way could these instructions for making the poster be changed for other years? 
Maybe make the photographs larger. 
Anything else? 
No. 
26. What instructions could be improved in explaining the debate activity when I was telling you how to do the 
debate? 
To have told everybody that they were going against one group in front of the whole entire class. 
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So, what do you mean, "going against"? 
I wasn't sure if we were going. I thought that maybe we'd have two groups and then all of us would be 
different, like spread out, and you'd just come and check on it. 
Oh, so you didn't know you'd be doing it in front of the whole class? 
No. 
That's a good point. Nobody mentioned that to me so far, so maybe tell everybody that you're going to be doing 
it in front of the whole class because you thought they would just be in a group. 
Yeah. 
So, sometimes instructions like that slip and I think people assume and you can't 
assume. 
27. What was the most favorite part of this forensic mystery for you? 
Um, trying to figure out everything and just kinda writing the paper. I write really badly usually, but I 
liked writing it. 
28. Are there any activities that you would "give up" if this unit occurred another year, 
like one thing that we did that you didn't like or something in particular you did 
like to keep? 
I liked most of it. 
Anything to cut out? 
No, I don't think so. You need all of it to solve the crime. 
** Standard lettering represents the teacher's comments and italics represents the student's responses. 
Student #1059 
Academic Ability High 
Reasoning Pattern _8_ 
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APPENDIX G - CREDITS 
Many of the laboratory worksheets were taken from Crime Scene Investigations: Real 
Life Science Labs for Grades 6-12, The Center for Applied Research in 
Education, 1998. The worksheets that were used are found on the following pages 
in this thesis component: 151-159, 184-185, 187, 189-194, 197-206, 208-209, 
213-214, 220-221, 223-228, 230-237, 239-242, 244-246, 254-256. The author, 
Heather Jo Sanders added headings at the tops of these pages. 
The genetics worksheets on pages 166-176 were created by Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1988. 
Mike Zeller, Iowa State University, provided the labs on pages 177-183. 
The remaining laboratory activities were created by the author of this thesis, Heather Jo 
Sanders and are found on pages 149-150, 160, 161-165, 186, 188, 195-196, 207, 
210-212,215-219,222,229,238,243,247-253,257-258. 
The suspects and victim in the photographs were family and friends of the author. The 
picture of the mansion on page 264 was taken at the Biltmore Estates, North 
Carolina by the author. 
The scenario to this mystery was taken from a Florida state university, however changes 
were made to motivate and accommodate students participating in this project. 
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